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PREFACE.

An experience of several years as Principal of The Textile Department of the

Pennsylvania Museum and School of Industrial Art, has shown the author of this

work the necessity and value of a Text-book on Textile Designing and Weaving.

The absence of any such guide to the study has Induced him to prepare this work,

which he trusts will be useful not only to the student as a Text-book, but also to the

manufacturer as a book of reference. The results arrived at by the completion of

this work, will be greatly enhanced in their value to practical men, when assured

that a life-time of actual service in the mills of this country and Europe has been

enjoyed by the author, and that the ripe experience of such practical knowledge

has been closely interwoven with the results herein fully set forth.

The favor so generously accorded his previous book entitled "The Jacquard

Machine Analyzed and Explained ; the Preparation of Jacquard Cards, and Practical

Hints to Learners of Jacquard Designing," greatly encouraged him In the prepara-

tion of this work, and it Is sent forth with the earnest desire that It may likewise win

the approval of the public and aid in developing and extending a deeper interest in

the subject.

While much indebted to his many friends for their kindly hints and suggestions,

he more particularly acknowledges the services of Mr. Theodore C. Search, who

has been so unremitting in his zeal for the advancement of the work, and through

\ whose generous assistance the author has been enabled to reach a more speedy

termination of his labors. \
(^

-* Philadelphia, Pa., November, 1888.
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Divisions of Textile Fabrics According to Their Construction.

Every fabric, commonly classified as "woven," is composed of two distinct systems of

threads (warp and filling) which interlace with each other at right angles. The arrangement

of this interlacing is technically known as the " weave." All woven fabrics, as to their general

principle of construction, can be graded in two great divisions :

Fabrics in which one system of parallel threads is interlaced at right angles with a second

system of parallel threads. (For illustration see diagram. Fig. i.)

Fabrics in which threads of one of the before-mentioned two systems of threads, the warp,

in addition to the interlacing, are twisted with threads of its own system. (For illustration see

diagram, Fig. 2.)

Fig. I. Fig. II.

The first mentioned system of fabrics is divided into the following sub-divisions

:

Single cloth, double cloth, and three or more ply cloth, pile fabrics.

Before commencing with the construction of the weaves, as required for the various textile

fabrics, it is necessary to give an explanation of the purpose and use of the

Squared Designing Paper for the Different Textile Fabrics,

and its relation for indicating the method of interlacing warp and filling.

In this n designing paper each distance between two lines, taken in vertical direction,

represents one warp-thread, see Fig. 3 ; and each distance between two lines, taken in a horizontal

direction, represents one filling-thread, see Fig. 4.

1st 2d 3d 4th vVarp-thread.

4th Filling.

3d

2d

I St

Fig. 4.

Fig. 3.

(9)
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1st 2d 3d 4th Warp-thread.

n / r

i k / m

e f S h

a b c d

Fig. 5.

4th Fining.

3d

2d

1st

It will readily be seen by the student

that the different small rectangles illus-

trate the place where a certain warp-

thread meets with a certain filling-

thread. Thus in our illustration, Fig. 5,

the rectangle marked a will indicate the

meeting of warp-thread i and filling i.

Rectangle marked b will indicate the

meeting of warp-thread 2 and filling i.

Rectangle marked c will indicate the

meeting of warp-thread 3 and filling i.

Rectangle marked d will indicate the

meeting of warp-thread 4 and filling i.

Rectangle marked e will indicate the meeting of warp-thread i and filling 2.
« « jr it <( i, u « 2 " << 2

" " p. >' i( <( << a

<< "
y^

« " it tt tt

« tt
•

tt it tt i, ,,

t( it t it tt It (( «

ii ti / tt It tt f( (f

« " ^ " " " II n

« " ^ " " It tl u

(I tl
Q tt It tt t( ((

It It >, tt tt tt Ii ,(

tl It y It It It it „

The classifying of the n designing paper is done by enclosing a number of small rectangles,

horizontal and vertical, within a certain distance by a heavy line. Such enclosures are known
in practice ^.s " squares."

In mentioning a certain kind of u designing paper, the warp dimension is indicated first,

and a design paper having eight rectangles vertical, with eight horizontal, is variously read and

indicated as 8 by 8, 8 x 8 or */§; a design paper having eight rectangles vertical, with ten hori-

zontal, is read and indicated as 8 by 10, 8 x 10 or ^/iq. Diagrams Fig. 6 represent some styles

of n designing paper frequently used. The size of the square may vary in each kind of paper,

and must be selected according* to the fabric. For example, there are two different styles of

8 X 8 n designing paper illustrated: one forming ^ inch heavy squares and one forming ^ inch

heavy squares. These sizes may still be varied. The principle of these two kinds of n designing

paper is identical, the size preferred being left to the pleasure of the designer. Certainly it will

be understood by any student that in preparing a design or weave with a large number of

threads for repeat, it will be advantageous to use a design paper containing the smallest sized

rectangles practical to use.

3 2.

4 2.

I 3-

2 3-

3 3.

4 3-

I 4-

2 4-

3 4-

4 4.

Practical Use of the Heavy Square in Designing Paper.

The heavy square serves as a unit of measurement, as well as a means of calculation, and

shows readily and exactly the size of the weave or design. The eye becomes accustomed to

grasping the meaning of this large square, and comprehends at a glance the situation. For

instance

:
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On 8x8 paper 3 squares mean 3x8, or 24 rectangles each way; on 10 x 10 paper 3
squares mean 3 x 10, or 30 rectangles each way, etc.

In designing for regular harness work we generally use n designing paper containing the

same number of rectangles each way; thus even paper, as 8 x 8, lox 10, 12x12, etc., without

taking into consideration the texture the fabric is constructed by. On the other hand the entire

variety as shown are used, and accordingly selected from for the designing of textile fabrics

requiring the Jacquard machine for their construction. For such fabrics we give a rule for

Selection of Designing Paper.

The proper character 01 the designing paper is ascertained by the number of warp and filling

threads required per inch in the finished fabric. For example: a fabric with a texture when
finished of ^ /m (80 ends warp and 120 picks per inch) will require a designing paper of corres-

ponding proportion, or as 80 is to I20,=8 x 12.

Diagram Fig. 5, and its previously given explanations, clearly illustrated the object of the

small rectangles, t. e., the places of meeting for certain warp and filling threads. Two ways for

interlacing ofwarp and filling in a fabric are possible: either we raise the warp-thread, thus allowing

the filling to go under it, or lower the warp-thread and allowing the filling to cover it. In the first

case the warp will be visible, prominent on the face of the fabric ; in the other, the filling.

Through this exchanging of warp and filling as visible on the face of the fabric, technically known
as " Raisers or Sinkers," we form the interlacing of both systems of threads, known as " the

Weave."

Rule : Indications of any kind in a certain rectangle inside the repeat of the weave

upon the designing paper mean " warp up " in its corresponding place in the fabric. Rectangles

left empty inside the repeat of the weave upon the designing paper mean " filling up " in its

corresponding position in the fabric.
*

Figs. 7, 8 and 9 are designed for illustration of the preceding rule and explanations.

^ . t̂t
'•

10.

*' *^ -

LIUIL

TT
u

nir
11

B.A. B. A. B. A.
Fig. 7. Fig. 8. Fig. 9.

Fig. 7 shows under A the enlargement of a warp-thread taken from a regular designing

paper, and containing in its repeat 12 picks in rotation. A careful examination of the diagram,

and commencing to read from the bottom, illustrates the warp-thread alternately down and up;

also at B the reproduction of the warp-thread and necessary picks from a fabric.
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Fig. 8 illustrates the design and working of a similar warp-thread with the same number of

picks in repeat, but with the arrangement

:

One up two down, four times repeated=twelve picks.

Fig. 9 illustrates the design and working of a similar warp-thread as used before with the

same number of picks in repeat, but interlacing with the arrangement:

Two up two down, three times repeated.

The interlacing of both systems of threads, or, in other words, the different weaves are

generally divided into 3 distinct main divisions (Foundation weaves)

:

The Plain,

The Tzvills,

The Satins ; forming the foundation of all the other sub-divisions of weaves classified as
^^ derivative weaves." New weaves are also formed by the combination of weaves from the,

various sub-divisions, etc., thus forming a field impossible to cover in detail as respects each

particular weave or special fabric ; but we will, however, by means of our future lectures, impart

the principles for their construction, thus giving the student sufficient knowledge to master any

and every combination required.

IV.

Foundation Weaves,

I. THE PLAIN OR COTTON-WEAVE.

Fig. 10 represents a fabric constructed with the weave techni-

cally known as " the plain'' or " the cotton-weaveT In this diagram

two distinct sets of threads, crossing each other at right angles

and interlacing alternately, are visible. The threads running

longitudinally (marked W), or lengthways in the fabric, are the

warp-threads ; the traverse threads are the filling (indicated by
F in diagram.)

Fig. II shows the design or pattern, executed correspondingly

to fabric sample, Fig. 10. The shaded

squares indicating warp up; the empty

squares representing filling up.

Fig. 12 is the section-cut of a fabric

woven on "plain" weave, showing one

warp-thread light (
I
), the other shaded (2).

The filling is represented in full black.

An examination of Fig. 10 will convince the student that this weave produces a very firm

interlacing of the two systems of threads employed, in fact it is the most frequent exchanging

of warp and filling possible. The fabric produced with this weave will be strong, as each

thread, by reason of the interlacing, supports the others to the utmost.

This frequent exchanging of warp and filling in the "plain'' weave will also produce a fabric

more or less perforated. These perforations are regulated by the size of the threads used in the

construction of a fabric, and by the twist employed in the manufacture of the yarns.

Rule : ist. The thicker in size the threads are, as used in the construction of the fabric,

the larger the perforations will be.

2d. Soft twisted threads reduce the perforations to a lower point than hard twisted threads

of equal size and direction of twist.

j^. The perforation will again be reduced by employing a twist for warp and filling, which,

when both are interlaced, runs in the same direction.

Fig. II, Fig. 12.
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I

Fig. 13. Fig. 14.

of colors.

To illustrate this last rule Figs. 13, 14, 15 and 16 are constructed.

Fig. 13 represents a thread twisted from the right towards the left, which
is called technically '^ left" twist.

Fig. 14 shows us a thread twisted in the opposite direction, or from the

left towards the right, which in turn is classified as " right" twist.

Fig. 15 illustrates a fabric, woven on ^'plain" in which the direction of

the twist is opposite in warp and filling when interlaced, thus larger perfora-

tions will appear than in Fig. 16 which illustrates the same fabric, but having,

when interlaced, the same direction of twist in both systems of threads.

The plain weave is very extensively used in the manufacture of fabrics

composed of all kinds of materials, as cotton, wool, worsted, silk, hair, wire,

glass, etc.

Fancy Effects Produced with the Plain Weave.

The first move towards figuring a fabric constructed with the plain weave
is made by varying the thickness of the threads in the warp or filling, or in

both systems at the same time; for example, in " repp" cloths as used for ladies'

dress goods, and also for decorative purposes. In these fabrics either one kind

of warp and two kinds of filling (one pick heavy, one pick light) or two kinds of

warp (one thread heavy to alternate with one thread light) and the before men-
tioned two kinds of filling are used.

These changes of heavy and light threads are also used for forming borders,

as observed in some cambric handkerchiefs or similar fabrics. Fig. 17 is given to

illustrate one corner of such a fabric.

Another step towards figuring in plain weaving is made by the arrangement

12 3 4

Fig. 16.

¥10. 17.
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Weave

Sop
C c* (W
E cr a

Arrangement
of

Warp.

InnnnnnnnnnriDn

Efifect.

c: :;

These effects are used to a large extent in the manufacture of ginghams, ladies' all-wool dress

goods, as well as in the lightest qualities of fancy cassimeres. It will be easily understood by any

student that a fancy color arrangement (dressmg) of the warp will, in connection with one-color

filling, produce corresponding stripes; therefore we will devote the attention at once towards the

fancy color arrangement for warp and filling.

Among the simpler effects may be found what is technically known as a "hair-line" effect, and

is derived through an alternate arrangement of i end light, i end dark in warp and filling. Each

filling must cover its own color. Therefore when the shed of the warp is formed by the dark set

of threads up, the light set of threads down, the light-colored filling must be interwoven. Again,

if the dark set of threads are down and the light set of threads up, the dark-colored filling has

to be thrown through the shed.

Fig. 1 8 illustrates the effect as produced by this arrange-

ment If the interweaving of the filling, as explained in fig. i8,

is changed to the other pick, we get the stripe effect across the

fabric or in the direction of the filling. This efifect, known as

" imitation tricot," is illustrated in Fig. 19. By combining,

alternately for certain spaces, the hair-line effect with the tricot

effect, " checkerboard" efifects are obtained. It will be readily

seen, that the regular arrangement of repeating i light, i dark,

will produce either one of the before-mentioned styles. Therefore, by allowing, in a distance

of a certain number of ends (according to the size of

the efifect), 2 ends from one color to be used, we will

change from one efifect to the other.

Fig. 20 illustrates one of the many styles possible

to be derived. There are 9 ends of warp and filling

for each effect, therefore 18 ends for the repeat.

Figs. 21, 22, 23 and 24 illustrate a few more of the

many different efifects which may be obtained. The

principle observed in exchanging the two main or

foundation efifects (hair-line and tricot) is left undisturbed.

In Fig. 21 the arrangement of warp and filling is 2 ends light, i end dark, forming the

"broken-up" efifect.

Fig. 22 is constructed of 2 ends light, 2 ends dark, in the repeat of its color arrangement,

and forms a " star" efifect.

Diagram for explain

Ing figs. 18, 19,20, 21,

22, 23 and 24.

CB'
OBI II

-[ HH
I

; >

1 KU
DHH
ant.

DHK
ame-

DHBDBE

:; ::--&
,!jnDa_

:-y a 'a '
:: K; : :

a c:i lama
ly :: H-ia
:: :: t; a
t: c: 'j: a
:: z: a -a
:: :: aaa

Fig. i8.
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:
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§Ha .aaaaaaaaaaaa
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Daa aaaaaaaa'
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Fig. 19.

cc:a ::aaaa::aa :;

[.! ::

L a a a a
c aa a: :: a a a:
L,i .

, .a^ a: a- a
L.aa' a' ':-. -a :; a:
u . a. a a a^
r.aa. a a a a at
Gi- i

: a a a a
Gaai a a a a a:,
DtiU:^_jauatauaL-:.,;_ .

QBBaaHBBHaBHBQHaSUaQBa

I

;
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a: a a
a a 1
a a
a a A
a a
a a M

i

""""
1

aaaa j

1

aaaa ?

1
aaaaj

I

Fig. 20.

DBnnnnaDDDnnnDD
PHnHsaaHna^^aaBHB

a : a a ibb
_ "ja^

- a - "an
aa aaa a aac; a^ 1

I ^^ a _ a 1

; aa a aaa a aa:]

L aa :; aaa a aaa
CBB^aaaasaaQBaaa

DBnoDnnnnnnnDDn
DBi^BgHawiwnasHpiaaH

_c OD_
CM,' -a a ^aB
caa. aaa laaa aaaa
rpjB ' ^aac; aaa r.aa

L a:: "a:)a"aaa"aaa

l" : "a ' '"a . "aa
[ ::c; aaa aaa aaaa
L aa aaa: aaa aaa
BBuaaBaHaaMHC3BB

Fig. 21.

1

Fig. 22.

DBnannnDDnnnnna
DBnHBsnBianHiisiaHKlHa

aa aa aa aa
_

I aa aaaaa aaaaa
r : : :a . a :; a
I aa aaaaa aaaaa
L a a a a
r aa aac3c;a aaaaa
I :; a a a
L aa aaaaa aaaaa
Lj..;'- a •: a a . ^a
GHHL,
DBHl
DaHUi-jaaaaa..-!

aaa
iaa
aaa

BaBaBBBHBBtrigaa
I

Fig. 23-

Fig. 23 is constructed as follows:

Arrangement of warp.
1 end light,

2 ends dark,

3 ends in the repeat.

Arrangement of the filling: I pick light,

to alternate with i pick dark,

2 picks in the repeat.
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nBonnnnnmnGGna
DBDBBHHHBQaBHana
SDBaBBHBHHHBBaaaDBnDaaanaaaana_

""DHEDBaQHBaaaHaHQ
UBBDBaBBaHHBBaHB
:]aHnBHC3HBaaa«Hi3C3
DBBDHHBaBmiHBaBB
^HHDBcaanBHHaaaHa
DBBnHHisiaPiasipBaflB
3Ha rinna---innnMaHa
DBM ii !:-M-i' iH-1 ! ta ti
^Hi 1 laa:; iiiHc: ia::a
DBBDWE :: - i: M
ghqdbh:;:: :i::u r.:yj
HBDBDi- U . - .. -'^' JJ

I

Fig. 24 is constructed as follows

:

A t. r i-u 2 ends light,
Arrangement of the warp, ^ '

2 ends dark,

4 ends in the repeat.

Arrangement of the filling : i pick light,

to alternate with i pick dark,

Fig. 24.
"~

2 picks in the repeat.

Similar effects upon the plain weave, as illustrated in Figs. 18 to 24 inclusive, can also be

arranged for 3 to 4, or more colors in warp or filling, or for both systems combined, for producing

one effect.

II. TWILLS.

In twill weaves (or tweel from the French ttiaille) the warp and filling threads do not inter-

lace alternately as in the plain weave, but only the third, fourth, fifth, etc., thread is used.

The peculiarity of the twill weaves consists in having every successive pick interlace correspond-

ingly with its successive warp-thread, thus ; If the first pick ties in the first warp-thread, the

second pick must interlace in the second warp-thread, the third pick must interlace in the third

warp-thread, etc. Continuing to design in this manner until all the harness required to be

used are taken up will give us 'the "repeat!' This . manner of interlacing warp and filling will

produce a distinct pattern upon the cloth, i. e., lines running in a diagonal direction across it.

Comparing the twill weaves with the plain weave in respect to thickness of the cloth to be

produced, will show that the twill weaves permit of the introduction of more material into the

fabric, thus making it closer in its structure than the plain weave. The reason for it is found in

the fact that in twill weaves the warp and filling interlace only at intervals of two, three or more

threads, thus permitting the warp and the filling to lie closer together.

We mentioned before that the twill weaves form diagonal lines on the cloth. These lines

can be arranged to run from the left to the right or from the right towards the left. It will be

the clearest visible to the eye in the fabric by using the twill in the weave the same direction of

twist the warp-thread has.

Twills commence with the 3-harness, and can after this be made on any number of harness.

Various methods are in practical use in classifying common twills. The most proper course

will be to divide the general system into two divisions

:

A. Uneven-sided twills, or twill weaves in which more or less warp-up indications appear on

the design, compared with filling-up indications, or the amount of indications balance but the

general arrangement is different in one compared with the other. For example: \ ^
1 ^^ f > but

differently arranged for each side. (For indicating this division of twills the letter u is used

throughout the chapter.)

B. Even-sided twills, or twill weaves in which the amount and arrangement of warp up and

filling up is completely balanced. (For indicating this division of twills the letter e is used

throughout the chapter.)

DHMDDBIDH
saHDHHn
IDBBDIH

1 3

Fig. 25.

3-harness twill.

ti.

Warp for face.

DMnnMQnana
snnMnnB
nMnnan
1 3

Fig. 26.

3-harness twill.

— u.
2

Filling for face.

Commencing the designing of twills on ^-harness, we find one twill possible to be made

upon it, which is the u twill : 1 down 2 up or i up 2 down ; also technically represented with

warp face ^ ^, filling face ^, and weaves shown in Fig. 25 and Fig. 26.
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Fig. 27 illustrates the plan of the fabric obtained with weave Fig. 26.

Fig. 28 represents the longitudinal section cut of fabric shown in Fig. 27. Numbers

as used on weave, fabric and section cut are selected correspondingly. A in section cut indicates

warp-thread No. i in plan.

Fig. 28.

4.-Harness Twills. -.—Examining four, we find 2 kinds of twills .possible to be obtained : i down

3 up (?<;), or I up 3 down {u), and 2 up 2 down {e), this being the first even-sided twill obtained.

PBMMP PnPMPPPBPBMBPM PPBPPPBC
MPBBMPBM PBPPPMPL
PBMmPBMB BPPPMPPC
4BBMPBMHP 4PPPMPnPBPBMIPM PPIPPPin
PHBMPBH PMPPPBPr
IPMMMPMBB mPPPMPPP14 14

8

7

Fig. 29. Fig. 29a.
6

4-harness twill, 4-harness twill.

3 I

Warp for face. Filling for face.

5

4

LUMHnnBM
PBmPPBHPQPMMPPPPMMPPM
4PPBHPPMMMBPPBMPMPPMMPP
IMPPMMPPB
1 4

3

2

I

Fig. 30.

4-harness twill.

Warp and filling equal.

Fig. 31 illustrates the fabric obtained with weave Fig. 30.

Fig. 32 represents the longitudinal section cut of fabric shown in Fig. 31. ^ = warp-thread

No. I

^-Harness Twills.—In five-harness we find three different kinds of twills, as follows

:

Warp Face. Filling Face.

I down 4 up {li), or i up 4 down (//).

3 up 2 down {u),
"

3 down 2 up [ii).

I down I up, I down 2 up {u), " i up i down, i up 2 down {u).
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DHHHBDK=!DHBM
DIHBIDH
HDBBBHnBH
naaHMDHMH
1 5

Fig, 33.

5 -harness twill.

I
u.

nnnnmngnaM
nnnananDBn
nnMnnnnmnn
BMnnnDBDna
nnngannnn
nnnMnnnnBD

iMnnanaannn
1 5

Fig. 34.

5-harness twill.

I

71.

4

nHHinrnH
DDKBIDDaH
nnaianDDMBIDn
SHBDDaaHDDM
DLIBaBDDHI

nnHHBDDBaMDBVBQ
1 5

Fig. 35.

5-harness twill.

3
u.

nnMBnaaBMH
namnnnMannnnMHnnnnnBBnnnM
nnnMManaBg
snnBBnnnBBd
nBBnnDMBDn
BBonnBBPnn
BnanBBnnDB
innnBBnanBB
1 5

Fig. 36.

5-harness twill.

2
n.

BDBBDBnBBD
nBBDBDBBDB
BBDBDBBDBn
BDBDBBDBDB
BnflBDBDBB
5BaBBDBDBBa
BBDBDBBDH
BBDBDBBDBa
BDBDBBDBDB
laBDBBDBQBB
1 5

Fig. 37.

5-harness twill.

I 2

DBnDBaBnnBnBnBonBn
pnBnBDnBnB
BnBnnBnBn
BnBnnBDBnn
snBnnBDBnnB
BnnBDBnaBn
nnBnBnnBnB
nBDBnnBnBn
iBnBnnBDBnn
1 5

Fig. 38.

5-harness twill.

I I

u.
I 2

6-Harness Tzvills.—On six-harness five different twills are found

Filling Face.

1 up 5 down {u),

2 up 4 down (u),

I up I down, I up 3 down (?/),

or

Warp Face.

1 down 5 up {u).

2 down 4 up {u).

I down I up, I down 3 up («),

nnnnnBoaannH
BnanBnnnnnBn
nnnBnunnnBnn
nnBDnnnnBDnn
BnnnnnBnnnn
BannnnBonnnn
ennnnDBnnnnnB
nnnnBnnnnnBn
nnnBannnaBna
PDBnnnnaBnnn
BaannDBnnnn
iBnannnBDnnnn
1 6

Fig. 39.

Warp and Filling equal.

3 up 3 down {e).

2 up I down, I up 2 down {e).

6-harness twill.

I

5
M.

BBBBDBBHBBn
BBBBnBBBflflnB
BBDBBBBBDBB
BDBBBBBaBBB
BDflBBBBnBBBB
DBBBBBOBBBBB
eBBBBBDBBBBBa
BBBBDBBBBBZIB
BBBnBBBBBDBB
HBUBBBBBUBBB
BDBBBBBDBBBB
inBBBBBQBBBBB
1 6

Fig. 40.

6-harness twill.

I
u.

nnnBBnnnnB
nnnnBBDnnnBB
nnBBnnnnBBn
nBBnnnnBBnn
DBBDnDDBBann
BBnnnnBBnnna
6BnanaBBnnnnB
nnnnBBnnanBBBBnnnnBBD
nnBBnnnnBBPa
BBnnQnBBnng
iBBannnBBnnun

1 6

Fig. 41.

6-harness twill.

2— u.

DBBBBDOBBBBn
BBBDnBBBBnn
BBBnDBBBBDDM
BBnnflBBBDDBBBBBflDDBBB
nDBBBgnDBBBB
enBBBBdDBBBBn
SBBBDnBBBBnnBBDDBBBBDaB
BnnBBBBanBB

BnnflBBBDDBBB
inDBBBBDOBBBB.

1 6

Fig. 42.

6-harness twill.

_4
2

u.

DBnnnBnBnnnH
nnnBnBnnnBD
DonBnBnnaBnB
nnBnBrjnnBDBn
BnBnnnBDBnn
BnBaDDBnBnnn
BDBnnoBnBnnnB
nnnBnBnnnBD
nnnBnBannBnBDBnBnnnBDBa
BnBnnnBDBDn
iBnBnanBDBnnn

1 6

Fig. 43.

6-harness twill.

I I

u.

UnBBBDBDBBBd
BBBDBnBBBaBBBDBaBBBnBd
BBnBDBBBnBDB
nnBDBBBDBnBi
nBDBBBDBnBBB
eBnBBBDBDBBBn
BBBnBDBBBDB
BBnBDBBBnBP
BDBDBBBnBDiBDBBBnBDBi
IDBDBBBDBni
1 6

Fig. 44.

6-harness twill.

I 3

I I

Ji.
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§nDHHBnnnaBaannDaBBDDD
DaMinnnBH
DnDBMDDDIHH
nnMBBnnnBBMD
DBBHDDDBBBDn
IBBBDnnBBBDDn
1 6

Fig. 45.

6-harness twill.

3 .

HnBDnBBnBDniB
PBnnBBDBnnBB
HDDHBDBnnBan
DBBDBDnaaDB
DBBnaDDBBDan
aanannaanann
sanannaananna
panaaaDanaaaDaaDanaaan
ODaaDannaana
naananaaanan
laanannaanana
1 6

Fig. 46.

6-harness twill.

2 I

I
e.

'^-Harness Twills.—On 7-harness eight different kinds of twills are found, all uneven-sided.

Filling Face.

1 up 6 down
2 up 5 down

3 up 4 down
1 up I down I up 4 down
2 up I down I up 3 down
2 up 2 down I up 2 down
I up 3 down I up 2 down
I up I down I up I down i up 2 down

Filling for Face.

nannaannntina
nnnnnannnnnaan
nnnnannnnnnanp
nnannnnnnannn
nnannnnanannnn
naannnnnannnnn
annnnnnannnnnn
Tnnnnncannnnnna
Bnnnnannnnnnan
Bncnannnnnnann
GnnannDDDnannn
nnannnnanannnn
nannnnnnannnnn
lannnnnnannnnnn

1 7

Warp Face.

or I down 6 up,

2 down 5 up,

3 down 4 up,

1 down I up I down 4 up,

2 down I up I down 3 up,

2 down 2 up I down 2 up,

I down 3 up I down 2 up,

I down I up I down i up i down 2 up.

/-harness twill.

I

Fig. 47.

nnnnnaannnnnw
nnnnnaannnnnaa
nnnnaannnnnaau
nnnaannnnnaann
nnaannnnnaannn
naannnanaannnn
aannnnnaannnnn
Tannnnnaannnnna
nnnnnaannnnnaa
nnnnaannnnnaan
nnnaannnnnaann
nnaannnnnaannn
naannnnnaannnn
laannnnnaannnnn
1 7

/-harness twill.

Fig. 49.

aannnnaaannnnM
aunniraaannnnia
nnnnaaannnnBJM
nnnaaannnnaifin
nnaaannnnaaann
naaannncaaannn
aaannnnaaannnn
7aannnnaaannnna
annnnaaannnnaa
nnnnaaannnnaaa
nnnaaannnnaaan
nnaaannnnaaann
naaannnnaaannn
laaannnnaaannnn
1 7

/-harness twill.

3

Fig. 51.

nannnnanannnnn
nnnnanannnnan
nnnnanannnnana
nnnanannnnanan
nnanannnnanang
nananannanannn
anannnnanannnn
7na'j:-'^-Bna-nn- !b
annnnanannnnan
nnnnanannnnana
nnnanannnnanan
nnanannnnanann
nanannnnanannn
lanannnnanannnn
1 7

Fig. 53.

/-harness twill.

I I

I 4

Warp Face.

aaaaaanaaaaMan
aaaaanaaaaaana
aaaanaaaaaanaa
aaanaaaaaanaaa
aanaaaaaanaaa^ ^

anaaaaaanaaaa
naaaaaanaaaaa
7aaaaaanaaaBaaa
aaaaanaaaaaana
aaaanaaaaaanax
aaanaaaaaanaam
aanaaaaaanaaaa
anaaaaaanaaaaa
inaaaaaanaaaaaa

s

1

Fig. 48.

naaaaannaaiaan
aaaaannaaaaann
aaaannaaaaanna
Saannaaaaannaa
annaaaaannaaa

annaaaaannaaaa
nnaaaaannaaaaa
7naaaaaDnBaBaan
SBaBannaaaaann
aaannaaaaanna

aaannaaaaannaa
aannaaaaannaaa
annaaaaannaaaa
innaaaaancjuuiiK

Fig. 50.

nnaaaannnaaaan
naaaannnaaaann
aaaannnaaaannn
aaannnaaaannna
aannnaaaannnaa
annnaaaannnaaa
nnnaaaannnaaaa
7nnaaaannnaaaan
naaaannnaaaann
aaaannnaaaannn
aaannnaaaannnH
aannnaaaannnaa
annnaaaannnaaa
innnaaaaunnaaaM

1 7

Fig. 52.

naaaananaaaan
naaaananaaaana
aaaananaaaanan
aaananaaaanana
aananaaaananaa
ananaaaananaaa
nanaaaananaaaa
lanaaaananaaaan
naaaananaaaana
aaaananaaaanan
aaananaaaanana
aananaaaananaa

' ananaaaananaaa
inanaaaananr

7-harness twill.

6

/-harness twill.

5

/-harness twill.

4

/-harness twill.

I 4
I I

Fig. 54.
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nBin«nnn»
MannMBnBnnnBHnBBDBnanBBa
nanBBnBDanBBnBBBnBnnnBBnBa
nBBnBnunBBDBnn
BBnBnnnBBnBDnn
7BnBnnnBBnBnnnB
nBnnnBBnBDanBB
BnnnBBnBnnaBBD
nnnBBnBnnnBBDB
nnBBDBnnnBBnBD
DBBaBnaaBBOBna
iBBnBannBBnBnrun

1 7

7-harness twill.

2 I

~i 3

DBQBBBnDflnBBBD
aBBBDnBDBBBan
BBBnnBnBBBDDB
BBBnnBDBBBnnBn
BBQnBDBBBnaBDB
BDDBDBBBnDBaBBBDBBBDQBnBBB
TDBOBBBDnBaBBBn
BDBBBDDBnBBBDD
BBBnDBDBBBanB
BBBanBOBBBODBn
BBnaBDBBBnnBDB
BDrJBnBBBDnBaBB
IDDBaBBBnCIBIIIBBB

1 7

7-harhe.ss twill.

I 3

2 I

Fig. 55. Fig. 56.

MnDBQaBBnnBnnB
pnBnnBBnnBnnBB
BanBBnnBnnBBnBBnnBnnBBDQ
nnBBcnBnnBBnnB
nBBnaBnQBBnnBn
BBnnBDnBBnnBnn
7BnnBnnBBnnBnnB
nnBnDBBnnBnnBB
nBnnBBnnBnnBBn
BmBBnniBpnBBna
nBBnnBnnBBnnB
DBBnaBaDBBnoBa
iBBnnBPnBBnnBnn
1 7

Fig. 57.

7-harness twill.

2 I

2 2

DBBnBBnnBBnBBD
BBQBBnnBBnBBnn
BnBBCinBBnBBnnB
BBnDBBDBBnDBB
BBnnBBaBBDnBBn
BaDBBnBBDDBBDB
nnBBDBBanBBDBB
7nBBnBBDnBBnBBn
BBaBBnDBBDBBnn
BDBBnDBBaBBDnB
DBBnnBBDBBnnBB
BBDDBBnBBnnBBa
BnDBBDBBaDBBafl
innBBDBBaQBBaBB

1 7

7-hainess twill.

2 2

2 I

Fig. 58.

nnBnnBnnnBDnB
nnBanBunnBDnBD
nBrnBnnrJBi:' -Bnn
BnnBuanBnnBrjnn
nnBqnnBJDBUDnB
BDdnBnnBannBn
BnnnBDnBDnnBnn
TnnnBnDBnnnBDnB
DBUuBC :;:b: ; 'm> i

nBnnBnnnBnnBnn
BnnBnnnBnDBnnn
nnBi-j' 'Br:nB tigb
bd: :jb--_ :.-i_:nB3
iBnnnBnnBnnnBna
1 7

Fig. 59.

in

7-harness twill.

I I

3 2

BBDBBnBBBnBBDB
BnBBDBBBDBBDBB
BBnBBBDBBDBBB
BBDBBBDBBnBBBD
BnBBBDBBaBBBDB
DBBBOBBaBBBOBB
7BBflnBBnBBBnBBn
BBDBBDBBBDBBDB
BDBBnBflBDBBDBB
nBBnBBBtJBBDBBB
BBnBBBaBBDBBBD
BnBBBDBBnBBBDB
inBBBDBBnBBBDBB

1 7

Fig. 60.

7-harness twill.

3 2

nunBanBnBnBanB
OBnnBnBnBnnBn
nBnnBDBnBnnBnB
pnBnBnBnnBDBn
nnBnBnBDDBnBnB
nBnBQBnnBnBnBn
BnBDBnnBnBnBnn
7nBnBnnBnBnBDnB
BnBnnBDBnBnDBn
DBnPBnBnBnnBnB
BnnBnBDBnnBDBQ
nBnBnBnnBDBnB
nBnBnBnnBPBnBn
iBnBnBnnBnBPBnn
1 7

Fig 61.

7-harness twill.

I I I

I I 2

BPBPBBP
PBPBBP
BPBBPBP
PBBPBPB
bbpbpbp:
bpbpbp:_,
PBPBPBB!
7BPBPBBP
BPBBPf :

BPBBPBP
PBBPBP
BBPBPBP
BPBPBPB
IPBPBPBB

1

PBPBBP
PBPBBPB
BPBBPBP
PBBPBPB
BBPBPBP
^PBPBPB
PBPBPBB
" PBPBBP
PBPBBPB
BPBBPBP
PBBPBPB
^BPBPBP
BPBPBPB
PBPBPBB

7-harness twill.

I I 2

I

Fig. 62.

For 8-harness, we find the followintr Hvills

.

Filling Face.

npppappBPPPPPPPB
dpppppBPPPPPPPBn
QPPPPBPPPPPPPBPP
PPPBPPPUPPPBPPP
§ppBPPPPPpnBPPPP
PBPPPPPPPBPPPPP
BPPPPPPPBPPPPPP

BPPPPPPPBPPPPPPP
gpppPPPPBPPPPPPPB
PPPPPPBPPPPPPPBP
PPPPPBPPPPPPPBPP
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Fig. 63.

Warp Face.
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Filling Face.
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Fig. 65.
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Warp Face.
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Fig. 66.
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Fig. 67.
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Fig. 71.
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Fig. 68.
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Fig. 72.
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Fig. 80.
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Fig. 84.
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Fig. 69.
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Fig. 73.
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Fig. 77.
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Fig. 81.
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Fig. 85.
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Fig. 70.
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Fig. 74.
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Fig. 78.
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Fig. 82.
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Fig 86.
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Figs. 83 to 86 inclusive are the even-sided twills on 8-harness.

The same method observed in designing every common twill possible frpm 3 to 8 warp-

threads in repeat, as shown, is continued for twills of any higher number of harness repeat.

The more harness we can use, the larger the variety of twills which may be obtained.

Combinations of two or more Colors for Producing different Effects upon Fabrics

interlaced on the "Twill" System.

In this system of weaves an endless variety of effects are produced by the different arrange-

ments of colors. The same are extensively used in the manufacture of ladies' dress goods, fancy

cassimeres, fancy worsteds and similar textile fabrics.

Weave

cog
B cT* (re

13

Arrangement
of

Warp.

In Fig. 87 is illustrated the 3-harness twill

applied to 2 ends light

I end dark

Effect.
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Fig. 87.

3 ends in the repeat for the color arrangement of

warp and filling. The interlacing of the different color threads

is arranged so that each color, in filling, covers its own color

in the warp ; hence the dark filling must be interwoven in the

shed, which has all the dark warp-threads in the lower part, and all the light warp-threads raised.

The effect represents what is technically known as " hair line."

Weave Fig. 88, illustrating the 4-leaf twill -—DDnnnnnannnan can
I
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^ also be used for producing a " hair-line " effect by using for

the color arrangement of the warp and filling

3 ends light,

I end dark.
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Fig. 88.
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4 ends in the repeat.

The dark filling has again to cover its own color in the

warp to produce the required effect. This weave, (- j-), can also be used in an arrangement ot

2 ends light, 2 ends dark, in the warp and filling, for producing a " line " equally as heavy as the

ground in the direction of the warp for effect.

Fig. 89 illustrates the effect of

2 ends dark,

2 ends light,

4 ends in repeat of color arrangement

for warp and filling, upon a fabric having the 4-harness

even-sided twill for weave. The placing of the colors as

represented in the latter effect, will prevent the filling from

showing more prominently, than the warp. The principle observed is, to place one of the light

picks in the shed formed by light color down dark color up ; the other light pick is to be inter-

woven when half of the light and half of the dark warp-threads are up, and the remaining one-

half of each are down.

Fig. 90 illustrates a " zig zag " arrangement for effect, as produced upon a fabric interwoven

upon the 4-harness even-sided twill with a color arrangement of

I end light,

1 end dark,

2 ends in repeat for the warp and filling.

Fig. 90. Fig. 91.
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Fig. 91 represents a " spot effect" obtained upon a fabric interlacing with the 5-harness

twill. Color arrangement for warp and filling to be 2 ends dark, 3 ends light.

Fig. 92 illustrates a " zig zag " arrangement for

effect, as produced upon a fabric interwoven with the

6-harness j even-sided twill and a color arrange-
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Fig. 92.

ment of 2 ends light,

I end dark,

3 ends in repeat for the warp and filling.

Figs. 93, 94 and 95 illustrate similar effects pro-

duced on a warp and filling arrangement of

I end light,

I end dark.
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Fig. 93 illustrates the fabric produced with

'"-n^Pi the 5-harness ~~ twill.
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Fig. 94. Fig. 95.

In diagrams Figs. 96, 97, 98 and 99, four specimen effects of three-color arrangements in

warp and filling are given. Such combinations find extensive use in the manufacture of fancy

cassimeres and fancy worsted suitings.
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Fig. 96 illustrates the effect derived from the even-sided

4-harness twill, by the following arrangement of warp and filling

:

2 ends light,

2 ends medium,

I end dark.

color No. I.

or, " No. 2.

" No. 3.

5 ends repeat in color arrangement ; thus, 5X4
threads, repeat of effect.
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Fig. 96.
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Fig. 97 illustrates the effect derived from the same
weave as used in the foregoing example, with the follow-

ing arrangement for warp and filling :

4 ends light,

4 ends medium,

4 ends dark,

4 ends medium,

16 ends repeat in color arrangement, and as 16

is a multiple of 4 (repeat of weave), 16 threads are also

the repeat of the effect in addition to color arrangement.

or,

color No. I

" No. 2

" No. 3

" No. 2
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Ii IBaBBBBBBBBBBBBn tBaBBBBaaaBffllBBB
laa JBBBBBH'

^

aBaBBBBBBBBBaffl
aaaBaaaaaBBaaB f laaaaBBi

Fig. 97.
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Diagram Fig. 98 illustrates the effect derived from the j 6-harness

even-sided twill, by the following color arrangement

:

I end light, ^ color No. i.

I end medium, V or, " No. 2.

I end dark, )
" No. 3.

3 ends repeat in coloi* arrangement, the same repeating

twice in one repeat of the weave, also, one repeat of effect in fabric.
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In diagram Figf. 100, a specimen example is oaBGdGWBaBBBBBBBBfflBafflB&raaBBaSiifflfflBBi i-ii-iHfflBB' i-iBBBia

Fig. 98

Fig. 99 illustrates the same weave as used in

Fig. 98, arranged for

3 ends light,

3 ends medium,

I end dark.

or,

color No. I.

" No. 2.

" No. 3.

7 ends repeat in color arrangement, and as

this 7 is no multiple of the 6 (repeat of weave) or

vice versa, 7 X 6 = 42 threads in warp and filling gjJBgB:.

are required for one repeat of the effect.

GBBaaaBBBBSBBBBHBBBBBBWBBBaSBBBBBBn-fflBBBl
_• „ „r -. 1^„„ „„„„„^ J :„ „.,J CU:^^ ,,„„., DfflBaDCBB"''fflBfflBfflfir-fBBBBm"*"1BBEBa@BBBBB>iBBBHBBBBB3BBffla
ffiven 01 T, colors arranged m warp and niimg upon bbdgcb aaaa aaaa bbbbb BBBBaBaaaBBBBBB aaaa

the 4-harness twill for producing a hair-line dIIBBB it aaa bIb* ^^''
"i'^

'^'

a «liS
1 ^ r- o GBaanGBBBSBfflffiffiffl: BBBBE BBBa BBBB BBaBB BBBBBB

„£r„_i- „„ ,,<,„^ ;.-, 4-U-^ ,>-,-, ,-,,,f^^f,i,-£» ^f -..r/^/^l^it-. or.^ oaanGGBBMBBBBBi s iBBBB aaaa aaaaa BaaBBBaaaBBBa
errect, as used m tne manuiactuie 01 woolen and QHaaaca j 1 raaanM ^bbbb bbbbb BBBBaaBaBEBBBQB isaaa

aaBDaaaHaaBBByyaBBBBiiBBBBBBaBBBBBaaBidaBBBaaBBBBB
Fig. 99.
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]GG

BB .--^aa
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-BB
:Ba
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BB '-nmu
BB -l-^Bl

,jBB.:;)iiiffll

niBI

-^'4BI

color No. I.

" No. 2.

" No. 3.

Fig. 100.

worsted trouserings, etc.

Arrangement of warp and filling :

2 ends light,
|

I end medium, V or,

I end dark, j

4 ends in repeat.

In placing the filling in this present sample as well as similar effects, each individual color

infilling must cover the same color in the warp, according to rules given for producing effects with

two colors.

It will be seen by the student that these effects, until now produced with two or three

colors in each example, can readily be extended to effects with four or more colors in warp, or in

filling, or in both systems combined at the same time.

The effects shown in Figs. 90, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96,97, 98 and 99 are designed on the basis

of equality of texture in warp and filling, as also of similar thickness of thread for both systems;

therefore, any changes in one or the other will have a corresponding influence on the effect.



Satin Weaves.

Satin weaves, also technically called satins, are without the prominent lines which are

identical with the regular twills ;
consequently satins are characterized by a smooth face. In twill

weaves the points of intersection follow consecutively, but in satin weaves this is not the case
; they

being arranged to interlace at intervals of one, two, three, four or more threads. The principles

for the construction of satins are to arrange as much as possible distributed stitching, and to have

it done at the same time, as regular as possible. The more scattered we can arrange the inter-

lacing of the warp and filling the less these points of intersection will be visible in the fabric.

The lowest satin that can be produced is found in the five-harness satin
; after this the same can be

made " regular " on any number of harness, with the exception of six. The four-leaf broken-

mannnMn twill is also sometimes classified as a " satin," but against the rules of construction

"'jdannB ^^^ these weaves, as on two successive picks the interwoven threads are next to each

^nnSyBmS other (see Fig. loi). The points of intersection of the numerous satins are found bynnnann , ^ ., . ,iMnnnMnnp the followmg ru/e :—
Fig. ioi Divide the number of harness for the satin into two parts, which must

neither be equal nor the one a multiple of the other ; again it must not be possible to divide

both parts by a third number. After finding this number (which is technically known as

" counter "), add it, commencing to count from one until all threads or harness are taken up.

For example: Find satin weave for five-harness (5 equals 2 plus 3); commencing to count with

one and adding always two points we find

:

1 + 2 = 3 + 2 = 5+2 = 7 or 2 + 2:^4 + 2 = 6 or i giving the points for intersection

in the weave as i, 3, 5, 2, 4, which means

:

The first pick intersects with the ist warp-thread (ist harness up).

3d

5 th

2d

4th

(3d

(5th

(2d

(4th

)
" second "

« third "

" fourth "

" fifth

This construction is illustrated by
Fig. 102, in its principle (arrow S indicating the rotation of picks, arrow O indicating the

counting off of warp-threads for each successive pick).

Fig. 103 illustrates the same, applied to the regular designing-paper, being filling up or

5th pick.

4th

^I 3d

2d "

1st

I 2 4

2 2 I

I 2 5

I 2 3

I r 2

'/

filling for face.

nnnMnannMn
nannnnMnnn
nnnnBnnnnB
nnBnnnnBnn
nannMnnnn
snanannnuBa
DMnnnnMnnn
nnnDanannM
nnannnnMna
1 5

Fig. 103.

Fig. 104 illustrates the same changed to warp

up or warp face, by simply exchanging "sinkers"

(down) to "raisers" (up).

o

10

Fig. 102.

MBaQHIBinM
DBHHIDHMMMnHBU»
nHBHaniBiB
MBDMBHMMDiaaan

1 5

Fig. 104.

(25)
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Fig. 105 illustrates (enlarged) a fabric interlaced

in the 5-harness satin, constructed, as explained

before.

The 5-harness satin, as well as other satins

produced with any number of harness, can also

be obtained by constructing the design lengthwise;

in this case (taking the 5-harness for example) we
find

The first warp-thread must stitch in the ist filling,

" second " " " " 3d

" third " " " " 5th "

" fourth " " " " 2d "

" fifth
" " " " 4th "

This construction of the 5-harness satin is illus-

trated by

Fig. 106, in its principle (arrow S indicating

the rotation of warp-threads, arrow O indicating the counting off of warp-threads for each

successive pick).

Fig. 107, the same, applied to the regular designing paper.

Fig. 108 is the same satin warp up or warp for face.

Sth pick.

.4th "

Ol3d "

2d

I St

2 5 I

I 2 4

3 I 2

2 2 I

I I 2

d

" * *- "

^^
4-t

"U •c J2

M

S
Fig. 106.

rO '^ 10

Filling for face.

nnBannnann
nnnDBnnnno
nannnnHnnnnBnnnnHn
MnnnnBnnnn
snnMnnnnBnn
nnnnBnnnnBnnnnannanMnnnnaa
iMnannannant
.1 5

Fig. 107.

naHBMQ
MDBHMHaaMBBDHHHM.'«Hian
DHMBBDM
inHMMDMaKI
1 5

Fig. 108.

A careful examination of Figs. 103 and 107 will show, as the only difference, the "satin

twill " (which later on will be more particularly described), but taken in a general technical point of

view, for constructing weaves both are identical. The first-mentioned rule, counting off the picks

in rotation and the harness (or warp-threads), according to the "counter" obtained, is in general

use.

Design shown in Fig. 107 would also have been obtained by the first rule in using the other

part the 5 is composed of, namely, the 3 for counting off, thus

l+3=4+3 = 7-=2+3 = 5+3 = 8-3+3 = 6=i,
or the stitch as i, 4, 2, 5, 3.
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For 6-harness (6 warp-threads for repeat), as already mentioned, no regular satin is

found, as 6 can only be divided in 2 plus 4 or 3 plus 3,

which numbers are against the rules for constructing satin

weaves. Being sometimes compelled to use a satin on 6-

harness we must use the next best to a perfect satin as

found in 1—3— 5

—

2—6—4, illustrated in Fig. 109,

filling for face; Fig. no, warp for face.

For y-harness two regular (perfect) satins are found

by dividing 7 into 2 plus 5 and 3 plus 4.

nnnnnBnn
DnnnDBnananM
nBnnnnnBnnnn
nnnnBannnaag
nnMnnannanngnnnnaandnS
6nnaMdnnnn«ai3
oaDDuBannnaB
PBnnnnnBPana
dnnnMnannnBDnnMnnn
mnannnMnnann

1 6

Fig. 109.

oaannMnnannnnBn
nnaMnnnnaaanQP
nMnnnnnnannnnn

Countmg on tor the hrst kmd we get by usmg the 2 nannBnnnannBng° _ „ «« nnnnnn«nnna
for counter • l4-2^=34-2=5-i-2 = 7-4-2 = Q = 2-u nnnnnMnncnnn

pnnBnnaannBnna
dHannnnnMnnnnn
nnnndBnannnn«
annnMnnnannanannnnnnMnana
iBCinnQanwiinnnna

1 7

2 = 4+2 = 6 + 2 = 8 =1, or I, 3, 5, 7, 2, 4, 6, and illus-

trated in Fig. 1 1 1 , filling for face ; Fig. 112, warp for face.

Fig. III.

aannMDnnnnnMnn

•r , . ^ , , ,• ^ , ,
nnnnnBdnnnnnBg

In the construction of the other satin for 7-harness and gggggggggggggg
using the 3 for counting off we get 1 + 3 = 4 -^ 3 = 7 + SgSSHBBSBBgSSB
3 = 10=3+ 3^6-J-3 = 0=2 + 3 = 5+3^8 = i, nMnnannaMnnnng

or I, 4, 7, 3, 6, 2, 5, illustrated in Fig. 113, filling up; ddMgdddddgdddS

Fig. 114, warp up. •
dddiddggggiggg
iMdddnndMddnpdd

1 7

For 8-harness we find only one perfect satin

as the 8 can only be divided into 3 plus 5. The count-

ing off for the design, always adding 3, will be as

follows :

1+3=4+3=7+3=10=2+3=5+3=8+3=11
=3+3=6+3=9=1. or I, 4, 7, 2, 5, 8, 3, 6, illustrated

in Fig. 115, filling for face; Fig. 116, warp for face.

Fig. 113.

dHMMMHdlMdHHBIHd
MdBHBHMdHMaMMdHMMHdM
dHBHaHdaBMHB
filBMdHMBadHBdHMMBBd
dBaaKHdiBai
aaaanaaaaada
aadaaaaadaaa
idr

1

Fig. I 10.

idi
. . idaaaaaadi
adaaaaaadaaaaa
aaaaaadaaaaaad
aaaadaaaaaadaa
aadaaaaaadaaaa
TDaaaaaadaaaaaa
aaaaadaaaaaada
aaadaaaaaanaaa
daaaaaadaaaaa
aaaaaadaaaaaad
aaaadaaaaaadaa
aadaaaaaadaaaa
idaaaaaanaaaaaa

Fig. 112.

odddnadddddddadn
3dadddddddaddddd
3ddddddaddddnnna
3dddadddddddandd
daddddnddadddi3dg
ndddddadddddddag
dddadddddddadddd
dddddddaddgBddd
sdddddadddddddadg
ddadddddddadgddd
dddddddadddddddi
ddddadddddddaddd
dadddddddadddddg
ddddddadddddddad
dddadddddddadddd
ladddddddaddddddn
1 8

Fig. 115.

aaaadaaaaaadaa
adaaaaaanaaaaa
aaaaadaaaaaada
aadaaaaaadaaaa
aaaaaadaaaaaad
aaadaaaaaadaaa
aaaaaaadaaaaaa
7aaaadaaaaaadaa
adaaaaaadaaaaa
aaaaadaaaaaada
aadaaaaaadaaaa
aaaaaadaaaaaad
aaadaaaaaadaaa
ipaaaaaadaaaaaa

1 7

Fig. 114.

aaaayaaaaaaadaa
aadaaaaaaadaaaaa
aaaaaaadaaaaaaad
aaaayaaaaaaadaaa
adaaaaaaadaaaaaa
aaaaaadaaaaaaadS
aaadaaaaaaadaaaa
naaaaaaadaaaaaaa
eaaaaadaaaaaaanaa
aadaaaaaaadaaaaa
aaaaaaadaaaaaaad
aaaadaaaaaaadaai
adaaaaaaadaaaaaa
aaaaaadaaaaaaadSgaaaaaaadaaaa
idaaaaaaadaaaaaaa
1 8

Fig. 116.

Upon g-harness, we can design two different satin weaves, for the number 9,

in accordance with the rules, can be divided into 2 plus 7 and 4 plus 5.

Commencing to count off with 2 for producing the first kind of satin we
get: I, 3, 5, 7, 9, 2, 4, 6, 8, which is illustrated in filling for face in Fig. 117. If

requiring warp for face read this as well as any of the following designs, illustrated

in succession up to 1 6-harness, n for raisers (up), m for sinkers (down).

Commencing to count off for the second kind of satin weaves on 9-harness,

using the 4 for counter, we get: i, 5, 9, 4, 8, 3, 7, 2, 6, which is illustrated in

Fig. 118.

sngdddddan
ngdddaddd
gggadgddd
gaddddddd
gddddddna
ddddddadd
Hgddadddd
,Bnadddddd
iMnnnndddS
1 9

Fig. 117.

sgddddaddd
gaddddddd
ndddddand
gdadddddd
dddndddad
dddaddddd
dddddddda
Bdddadddd
ladddddddd

1 9

Fig. 118.

For lo-harness one regular satin is derived by dividing 10 into 3 plus 7.

Counting off with 3 gives 1,4, 7, 10, 3, 6, 9, 2, 5, 8, as points for intersecting.

The design for it is illustrated in Fig. 119.

lodddddddadd
ddddadnddd
dadddddddd
ddddddddad
dddddadddd
ddaddddddd
ddddddddCB
ddddddandd
nddadddddd
laddddddddn
1 10

Fig. 119.
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nnnnananannn
nnnBLinunnnn
nnnnnnnnnnB
nnnnnnannnn
nnannnnnnnn
nnnnnBannBH
nnnanMnnnannnnnnnang
nnnPMnnnniin

, 1 11

Fig. I20.

For ii-harness four difTer.ent perfect satins can be designed, by dividing the

II in 2 plus 9, 3 plus 8, 4 plus 7, 5 plus 6.

The " counter " most frequently used for the 1 1 harness is 4, giving the

points for intersecting as follows : i, 5, 9, 2, 6, 10, 3, 7, 11, 4, 8.

The design for it is illustrated in Fig. 120.

i2nnnnn0ananan
nnnnnnnnnnBp
nanMnnnannno
nnnnnnnBnnn
n«nnnnnnnnnn
nnaannMnnnaa
nnnnnnnnnnB
pnnnnnnnnBnn
SaBannaaannn
nnnnnnnBonnn
mnnnnunnnnnn

1 12

Fig. 121.

For i2-harness only one perfect satin is found by dividing the 12 into

5 plus 7. Counting off with 7 gives the points for intersecting as follows:

I, 8, 3, 10, 5, 12, 7, 2,9,4, II, 6.

The design for it is illustrated in Fig. 121.

isannnannnMaann
nnnMnannnnn'^n
nnnnnnnnnnMn
nannnnannnnDn
nMPnnnnannnan
nnnannnnnMnannn«annnnnnn
nnnnnnnnnnnB
nnnnnnnHDnnnn
nnBnnnnunnnnnannnnnnDMnn
DDnnnBannannn
iHnnanaannnann

1 13

Fig. 122.

nnnnMrraannnnnn
nannnnninnnnnaM
nnnnnnnpBnnnDn
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HnnnnnnnnnnnMn
ppHPPPPPPnnpBn
ppppppppnnnmpp
ppppppMPPnnppp
gMPPPnappppppp
pppppppppPMnPQ
PPPPPBUPPPPPPP
IMPPPPPPPPPPPPP
1 14

For ij-harness we find five different perfect satins by dividing the 1 3 into

2 plus II, 3 plus 10, 4 plus 9, 8 plus 5, 6 plus 7.

Counting off with (the number most frequently used) 5, we find the in-

tersecting points to be i, 6, 11, 3, 8, 13, 5, 10, 2, 7, 12, 4, 9.

The design for it is shown in Fig. 122.

For i^-harness we find two perfect satins by dividing the 14 into 3 plus

1 1, and 5 plus 9.

The design most frequently used for this number of harness, and which

is illustrated in Fig. 123, is derived by counting off with 5, as follows: I, 6,

11,2, 7, 12, 3, 8, 13,4, 9, 14, 5, 10.

Fig. 123.

ispppppppppppmppp
pppppppbppppppp
pppbppppppppppB
ppppppppppppppb
ppppppppppmpppp
ppppppMPPPPPpnn
PPMPPPPPPPPPPPP
PPPPPPPPPPPPPBP
pppnpppppMPPPPP

impppppppppppctpp

Fi.;. 124.

16pppppppppppppmpp
pppn-^.npprjnHPPPPii
pppnPDPBPPPPPPnn
" :pnp«npppppppppc
3BPPPnpppppppppn

For I^-harness three different regular satins can be made, as 1 5 can be

divided into 2 plus 13, 4 plus 11,7 plus 8.

The number most frequently employed for counting off is 4, which gives

6, 10, 14, 3, 7, II, 15,4, 8, 12.

The design for it is found in Fig. 124.

PPPPPBPPPPPPPuu 1 J r--y — --•
to r. ---

i

EpppppppppppSpp the points for intersection as I, 5, 9, 13, 2, 6, 10, 14, 3, 7, 11, 15, 4, 8, i

nPPPPPPPMPPPPPP r^-i A c -^ • c ^ ^
ipppippppppppgn Ihe design for it is found in Fig

For 16-harness three different satin weaves can be designed by dividing

the 16 either in 3 plus 13 or 5 plus 1 1 or 7 plus 9.

nnMnnnnnuuuuuuuu Using the number most frequently employed for counting off the
PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPII • ^ r • . .• . r,,- 1 • u • c 1pppppppnppppMPpn points for intersecting warp and filling, which is x, we find i, 4, 7, 10, 13,pnppppnnnMPPPPPP ^ &k &> j- >t. />»j>
BppSpgSnpppppppp 16, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 2, 5, 8, II, 14, as represented in design Fig. 125.
iBPPnpppppppppppp
1 16

Fig. 125.

After the method given thus far for finding the different satins from the lowest number of

harness (the 5-harness) up to the i6-harness, it will be easy for any student to find the different

.satins for any number of warp-threads in repeat (harness) that may be required. Those given in

our lecture will comprise those most frequently used.

B^pppppppppppppm::ppppnppppPMPPPi:
pppppppnBPPUPPPC
pppnaBnnpppppppn
PPHPPPPPPPPPPPPC
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Table fi?r finding the Satin Weaves most frequently used.

1

Number of
Harness.

1

SUCCESSION OF STITCHES.
Number for
Counting
OFF.

5-harness...
1

3- 5- 2.

2.

4-

1

1

1

2. '

t

6 " ... 3- 5- 6. 4- 0.

7 " - 3- 5- 7- 2. 4- 6. 2.

8 " ... 4- 7- 2. 5- 8. 3- 6. 3-

9 " ... 3 5- 7- 9- 2. 4- 6. 8. 2.

lO " ... 4- 7- 10. 3- 6. 9- 2. 5- 8. 3-

II " ... 5- 9- 2. 6. lO. 3- 7- II.

9-

4- 8. 4. !

1

12 " ... I. 8. • 3- lO. 5- 12. 7- 2. 4- II. 6. 7-
j

13 " - I- 6. II. 3- 8. 13- 5- lO. 2. 7- 12. 4- 9- 5-

!

14 " - 6. II.

1

2. 7.
^

12. 3- 8. 13- 4- 9- 14- 5-

1

10.
1

5-

15 " - 5- 9- 13 2. 6. lO. 14. 3- 7- 11. 15- 4- 8. 12.

1

1

4-
1

1

i6 ' ... I- 4- 7- lo. 13- i6. 3- 6. 9- 12. 15- 2. 5- 8. II. 14. 3-

Fig. 126.

Influence of the Twist of the Yarn upon Fabrics interlaced with Satin Weaves.

To produce certain effects on fabrics interlacing on a satin weave the same may require a

certain twist of the warp or the fiUing, or in both systems. Fabrics made on a satin weave may
for their effect require the satin twill to be more or less visible ; again it may be desired to see

none at all. Therefore in all cases, before deciding as to the direction and amount of twist to be

put in the yarn for any kind of a fabric to be made with a satin weave, we must consider whether

the face is to be formed by the warp or the filling and whether the satin twill is to be visible or not.

For example: Take a fabric to be made with the 5-harness satin. If we have to use warp for

face and want the satin-twill effect distinct, we must use the design shown in Fig. 104 with a warp

yarn twisted to the left. If we want to produce a fabric requiring a smooth face, as doeskin,

kersey, beaver, etc., and have the warp yarn twisted towards the left, we must use the design

illustrated by Fig. 108.

Arrangement for Commencing the Satin Weaves for Special Fabrics, such as Damask
Table Covers, Towels, etc.

In fabrics where " warp up " and " filling up " satins are figured as in previously

mentioned fabrics, we have to change the commencing of the weave from the beginning
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with one, so as to get a perfect joining, respectively cutting off from the warp effect to the

filling effect.

In this class of fabrics the weave must commence in the following manner : The last

warp and filling thread of one effect must work in an opposite direction to the commencing of

the first warp and filling thread of the other effect. Hence the 5-harness satin for such fabrics

will be 4, I, 3, 5, 2 (see Fig. 127). The 8-harness satin will read 3, 8, 5, 2, 7,4, 1,6 (see

Fig. 128). The lo-harness satin 7, 10, 3, 6, 9, 2, 5, 8, i, 4 (see Fig. 129), etc., etc.
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Fig. 129.
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P'IG. 130.

Fig. 130 is designed to illustrate a fabric figured with the 5-harness warp and filling satin,

and Fig. 131 is designed to illustrate the figuring applied to the 8-harness warp and filling satin.
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Fig. 131.

Before proceeding with the construction of weaves (derivative weaves from the previously

explained foundation weaves), we will next treat of drawing-in drafts, followed by drafting of

weaves and reed calculations.

/



" Drawing in the Warp in its Harness," and the preparation of

the drawing-in drafts.

Description of the operation—Methods used for making out a proper drawing-in draft-

Different systems of drawing in drafts.

Drawing the warp-threads in the Heddles (which are adjusted to the different Harness

frames) forms the beginning of the practical part in weaving; the making out of the order (or

arrangement) in which this has to be done, constitutes one of the first lessons in the theory of

weaving and designing.^ THE HARNESS.

The harness, or harness shaft, also termed a shaft, (see Fig. 132) consists of a "Frame''

(marked A), and the iron rod {B) for holding the heddles (C). Through the ej/es {£>) of the

heddles the warp-threads are drawn as illustrated by B.

For drawing in a

warp in its " set of har-

ness," two persons are

required. The '' drawer^

in" inserts his " drawing-

in hook " through the eye

of the heddle, towards

the second person called

the " hander-in." The

latter inserts one of the

warp-threads in the "ejye

of the hook," which in
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turn is pulled out of the heddle-eye by the first-mentioned person

Two different systems are used for drawing-in

:

1st. Indicating the harness nearest to the warp

beam as the first, the nearest to it as the second, and

so on until all harness are used. This method is tech-

nically known as "drawing-in from back to front" and

is clearly illustrated by Fig. 133.

2d. Indicating the harness nearest the reed as

number one, the nearest to it as the second, and so on

until all harness are used. This method is technically

known as " drawing-in from front to rear," and is illus-

trated by Fig. 134. (This is the system most gener-

ally used in this country)..

Principles of a Drawing-in Draft. *

The drawing-in draft must clearly indicate the Fig. 133.

rotation for drawing the warp-threads in the heddles on the different shafts,

must be made in accordance with one or the other of the following methods

:

A.—It may be made by using common designing

paper and indicating the rotation by marks. In em-
ploying this method the rotation of the harness must

be shown either by numbering the horizontal rows of

squares which indicate the harness on the left side

of the draft (see Fig. 135), or by placing the word "Front" on the proper place so as to avoid

any misunderstanding (see Fig. 136).

(31)
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Fig. 138:

B.—Another method is by using the same

paper as before for the draft but, in place of the i:

marks, employing numbers indicating the harness '"

to be drawn on (see Fig. 1 37).

C.—A third method is by using horizontally

ruled paper for indicating the harness, and drawing vertical lines indicating the warp-threads on

the former. The stopping of the vertical lines on one of the different horizontal lines indicates

the drawing of the different warp-threads on one of the different harness. The horizontal lines

must be numbered (see Fig. 138).

Different Divisions of Drawing-in Drafts.

Drawing-in drafts are in general governed by the different weaves for which they are used,

and are divided into " Straight Drawing-in Drafts " and " Fancy Drawing-in Drafts."

Straight drawing-in drafts are those in which the heddles of the different number of harness

the "set" contains are used in rotation; and after the last is used the first is employed over again

until all the warp-threads are taken up. For example, in 4-harness we commence to draw in :

—

The first warp-thread on the 1st heddle on the ist harness.

The second " 1st 2d

The third 1st 3d

The fourth " 1st 4th

The fifth 2d 1st

The sixth " 2d 2d

The seventh " 2d 3d

The eighth " 2d 4th

The ninth " " .^,d 1st

and so on, until every warp-thread the warp contains is taken up.

Fig 1 39 illustrates the double repeat of a 4-harness straight drawing-in draft.

Fig 140 illustrates the double repeat of a 6-harness straight drawing-in draft.
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Fig. 139. Fig. 140.

Fancy drazuing-in drafts are generally used for reducing the number of harness necessary

(repeat) for producing a certain kind of weave in a fabric. In looms constructed for certain

classes of goods (mostly in cotton) and which can be operated only on plain and common twills

with regard to their motion for raising the harness, the fancy draws will often become a necessity.

The method of making out fancy drawing-in drafts for certain weaves, technically known as

" drafting," will be dealt with later on.

Sub-Divisions of Fancy Drawing-in Drafts.

A. Broken draws.

B. Point draws.

C. Section-arrangement draws (ist, plain, 2d, double).

D. Skip draws.

E. Mixed draws (cross draws).

A.—Broken Draws.

Drawing-in drafts, graded under this division, have their method of drawing arranged

(similar to the principle ofthe satin weaves) as much as possible broken up, scattered, yet regularly
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distributed over the repeat of the draft. We also classify under the present division of drawing-

in drafts such as are necessary for producing broken-twills, i. c, in which we draw for a certain

number of threads from front to rear; next arranj^e the draw to miss one-half the number of

harness, and draw a certain number of threads (as required by the design) from rear to front;

next miss again one-half the number of harness, and commence again to draw from front to rear.

For example: Fig. 141 illustrates a broken draw for 8-harness. Commence to draw harness i to 8

straight through from front to rear twice over, next miss one-half the number of harness = 4^

thus: 8— 4= 4; commence on harness 4, to be followed by 3, 2, i, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, i, 8, 7, 6, 5;

next miss again four harness, giving you harness i for starting, to commence to draw from front

to rear over again (repeat in the present example). sannnnnnMnnnnnnnannnnMnnnnnnnMnnn
^, .... r J • • 1 A /- 1 . nnnnnnannnnnnnBnnnnnBBnannnnnHnS
The present division of drawing-in drafts finds exten- nnnnniinnnnnnnMnmnnnDnMnnnnnnnpjd^ ° nnnnMnnnnnnnmnnnnnnnnnnMnnnnnnn*

awre^ 11CP I'n fhe- mpTinfarture of fanrv wor<,tpH wnolpn :inA npn«nnnnnnnMnnnnBnnnnnnnBnnnnnnnsive use in tne nianuiacLurc 01 idiicy worbieu, wooieii anu MnnBnnnnmnnnnnnBnnnntjnnBnnnnnn
, r\^ 1 ^^ 1 „^,.,„ ^^ « ^11 1 _ .. nHnnnnnnnHnnnnnnnnBnnnnnnnMnnnna

cotton goods. On looms known as roller-looms, ijannnnnnnBnnnnnnnnnnBnnnnnnnBnnnn

"cam-looms," this system of drawing-in drafts forms the ^^^'

only means for weaving satins, corkscrews and similar popular weaves.

Fig. 142 illustrates a broken draw for 4-harness.
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B.—Point Draws.

In regular point draws, we draw from front to rear once straight through the entire set of

harness, and afterwards draw from rear to front and repeat. For example see Fig. 145. Com-
mence to draw in from the first

harness straight through to the

last, A to B, and back again,

B to C. Designs for these draw-

ing-in drafts must be arranged so

as to repeat forwards and back-

wards respectively in the centre.

Such a weave will run upwards, at a given angle, to a definite point; then it will return by the

same angle in an opposite direction until it reaches the base from which it originally started. In

these kinds of drawing-in drafts the "point-harnesses" are only once drawn on, while the other

harnesses are used twice in one repeat of the weave. Hence an 8-harness regular point draw

will require 14 warp-threads for one repeat; a 12-harness regular point draw will require 22 warp-

threads for one repeat, and so on ; always giving the double number of harness less 2 as the

number of warp-threads in one repeat.

Fig 146 illustrates a double repeat of a regular 8-harness

point draw. Warp-threads 1,8, 15, 22 are the point-threads

or the warp-threads which are drawn in the heddles on the

point harnesses.

A change from the regular point draw, but belonging

in its principle of construction to it, are drawing-in drafts Fig. 146.

in which we draw in one or the other direction (front to rear or rear to front) continually for two,

three, four or more times before changing to the other direction.
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Point Warp-threads.
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Fig. 147.

an additional from rear to front (two repeats shown

point draws are point draws containing the effect of a

weaves for fabrics imitating Jacquard work.

Fig. 147 illustrates a specimen of these

kind of drafts to be made with 6-harness.

An examination will show us a drawing

straight three times from front to rear with

in draft). A second sub-division of the

zigzag which are used to a great extent in

Fig. 148 illustrates such a specimen drawing-in on 12-harness.
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C.—Drawing-in Drafts having a Section Arrangement.

1ST.

—

Plain Draw.
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Fig. 149.

These drawing-in drafts are used to a great extent in the manufacture of damask table

cloth, towels, fancy cassimeres, worsteds, etc. For these styles of draws two weaves are com-

pounded into one, each one being operated on its own part of the harness set. The manner of

using two sections we find frequently extended to three or more sections, requiring a correspond-

ing number of weaves to be compounded into one.

In Fig. 149, we illustrate a specimen of sucli a kind of drawing-in draft. Harness i up to

6, inclusive, forms the first set; harness 7 up to 12, inclusive, forms the second set.

2ND.

—

Double Draws.

These drawing-in drafts are generally used in weaves for double cloth fabrics.

system of warp-threads (face and back) getting its own harness set.
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Fig. 150.

Fig. 150 illustrates a drawing-in draft to be classified in this system.

3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8; 2nd set of harness, 9, 10, ii, 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16.

1st set of harness, i, 2,

Fig. 151 illustrates another specimen of

drawing-in draft for 12-harness repeat.

2d set.

1st set.
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ppnpppBdPPPPBPPPPpppBppppppBBPPn
3PPPPPPPPPBPPPPPPBpCPPCPPPBPPPPn
3ppBppppBPPPPPPPPPPBppBBBPPPPPPn
3PPPPBBappppppBpppppnPBPPP00PP ""

dPPPBPP0P 3PPPPPPPPPPBPPPPP0BP

"
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Fig. 151.
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D.—Skip Draws.

These draws are in their origin short straight draws in a larger number of harness. After

drawing a certain number of warp-threads plain straight, commence anew again, but one, two or

more threads higher or lower than the commencement of the preceding draft.

Fig. 152 illustrates such a drawing-in draft for 8-harness, 4 threads for the short straight

draw ; skipping one thread.

snnnnnnannnDnnaQannnMnnMnnManMDnnDananaaaanananannnnMaDMnQwaciMnnn
nnnnnnnnannnnnBnnBna«nnBannnnnannnnnnannpnnnnnMnnMnnMnnMnnnjnnn
nnnnannnapaBnPMnnManMnnnnn[iinnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnBnnBnDBnnBnn:aannnanan
nnnnnnn«nPBnn«nnBnnnnnnnnDnnLjn jnnannannBnnBnnBnnBnnannnnpaaannnq
§npBPnBPn«pPBPPPPPPPppppppppnpnpnppHPDBPPBPn«PPPpppppppDPPPPPPPB
PBPPMaPBPPPnpppppppppppppppppnBPPBPPBPPBPPPpppdppppppnppppppppH
PPMPPPPPPPPPPPPPPnPnPPPPPBPPMUPBPPBPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPBPPBP

iBnnpppnappppnppnppppppDBPPBPPBPPBPPPPPnppppppppnppppcippBPPBPPBPP
Fig. 152.

E.—Mixed or Cross Dra^vs.

As the variety of different weaves is unbounded, so are also the drawing-in drafts, and under

the above heading it is proper to classify the kind of drafts obtained in one way or another, by

combining two or more drafts of the previously explained systems.

Other Points a Drawing-in Draft may require in addition to the indications for Drafting

a Certain Harness.

If a warp contains threads of different thickness, color, or quality of stock, the drawing-in

draft must have a copy of the repeat of pattern, clearly indicating for each warp-thread such

c particulars (see Fig. 153 for illustration.)

The drawing-in draft should further show the number of warp, the

number of dresser, the number of ends in warp, the number and width of

reed to use, the number of warp-threads to be put in one dent, instruc-

tions if any threads in particular have to be separated by the dents (see

Fig. 154), and the number of heddles to be put on each harness.

Every one of these points clearly indicated on the draft will greatly

assist in the production of correct work, prevent mistakes and save much
time. We append a specimen sheet of a complete order for the drawing-in department, such as

ought to be used in every mill.
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sgpppppBPPPPPPPBn
nnnnpppBPPPnppnB
npBpppppBPPPpppn
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nnpppBppppppBPpQ
DBPPPPPQPPPBPPPn
iBnapnnnppQBnpppn

Fig. 153.

Specimen of a Complete Drawing-in Sheet.

Fancy Cassimerc, style zf.2.

Warp No. 393. 3600 ends in warp. Reed 13 x 4 = 6914^ inches width of warp, in^reed.

Dressing : 6 threads black 4 run.

D. N. 4. I " white

7 " black "

1 " lavender

"

7 " brown "

2 " blue

24 threads in pattern.

Selvage : 40 threads i inch wide in reed for

each side.

0)

3

01

d
c

>
Black, fe Brown. j Brown. Blue.

\%

Pi
• • • • « •

11

10
9 ,

8
1 . ]/
a /
) ; ,

•<

.^

-*. «

^ ,

i, r -
.

t -1 , t

Fig. 154.
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Heddles required for the different harness :

Numbers i, 3, 4, 9, 1 1, each 300 heddles

Number 2, requires 750 "

5, " 600

Numbers 6,7,8, lO, 12, each 150 "

1500

750
600

750

3600

Having explained the general principles of drawing-in drafts for theoretical and practical

work, also their classification, the next subject for the student to learn will be " the drafting of

drawing-in drafts " from the different weaves.

Drafting of Drawing-in Drafts from Weaves.

Rule : Ascertain the " repeat " of the weave in the direction of both systems of threads.

Next, examine each warp-thread separately (on the design) as to its rotation of interlacing in the

filling. If each warp-thread shows different places (different picks) for interlacing, each thread

requires a different harness. If there are warp-threads in the repeat of the weave which

have throughout the entire number of picks the same intersecting places, they can be

drawn on one harness. For example, examine the two warp-threads illustrated in Fig.

155 ; both are working the same way
(

^
^ ^^ ^

^ ) in its repeat of 8-picks, consequently

these two threads can be drawn on one harness, giving the same result.

nnM
MB
nn
nnH
inn
1

2

Fig. 155.

In Fig 156 we illustrate 3 warp-threads over i6-picks. An examination of the

same will show warp-threads marked I and 3 interlacing correspondingly with the

filling, and hence can be drawn on the same harness ; whereas thread marked 2 works

differently, therefore requiring a different harness.

Weave.
i2MnnnMBBnnnBBnBnBnMBnnnBBBnnnHnnnBnBnnn
nnnBBBnnnMnBnBnBnnnBBBnnnBBnnnBnBunn
nnnMBHnnnBnMnBnnnBBBnnnBMBnnnBnBnnn
MannniBiDnananHnnBHHaQDHHanaBBnBniMM
nnBainnnHHnManiHnHBHanDHaannaBanHnaBH
nnnaaannnaaanananaaannnaaannnaaananaaa
annnaaannnaanananaananaaannnannnanannn
aannnaaannnanananannnaaannnaannnanannn
aaannnaaannnaanaannnaaannnaaannnanannn
naaanDnaaanDananannaaaannaaaDaaananaaa
nnaaannnaaananananaaannnaaannaaadanaaa
innnaaannnaaanananaaannnaaannnaaanadaaa
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Drawing-in Draft.

lannnnnannnnnnnnngnnannannnnnannnanannn
2nannnnnannnnnnnnQpnQnannnnnannnnnnnnnn
sSnannnnnannBannnannnannnnnannnnnnnnndn
4Snnanpnnnannnmnnnnannnnnannnaaananaaa
snnnnannnunadnnnnnnannnnnannnnnnnnnnnnn
ennnnnannnddadddddadddddadnnnnndddndddd
Tndddddddundddadaddddnnddddddddnnddnndd
sdnddddddnnddddadddddddddddddnnndddddnd

1 88

Fig. 157.

leana
ana
nan
nan
ana
nan
ana
dan
adBda
nan
ada
gna
dan
ada
idan
123

Fig. 156,

With Fig. 157 we illustrate a complete weave

^one repeat) with its corresponding drawing-in

draft

:

38 warp-threads "|

12 picks
J

in repeat.

An examination of each warp-thread in particular will result as follows :

Warp-threads i, 7, 23, 29, 33, 35 correspond, thus harness i

2, 8, 22, 28 " " "
2

3,9, 13, 17, 21, 27
" " "

3

4,10,20,26,30,31,32,34,36,37,38 "
" "

4
"

5, II, 19, 25
" " "

5

6, 12, 18, 24 " " " 6
14, 16 " " "

7

Warp-thread 15 working independent, requires a separate harness; = " 8
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Hence, we find dra\ving-in draft illustrated below weaves reading as follows:

«

The 1st warp-thread for harness i

The 2d

The 3d

The 4th

The 5th

The 6th

The 7th

The 8th

The 9th

The loth

The nth
The 1 2th

The 13th

The 14th

The 15 th

The 1 6th

The 17th

The 1 8th

The 19th

2

3

4-

5.

6

I

2

3

4-

5

6

3

7

8

7

3

6

5

The 20th warp

The 2 1 St

The 22d

The 23d

The 24th

The 25 th

The 26th

The 27th

The 28th

The 29th

The 30th

The 31st

The 32d

The 33d

The 34th

The 35th

The 36th

The 37th

The 38th

hread for harness 4,

«

(t

«

u

it

u

tt

«

It

it

K

it

tt

it

tt

u

ft

3

2

I

6

5

4

3

2

I

4

4

4
I

4
I

4

4

4

Some weaves will be found inexpedient to reduce to the lowest number of harnesses, as a

drawing-in draft too irregularly distributed will be difficult to comprehend by the operative who
uses the same for practical work.

After making out a fancy drawing-in draft for a weave, the design for the " harness-chain
"

must be prepared.

Rule for Designing the Same:—Reproduce each warp-thread only the first time called for

by its drawing-in draft on a different harness. For example : Produce harness-chain for weave

and drawing-in draft Fig. 157.

Answer :

The 1st harness must raise and lower as follows (reading downwards):

The 2d

The 3d

The 4th

The 5 th

The 6th

The 7th "

The 8th " " "
" " " "

13 2
3 3

2 3 1

3
3
3 2

3 3

2 3 1

3 3

2 S 1

finding in this manner harness-chain illustrated by Fig. 158.

MtmaMMMQnuBBO
BBBnunnB
nBBBnnBBDBBBnBn
nnnBBBBD
BOngBBBD
BBDnnBBn
BBBDnnBLI
DBBBdnnB
' 'DBBBnDB
nnBBBBri

Fig. 158.

B
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RULES FOR ESTIMATING THE NUMBER OF HEDDLES REQUIRED ON
EACH HARNESS.
Straight Dra"ws.

Rule : Divide the number of threads the warp contains by the number of harness in the set used.

Example: 4800 ends in warp—8-harness straight draw. How many heddles are required

for each harness ?

Answer: 4800-^ 8 = 600; 600 heddles are required for each harness.

If ends remain over the full repeat they are to be added, beginning with harness one until

all are taken up. These harnesses will consequently require one more heddle.

Example : 4800 ends in warp—9-harness straight draw. How many heddles are required

for each harness ?

Afiswer: 4800 h- 9 — 533 full straight draws plus 3 threads.

Thus, harness i, 2, and 3 must contain 534 heddles (1602)
" 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 " " 533 " (3198)

4800

Fancy Drawing-in Drafts.

i

i

Rule: Multiply the number of threads for each harness by the number of pattern repeats

in the entire warp.

Example:—3200 ends in warp on the following drawing-in draft:

32 threads in one pattern,

3200 -^ 32 = 100 repeats of pattern in warp.

nnnnaBnnnnnnannnnannuLiuunnnpnMBUi2 Harness,
DnnaMnnonnnnnnHMnnnnncinnnnnnnunni 1— IKpnanaannnnanannnnnnaBnnnnnnaio

innpnBnnannnnnnannBnnDnnnnnDnp 9

ippppppppppBPPnnannMnnPMPPPPPd s
/inppppKPPnpBnnnpnnpppnnppn

7

^_jpppppppnpn««nnpnnnnPMPPnpp e

jppppppmnnpppnppppnBPPPPnppS 5
"IPPPMPPPPpnnnnnPHppnPMpnnn 4

ipppppppppnppnnnoppppppnn 3

PBPPPPPPPPMMnpppppHn«pi3n 2

MPC inpppnnnpppppppppppM 1

32

Fig. 159.

3
3

-2
-2
-3
-2
-4
-2
-3
— 1

—4
—3

32

No. of Harness.

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
10

II

12

Threads per Pattern.

3

4
I

3

2

4
2

3

2

2

3

3

X 100 Repeats.

u

a a
O M,
t3tf

CD P

Is-

3 P

= Heddles.

300

400

100

300

200

400

200

300

200

200

300

300

32 3200

The repeat of the pattern will not always divide into the number of the ends in the warp.

Sometimes it will leave a fraction over, which we have to add separately. For example, taking

the drawing-in draft as before, and supposing the number of ends for the warp to be 3206. This

will give us the 100 repeats of pattern as before, plus 6 ends. Numbers i, 3, 6, 10, 11 and 12-

harness call for the first 6 warp-ends in the pattern, hence:
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Number i harness will call for 301 heddles.
" 1 " " " loi "

6 "
" " 401

" 10 "
" " 201

•'II " " " 301

" 12 "
" " 301 "

Harness 2, 4, 5, 7, 8 and 9 will remain the same as before.

THE REED.
The reed consists of two horizontal strips of wood, between which a series of narrow strips

of metal (flat steel wire) are bound in.

After a warp is " drawn in its harness," it has to be " reeded ;" one, two, three or more ends

together are drawn in one dent orsplit of the reed. The purpose of the reed is. First : To guide the

warp-threads after leaving the harness, holding the same during the entire width and length of

the fabric evenly divided. Second : To strike the filling in evenly divided places all over the

width of the fabric in beating up.

The height of a reed (distance between both horizontal strips) varies according to the fabric it

is used for.

Silk fabrics requiring 2^^ to 3 inches height.

Cotton fabrics " 2;i/^ to 31^; "

Woolen fabrics " 4 to 4}4 "

Carpets " 41^ to 5

It is advisable to have the height of a reed % io '^ inch higher than the highest lift of any

thread in the fabric. It will never do to have this height lower than any thread of the upper

shed lifts, as this would chafe the warp. The reed has to be movable the least bit in the width of

the lay, but is required to be steady towards front and back in almost every kind of fabric ; except

in the manufacture of turkish towelings, or similar textile fabrics, in which the reed is required to

give way in a backward direction regulated by springs.

To get perfect work the reeds must be evenly set, the wires must stand parallel with the

warp and the wire must be neither too thick, nor too thin, too wide or too narrow for the work.

The " riding " of threads can often be helped by different number of threads per dent, or by

taking different parts of the pattern in the same dent.

REED CALCULATIONS.
The reed is named by numbers, the number in each case indicating how many splits are in

each inch. Thus a number 8 reed means a reed with 8 splits in every inch over the required

width. If we call for number 16}^ reed, we want a reed having 16^ splits in one inch, equal to

33 dents in every 2 inches over the entire width of the fabric. Whole numbers or half numbers

alone are used for grading of reeds.

Example: Suppose we have a number 9 reed, 4 threads in one split or dent, how many ends

are in one inch? How many are in a full warp if 70 inches wide in reed?

Answer : 9 x 4 = 36 ends of warp in one inch.

X 70 width of warp in reed

2520 ends in warp.

Hence, v\^e find as a rule for ascertaining the number of ends in the warp, if the reed num-
ber, the threads per dent and the width of the warp in reed are known, the following

:

Multiply the reed number by the threads per dent, and multiply the result by the width of

the warp in reed.

Example : How many ends are in the warp if using 135^ reed, 6 threads per dent, 80 inches

wide in reed ?
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Answer: 131^X6 = 81 X8o^ 6480 ends in warp.

The next process will be to ascertain the reed number, if the number of ends in the warp

and the width in the reed are known, the threads per dent either given or to be selected accord-

ing to the fabric.

Rule : Divide the number of ends in the warp by the width in the reed, which gives the

number of threads per inch.

Divide this result again by the number of threads in one dent according to the weave or

pattern required.

Example : 6480 ends in warp, 80 inches wide in reed.

1st. How many ends per inch ?

2d. What reed number required if 6 ends per dent are to be used ?

Answer: 6480-^80 = 81 ends per inch.

81^6 = 13^, number of reed required.

It will be easily understood, how to find the width of the warp in the reed. Supposing the

reed number, the threads per dent, and the number of threads in the warp are known :

Rule : Divide the number of ends in the warp by the number of ends per inch, giving as

the result the number of inches the warp will be in the reed.

Example: Reed 12 X 3=3600 ends in warp. What width will this fabric have in the reed?

Answer : 1 2 X 3 = 36 ends per inch.

3600^36 = 100 inches width of fabric in reed.

The number of ends to put in one dent has to be regulated according to the fabric and the

weave. Experience is the only guide for this. The coarser the reed, to a certain extent, the

easier the picks go into the fabric. The finer the reed, the smoother the goods, and with perfect

reeds the less reed marks.

The same number of ends are not always used in each dent, but the preceding rules may be

used for finding the average number of threads per dent.

Example : What are the threads per inch ?

Reed number 20

using I dent, 4 ends
,

I " 5 "

Answer .-4-1-5=9 9-^2 = 41^ threads, average per dent, X 20 number of reed = 90
threads per inch.

Example : What are the threads per inch ?

Reed number 18

using I dent, 3 ends

I " 4 "

I " 3 "

I " 6 "

Answer : 3 + 4+3 + 6^ 16 threads in four dents.

16 -^ 4=4 threads, average per dent, X 18 number of reed:=72 threads per inch.

Sometimes it happens that the average number of threads includes an inconvenient fraction.

To avoid a calculation with this fraction, multiply the sum of the contents of the dents by the

dents per inch, and then divide by the dents per set.

Example: What are the threads per inch, warp reeded as follows in number 12 reed:

I dent, 5 threads.

I " 3 "

I " 3 "

3 + 3 + 5 = II X 12 = 132.

132 -:- 3 = 44 threads per inch.



Derivative Weaves.

FROM THE PLAIN OR COTTON WEAVE.
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I. Common Rib-^A^eaves.

This sub-division of the "plain" or "cotton" weave is classified into two distinct divisions,

namely, weaves forming the face of the fabric by the warp (warp effects), and weaves forming the

face of the fabric by the filling (filling effects).

Warp Effects.

The principle observed in constructing these weaves is to allow more than one pick to follow

in succession into the same shed of a regular

plain weave. This will require a high tex-

ture for the warp in fabrics

which are interlaced with them.

The first common rib-weave to

be formed is the change in 2,

as represented in Fig. i6o, re-

quiring for its repeat 2 warp-threads and 4
picks.

Picks I and 2 are interwoven in the

first shed of the plain weave
;
picks 3 and 4

are interwoven in the other. Fig. 161 shows

a clearly drawn out diagram of this weave

and the corresponding interlacing of warp

and filling in a fabric.

Fig. 162 illustrates the section cut of

the woven fabric.

/ Z,Z.t.5€.7 8,

I JBnBnBHB
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2

Fig. 160.
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Fig. 163.
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GB B m IB
B' a a B^ 1

a B B B 1

,B' B B B 1

IB B B BJ

Fig. 164.

Fig. 163 illustrates the common rib-weave as obtained by a change of 3 in the filling, thus

requiring for its repeat 2 warp-threads and 6 picks.

Fig. 164 illustrates the change of 4 picks in a shed for constructing the next common
rib-weave, requiring for its repeat 2 warp-threads and 8 picks.

Weaves Figs. 160, 163 and 164 require for their repeat warpways, 2 threads, and therefore 2

harness, which number, in practical work on the loom, will by reason of the high texture of warp

generally used be increased to 4, 6, 8 or 12 harness, with a corresponding repetition 2, 3, 4 or 6

times of the design, for the warp-threads.

(41)
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Filling Effects.

In these weaves every pick intersects alternately over

and below two or three or more warp-threads; therefore

being in its principle nothing more than the common
"plain" weave, with two, three or more threads used in-

stead of one in the plain weave. In their general appear-

ance these weaves are the same as the warp effects of the

same class of weaves previously explained except that the

warp exchanges with the filling. As fabrics constructed

with these weaves have the filling for face, a correspond-

ingly high texture of the latter is required. The " ribs," as

produced by these weaves, are formed in vertical direction,

or in the direction of the warp-threads in the fabric, while

in the former division, classified as warp effects, this direc-

tion is opposite—that is, in the direction of the filling.

nnaaanaa
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1
-'.'>.<_":

J

1 4

Fig. 165.
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Fig. 167.
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Fig. 166.

BuOG^BBBI

Fig. 168,

BBB
I

"3

BBBB
I " 7.1
BBBB
luuGQ

Fig. 165 illustrates the change for two warp-threads in succession, interlacing with one pick.

Fig. 166 shows a diagram illustrating the 4-harness rib-weave and the corresponding inter-

lacing of warp and filling in a fabric.

Fig. 167 illustrates the change for three warp-threads.

Fig. 168 illustrates the change for four warp-threads.

Weave Fig. 165 has for its repeat 4 warp-threads and 2 picks.

Weave Fig. 167 has for its repeat 6 warp-threads and 2 picks.

Weave Fig. 168 has for its repeat 8 warp-threads and 2 picks.

But each weave can be made, if required, on 2-harness by drawing warp-threads interlacing the

same in the filling on i -harness.

II. Common Basket-W^eaves.

These are a combination of the common rib-weaves, warp and filling effect, having the same
changes. Therefore, the principle of their construction will readily be found in the enlargement,

warp and filling-ways, of the common plain weave. The first or most simple

basket-weave to be found is produced by the exchanging of two successive warp-

threads with two successive filling-threads, alternately up and down ; or an equal

combination of rib-weaves. Figs. 160 and 165.

Fig. 169 illustrates this basket-weave, requiring for the repeat four warp-

threads and four picks.

Warp-threads i and 2 are the first mate-threads.

Warp-threads 3 and 4, the second.

Picks I and 2 are the first mate-picks.

Picks 3 and 4, the others.

T'^BBH^BB
C BB BB
BB BB' J
BB'JIJBBin
^DOBBnnBB

1. BB'. JBB
BBOnBBCa
IBBODBBGD
1 4

Fig. 169.
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threads working the same, and also illus-

trates a combination of weaves, Figs. 164

and 168.

III.—Fancy Rib-\Veaves.

Warp Effects.

The first step towards designing fancy

rib-weaves is the combination of the regu-

lar ''plain" weave with its sub-

division the common rib-weave.

Fig. 174 is designed to il-

lustrate the combination of one

pick "plain" to alternate with

two picks of the common rib-

weave ; or in other words, to put one pick

in one shed, and two picks in the other shed

of a regular plain weave.

Fig 175 illustrates the diagram of this

weave with a corresponding illustration of

the interlacing of warp and filling in a

fabric.

Fig. 176 illustrates the section cut of

the woven fabric. In its appearance in the

1

2

Fig. 174.

Fig. 170 shows a diagram illustrating

the 4-harness basket-weave, and the cor-

responding interlacing of warp and filling

in a fabric. Fig. 171 illustrates the section

cut of the woven fabric.

Fig. 172 illustrates the common 6-har-
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ness basket-weave, having three successive

warp and filling-threads working the same,

Fig. 171. and forming also a combination of weaves,

Figs. 163 and 167.

Fig 173 represents the common 8-har-

ness basket-weave, with four successive warp-
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or two changes of the plain weave and

woven fabric this weave, as well as the following-

similarly constructed weaves, will produce the fancy

effect by alternately exchanging heavyand fine rib lines.

Fig. 177 illustrates the change as to the size of

the rib produced by one pick in one rib to alternate

with three picks in the other rib. Repeat of weave: 2

warp-threads, and 4 picks.
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Fig. 177.

i.

Fig. 179.

Fig. 178 illustrates the diagram of the weave, with

a corresponding illustration of the interlacing of warp
and filling in a fabric.

Fig. 179 illustrates the section cut of the woven
fabric.

Fig. 180 illu.strates a fancy rib-weave having two
picks in one shed, to alternate with three picks in

the other shed. Repeat of weave: 2 warp-threads and

5 picks.

Fig. 181 illustrates a fancy rib-weave as prc-

duced by a change of the shed of i, i and 3 picks

one change of three picks in the same shed.
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Fig. 180.
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Fig. 182 illustrates the combination of three different ribs, (as to its size) or the changes for

picks in one shed, as i, 2, 3. Repeat of weave: 2 warp-threads and 12 picks.

Filling Effects.

In fabrics produced with these weaves, the rib-lines run in the direction of the warp-threads

in the fabric. The face and back of the fabric will be produced with the filling, the warp forming

the centre.
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Fig. 183 illustrates the combination of one warp-thread in one filling change, to alternate with

one filling change containing two warp-threads.

Fig. 184 illustrates the warp change o( i and 3 in a fancy rib-weave. Repeat of weave :

4 warp-threads and 2 picks.
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Fig. 183.
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Fig. 185.
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Fig. 185, with a change of 2 and 3 in its construction, requires for its repeat 5 warp-threads

and 2 picks.

Fig. 186, with a change of i, 1,2, requires for the repeat of the weave 8 warp-threads and

2 picks.

Fig. 187, constructed by means of change 1, 2, 3, requires for the repeat of the weave 12

warp-threads and 2 picks.

IV. Fancy Basket-Weaves.

These weaves are obtained by combining common basket-effects of different sizes in one

design. They also have their principle of construction in the combination of corresponding warp

and filling effects of the fancy rib-weaves.

Fig. 188 illustrates the fancy basket-weave produced with an alternate

change of one and two threads, warp and filling ways. Repeat: 3 warp-

threads, 3 picks.

Fig. 189 is produced by the alternate changes of one and three

threads, warp and filling ways. Repeat : 4 warp-threads, 4 picks.

Fig. 190 illustrates a fancy basket-weave of a

construction twice as heavy as the weave illus-

trated in Fig. 188, or the alternate changes of two

and four, warp and filling ways. Repeat : 6 warp-

threads, 6 picks.

Fig. 191 illustrates a fancy basket-weave pro-

duced with a change of 3, i^ i, for warp and filling-

Repeat : 10 warp-threads, lO picks.

This weave will also indicate

an important point in the con-

struction of fancy basket-weaves

with regard to their repeat. If changes are required, and
warp and filling ways are of an uneven number, the repeat

for warp and filling threads will be double the number of

threads called for in those changes. For example take

the present weave. Changes for warp and filling are 3, 1,1.

Thus, as three is an uneven number, we find 3 -f i -(- i =
5x2=10 threads of warp and 10 picks necessary for one

complete repeat.

Fig. 192 illustrates a fancy basket-weave having for its

foundation the change of i, 2, 4 for warp and filling.

Repeat: 14 warp-threads, 14 picks.

In addition to basket-weaves made with even changes
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Fig. 191.
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for warp and filling, it may often be necessary to construct this division of weaves in one system

heavier than in the other. The reason for constructing basket-weaves in this manner is found

either in the difference of textures of warp and filling, or because of the different counts of yarn

for the warp and filling. Figs. 193 and 194 illustrate two weaves constructed in this manner.
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Fig. 193.
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Fig. 194.

P . j S warp-threads.

V. Figured Rib-Weaves.

These are the combination of common and fancy rib-weaves so as to produce a new weave.

The following few examples, with the corresponding explanations, will illustrate methods by

which each rib-weave (as numerous as they can possibly be constructed in plain and fancy)

can be varied in an endless manner. The first step towards figuring will be to change the

rib-line in a common rib-weave after a certain number of warp-threads. Figs, 195, 196 and 197

are designed for the purpose of illustrating this method.

Fig. 195 contains for its principle the common rib-weave, Fig. '

_^^_ ! _„_ ! -^. !

160, 2 ,. The rib is arranged for one pick higher for every six succes- BBRIPK^S^bPS^S^S^^gBggg
2 o

1 1 , • •, ^1 B B B t; :: :: B b BjaGHoa
sive warp-threads. Repeat: 24 warp-threads and 4 picks. Thus, as 4 . 4%"b"b 'i

" l^m'm'm'a'^nrin
'^ ^ ^ '

., r 1 r GB B • :: a B B B n aGEJ

picks form the repeat for the common rib, find the number of warp- iBGBGBGuaGaGaGBGBGBEGciGaa

threads required for the full design as follows: Successive warp-threads, Fig. 195.

X number of changes, ^ warp-threads required for full design. 6X4 = 24.

Fig. 196 contains for its principle of construction the common rib-weave, Fig. 163, ?
3. The

rib is again arranged for two picks higher for every six successive warp-threads. Repeat: 18

warp-threads and 5 picks.

Fig. 197 contains for its construction the common rib-weave. Fig. 164, ^. The rib is

arranged two picks higher for every eight successive warp-threads. Repeat: 32 warp-threads and

8 picks.

Figs. 198, 199, 200 and 201 illustrate a second division of figured rib-weaves, having for

their foundation fancy rib-weave warp effects.
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Fig. 196. Fig. 197. Fig. 198. Fig. 199.

Fig. 198 is constructed out of the regular fancy rib-weave,
j
(see Fig. 177). Repeat: 8

warp-threads and 4 picks.

Fig. 199 is constructed out of the regular fancy rib-weave,^ j. Repeat: 12 warp-threads

and 6 picks.

Fig. 200 is constructed out of the regular fancy rib-weave, ~
g. Repeat: 24 warp-threads

and 6 picks.

Fig. 201 is constructed out of the regular fancy rib-weave, g- ^'^^ ^°^^ changes in the

repeat, each change 8 warp-threads, thus: repeat 32 warp-threads and 8 picks.
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Figs. 202 and 203 illustrate a third sub-division of the figured rib-weaves, having for their

foundation the fancy rib-weave filling effect.

Fig. 202 is constructed out of the regular fancy rib-weave, 3 -. Repeat: 4 warp-threads and

8 picks.
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Fig. 203 is constructed out of the regular fancy rib-weave
, 4
—-. Repeat : 6 warp-threads

and 12 picks.

The next method for the designing of figured rib-weaves is the combination of the

warp and the filling effects of the common rib-weaves. We may select both effects correspond-

ingly, or combine two different effects.

Fig. 204 illustrates the combination of the common rib-weave, ^
5, warp effect, with the

common rib-weave, ^ -, filling effect. Each effect is arranged for a repeat of 8 warp-threads and

8 picks. Repeat of complete weave : 16 warp-threads and 16 picks.
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Fig. 203.
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Fig. 205.

Fig. 205" illustrates the combination of the common rib-weave ^, warp effect with the

common rib-weave
^

-, filling effect. Each effect is arranged for a repeat of 8 warp-threads and

8 picks. Repeat of combination design: 16 warp-threads and 16 picks. These changes of

warp and filling effects may also be arranged after the shape of a certain weave. For

example. Fig. 206, which is arranged after the 4-harness broken twill (lmzo)
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Fig. 207.

For warp and filling face the same fancy rib-weave {^—^—^) is used. Each change in effect

(after the 4-harness twill, as mentioned before) is arranged for 8 warp-threads and 8 picks

repeat. Repeat of weave : 32 warp-threads and 32 picks. ,
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Fig. 207 also has for its principle the four-harness broken twill,

rib-weaves are used in its construction, as follows : For the warp effect -
Two different common

for the filling- effect
4

'

2 ^. Each change in effect is arranged for 8 warp-threads and 8 picks repeat. Repeat of

weave: 32 warp-threads and 32 picks repeat.
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Fig. 208. Fig. 209.

Fig. 208 illustrates a figured rib-weave having warp and filling changes equal (^-^), and

with systems of effects arranged to exchange in the shape of the 4-harness even-sided twilh

(BiiSa ). Repeat: 32 warp-threads and 32 picks.

Fig. 209 illustrates warp and filling changes equal {- 3), both arranged to exchange in the

shape of an even-sided twill. Examples 204 to 209 will indicate the great variety for figured

rib-weaves. An endless number of them could easily be constructed.

In the beginning of* our explanation of the common rib-weaves, we mentioned that in " warp

effects " the warp forms the face and back of the fabric and the filling rests in its centre, while

in " filling effects," the filling produces the face and back and the warp rests in its centre. To
improve or increase the strength of the fabric we may interlace the warp or filling threads float-

ing on the back of the fabric on an extra weave. Figs. 210, 211 and 212 are designed to give a

clear illustration.
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Fig. 210. Fig 211. Fig. 212.

Fig. 210 illustrates the common g rib-weave (warp effect), having its warp-threads, as

they float on the back, interlace in rotation once more with the filling, and thus giving additional

strength to the fabric.

Fig. 211 illustrates the common g ^ rib-weave (filling effect). The filling, when floating

on the back of the fabric, is arranged to interlace additional, after the manner of a broken twill.

Fig. 212 illustrates this additional interlacing arranged with the same twill for each rib.

Effects Produced by Using two or more Colors in Warp and Filling of Fabrics

interlaced upon Rib and Basket-Weaves.

Rib and Basket-weaves are frequently used for producing various effects by different com-

binations of colors in warp and filling. We will describe a few of the effects most frequently used,,

thus giving the student the necessary points for the construction of any effect he may have occa-

sion to produce.
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Fig. 213 illustrates an effect derived

I end dark, and a color arrangement of

laced with the common rib-weave (warp

by a color arrangement of the warp (dressing), I end light,

the filling, 2 picks light 2 picks dark, upon a fabric inter-

effect) ?
2.

Diagram for Explain-
ing Figs. 213 to 224.

Arrangement

Weave ot Warp
(Dressing.)
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Fig. 213. Fig. 214. Fig. 215. Fig. 2x6.

Fig. 214 illustrates the same weave and the same arrangement of the warp as Fig. 213-

The arrangement of the filling is also, 2 picks dark, 2 picks light, as used in Fig. 2
1 3, but is started

on the opposite shed. In Fig. 213 the light filling covers the dark warp and the dark filling

covers the light warp, and the effect produced are lines across the width of the fabric, (in the

direction of the filling), each line having the size of two successive picks ; in Fig. 214 the light

filling covers the light warp and the dark filling covers the dark warp, forming for effect a

hair-line.

Fig. 2
1
5 illustrates a heavier hair-line obtained with the common rib-weave filling effect

^
^.

Arrangement for the warp: 2 ends light, 2 ends dark. Arrangement for the filling: i pick dark,

I pick light, each style of warp covered by its own colored filling.

Fig. 216 illustrates the tricot effect produced on the same rib-weave as Fig. 215 ; also the

same color arrangement for warp and filling, except that the light filling covers the dark warp,

and the dark filling covers the light warp.
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Fig. 217 illustrates an effect obtained by combining effects Figs. 215 and 216. Arrangement

of the warp

:

2 ends light,

2 " dark,

2 " light,

4 " dark,

2 " light,

4 " dark,

16 ends in repeat.

Arrangement of the filling : one pick dark to alternate with one pick light.

Fig. 218 illustrates an effect produced upon a fabric interlaced on the common rib-weave

(warp effect) ?
3, with the following arrangement for the warp

:

2 ends light,

I end dark,

I
" light,

I " dark,

5 ends in repeat Filling: all lUight.
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Fig. 219 illustrates a hair-line, upon a fabric interlaced on the fancy rib-weave j (filling

effect). Dressing : i end dark, 2 ends light, = 3 ends in repeat. Filling : one pick light to alter-

nate with one pick dark. Each color in warp is covered by its own color in filling.

Fig. 220 represents another hair line, having more ground space between each line. Weave:

fancy rib j -. Dressing: i end dark, 3 ends light, ^ 4 ends in repeat. Filling: i pick light,

I pick dark. Each color in warp is covered by its own color in filling.

Fig. 221 illustrates a heavy hair-line effect similar to the one shown in Fig. 215 and is pro-

duced upon a fabric interlaced with the common 4-harness basket-weave. Dressing and arrange-

ment of filling : 2 ends light to alternate with 2 ends dark. Each color in warp to be cov-

ered by its own filling.

Fig. 222 shows an effect produced with the same weave and dressing as Fig. 221. Filling:

all light.
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Fig. 221. Fig. 222.

Fig. 223 illustrates a " star-effect " obtained upon a fabric interlaced with the 4-harness com-

mon basket-weave. Arrangement for warp and filling :

1 end light,

2 ends dark,

I end light,

4 ends in repeat.
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Fig. 223.
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Fig. 224.

Fig. 224 illustrates another small effect upon a fabric interlaced with the 4-harness basket-

weave. Arrangement for warp and filling :

2 ends dark,

4 ends light.
or

color No. I.

color No. 2.

6 ends in repeat of color arrangement, and 1 2 ends the repeat of the entire effect.

It will be easily seen that an endless variety of effects can be produced, but those pre-

viously given illustrate the most frequently used, and will be a guide for the student in construct-

ing other effects on 2, 3, or more, color arrangements.

VI. Oblique Rib-Weaves.

This sub-division of the rib-weaves is used in the manufacture of a line of fabrics tech-

nically known as " basket-cloth "
; and they are also used to a great extent in the manufacture of

worsted suitings, cloakings, etc. For their construction we use the following rule :
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Divide the repeat, which must be equal warp and filling-ways, in four equal squares. (For

example, take diagram, Fig. 225. Suppose n a, b, c, d to form the repeat for the weave, warp

and filling-ways. Small squares numbered I, 2, 3

and 4 are the four equal squares required.) Next,

divide the main square {a, b, c, d) into eight parts

by running two oblique lines from each corner through

the centre (e) to the opposite corner. For illustra-

tion, see diagram. Fig. 226: lines b to ^and a to c, in

addition to lines / to h and i to g will divide the main

square a, b, c, d into eight even parts, each of a tri- ,-

angular shape, as indicated by numbers i, 2, 3, 4, 5,

6, 7 and 8. Two methods of construction can next

be observed : either we fill out every triangle containing uneven numbers with filling-weave

effect, and every even-numbered triangle with a warp-rib effect, or we select two connecting

triangles such as i and 2^= a, e, b, for warp effect rib-weave, and the next two triangles 3

and 4. = b, e, c, for filling effect, to be followed by triangle c, e, d with warp effect, and triangle

d, e, a with filling effect. Weaves Figs, 227, 228, 229 and 230 are constructed according to the

first-mentioned rule. Figs. 231, 232, 233 and 234 are produced according to the second

I 2

4

Fig. 225.

method of construction.
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F"iG. 230.

Repeat f 12 warp-threads,

[12 picks.
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Fig. 231.
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Combining Common Rib and Oblique Rib-Weaves„

Design Fig. 235 illustrates the repetition of weave Fig. 234 with an

additional common rib effect, warp and filling ways, which will form

horizontal and vertical lines in the fabric for outlining the effect pro-

duced by the oblique rib-weave. Repeat: 18 warp-threads and 18 picks.



Derivative Weaves:

FROM THE REGULAR TWILLS.

Broken Twills.

" Broken twills " are derived from the regular twills by running the direction of the twill

one-half of the repeat from the left to the right ; and the other half from the right to the left.

These changes of the direction of twill must be arranged so as to produce a well broken up

effect. By means of this break, or change of twill, we produce a like change of the twill line,

visible upon the face of the fabric ; hence this classification as broken-twill weaves.

The first number of harness for producing a broken twill is four-harness, and the regular

twill to be used for it is the i— twill.

After interlacing the first warp-thread in the first pick, and the second warp-thread in the

second pick, change the direction of the twill by interlacing the third warp-thread with the

fourth pick, and the fourth warp-thread with the third pick.

DDBDnDBQ
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DBDnDBDa
iBDDa«nna

1 4

Fig. 236.
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Fig. 237.
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Fig. 238.
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Fig. 239.

Fig. 236 illustrates this ^-

^ 4-harness broken twill (filling for face in fabric).

Fig. 237 represents the opposite effect, or the ^
j
4-harness broken twill (warp for face in

fabric).

Fig. 238 illustrates the 4-harness ^
3 twill, broken only filling ways.

After running 3 picks on regular twill from right to left, its direction is changed from left to

right for the next 3 picks. Repeat : 4-harness, 6 picks.

Fig. 239 represents the broken twill derived from the six-harness ^-

g twill. Three successive

warp-threads are interlaced with three successive picks in regular twill from left to right, and the

remaining three warp-threads and three oicks are interlaced in the opposite direction of twill,

i e., right to left.
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Fig. 240. Fig. 241. Fig. 243.Fig. 242.

Fig. 240 illustrates the ^ 8-harness broken twill.

Warp- threads i, 2, 3, 4 interlacing in rotation in picks i, 2, 3, 4.

5, 6, 7, 8
" " "

8, 7, 6, 5.

Fig. 241 represents twill, fig. 240, arranged for a fancy combination by adding spots, regularly

distributed over the entire repeat.

Fig. 242 shows the - -g lo-harness broken twill.

(52)
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Fig. 243 represents a fancy combination weave produced out of weave fig. 242. The
original lo-harness broken twill is shown in Fig. 243 in the same kind of type as in Fig. 242.

Fig. 244 illustrates the regular ?
2 twill, arranged for a broken-twill weave (broken in the

direction of the warp). After running six warp-threads in the direction from left to right (regu-

lar), we form a break and run warp-threads 7 and 8 with the twill in the opposite direction.

'^1 :S:"'^SB"^3S" :3 T, . f 8 warp-threads.[ Repeat- • i^>_.,«__,.. u i^ (4 picks.

Fig. 244.

By means of a fancy drawing-in draft (i, 2, 3, 4, I, 2, 4, 3) we can arrange this weave for

four-harness, having the foundation weave (? -^ regular twill ) for the harness-chain.

iVscnmrnrmrrwmm"''^'" ' mmm '''' m ' ^•^inGBBB
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L.BBB BB . B BB , BBB JOB BBOOOLBBBCL . ..BBD...B. BGBBQDGBBB . BB B^GBGD
1BBBlj_ju,BBB^^_BBB^..j^BBBGGG lBDGBGLBBUUG^BBB^^'^'_BBGDBGaBuBB^^uBBB-.LiGBBG

1 U Yi Ui 24 1 «
Fig. 245. Fjg. 246.

Fig. 245 shows the 6-harness ?
3 twill, arranged as follows :

'

9 warp-threads twill from left to right, break, and the next

3
" " " right to left, "

3
" " " left to right, "

9
" " " right to left.

24
"

in full repeat.

Drawing-in draft will call for 6-harness ; and for harness-chain the foundation twill ^—3 must

be used.

Examples Figs. 244 and 245 will also illustrate and explain any different changes in using

a different number of warp-threads in rotation before breaking off In this selection we have an

unlimited variety at our disposal.

Fig. 246 illustrates the breaking off of every three warp-threads in rotation upon the 7-har-

ness ?—5 twill.

Fig. 247 represents 5 warp-threads of the ^
^

^
3

^
^ twill, used successively from the left to

right ; next a break and five additional warp-threads, used with a twill arranged from right to left.

These breaks may also be applied to different graded twills as 27°—63°—70°, etc., and which

will be treated under the sub-division of the regular twills in the next chapter.

For illustrating this point Fig. 248 is designed, representing 12 threads of the 63° steep-

twill "^2^2 ^^ ^ direction from left to right, and 12 additional threads of the same weave having

its direction of twill from right to left.
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Fig. 247. Fig. 248.

The arrangement of a steep-twill containing 70°, 63°, 45°, 36° grading, combined for a

broken-twill, is shown in weave Fig. 249. Repeat: 48 warp-threads 12 picks.

The foundation-twill for this weave is the regular ^
^ \ ^

1
l2-harness twill, which is also

used for harness-chain if using a cross-draw for drafting weave Fig. 249, for 12-harness.
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The next sub-division of "broken-twills" out of "regular-twills" is found in arranging the

breaking off filling zvays. For example: Fig. 250 illustrates the ^
-^ twill broken filling ways

after every four successive picks. Repeat : 8 warp-threads and 8 picks.
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Fig. 25 : shows the ?
^ twill broken filling ways after every four picks. Warp ways 2 threads

are missed after every 6 warp-threads, to produce an additional fancy effect. Breaking off regidar

(or steep) tiuills in the direction of the warp and the filling will form the next movement in the

construction of broken-twills out of the regular twills. In this manner Figs. 252 to 255 are

constructed.
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Fig. 252 is obtained from the ^
3 twill, by arranging the breaking off in the direction of the

warp and filling, after every 6 successive threads. Repeat: 12 warp-threads, 12 picks.

Fig. 253 has for its foundation the regular ?
^
4-harness twill. Arrangement for breaking the

weave after warp-threads 8, 12, 16, 18, 20, and 24, thus forming twill effects of three different

sizes as follows : 2, 4 and 8 threads.

Another step towards figuring for broken-twill designs is that of using a

motive (effect) for figuring by means of the two directions of the twill. To
illustrate this method Figs. 254 and 255 have been designed.

Fig. 254 illustrates two repeats of the motive, warp and filling ways. Fig. 255

Fig. 2=^4
shows this motive applied to a broken-twill weave produced by the § twill.

12 warp-threads and 12 picks are used for each part of the effect in the motive;

therefore, as 6 parts compose the motive, we have 6 X 12 = 72 warp-threads and 72 picks the

repeat for the complete design. in motive, is illustrated n in the design ; n in motive is

shown G in the design.

Warp-threads i to 12 in the weave equal the longitudinal row i of squares in the motive.

Warp-threads 13 to 24 in the weave equal the longitudinal row 2 of squares in the motive.

Warp-threads 25 to 48 in the weave equal the longitudinal rows 3 and 4 of squares in the

motive.

Warp-threads 49 to 60 in the weave equal the longitudinal row 5 of squares in the motive.

Warp-threads 61 to 72 in the weave equal the longitudinal row 6 of squares in the motive.
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Picks I to 12 in the weave equal the horizontal row i of squares in the motive.

Picks 13 to 24 in the weave equal the horizontal row 2 of squares in the motive.

Picks 25 to 48 in the weave equal the horizontal rows 3 and 4 of squares in the motive.
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Fig. 255.

Picks 49 to 60 in the weave equal the horizontal row 5 of squares in the motive.

Picks 61 to 72 in the weave equal the horizontal row 6 of squares in the motive.

Using two or more colors in "Warp and Filling for Producing effects in Fabrics inter-

laced with Broken Twills.

In Figs. 256, 257 and 258 we illustrate three examples of effects produced upon broken twills

by various arrangements of colors in warp and filling. In Fig. 256 the common ^
^
4-har-
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ness broken twill is shown arranged for 3 ends light, i end dark, or color No. i and color No. 2, in

warp and filling. The effect obtained is a " hair-line," very extensively used in the manufacture of

worsted and woolen trouserings by reason of the clear and distinct line-effect this weave produces.
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Fig. 257 illustrates the same weave (4-harness broken twill) arranged for three different

colors. Arrangement for warp and filling: 2 ends light or color No. i ; i end medium or color

No. 2; I end dark or color No. 3.

Fig. 258 illustrates the 8-harness broken twill (broken, warp and filling ways, every four

threads), arranged for 2 ends light to alternate with

2 ends dark,

4 ends in repeat of color arrangement and 8 ends repeat for weave and effect.

II. Steep-Twills or Diagonals.

The next sub-division of the common or regular twills are the steep-twills, which are derived

from the latter by using either every other or every third, fourth, etc., warp-thread in rotation for

forming the weave.

ISt. Steep-Twills having 6j° grading

are obtained by using every alternate warp-thread of a common twill. To illustrate their method

of construction Figs. 259, 260 and 261 are designed.

Fig. 259 illustrates the regular i6-harness twill.
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Fig. 259.
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Fig. 260 represents the same weave, every other

warp-thread indicated by a different kind of type.

Fig. 261 illustrates the steep twill or diagonal weave

as obtained by using only warp-threads shown in Fig.

260 with M.

This example of constructing a steep twill out of a

regular twill, which has an even number of warp-threads

for its repeat, will also explain that the former requires

only one-half the number of harness that are used in

the foundation weave.
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Fig 261.Thus the present example

—

Fig. 260. l6-harness for regular twill only requires

8-harness for its corresponding steep twill.

If we construct a steep twill out of a regular twill which has an uneven number of harness for

its repeat, the same will not be reduced as in the case with an even number. Thus, 9-harness in
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Fig. 263.
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Fig. 264.

the regular twill requires 9-harness for the steep twill. Again, ii-harness regular twills require

I i-harncss for the repeat in their respective steep twills, etc.

For example: we give in Fig. 262 the regular twill known as %-^. 13-harness repeat.
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Fig. 263 illustrates again the analysis of the same with the view of constructing its respective

"steep-twill," which is illustrated in Fig. 264. An examination of Fig. 263 shows warp-threads

I and 13 indicated by the same kind of type; so, in constructing the steep-twill after using warp-

thread 13 of the common twill for warp-thread 7 of the steep-twill, we must use warp-thread 2 of

the common twill for warp-thread 8 of the steep-twill, and so on, until warp-thread 12 of the

regular twill forms the last warp-thread (13) in the repeat for the steep-twill.
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Fig. 265.
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Fig. 267.
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Fig. 268.

These two examples will easily demonstrate to the student the great amount and variety of

steep-twills, 63° grading, which can be constructed out of the common or regular twills of 45°

grading.

Weaves Fig. 265 to 276 illustrate a few of the steep-twills most frequently used.

Fig. 265 illustrates a 3-harness steep-twill (63°) derived from the regular twill, ^ ^^
i

Repeat : 3 harness and 6 picks.
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Fig. 269.
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Fig. 270. Fig. 271.

Fig. 266 represents the 4-harness steep-twill (63°) derived from the regular 8-harness twill

-y^. Repeat : 4 harness and 8 picks.

Fig. 267 illustrates the 5-harness steep-twill (63°) derived from the regular lo-harness twill,

-2-^2- Repeat : 5 harness and 10 picks.
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Fig. 272.
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Fig. 273.

Fig. 268 represents the 6-harness steep-twill (63°) derived from the regular 12-harness twill,

-J.
Repeat : 6 harness and 1 2 picks.

Fig. 269 illustrates the 7-harness steep-twill (63°) derived from the regular 7-harness twill,

-3. Repeat : 7 harness and 7 picks.
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Fig.

6 2 2

2 2 3-

Fig.

6 1 1

2 12
Fig.

270 illustrates the 8-harness steep-twill (63°) derived from the regular i6-harness twill,

Repeat: 8 harness and 16 picks.

271 represents the 9-harness steep-twill (63°) derived from the regular 1 8-harness twill,

!-j-^. Repeat: 9 harness and 18 picks.

272 illustrates the 12-harness steep-twill (63°) derived from the regular 24-harness twill,

"i
^ * ^ Repeat : 1 2 harness and 24 picks.111112 2-

Fig. 273 represents the 12-harness steep-twill (63°) derived from the regular 24-harness twill,

'
-

2 \ \ ^
1

^
1 \ \ - Repeat: 12 harness and 24 picks.
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Fig. 274. Fig. 275. Fig. 276.

274 illustrates the 14-harness steep-twill {62,°) derived from the regular 28-harness twill.

Repeat: 14 harness and 28 picks.

1 1 1

275 represents the 15-harness steep-twill (63°) derived from the regular 15-harness twill.

Repeat: 15 harness and 15 picks.

276 represents the i6-harness steep-twill (63°) derived from the regular 32-harness twill,

^
4 \ ^

2 \ - Repeat: 16 harness and 32 picks.

2d. Steep-Tivills having a grading of yo°.

These twills are derived from the regular twills by using every third warp-thread in rotation for

the construction of the new weave. To give a clear understanding diagram

No. 277 is designed. A represents one repeat of the regular twill known as the

^-j-^ 8-harness twill ; B illustrates the drafting of the different warp-threads

according to previously given explanation for forming C, the new design.
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Fig. 278.
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Fig. 280.
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Fig. 282.
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FiG. 283.

Arrangementof drafting: 1,4, 7, 2, 5,8, 3,6. Repeat : 8 harness, 8 picks.

Fig. 278 represents the regular twill known as ^
3 \ , and

Fig. 279 represents the steep-twill (70°) derived out of it. Repeat : 8 harness, 8 picks.

Fig. 280 the regular twill % ^

3
is shown, arranged for a 70° steep-twill in Fig. 281. Repeat:

10 harness, 10 picks.
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Fig. 282 the regular 12-harness twill ^3^3 is shown, arranged for its 70° steep-twill in

Fig. 283. Repeat: 4 harness, 12 picks.

Fig. 284 illustrates the regular 15-harness twill ^
2

^
2

^
2 ' ^^^ ^^S- 285 the 70° steep-twili

derived out of it. Repeat: 5 harness, 15 picks.

Fig. 286 represents the 70° steep-twill designed out of the regular twill ^3^3 (shown in

Fig. 262, page 56). Repeat: 13 harness, 13 picks.

Fig. 287 illustrates the steep-twill having 70° grading, which is derived from the regular

twill ^ 2^ z^ 2 (^^^ ^^to- ^59' P^g^ 5^)- Repeat; 16 harness and 16 picks.
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Fig. 284. Fig. 285. Fig. 286. Fig. 287.

These few examples (Figs. 277 to 287) will easily explain the method of construction for

these weaves ; we would only add that if the number of harness in repeat for the regular twill

can be divided by 3, the number of harness in repeat for the steep-twill will be reduced one-

third, as follows

:

1 2-harness regular twill to 4-harness steep (70°).

J
a (( (( <( p U (t ((

18 " " " 6 " ' " etc., etc.

Any number of harness repeat for a regular twill which cannot be equally divided by 3

requires the same number of harness for the steep-twill as is used in its foundation twill.

jd. Steep-Twills having a grading of y^^

.

Weaves of this sub-division of the regular twill of 45° grading, are derived from

the latter by using every fourth warp-thread in rotation. In constructing 75° steep-twills out of

regular twills having a number of harness for their repeat which can be divided evenly by four,

only one-fourth the number of harness are required ; for example

:

12 harness " regular" = 3 harness " 75° steep."

16 << « — 4
u <<

20 (( (( — 5
(1 ((

24 "
" =6 " " " etc., etc.

Again, in constructing 75° steep-twills out of regular twills having for their repeat an even

number of harness not called for in previous rule, the number of harness required is lowered

one-half; for example :

14 harness " regular" = 7 harness " 75° steep."

18
<( <( — 9

a

22 « (( — 1

1

U

26 "
" =13 " " " etc., etc.

These two given rules will readily explain a third, as follows

:

Every regular twill of an uneven number of harness for its repeat, if used for the construction

of a steep-twill of 75° grading, requires every warp-thread of the former used; or in other words:
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Steep-twills of 75° grading, constructed out of regular twills having an uneven number of harness

for their repeat, require an equal number of harness for the former ; for example

:

9 harness " regular" =l 9 harness " 75° steep."
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To give a clear understand-

ing of the construction of the

75° steep-twills, diagram 288 is

designed, illustrating under A
one repeat of the regular twilL

^
i^ 4 =15 harness.

B illustrates the drafting of

the different warp-threads (after

rule given at beginning) for form-

ng C, the new design.

Arrangement of drafting :
.

I, 5, 9, 13, 2, 6, 10, 14, 3, 7, II,

15, 4, 8, 12. Repeat: 15 har-

ness, 15 picks.

Fig. 289 represents the regu-

lar twill, ^ 4^
i

for 16 harness

repeat.

Fig. 290 shows its 75° steep-

twill derived by drafting i, 5, 9,

13. Repeat: 4 harness, 16 picks.

Fig. 291 illustrates the steep-

twill of 75° grading which is de-

rived from the regular twill of

45° grading, Vhr = ^3 har-

ness. (See Fig. 262, page 56.)

Repeat: 13 harness, 13 picks.

u

etc., etc.
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Fig. 289.
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Fig. 290.
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Fig. 291.

III. Reclining Twills (27° grading).

This sub-division of the regular twills has its principle of construction very nearly

related to the ones given regarding the steep-twills; in fact, points given in the latter as to

warp will apply in the present sub-division of twills to the filling. Therefore in constructing a twill

of 27° grading out of a regular twill of 45° grading, we only use every alternate pick of the latter.

For example. Figs. 292, 293, 294, 295, 296 and 297.
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Fig. 292.
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Fig. 293.
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Fig. 294.

Fig. 292 represents the regular 8-harness twill ^
4. Fig. 293 illustrates the same twill

analysed, every alternate pick indicated by a different style of type. Fig. 294 represents the new

weave, derived from weave Fig. 293 by using only picks i, 3, 5 and 7. Repeat: 8 harness and

4 picks.
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Fi<j. 295 represents the regular twill —g-*-^ = 9-harnes.s. Fig. 296 is its analysis. Fig. 297

is the reclining twill derived from the latter. Repeat : 9-harness and 9 picks.
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Fig. 295. Fig. 296. Fig. 297.

These two examples will clearly illustrate the method to be observed in designing reclining

twills for any number of harness. Regular twill weaves with an even number of picks in repeat

reduce to one-half the number in the reclining twill ; again, regular twills with an uneven number

of picks for their repeat require, if changed to reclining twills, the same number of picks.

Diagram for illustrating the construction of steep twills of 52"^, 63*^, 70° and 75° grading,

and reclining twills of 38°, 27°, 20°, and 15° grading.
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IV. Curved Twills.

This sub-division of the " twills" is derived by a combination of "regular" 45° twills with

63°, 70° or 75°, or similarly graded " steep-twills." One kind of these twills is run for a certain

number of threads, after which the run, without forming an interruption, is changed to the other
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Fig. 298.
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Fig. 299.

system. The same twill which is used in 45° must also be used in the construction of the

steeper twills.

The following few designs will clearly explain the method of constructing curved twills.
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Fig. 300.

63° AS"

Fig. 298 illustrates the curved twill obtained from the twill. 8 warp-threads are

designed in the regular 45° twill and 8 warp-threads in its 63° steep-twill =16 warp-threads

repeat. Drawing-indraft: i6-harness straight draw or 6-harness section draw.
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Fig. 301.

Fig. 299 illustrates the curved twill obtained from the twill. 8 warp-threads are

designed in the regular 45° twill and 8 warp-threads in its 63° steep-twill =-.16 warp-threads

repeat. Drawing-in draft: 1 6-harness straight draw or 8-harness section draw.
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Fig. 300 illustrates another curved twill obtained from the ^ twill.

Warp-threads i to 8 call for the 45° regular twill.

63° steep "

45° regular "

63° steep "

45° regular "

63° steep

45° regular "

Drawing-in Draft for 13-Harness.
isaDDDaannDnaannonnDnaannaDannDDaanDnDnnnDaDDDDDDDDDnaDDaDDDDDonnnnDDDnDnDODaaDnDcnDaDDan
DnaDanaaaaDnaaaaaQaDDDDDDDDDnaaaDDaDDGDGaDDncccnoaaDnuDDannDDDDDaanDnaDQDDBGDDaoDDDDnDa
DnaaQDDaQaaDaannaaaDaDaGaaDQaaDaaQaanaaaGaaDGaQGaGaDaGGGGQGDnanoBGGaaaannanaaaGDaauDana
aGDaDnaaDGaDaQananDGGDaQn.'jGaauaaacaQGGDaaGaDaQaaGGGGGODQDGGaGGDaanaGaaGaGBGGaGDaGQGGDDa
DDQannaDaDnDannaaGnaGDaacDaaaaaDDnQDaQDDGaQaaaDnonaaDGGaaDDDDQaanaGDDanQaaQaGDaaanaaDDn
GaacaanaDaDaDaaBaGaaaDnDDaDDnaQQaGGDDQDGDGaaGQaaGaGQaQncDDGnaaDGDDDaaDGGaaaGrjaaaGaQaDBn
DaaaaaaaaoaGnaannnaaaaaGaaaaaaaaaaaaanDaaaaaaQQGGDGGDQQDaDGcaDDacGnaQGGaaacGaaGaaDaDaaa
noaacDnaaGaaaGGaaGGaaGaGaannDaQQaaaGGGaaaaGGaGaGGGaoaaaaGaaGaDGaaaGDcaGBGQGQGaaaGGaaGaaa
DaaanaBaaaaaaannaQGaaaGDaacGGGGnGaaGGBaaaGonGGDCQGaDGGQGaQBDDaQGGGaGGaGDGCiGaGaBcnacDaaa
aaGQGGGaGnaaGaaaaGnaaQBGQGaQGaGGGGanBGGQGnGGGGQGGaaGnaDDaaaGGnaaDQGaoaaGcaGnGGGaaGGGaaa
DDaaaannGanaaaaGaaaGaaaGGGGGGaGGQQBBaGGGGGrjaaQGaaGaGGGGaQQGaGDaQGGQaaQaGncaaDaaoaanaGDD
DcaGaQaGaGGBaQGcaanGBGaaaaaDaaaGGBaaDDDQaaaDaaGaGaQQDDBGaaGaGGQaaaaBaanGaGGaBGGGGGGBGaa
iBaGaaGDaDGaDaaaDaaGaGaaDaaDDDaDDBGGaGaDaGGaGGDDDDDGDBBDGGaGaccGGaaBGGCDDcaacDDaDaaaaQDa
1 87

Fig. 303.

Fig. 301 represents a curved twill with 87 warp-threads for repeat, which is obtained from the

regular ^^—3

—

-—g

—

-—2 13-harness twill (shown in Fig. 302) according to draft represented in Fig.

303, and thus will readily explain itself, as the drawing-in draft also clearly indicates the different

grading of the twill. •

V. Skip-Twills.

This sub-division of our regular or foundation twills embraces the weaves in which the twill

line does not run continuously through the entire design. In their general appearance these rep-

resent a combination of parts taken from a regular twill.

They are designed as follows: After drafting successively 2, 3, 4 or more threads from a

regular twill for the new weave, skip (or omit) l, 2, 3 or more threads; draft again 2, 3, 4 or

more successive threads, then skip again, and continue in this manner to draft and skip until you

get the repeat for the new weave.

We can arrange this skipping in the direction of the warp, in the direction of the filling, or

in both systems.

ist. Skip- Twills in which the Skipping is arrangedfor the Warp.

Fig. 304 represents the regular 4-harness twill ?
g-

Fig. 305 illustrates the skip-draft reading as follows: Take two, miss one, four times over; or

I, 2,4, I, 3,4, 2, 3.
GGBBGBBGBBGGBGGB
GBBGBBQaBGOBDGBB
BB^"Bn"B""GBBnBBn eGDGBBB
B'^ii B: nBB iBB iBBGG GGBBBQ

4DOGBQaBnaBGaBGDa 1C BB BB BBC B ,GB GBBBGG
aGBGGaGDBGGGOGaB CBBGBBGUBjUBGljBB BBBnQG
QBGGBQGGGGGHaGBa BBGGBGGBGGBBGBBG BBGQGB
iBDaanGGBaDBQaBaG iBaaaaGBBaBBaBBaG ibgggbb
1 16 1 16 1 13

Fig. 304. Fig. 305. Fig. 306. Fig. 307. Fig. 308. Fig. 309.

Fig. 306 represents the skip-twill derived by means of draft Fig. 305 from the =
^ 4-harness

twill shown in Fig. 304. Repeat: 8 warp-threads, 4 picks.

Fig- 307 illustrates a second kind of skip-draft for 4-harness, reading as follows: Take four,

miss one, four times over; or i, 2, 3, 4, 2, 3, 4, I, 3, 4, i, 2, 4, I, 2, 3, which, if applied to the

4-harness twill ?
^ shown in Fig. 304, will produce the design as represented in Fig. 308.

Repeat: 16 warp-threads, 4 picks.

Drawing-in draft: Either i6-harness straight draw, or for 4 or 8-harness with a section

arrangement.

GBGBBGB
GBGGBGBB
BBGBGGBG
BGBBGBQG

4GaaB cjnanGHDG CICBGBBGB
aaao DaDGaGGH GBGGBGBB
aaaa 3HaaGaaa BBGBGGBG
IBQGa IBGaBGCaG IBGBBGBGG
1 4 1 8
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Fig. 309 is the 6-harness twill.

Fig. 310 represents a skip-draft reading as follows: Take six, skip two, three times over.

This skip-draft, if applied to the -

311-

twill (Fig. 309) will produce the weave of a skip-twill, as

shown in Fig

enDDDDBDDDBncDBnnna
DoanBDDnBDaDBGDaac
DDGBDaDBDaDanDnnDB
DDBDDDBaDDaDDDDDBG
aBDDaDaaDaDBDDDHan
IBDQDDDnaDDBDDOBDDa
1 18

DnDBBiaBiannaBnaDa
ODBBBr:««nri["nnoBB
ammu ' « .

' _. /'«
' !< I .. iMHHa'. . a.j. :: .GD

GG_<HaDuaaBUBHBaaD
CGGGBBBGBBBGGBBGGGB
DGBBBGBBBGGGBGGGBB
GBBB VGBBGGGBGGGBBB
BB'. 'H iB';iGGBBGGBBBG

•B B. : JBBBGBBBGG
lB„.:^BBGGBBBGBBBGOa

1 18

Fig. 310. Fig. 311.

Fig. 313 shows another variation of the skip-twill, derived from the common twill -——

^

(Fig. 309) by means of skip-draft illustrated in Fig. 312. The latter reads as follows: Take three,

skip two, six times over, twill from left to right; take three, skip two, six times over, twill from

right to left.

Repeat: 36 warp-threads, 6 picks.

ennnBDnDBnnnBnDDaaGGBaanBDCGnnDDnnBan
aanaDaBDGDBaaaBaaGGGBGGnaaQaGGBGGGBa
naDDaGaaaBaaDHaDGaaaaaaQQaaBGDGBcaQB
aaBaaaDaDQGDBaDaBaDCGGaaBDaaBaaaBGGa
DgGGaBaGGDaaQaGHaaGGOBaaQBaaaBGaaaaa
iBaaGBGaaBGGaaGGGaaBaGaBGaDBDGQGaGQGa
1 :i6

anOBGDBBGBBBGBBGGBOBBnGBGGDBGGBBOBBB
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Fig. 312.
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For drawing-in draft use skip-draw shown in Fig. 312. For harness-chain use the regular

twill shown in Fig. 309.

In Fig. 314 we illustrate a skip-twill derived from the regular twill ^ (7-harness) by

means of skip-draft shown in Fig. 315. Take two, miss two, seven times over, forms the repeat

of this skip draft.

Repeat of weave: 14 warp-threads, 7 picks.

nniGGI
GGBB .' B
CGB B
GB.~ BB
BB BB
BB B
B._.. B BI
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GaBBu..B
GGBGLB
DBGGBB
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I B' ~ ~iB

IGBG
BGQ
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Fig. 314.

TDGnaGGGHaaBaca
DGGBGGBGGGGGGC
DGBaGaaGGGaaai
DQaGGGaGGBaaBC
GGGaGHaGBaaaac
DBaGBGGGGaaaac
iBGDaaGGaaaDBGC
1 If

Fig. 315.
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Fig. 316.

Weave Fig. 316 is derived from the same regular twill as Fig. 314, but has a different

drafting, as follows: Take three, miss two, seven times over.

Repeat of weave: 21 warp-threads, 7 picks.

I ::bbbjbbbb
:-: ...iB a BB 'BBBBG

iHGGBl jHljGBJUGBBGQ
IGGBBCaGQBGaGGBGtan
IGBBBGaBBQGGBGQGG

snanDBaaaaHaDGaBGDaaBanDDDaaDaanD
nadaGGGGBaGGGBaQaaBaQaaBGaGGCGaa
GaaaGGaaGGGaHGGaGBaaGGBGGGaBijaGa
DGGQaaGaGaGGGaGaBGaGGBGaGaBGGGGB
DGQBaaaaGaaGGGGaGGaGBaGGGBGGaGBa
GGBGaaaBaGaaGGGGGaGGGGQaBaaGGBaa
aBaaaaBaaaGHGGGGGaGGQaGGGGaaBaac
iBaaaDBDaanBGaDGHaGaDaaaaaaDDGQaa

1 J2

Fig. 317. Fig. 318.

Fig. 317 represents a skip-twill derived from the 8-harness ^—„—^ by means of skip-draw

shown in Fig. 318.

Repeat of weave: 32 warp-threads, 8 picks.
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Fig. 319 illustrates the skip-twill derived from the 14-harness ^—j

—

-—^

—

-—3 regular twill by

the following drafting: Take three, miss six, fourteen times over.

Repeat of weave: 42 warp-threads, 14 picks.

Fig. 320 represents the skip-twill derived from the i8-harness ?—3—^—^

—

-—o

—

-—3 regular

twill, derived by means of the following drafting: Take three, skip ten, eighteen times over.

Repeat of weave: 54 warp-threads, 18 picks.
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1 42 1 54

Fig. 319. Fig. 320.

These few designs for skip-twills, with a regular exchanging of "take" and "miss," will

readily establish the rule for finding the number of warp-threads required for one repeat, as

follows

:

Multiply the number of harness the foundation (or regular) twill contains (this is also equal

to the number of picks for the repeat of the skip-twill) by the number of warp-threads taken in

rotation in the skip-draft before missing a certain number of threads; for example :

—

p. r number of harness "I o y / number of warp-threads taken 1 , / repeat of warp-
^' ^ \ in foundation twill

j \ in rotation in skip-draft ] ^
\ threads in s. t.

" 319
" "

14 X " " 3=42
" 317

" " 8X " " 4=32
" 316 " " 7X " " 3=21 " "

" 314
" " 7X " " 2=14

The next step for figuring skip-twills is that of arranging the skip-effects produced by

the warp into two or more different sizes. In their general principle of construction these kinds of

skip-twills are identical with the ones given before. Figs. 321 and 322 are designed as illustrations.
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GBBi :BB B 'B BBBB '~ a .B BBBB BGGGGBG
BBB .B a Bl BBBGBB B BBB ;BBGGGBGG
BB jB. ... li. 'IS BBG BBGGBB' .1 IBB. I. .BB .GBBGGBBGGIBUJBUUBGBBBG IBGGGBffiGBBBGGnGaGfflaGBBBDa
1 12 1 ::4

Fig. 321. Fig. 322.

Fig. 321 is derived from the regular ^
^ 6-harness twill. Arrangement of skip-draft is as

follows: Take three, skip two, take one, skip two, four times over.

Repeat: 12 warp-threads, 6 picks.

Fig. 322 has for its foundation the regular 8-harness twill ~
j. Arrangement of skip-draft:

Take four, skip three, take two, skip three, four times over.

Repeat: 24 warp-threads, 8 picks.

A further process in figuring skip-twill is found in arranging the skipping in the direction of

the filling. After taking two, three or more picks in rotation from any of the "regular" 45° twills,

miss one, two, three or more picks; then continue again to take an equal number as before,

again miss a certain number of picks, and proceed in this manner until the repeat is obtained.
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Figs. 323 and 324 are designed for illustrating this sub-division of skip-twills.

Fig. 323—repeat: 4-harness, 16 picks—is derived from the regular 4-harness twill -

the following manner : Take four, miss one, four times over.

Fig. 324—repeat : 8-harness, 24 picks—is derived from the regular 8-harness twill —
as follows : Take three, miss four, eight times over.
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Fig. 324.

The rule for finding the number of picks necessary for one repeat of design is: Multiply the

number of harness in repeat by number of picks taken in rotation before skipping. The result

will be the number of picks necessary for one repeat in design ; for example :

—

Fig- 323—4 (number of harness) X 4 (picks in rotation) = 16 picks in one repeat.
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Fig. 325. Fig. 326.

The next course in figuring skip-twills is that of combining warp and filling skip-eiTects in

the same design.

Figs. 325, 326 and 327 illustrate this sub-division of the skip-twills,

Fig- 325—repeat: 18 warp-threads, 18 picks—'has for its foundation the 6-harness 5
g

regular twill. Take six, miss two, three times over in one repeat for warp and filling directions.
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Fig. 327. Fig. 328.

Fig. 326— repeat: 24 warp-threads, 24 picks, and Fig. 327—repeat: 24 warp-threads, 24

picks—are figured skip-twills of a more elaborate design.

In Fig. 326 6 threads in rotation, warp and filling ways, are used before skipping. In Fig.

327 4 threads in rotation, warp and filling ways, are used before skipping 3 threads.
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Fig- 328—repeat: 22 warp-threads, 22 picks—is designed to illustrate skip-effects irregularly

arranged, and is derived from the common 3 6-harness twill. Arrangement of drafting for

this weave is: Take one, miss two, take seven, miss two, take one, miss two, take thirteen, miss two.

VI, Combination Steep-Twills (of 63° grading).

1 z 3 H 5 6 7 8
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2 ^v; ^
1. ii^ ifS- ^1
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This sub-division of the twill weaves is produced by combining two regular twills (45°)

which either have the same number of warp-threads for their repeat, or two regular twills where

one weave contains one-half, one-third or one-fourth the number of warp-threads in its repeat

compared to the number of warp-threads found in the

repeat of the other weave. In designing these com-

bination twills the two weaves are combined, one

pick of one twill to alternate with one pick of the

second twill. Diagram Fig. 329 is designed to give

a clear illustration of their method of construction. In

the same

A represents the regular 8-harness twill j

—

-—^^—
^
—^.

p I. K II i( 5^ 3-

C " the drafting so as to get

D = the combination 63° steep-twill.

Repeat: 8 harness and 16 picks.

Arrangement of drafting

:
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1st pick of combination twill is 1st pick of regular twill B.
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Fig. 330.
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Fig. 332.
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Fig. 334.

2"Fig. 330 illustrates the regular (45°) 7-liarness twill ?

—

^
Fig. 331 represents the regular 7-harness twill known as 3.

Fig. 332 clearly illustrates the combination of these two weaves (Figs. 330 and 331), or its

^Combination Steep-Twill" oi 63° grading.
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To simplify the combination each regular twill is shown by a different type and this style

of type is retained in the combination twill. Repeat of combination twill, Fig. 332, is 7-harness

and 14 picks.

Fig. 333 illustrates the regular 45° twill, known as ?

—

^
—^—2- which, with weave Fig. 330

(from the previous example), is used in constructing weave Fig. 334. Repeat of the latter;

7-harness and 14 picks.
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Fig. 335.
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Fig. 336.
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Fig. 338.

Fig. 330 is shown combined again with a different weave, Fig. 335, in the 7-harness and

14-picks combination twill-weave, Fig. 336.

i2-harness weave. Fig. 337, and 12-harness weave, Fig. 338, are illustrated as combined in its

63° combination steep-twill by weave shown in Fig. 339. Repeat of the latter: 12-harness, 24 picks.

Fig. 341 illustrates another 12-harness combination twill, 63° grading, obtained by combining

weave. Fig. 337 = 12-harness regular twill ^—3

—

^-—j

—

^—g- ^"cl weave Fig. 340 = 12-harness

regular twill '—3

—

-—
^
—^—g—^—i- Repeat for the combination twill-weave : 1 2-harness, 24 picks.

Fig. 342 represents the combination steep-twill for 12 harness 24 picks repeat, as produced by
——J—?—2) with itself, startingcombining the regular 12-harness twill shown in Fig. 337 (^—^

—

^-—

^

from two different points.

The foregoing examples illustrating the construction of the sub-division of twills classified

in general as "combination twills" indicate that an immense variety of different new weaves can

be produced.
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Fig. 339.
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Fig. 341,
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Fig. 342.

The principle of combining weaves in this manner, or the construction of new designs out

of one weave, as shown by rules and examples, is of great value to every designer, as it enables

him to produce a large variety of weaves. ^

In addition to the combination steep-twills, constructed out of two twills and in regular

order, we can vary the order systematically as much as we choose; again, we may combine three

four or five regular twills for one combination twill ; in fact, the great variety of new weaves we

can construct is unlimited.

VII. Corkscrew Twills.

This sub-division of the "regular" (45°) twills is derived from the latter by means of a

" double draw." This procedure will, to a certain extent, reduce the texture of the warp for the

face in the fabric, hence a greater number of those threads per inch, compared with the regular

twill, are required.
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A. Corkscrcrv Twills having for iheir Foundation One of the Regular Twills.

This sub-division of the corkscrew twills commences with 5-harness, after which they can

be made on any number of harness desired.

Figs. 343, 344, 345, 346 are designed to illustrate the method of operation for drafting the

5-harness corkscrew twill from its foundation weave, the regular 5-harness twill known as ^,

and which is represented in Fig. 343.

Fig. 344 shows the double draw as required for drafting

from Fig. 343.

Weave Fig. 345 shows 5-harness corkscrew (with 5 picks

in its repeat).

Drawing-in draft for practical work, will call for a 5-

harness " straight draw," as illustrated in Fig. 346. The pres-

ent system of treating corkscrew twills will always be more

advantageous on an uneven number of harnesses, as only such

a number will allow an equal breaking off for the two twill-effects as visible on the face of

the fabric.
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Fig. 347. Fig. 348.

Fig. 347 shows the regular 6-harness

Fig. 349. Fig. 350.

twill. By means of double drafting, 1-4, 2-5,

3-6, 4-1, 5-2, 6-3, we derive Fig. 348, the 12-harness corkscrew. Drawing-in: "Straight draw,"

i2-harness.

Fig. 349 illustrates the 7-harness ^ twill. By double drafting (1-5, 2-6, 3-7, 4-1, 5-2,

6-3, 7-4) we derive weave Fig. 350, the 7-harness corkscrew. Drawing-in: "Straight draw,"

for 7-harness.
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Fig. 352. Fig. 353. Fig. 354.

Fig. 351 represents the 8-harness twill, and Fig. 352 illustrates the latter arranged for

the corkscrew weave, which is derived by means of double drafting the regular twill, (i, 6, 2,

7, 3, 8, 4, I, 5, 2,6, 3, 7, 4, 8, 5.) Drawing-in: Straight draw 16-

harness or double draw on 8-harness only.

Fig. 353 illustrates the 9-harness twill known as j.

Fig. 354 represents the corresponding corkscrew, derived from the

former by means of double draw (i, 6, 2, 7, etc.). In corkscrew weaves

for a high number of harness in their repeat, as 1 1, 13, 15, etc., the inter-

lacing of the warp and filling is very loose; so the fabric may get too ^q
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" GB
ja

spongy in handling. To remedy this, without changing the face of the j^j \r_^^ laa'a aa^aGaa

fabric, the floating of the warp upon the back of the fabric must be iBaaaGBBaaacpaaadaaaaBg

reduced, which is accomplished by adding one or more places of inter- FiG. 355.

lacing for the float. For example. Fig. 355, represents the 11 -harness corkscrew weave, which
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should require the ii -harness twill, but where is found in the present example a change

of the 5 down in rotation, to 2 down, i up, 2 down.

Thus the actual foundation for the present weave is the regular 1
1 -harness twill.

B. Corkscrezv Weaves Derived by Combining Tivo Regular Tzvills.

This sub-division of corkscrews has for its object the forming of different sized twill lines upon
the face of the fabric, which is obtained by combining two different twills of an equal repeat. In con-

structing the corkscrew use alternately one warp-thread from one twill, one warp-thread from the

other twill, until all the harnesses are taken up. For example, Fig. 356, a 12-harness corkscrew-

weave, which is designed from the 6-harness twill *-

-^ (see Fig. 357) and the 6-harness twill

'
3
(see Fig. 358).

Drawing-in draft: i2-harness " straight draw."

Repeat : 1 2 harness and 6 picks.
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Fig. 360.
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Fig. 361.

In examining the corkscrew weave we find its

1st warp-thread the same as the ist warp-thread in Fig. 357
2nd

3rd

4th

5th

6th

7th

8th

9th

loth

nth
1 2th

1st

2nd

2nd

3rd

3rd

4th

4th

5th

5th

6th

6th
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358

357

358

357

358

357

358

357

358

The number of harness required for the corkscrew weave will always equal the combined

number of harness required for the regular twills.
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Fig. 362. Fig. 363. Fig. 364. Fig. 365.

In Fig. 359 we illustrate a 1 6-harness corkscrew, composed out of the regular twill -

(Fig. 360) and (Fig- 361).

Drawing-indraft: 16 harness " straight draw." Repeat: 16 harness and 8 picks.
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In Fig". 362, we illustrate a 24-harnes.s corkscrew obtained from the regular twill ^— ^

—

^—^,

shown in Fig. 363, and ^—^

—

-—2- •'^hown in Fig. 364
Drawing-in draft: 24 harness " straight draw." Repeat: 24 harness and 12 picks.

This corkscrew weave will also illustrate the arranging of a loose to a closer interlacing.

For example : Suppose we constructed a corkscrew of the two regular twills
''-

^ and
5,

and found the fabric to be perfect as to size of twill lines upon its face, yet too spongy in

structure. In this instance, the weave Fig. 362 would readily dispense with the obstacle without

changing the appearance of its face.

The next step for figuring in corkscrews is the production of three different-sized twill

lines, as in weave Fig. 365, which shows one twill of 6 picks, a second twill of 5 picks and a

third twill of 3 picks connected uninterruptedly with each other.

C. Figuring with the Filling upon the Face of Corkscrew Weaves.

Any of the different corkscrew weaves illustrated and explained in their construction

under sub-divisions A and B (also any other corkscrew derived from the principles given) can be

arranged for the third sub-division of corkscrews. As mentioned, the object is to form

figures of different size, design and combination upon the face of a corkscrew weave by floating

the filling, which otherwise rests imbedded between the warp-threads that form either face or

back of the fabric, at certain spaces, and this in regular distances after a given arrangement.

These spots, obtained upon the face of any corkscrew, will appear distinctly in piece-dyed fabrics

if a single yarn for filling is used and a double 01 twist for warp; again, by using lustre yarn for

warp and common for filling.

In fancy corkscrews, where we use a different colored yarn for warp and filling, these spots

(floating the filling upon the face of the fabric) will readily be visible. Silk filling may also be in-

troduced, at certain of these floating picks, which will greatly assist BBnBDB»nBDBHBBHBnBDMDBDMaa
L"J

la

in producing fancy effects.

To give a clearer understanding of the nature of this floating 5b"S'b " "B'S' " "'^c
Figs. 366 and 367 are arranged.

[

Fig. 366 has for its foundation the 7-harness corkscrew shown B^isyPlSPSF

before in Fig. 350. We illustrate the new weave by three different '^[

characters of types:

[.''!
urn.. : JB
LBBl jBuBuBBuBuBuBB-IB'^B.. iBBuB_B
BGBDBGBBGBDBGBBDBDBGBBUBLBaB

BCBGHCBBCBlBGiBBQ
B^B^'BBDB':"B~BBnBG

CI

>from common corkscrew. [^J M"?
n for smkers j cbb b b_bb

for sinker for floating the filling upon the face of the fabric. |i:HBR&'-:Hyj5RBR^^^^^^^IBaBGBBDBGBHBBBBDBGBBGBGBH
1 14

Repeat: 14 warp-threads, 14 picks.
'

Pj^ gg

Motive for arranging spots : "S.

aoDBgigBGBBaBGBGBCBBpBGBaBGBBnBpBpBGBB Fig. 36/ lllustratcs the forming of filling spots upon the

BB B a bb"b b ,b bb*b b b bb"b b Jb regular 9-harness corkscrew (see fig 354).

bEb bb"b 5 B bb"b B B bb'b b b bb^So Motlve for arranging these spots is the 4-harnessG
no
ID

BB B B B aa a B B BB.:b B B BB B B BG 'i^P?

CB a aa a a aa a a a aa a a a aa b broken-twill dggb
aBiGBB:..:a a a . a a ;a .aa^a .a a aa bgb ggbg
DBBDB a a aa a a aa a a a aa a bgb rGGBGB.a aa a a a aa B a a aa a a ibgb for raisers
Gfl'^B a

Gl
G

g^S^ > from common corkscrew.
1H for sinkers

DjI . , "^"j 5 5 "S J
s for sinkers for floating the filling upon the face of the

fabric.

g Repeat: 36 warp-threads, 36 picks.

Drawing-in draft will reduce the 36 warp-threads upon

15-harness a? follows: I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, i, 2, 3,10,11,

a 6, 7, 8, 9, I, 2, 3, 12, 13, 6 7, 8, 9, I, 2, 3, 14, 15, 6,

CB aa a aaaaaaa aaa aa bgb .^•u.y.xi.^

BGB a aa B a a aa a a a BB a a a .bbg
B^a Ba..^a ..a .a aa a a .a aa. a .b, a Ba..;BG

IBaGadBaBGBBuBGBJBGBflGBdBGaaBBaBGBGab

Fig. 367. 7, 8, 9.
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D. C2irved Corkscrew Twills.

This sub-division of the corkscrew weaves is derived from the regular twills by drafting

in both directions, according to the same rules given in constructing the corkscrew under sub-divis-

ions A and B. After starting to draft from left to right for -a certain number of threads, reverse

the direction of drafting until the starting point is reached.

na^rjanaar^Bnaanmnnmanaananaa jaGa
Da: ;<na ~ib a m 'laa '^\ n laa la a a aaaa
aaa .a <a :a .a a aa laa m. a a.ia ajaa
liB' la ;aa laa 'a la .a a .a aa aa a laa

_ mrm :aa la :a aa m :a a aa .a a aa jaa _
Front. anaa :a ;a a la :aa a aa a la a ,a .aao Front.

aa. 'a a.jaaa a la laaa a ,'a aaa ::: aaa
TDDLiaaaaDGQaaGnaa 'gh a jaa m .aa ;a ja .:aja..iaa a ,aa lajg rannnnnaHDnnnnDnDaaaDaDDaaannaaDannna
caaaDDQaaraaGaGa DHGaa ,a a .a aa ,a...a laa iaGa m aaja nDnaGannnDaaaaBaaGGaaaBGnDoaDaGaGana
daDGaGDGBGGGGaGa oaa ^a m a ^bjb .aa^jaa m m m m m laa DaaaaaacaanDaGGGGaGaaDaaBGaGGGnaGDaa
anaDGaaaGGBGGGGa bgb ;a .aa^jaa .a la la la ,b aa laa * aq anqaqgGBiJBGaaDnaGGaGaGaGaBaaaaaGDGa
DGDaBGaGaGGaaaaa bob .aa a a aa a la a laa la ,a laa jaq qGaqcqaqGUGaGGGaaaaaDaaGDaaGaaBCGGGG
DaBGiGGnGGaDGaaBa BGaa 'a a .a :a aa :a aa a ja_a ,a aaG GGBqBqGQqGqDGaGGnaGGGGaaaGGGDGGDBGBa
iBaDGGGaaaaaaaaaa laa, ;a^a. jaaa ja jaGaaa jaGajaaa^a^aGa iBOGGGGUGDaGBGGDGGGDaDDGGGaDBDaaGDDGG
1 16 1 I'J 1 38

Fig. 368. Fig. 369. Fig. 370.

For example : Take the 7-harness regular twill ^
^, from which commence to draft as

follows : I, 5, 2, 6, 3, 7, 4, I, 5, I, 4, 7, 3, 6, 2, 5, as represented in double draw Fig. 368.

Fig. 369 illustrates the " curved " (wavy) corkscrew derived by means of this double

draft from the 7-harness {^ j) twill. Repeat: 16 warp-threads, 7 picks. Drawing-in draft:

i6-harness " straight" draw and one repeat of corkscrew weave from Fig. 369 for harness chain;

or 7-harness double draw. Fig. 368, and " regular " twill for harness chain.

14DHGaaaGaBGB JBGB: JB' DBGBGBGBaBaBaaHnaGBQBnaaHaBBaBnBDBGBGBGBnBDBnBDBBGKGaGa
DBCB^jaBGBGBGB laaaa laaaBGBGBaBGBaaaGBaBGBGaBGBGBDBDaaaaGBBaB^BGBaaGBBGaGB
DaBiBnaGa""a aa ,a ,a la ja laaiBGaia la ^BaiaaGBGBGB'"""Br-aa' :a 'aGjaGBDaaaaGBL^a' ~aGaa
D'^<a iB a aaaa a a a aja la laaaa ~ia la la ja jBGaaaGaaaa v. a aGaGaGBCjaaaa a a .aj
BGB 'B aa ,a a a a x^aana la a ;a :aa .a :a :a iBGanaaija a a a aaaaaGaDa: a aa a bg
Bi^jaaaa :a a .a aa .a a a :aa :a a la iaaaa m iaaaarja' ja a .aa .a ia'.:aGaaGa .a a aaaaG
ea ia a .a a aa a !B 'B a :a aa a la la a laaa laia'jai^a ,aa ^a aaaa aa a a a a ,a
7Ga' a :a aa a a ^b a 'b a 'a a a Ma 'a :a ia laiiaGa ';aa< bgb a b a a B' a_B ^aa :a a la

Ga la aa a m >a 'aaaa .aaaa .a m m aa ia la la 'ia~;:aa'..a jB B'jaaaa .aaaa 'a.. .a a aa a .la

gbb ,a a a a aa a a a la laa a a .a a.iaa laa a . B' ~.a a :aa a a :a a aa a. a a a .aa
B'~ a !B a aaaa :] a a a la .'a laaaa la la.ia .a :b a :b aaaa.ia a. .a .a a a aaaa a a bg
B".a <a .aa a la a a .aaa la. ia..ia a .aa <a ..a la .a ,b .aa. ,aja la ^a .aaa. a .a ,a_ia aa a.jBG
BGaaaB' .BGa' ja' jaaja jb jBGaa.jaja.ja.jaBaaGBGaaaa, jBijaGa..jBaLjaGBi_;B^aa._ja^jBuBi^.aaaBG
1iaaGaGaaaaaGaBGBDBGBGBCBGBBGaGaGaGaGaBBQBGBDBGaGBBGaGBGBGBGBGBBaBu.BGaGaGB

Fig. 371.

If the twill lines upon the face of the fabric are not required so steep, draft every one

•or every second, third, or fourth, etc., warp-thread for each twill twice or three times, or oftener,

upon the same harness. Figs. 370, 371, 372, 373 are illustrations of this kind.

Fig. 370 illustrates a double-draw, which has for its principle of construction, 2 warp-threads

upon I harness, and I warp-thread upon the next.

On points where the twill changes its direction, judgment must be used so as to prevent

the last pick floating too far.

Fig. 371 illustrates the curved corkscrew as
TnncaaHraana'JBaDaDnDaaDBnaaaGaaGGGGaanGGG ,.,. ,i.< i>,i 1 ^-nuDGaBaaDGaaBaaaaGaGGGGaaGBaGGGGGaGGaaaaGG derived from the refular 7-narness twill bvaaGGGaaaBaGaGGGBaaGBGGGGGGBGjGGGGaGGaaaG UCIIVCU liuill LllC iCgUlctl

3 / lldllicoo LWiii \jy
GaGagaBnGDGGGaaaGBCjrjGaGGGGGGBGGGGGGaGGGa .,..,._. T-, ^ ^nGGGBGaGGaaBaGGGDGaaGDGaGGGGGGBGGGGGGGGG means of drawincr-in draft Fio- -?70 Reoeat ' ^OaDBaaaaGDBGGDGGiGDGGGGGGGGaGGGGGJBGGGaGGG illCdllS Ul uldWUlj^ 111 UldlL, -I. ij-,. ^J^- J-Vi_jj>.,ciL

,
^\J

IBGaGGGaaGGaaGGBGBGBGBGaaGGGaGGGGGGBGBGBJ ,, , . , „ , . . , r^ -r--
' ^" warp-threads, 7 picks, ror drawing-in drait use l^ig.

370 ; for harness chain the regular ~ j twill.

A double-draw in which the point of reversing the twill is more balanced, to give a

more wavy appearance when applied to a fabric, is shown in Fig. 372. The point harness of

the one twill shown in b type is drawn in four times in rotation, whereas its corresponding point

"BnaGaBaaGBGaaGaGmaGaBnaGBGBaGaGaGaGaGBGBGaGaBGBGBnBBGananaGaBGBiGBGBaGaGaaHGaGa
DB aa 'jB a.'iaa la ^a a^ana laanaia laa in la la ^a la^iaa m iB' laa la ia""ia"a .a^ 'aa m a aa la. a a :a
Daa a a aa .a la ^a :: la !a la laa ia la :Ba a a la laa .a m Ba ;:-: .a a a a a a ao la a aa a a a
BGB iB .aa a la .aa laaa Ba la 'a laa la b .aaa aaa a la Ba la aa aaa aa a a aa. a a aaa aa
a^a Ba.ja a laa .a a a ib laa a a .aa ;a a a a m a aa <a la laa a la a a aa a a aa a a b.bg
a 'aa .aa .a m a a .a :a aa a 'a aa .a la a .a aa i:: .a .aa a. a .a a a a .Ba a aa a a a J

aa iB IB 'laaa aaa .a a Ba a .a aa laaa aa .a :aB .a a aaa aaa a a aa a a aa .aaa .1

~ -'- ^ ' -
-----

'\\n .a a a a la a 'a laa B' .a .aa la la :a .aa a a aa a a a a a
I aa ia <a a ^a a aa a a aa :a a a a a aa a a aa a a a a
I a aa la a a aa .a a aa a .a .a :-; a .a a aa a a aa aja a
I .a a aaa aaa a ib .aa a a laa aaa.aa a a <aB a a aaa aa
laa a B IB a .a .a jaa la ja.iaaGB.'JBGB a aai la .a ^aa. a. .a..a/BJ

aa a .a a « 'aa la 'a :aa ibgbgbgb a a aa a a aa.B'.B'.aG
.a..a^aa aaa aa ja^a:^aBGBGBGBaBGBaBja.^a^;Ba^aua.^aB^BaBG

40 iO

Fig. -:,ii.

tor the other twill is arranged to correspond as nearly as possible, without producing any place

for filling-floats on rear of fabric.
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Fig. 373 illustrates the corkscrew weave as derived from the /-harness twill v/hen

using double draw given under Fig. 372. Repeat: 40 warp-threads 7 picks.

Double draw: requiring 7-harness for the 40 warp-threads in repeat of weave.

The next step in figuring in this division of corkscrew weaves is the use of filling-float

effects as explained under sub-division C.

s^amDuamnmrnmrnnm' :"';-;: •nBDBaBi=wBnBnBnHDBOB(;HC'«n«HHHWBGBQ«rBDBCHDHnHBBPBB-HnBn«GBr'B
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Fig. 374.
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Corkscrew weave Fig. 374, is designed to clearly illustrate this point. Repeat : 40 warp-

threads and 9 picks.

The regular twill, which is used for the construction of the curved corkscrew, is the
^

9-harness twill. for raisers, for sinkers, from curved corkscrew ; a for sinkers for floating the

filling upon the face of the fabric.

£. Corkscrew Weaves Composed of Warp and Filling Twills.

If all the different divisions of corkscrew weaves, thus far explained, are used in practical

work, the warp will form the face and back of the fabric, whereas the filling will rest imbedded

aOGGGGBBBB
GGGCBBBBG
DGGBBBBGG
GGBBBBGGG
OBBBBGGGG
BBBB'I.CGGG
BBBOaGGGB
BBCGGGGBB
IBQaGGGBBB

1 9

Fig. 375.
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GaGGGGBaQDaaGHaGQa
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GGBQGnGaaHGGGGaQQG
IBaanGnDCaGGGGGGGGCG

18
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Ba : Bi BI ;bg
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1 .1

b:b b: 3 HGH' JjGBLI
b'b:: : L3i IQiJI uaaGBQ
iBa a c3 .a["jaGGBGBQBa

1 18

Fig. 376. Fig. 377.

between the warp (except in the few floating spots used in Figs. 374, 367, 366). In the present

division of corkscrews the filling is used to show a third line besides the two lines produced by
the warp.

To give a thorough understanding Figs. 375, 376, 377, 378, 379 and 380 have been designed.

liOaCaGGaBBBBB
GGGGGaBBBBBG
DaaaaBBBBBDa
GuGGBBBBBGGG
GGiGBBBBBCGCn
CaaaBBBGGCDG

__/jGGGGa
IIGGGCEG
\.jci^-.^'j a
_zc:':_ ^BB

IGGGGGGGBi

Fig. 378.

lannaanGDaaaDGDaDDDiDnoDDBD
aaGGGHaaGaaDGaaDajQGBGQG
QaaHGGGaaaGGGGGaaaBGaGDG

. aHGaGaaGGGGGGGGGaGGGGGGa
' GaaaGGnaGaaGGaaQGCiGGQCGH
DaGaGGuaGL]naBGaGai3DaG£3Da
GaaaDGGGOaBGQGGGGi:iGHGGGG
aGGGGGGaaGuaanGGGHaGGGDa
naGGiGGBaGGGGGGGaGGGGGGaD
aGGGBiGiGGGCGLlGHCGaGaGaaGa
aaaGGGGGGGaEGGGGaCGGGGOa
iBaGaGaaaataGaQGGGaaGCQGDn
1 -4

Fig. 379.
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DDBGaGBGaGB .:_a a a aG.jGcGaGBGBGBa : a a a.; i

..i icl
ar.iB'iB.aa ia ; :a a .

. .nar
ana iaa :a .a ; .! a '. .BGBi:
BGaa a a a j .^ .' 1 , Bi .aua;:
IBHGa 'BGaGHG JLJG' .-jBGBGBGBC

1 24

Fig. 380.

=. Fig. 376 the drafting by which weave
Fig- 377 is produced Repeat for the latter: 18 warp-threads and 9 picks. For drawing-in use

Fig. 375 represents the 9-harness twill known as —
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either i8-harness straight draw, and for harness chain one repeat of corkscrew; or, 9-harness

double draw (Fig. 376), and for harness chain the 5 twill (Fig. 375).

Fig. 378 represents the i2-harness ^
^ twill. Fig. 379 the drafting by which corkscrew

weave Fig. 380 is derived. Repeat for the latter: 24 warp-threads and 12 picks. For drawing-

in use either 12-harness double draw (Fig. 379), and for harness chain the ^ twill (Fig. 378);

-or, 24-harness straight draw, and for harness chain one repeat of corkscrew weave, 24-harness

and 12 picks (Fig. 380).

F. Corkscrezv Weaves Figured by the Warp.

In this division of corkscrew weaves, figures of any size or form are produced by arranging

a corresponding floating of alternate warp-threads. Every uneven numbered warp-thread (1,3,
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5, 7, etc.,) is used for producing the figure, while the ground is produced by the even numbered
warp-threads. Figs. 381 to 383 are designs illustrating this method of figuring.

Fig. 381. Repeat: 16 warp-threads and

picks.

Fig. 382

picks.

Fig. 383-

picks.

Before closing the lecture on the corkscrew weaves

we shall briefly refer to division G of the latter, or

corkscrezv weaves in zuJiich theface and back of thefabric

is produced by the filing; the warp resting between
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This arrangement for corkscrews is very little used,

on account of the high number of picks required to

produce a close face in the fabric.

In Fig. 384 we give an illustration

of the 7-harness filling corkscrew. This

weave readily explains itself as the mate

to the warp corkscrew illustrated in

Fig. 350, page 69, the raisers being

exchanged for sinkers and vice versa.

Repeat : 7 harness and 7 picks.

In the same manner any design given under headings A and B of the sub-divisions of

corkscrews can be used for filling face by proceeding with it the same as with Fig. 384
in Fig. 350.
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VIII. Entwining Twills.

This class of the twill weaves (which might also be considered another kind of "broken

twills") is derived from the regular twill weaves by running one, two, three or more pieces of

twills parallel to each other in one direction (45° grading), and towards these twill lines, at right

angles, a second system of one, two, three or more pieces of twill lines (generally of equal size and

construction as the first). This arrangement of twills meeting each other at right angles, the one

twill continuing where the other stops, and alternately changing between both systems, will give

the fabric the appearance of entwining twill lines or set of twill lines ; hence the name.

The following designs. Figs. 385 to 396 readily explain themselves as such twill weaves,

and also illustrate the manner of constructing similar original weaves.

Fig. 385 repeat: 8 warp-threads and 8 picks. This design is constructed

from the 4-harness ^ twill, and has two parallel lines of twills.

Rule for Finding the Number of Harness Required for Entwining

Twills:—The number of harness required (or warp-threads in one repeat)

is ascertained by multiplying the repeat of the foundation twill by the

number of pieces of twills used.

In the present design this will result in the following multiplication

:

Fig. 385.

4 X 2=8
Repeat of foundation twill X pieces of twills used = number of harness required.

It will be advantageous for the student to construct additional designs of entwining twills

out of the 4-harness ?
2 twill, using 3 pieces of twills = 12-harness;

4
" " = i6-harness;

5
" " = 20-harness, etc., etc.

The rule given for ascertaining the repeat of the warp-threads in the design will also apply to

the repeat of the picks.

Fig. 386 represents the entwining twill formed with the 6-harness ^
3 twill and four pieces

of twills. Thus 6 X 4 = 24 warp-threads and picks for repeat.
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Fig. 386. Fig. 387.

Fig. 387 illustrates the entwining twill produced with the 8-harness 5 twill, having three

pieces of twills for the construction. 8 X 3 = 24 warp-threads and picks in one repeat.

In accordance with designs Figs. 386 and 387, and their methods of construction, the fol-

lowing designs may readily be produced

:

3-6-harness twill \ X 2 pieces of twills = 12

for foundation weave / X 3 " " = 18

^ 4-8-harness twill "I X 2 " " = 16

for foundation weave J X 4 " " = 32

f repeat of warp-threads

I and picks,

f repeat of warp-threads

I and picks.
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A sub-division of these entwining twills is produced by forming sqaares surrounded by
parallel twill lines. The squares thus produced may be filled up by other twills, basket-weaves,

rib-weaves, etc., or they may be left empty. In this manner designs Figs. 388 to 395 are formed.
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Fig. 388. Fig. 389

Fig. 388. Repeat: 8 warp-threads, 8 picks. In this design, which is constructed from the
^

5 8-harness twill, the squares produced by the twill lines is left empty.

Fig. 389—repeat: 8 warp-threads, 8 picks—is produced from the ^
j. 8-harness twill; the

squares produced by the twill lines entwining each other at right angles, is filled out by the two

centre warp-threads interlacing with the filling in the shape of a 4-harness twill.
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Fig. 392.

Fig- 390—repeat: 12 warp-threads, 12 picks—is produced from the —

the squares in this weave being filled out by the motive 3
—

'—j—!—^ twill.

Fig- 391—repeat: 16 warp-threads, 16 picks—is produced from the ^
Fig. 392—repeat: 16 warp-threads, 16 picks—is produced from the ^

-g i2-harness twill;

i6-harness twill,

16-harness twill.
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Fig. 393- Fig. 394.

Figs. 389, 390, 391, 392, as well as the following three weaves. Figs, 393, 394 and 395, show

the twills interlacing each other thus , while the weave used for filling out the squares, produced

by means of the latter, is shown thus a.

Fig, 393, repeat: 24 warp-threads, 24 picks. In this design an additional entwining arrange-

ment of twills is used for filling out the squares produced by the main entwining twill lines.

Fig. 394, repeat: 23 warp-threads, 23 picks. In this design two kinds of basket-weaves are
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used (alternately) for interlacing warp and filling in the places of squares produced by the main

entwining twill lines.

Fig. 395, repeat: 24 warp-threads, 24 picks. In this design a pointed twill is used for filling

out the squares produced by the entwining twill lines.
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Fig. 395. Fig. 396.

Fig. 396—repeat: 23 warp-threads, 24 picks—illustrates the novel combination of an entwin-

ing twill and suggests the great variety of weaves which can be designed for this sub-division of

the regular twills.

IX. Twills Having Double Twill Effects.

These twill weaves are obtained by connecting two, three, four or more parallel twill lines.

in one repeat, with another twill line (main line) which runs in an opposite direction.

Rule for Constructing these Weaves.

Run your main twill at a grading of 45° in a direction from left to right over the entire

repeat of the weave (see in weaves Figs. 397, 398, 399 and 400); next run the other twills at

right angles to the first mentioned twill (see a in weaves 397 to 400) and stop so as to form a clear

connecting spot (and without running both twills into each

other).

IB a -a Figs. 397 to 400 are weaves designed in this manner,

and clearly illustrate this sub-division of twill weaves.

Fig- 397- Repeat: 8 warp-threads, 8 picks. "Main
twill" is = 8-harness, "cross-bar twill or double

Fig. 397. will effect " ? for 2 warp-threads.

Fig- 398. Repeat: 16 warp-threads, 16 picks. "Main twill" * „ = i6-harness.

bar twill or double twill effect" ?
^ ^^^ 5 successive warp-threads.
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Fig. 400.
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Fig. 401.

Fig- 399- Repeat: 18 warp-threads, 18 picks. Main twill ^—.

bar twill or double twill effect ?
^

15
1 8-harness. Cross
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Fig. 400. Repeat: 16 warp-threads and 16 picks.

The main twill in the present design is
"—2—^— "

double twill effect, is the ^
-^ 4-harness twill.

10
i6-harness. The " crossbar twill," or

Twills of a different grading than 45° for the main twill line can also be used. For example,

steep-twills of 63°, 70° or 75° grading. Again, the cross-bar twill may be changed, if required,

to a like different grading.

Fig. 401 illustrates a fancy twill of the present division constructed from the 63° steep-

twill derived from the
20
= 24-harness foundation-twill for the main twill, and the

6 harness 45° twill for the double-twill effect.

4
%
3

\
2

X. Twill Weaves Producing Checkerboard Effects.

This sub-division of the twill weaves is obtained by combining any of our regular twills,

warp for face, with the same twill weave, filling for face.

Rule.—Divide the repeat (equal distance for warp and filling) into four even

squares (see diagram Fig. 402), and insert the twill weave, warp for face, into

every uneven numbered (i, 3,) square, and the twill weave, filling for face, into

every even numbered (2, 4,) square.

The direction of the twill in the warp effect must be opposite to the twill in

^ the filling effect; hence if running the direction of the twill, in the present

abed repeat of
example, for the warp for face effect from the right to the left, we must run the

weave. direction of the twill in the effect having filling for face from the left to the right.

This direction of running the twill is illustrated in the diagram Fig. 402 by the four arrows.

Another point to be kept in mind when designing for this kind of weave is, that in places

where the warp and filling effect meets, a clear cut must be produced; vice versa, change from

sinker to raiser or raiser to sinker.

For illustrating the foregoing rule weaves Figs. 403 to 41 1 have been constructed.

Design Fig. 403 illustrates the checkerboard effect obtained from combining a double

repeat of the 3-harness twill ?
j with a double repeat of its corresponding filling effect ^.

Repeat: 12 warp-threads, 12 picks.

Design Fig. 404 is constructed from the 4-harness -

Fig. 402.

and twill. Each effect used
1
""""

3

for four successive warp-threads and picks equals one repeat of the weave in the warp and filling

effect. Complete repeat of the design calls for 8 warp-threads and 8 picks.
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Fig. 403. Fig. 404. Fig. 405. Fig. 406.
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Fig. 407.

Fig. 405 illustrates a similar arrangement as explained by weave Fig. 404, applied to the

5-harness twill, ^
j and ^

j. Repeat: 10 warp-threads and 10 picks.

Design Fig. 406 illustrates the checkerboard effect derived from combining the 8-harness

or warp face, with -
I,
being the filling for face of the same weave. Repeat:twill 2______i

16 warp-threads and 16 picks.

Design Fig. 407 represents the checkerboard effect derived by combining the 4-harness

broken twill, warp for face, with the same weave, filling for face. 6 warp-threads and 6 picks or

equal ij4 repeat are used for each effect. Repeat: 12 warp-threads and 12 picks.
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Combination of Warp and Filling Effectsfrom a ^j° Twill Weave after a given Motive,

The next step towards figuring twill weaves is found in combining the warp and

filling effect of a regular twill (the same as used in the preceding chapter on checkerboard effects)

after a given motive (idea of a figure as desired to be made). Weaves Figs. 408(7: and 410

illustrate two examples, which readily explain their construction after the motives given in Figs.

408 and 409.

DDBBaa
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GBOBUBUB
laCBBDJBB
\ 4

Fig. 408.
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Motive for weave Fig. 408a

4 warp and

4 filling changes.

{y'
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Fig. 408a.

Weave derived out of motive Fig. 408.

Repeat : 16 warp-tiireads, 16 picks.

Fig. 408 represents a motive after which weave Fig. /\^o%a is constructed. The motive

calls for four changes in effect in each direction, which equals (4X4 =) 16 possible changes

over the entire surface of one repeat in the motive. In the design (weave) Fig. 408^,

4 warp-threads and 4 picks are used for each change in the motive, and the 4- harness twills

^
3 and ^

J
(warp and filling effect of the same regular twill) are used for interlacing

warp and filling.

The rules given under the head of checkerboard effects also apply to this sub-division.
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Fig. 409.

Motive for weave Fig. 410

4 warp and

8 filling changes.
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Fig. 410.

Weave derived out of motive Fig. 409.

Repeat: 16 warp-threads, 32 picks.

Fig. 409 represents a motive after which weave Fig. 410 is constructed. The motive calls

for four changes warp, and eight changes filling, ways, which equals (4X8 =) 32 different

possible changes over the entire surface of one repeat in the motive. In weave Fig. 410, 4 warp-

threads and 4 picks are used for each change in the motive, with the 4-harness twills ?
^ and

^
3 for interlacing warp and filling?
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XI. Fancy Twill Weaves.

The next plan for designing twill weaves is that of combining basket weaves, rib weaves,

etc., arranged in the shape of twills, with any of the regular twills as may be desired.

Weaves Figs. 411 to 421 illustrate a few such examples:

Repeat

:
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1 8

Fig. 411.

8 warp-threads,

8 picks.
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Fig. 412.
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Fig. 413.

•D . f 12 warp-threads,
t->

^^P^^^^i 12 picks. ^^P^^^
16 warp-threads,

16 picks.
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16 warp-threads,

16 picks.
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16 warp-threads,

16 picks.
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Fig. 416.

Repeat:/ ^^^.^yP-^^'"^^^^'
^ (16 picks.
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Fig. 417.
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Fig. 418.

ReneatJ !§ warp-threads,
l^epeat.-^

1 8 picks.
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Fig. 420.

,, ^ f 1 2 warp-threads, r> ^^^. . / 24 warp-
^^P^^^^ 160 picks.

R^P^^^
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Fig. 419.

„ J 20 warp-threads,
P \ 20 picks.
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Fig. 421.

Rpneaf 1^4 warp-threads,
Repeat.

I g picks.
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XII. Pointed Twills.

Pointed twills constitute the next sub-division of twills, and are derived from the latter by-

means of point draws (previously explained and illustrated under the head of drawing in drafts,

page 33). The plainest "point draw" calls for each harness in rotation (beginning at number

one, or front) until all harnesses are taken up. Next proceed to draw the rotation of harness

backwards until you get on to the starting point. The first and last harness of the set (represent-

ing the front and rear harness), technically known as " point harness," are drafted only once ; thus

requiring only one-half the number of heddles compared to the others. If using a fancy

point-draw, use the point harness in the one effect, straight in the next effect, and vice versa.
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IBaDBGQBaDBaa IBOGBOGB . . BBBBBaGBGGBGGBGaBDGBGDBBBBBGaBGGBDD iBGGBGBaDBDGBGaBaDGBaanGflGDBaDBB16 1 22 I 31

Fig. 422. Fig. 423. Fig. 424.

Fig. 422 illustrates a " point twill " composed of the ^ 4-harness twill executed on the

regular 4-harness point draw, i, 2, 3, 4, 3, 2. Repeat: 6-harness and 4 picks.

Fig. 423 represents a "point twill" composed of the 21-harness \ \ \ '
2 \ \ regular twill.

The point draw required is as follows: i, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 1 1, 12, 1 1 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2.

Repeat: 22 warp-threads and 21 picks, requiring 12-harness point draw. This will illustrate that

the entire repeat of a regular twill must not be used in the construction of its " point twill," as

in the present example only 1 2 threads of the regular twill, with 2 1 threads for repeat in weave

are used, (9 threads being entirely omitted).

The second kind of " point twills " is designed from the regular twills by means of a " fancy

point draft." For example, weave Fig. 424, which in its mode of construction is designed from

the ^
^

^
^

'^

^
^

^ 15-harness twill by means of the following fancy point-draft: i, 2, 3, 4, 5,4,

3, 2, I, 2, 3,4, 5, 6, 7, 8,9, 10, II, 12, II, 10, 9, 8, 9, 10, II, 12, 13, 14 and 15.
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Fig. 425. Fig. 426. Fig. 427. Fig. 428.

The next step for figuring in point twills is to arrange the pointed effect in the direction of

the filling. Giving Figs. 422, 423 and 424 each one-quarter of a turn, or in other words turning

them so as to bring the filling into the position of the warp and the warp into the position of the

filling, will produce weaves for this system. A straight draw for an equal number of harness,

which is necessary for the foundation twill, is required for this pointed twill (filling ways). Thus,

weave Fig. 422 will require a 4-harness straight draw with 6 picks; weave Fig. 423 a 21-harness

"straight draw" with 22 bars in chain; weave Fig. 424 a 15-harness "straight draw" with 31

bars in chain.
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The next course for figuring in pointed twills is to arrange the pointed effect, warp and filling

ways; forming in this manner squares standing on one of their corners. These designs offer very

many fanciful arrangements and are extensively used in the manufacture of fancy cotton fabrics.

Fig. 425 is derived from the 3-harness ^

^ regular twill by means of draft : 1, 2, 3, 1, 3, 2.

Repeat: 6 warp-threads and 6 picks.

Fig. 426 represents enlargement of Fig. 425 to 8 warp-threads and 8 picks repeat.

Fig. 427 shows the same weave enlarged to 10 warp-threads and 10 picks.
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Fig. 429. Fig. 430 Fig. 431.

Fig. 428 illustrates a pointed twill derived from the ~—T' ^^^^^ ^Y "leans of point draft,

I, 2, 3.4, 5, 6, 5,4, 3, 2.

Figs. 429 to 435 represent a few novel and interesting designs of "pointed twills," which by
means of the different styles of type used readily indicate their method of construction.

Fig. 429. Repeat: 8 warp-threads, 8 picks. Point draw for 5-harness as follows : i, 2, 3, 4,

5. 4. 3. 2.

Fig. 430. Repeat: 16 warp-threads, 16 picks. Point draw for 9-harness as follows : i, 2, 3,

4, 5,6, 7, 8,9, 8, 7, 6, 5,4, 3, 2.

Fig. 431. Repeat: 24 warp-threads, 24 picks. Point draw for 1 3-harness as follows: 1,2,

3.4, 5>6, 7, 8,9, 10, II, 12, 13, 12, II, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5,4, 3, 2.
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Fig. 432.
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Fig. 433.
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Fig. 434.

Fig. 432. Repeat: 14 warp-threads, 14 picks. Point draw for 8-harness : i, 2, 3,4, 5,6,

7, 8. 7, 6, 5,4, 3. 2.

Fig. 433. Repeat: 24 warp-threads, 24 picks. Point draw for 13 harness: i, 2, 3,4, 5, 6,

7, 8, 9, 10, II, 12, 13, 12, II, 10, 9, 8, 7, C, 5, 4, 3, 2. This design has only tlie point arrange-

ment, warp ways.
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Fig- 434- Repeat : 38 warp-thrcads and 38 picks. Point draw calls for 20-harness. Draw
harness i up to and including 20 from front to rear, then follow by drawing harness 19 to 2 from

rear to front.
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Fig. 435.

a, , Sinkers ; ^, Raisers.

Fig- 435- Repeat: 30 warp-threads, 30 picks. Point draw requires i6-harness. Draw
harness i up to and including 16 from front to rear, then follow by drawing harness 15 to and
including 2 from rear to front.



Derivative Weaves from Satins.

DOUBLE SATINS.

These weaves are designed for woolen goods in which we desire to increase the strength and
yet retain the satin face and finish. They are derived from the regular satins by adding one
more intersection of each warp and fiUing thread in one repeat, either to the right or left, above
or below, or in a short regular distance from the original point.
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Fig. 436.

and B for Raisers.
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Fig. 437.

and for Raisers.
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Fig. 438.

a and for Raisers.

Fig. 436 illustrates the 5-liarness (filling face) double satin. The common 5-harness satin

we find clearly indicated by m. One point added () to the right has given the double

satin. An examination of the same will show us a proportionally large float of the filling, thus

leaving all the advantages of the satin for the face of the fabric. The warp we find changed in

the new design from ^

^ to ^—^—L^g. o^' twice as many intersections in the short repeat of 5

threads, giving the fabric for which this weave is to be used proportionally more strength.

Fig. 437, representing the 8-harness (filling for face) double satin, is designed upon the same

principle as that of Fig. 436 ; having a larger repeat it will better demonstrate the purpose than

the former.

Fig. 438 illustrates the double satin (filling for face) produced in connection with the 8-harness

satin, filling face. This time the adding point is found above the one for" the regular satin, so the

filling receives one more point of interlacing in each repeat ; hence more strength in the fabric,

filling ways.
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Fig. 439.

and D for Raisers.
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Fig. 440.

n and a for Sinkers ; for Raisers.

Fig. 439 shows another and a different arrangement of the 8-harness double satin (filling

face), having its added point in an oblique position to the original intersection of the regular satin;

consequently increasing the point of interlacing equally for warp and filling.

Fig. 440 shows the regular 8-harness satin warp for face, arranged for double satin, and in

its construction will correspond to Fig. 438. Both of the last mentioned designs also demon-

strate the arrangement of the 8-leaf satin warp for face, after the principle observed either in

Fig. 437 or 439-

(«4) .
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Granite-\Veaves.

Under this system of weaves we classify small broken-up effects, which are derived from the

foundation weaves in various ways.

Amongst the effects most frequently used, we find those that are derived from the satin-

weaves. In this manner Figs. 441 to 469 are designed.

TDDBDBBaDDGBDB
DB«an::;«
DWDBB'Tin
DnDHUBB
BBDDQBU
laLjBBQDD

1 J

Fig. 441.

7nOBCDBB
BBDnHim
I

--7-^1

LBB.jLJU.J
iHUQBBaU

1 i

Fig. 442.

TDBaDBBO
BOaBBDB
DBBDaBN
BIGBBDn
I ':b>j jBB
BBaoBaa
laoBBaQB

I 7

Fig. 443.

saBnBGSBa
BDWB JGBQ
BDQBGBaa
BDBiJJBr-ja
DHB'JiJBCJB
DDBUBUHB
CBGaBGDB
laBaGBGBQ
1 8

Fig. 444.

Figs. 441 to 443 are granite-weaves derived from the 7-harness satin. The latter is shown

in each design by «.

Designs Figs. 444 to 447 are derived from the 8-harness satin. The first two weaves are

obtained by adding three additional points of interlacing to each original .satin spot ().

PDGBBnBBn
BC-^"B
BG '

i

amm -m ..1

CHBGGGBB
V :jBB <--B
BBQaBGOD
IMBGaaBBD

1 8

Fig. 445.

snnnBBHBB
BBB' mma

m Bi iGB
B '

: HBNB
I BB BBGG
II^BB .. BB

1 8

Fig. 446.

SBDBGBP^BD
CB' B B B
Bl B B B'4
GB m B B
Bi^JBi B: iB J

GB' !B: > B
B'JB': iBGB 1

IBB^KGB^B
1 a

Fig. 447

The last two weaves are obtained by adding four additional points of interlacing to the

original one. The original 8-harness satin is shown in each design by a.

Weaves Figs. 448, 449 and 450 are designs of granites having for their foundation the 12

harness satin. The latter is again indicated by a different type () from that of its addition for

producing the granite-weave required.

l^anaBBDDBDGBB liiDDBBBnDMBaBB l^DBBaaBBBGBDB
DDBaDBBnaCBB nDHBGBBGDBBB BBBGBGBGBBGa
BBGGnBB^!GB|Cn BBG'nBBBnonBn GBGBBGnBBHl'
bb:?: bbggg bbg' .< w :bb ., m Gr!BB'-i :bi B' bb
G: .BB ' BBGGB BIjBB ! BBB' i! M GB iB' BB. >' BBil
Di BB BBG GBBB ' / B^ BB .1 BB BB ' B BG
GN. BB BB ] GKB BB' . BBB ) BM B B BB B
BG. BB : . B BG BBB B B B' BB . BB ' B :]

BG>_.^._.. BB ..:'B BG' « B .BB BB GBB -i .B ' B BB 'I

DBBuGGBBiJuHG GBBGGBBBul.iMB BljBGBB BB'

n

DBBGOBGCBBGa BBBGGBBGBBGO BGGBB'^-i BBB
iHaGBBOGGBBGD IBBDBBGGBBBGG 1BGBGBGBB iGBB
1 12 1 12 1 IJ

Fig. 448. Fig. 449. Fig. 450.

Weaves Figs. 451 and 452 are derived from the 15-harness satin, which is similar to the

preceding ones indicated by b.

Weaves Figs. 453, 454 and 455 are granites, constructed in their foundation out of the com-

mon 1 8-harness satin-weave.

ISGBGBGGBBBGnaBGG
DCBBB'";GSBGGnBGr
BG'. m ' B B'~:GBB
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B B BBBGGB
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.
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Br:B B BB BBB m
GB BB BBB ' B BG
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Cf-m B ' B BB BBB
B _B BB'_/BBB r-MO
^BB BBB . B B ' B
BBB "~'B B " B' BBG
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BBGMBB 1: BBB ' 'GB
BBGI .

'' BBB' Ba .
i iB

BB!': BBB BBB W
G' BBB ' BB BBB G
I BBB BBB BB O
B .' BB.i . BBB BB
BGGGL.'BBB ' BB : BB
B.DGGGBBB ' BBB.' B
GBBBGqBB ''
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'1' BBB '1

GBBBGGG'. :BBB 1 'BB'
'

GaBBQaG:"BBB BBB
GGCBBB' GBB BBB
GGGGBBB
BBB' s< IBB

BBB ;-BB
BBB

BBB II
1 . BBB ! BB IG

IBBBGG. ji JBBB. i' >GGBBBG
1

Fig. 451. Fig. 452. Fig. 453.

Fig. 453 is produced by adding eight additional points of interlacing to the original spot.

Figs. 454 and 455 are obtained by adding (regular) seven additional points of interlacing to

the original spot (indicated by h).

Another method for producing granite-weaves is that of using the common .satin-weaves for
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the foundation, but so arranging the latter in their construction as to have every even-numbered

waip-thread in the main design (motive) missed, or not taken into consideration at all. Thus the

5-harness satin will call for lo warp-threads; 'the /-harness to be arranged, in the manner above

isgnnBBnnBBnnnnBBBBD
r^nBHHBnOCT^'BB'^insiBaa
BG M BBBI'-)-Di
MB' : BB 'i iB :'

1 JGBB
B: 1' '

' BBBI iBBDOa
ni BB' '; M !•

^

:! BBB..'
QBBBB ] BBL II i^BCjnn
DL •

1 BBBI r.r]riBB
Bl BB B « J BBB
Dl ' BBBB Bfli > 'IB

CIBB ' B' BBBB^.UlJ
BBBB '

'

. BB .ijMBUUrja
Cf :B BBBBI.JIUaaBBD
DC:' BB :B. 'GODBBBB
aci ;bbbb bbphp^bg
BB _ :B BBBBi 'I '' n
BBB BB I

: B' .B
iPBi ;'j'......BaBBij..i. :jBB.-ilJ

isaDBBBariMnijnBnnBBBD
BG'^'BBBG' 'GHBBG"Hnai
Bl i B ". BBB ': TJBB
BB ^ BBB ; ... B'-JOB
DU^fi:^UBHB'_J_JGBBB:jnH
UBBBQDHGGnBDDBBBDa
:-' BBB '

i'~ BBB .
- a

DDHGGrjBGDBBB'rrj' BBB
m ' BBB'^irG - -
Gi B BEB'
BBB I
J.BBB • BBI
Gtn B. Bl
GGi BBB I

GB ' BBB' ..

BB I . I ' B
BBB '

' BBB ' BGG
mui... m BBB .: :i..BBBaC
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m ' BBB ii G 11 B BB
Gi B BEB' BBB '_ ." fJi' 1

BBB B BB Bi .'
'1 J

J.BBB BBB . ,BG
Gsn B. BBB ' aBBD
GGi BBB B ,'-'BB
GB J BBB BBB GHDD
BB 1

1 m BBB '. laoB

Fig. 454. Fig. 455.

described, for 14-harness, etc., etc. To give a clearer understanding of the method of procedure,

Figs. 456 to 465 have been designed.

Fig. 456 represents the common 5-harness satin designed on every imeven-numbered (i, 3,

5, 7, 9) warp-thread.

DaBGSBnBBn
OBBI 11 B i< m
BOHB' IBB' ,• n

SDDDDHnDODD
DDGDDDDDBn
DGBGDnnanG
DDDGIDGBGaa
IHDDDDGDDDD
1 10

Fig. 456.

: B BB ' Bl )G
I B' I

' B BB'1
I BB I Bl I B
IMIJUB BBi ,: iB
1 10

Fig. 457.

LJ
!*_

GHBGBBGQa
BDD31DBBQB
laBGBBDGaBU

1 10

Fig. 458.

DDDDBBnnBB
DDBBDDDDBB
DCBBGDBBQa
BBaDDDBBDD
BBDGBBGGDa
^'GGDDBBOnBB
QDBBGDDDBB
aGBBDDBBaaQDODBBGa
iBBDGBHDDDa

i 10

Fig. 459.

Figs. 457, 458 and 459 illustrate granite-weaves obtained from the latter foundation weave

by means of adding four additional points of interlacing (selected differently in each design) to

the original spot of the 5-harness satin.

Granite-weaves Figs. 460, 461 and 462 are obtained, by means similar to the preceding

cases, from the 7-harness satin. Their repeat is: 14 harness and 7 picks.

TDDBGGnBBDDBBDB
DGBBDBDDBnnDBB
B'.' '.' IBG 'BB B.^ 1

BBDBGaBQDDBBDn
nDBBGGBBDBDaBa
LB ' B~ii' ~5B' :BB
IBBanBBDBDDBDDa
1 14

Fig. 460.

inDBBaDBBDBDGBB
DBDDBBG'^BBnGf^B
BBUOBBr B' IGiBBG.G
DQBBDGBB r:i=JBGiB
naBBQBGGBBGGBB
BB ' BB .B 'B. J
inB B':-BB_iiaB<_ 2
1 14

Fig. 461.

TDBOBBDBDBnGBnn
BGnBDDGBDBBDHD
DBBDBDBDGBDDDB
GBDDDBGBBDBDBG
BGBGBDnBDnDBDB
DDDBDBBaBnBDDB
laDflaDBaaaaaaBD

1 14

Fig. 462.

Designs Figs, 463, 464 and 465 are designed out of the 8-harness satin, and their repeat is

16 warp-threads and 8 picks. In designs Figs. 457 to 465 the original weave for the foundation

(or the 5-, 7- or 8-harness satin) is shown by a.

In the same manner that we construct granite-weaves out of the 5-, 7- and 8-harness

satin, we can also construct granite-weaves out of satin-weaves having a higher number of

harness for their repeat.

saa^aGBB^BGnGnana
ai'B B BBB B a
GB BBB B BB B' 1

''1

GB' BB :B Ml 'B: ^BBB
ai /-<

. B' IBBB Bl 'BB J
GBBB B BB:"B II' 1i riB
GBB' 'B II

1 1 jB BBB a
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II' JGaa
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SDGI
GGI
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a:
GL .'

BB.
IHBL

1

inBB^Gni.-'*BDann
I' -IB B' I

" ;":BGBa
.'

. a. BB' .:jaaHa
IB. J I B' BGGGa
'B a ' LB'-BBGG

B'. BB I"': . .''B B
. .L J Bl B. 'I 4 .BG
lauuuauBBuuuu

Fig. 463. Fig. 464. Fig. 465.

By using in this manner the 9-harness satin we will get 1 8-harness for the granite-weave

and if we u.se the lo-harness satin-weave we will get 20-harness .'or repeat of its corresponding

granite-weave, thus always requiring twice as many harnesses in repeat for the granite-weave as

for the foundation satin-weave.
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The next step in designing granite-weaves is the use of any satin-weave for foundation on each

third successive warp-thread, which will equal: "Take one warp-thread, miss two," in the founda-

tion satin-weave for the new design.

To give a more perfect illustration of this method of procedure Figs. 466 and 467 have been

constructed.

Fig. 466 illustrates the 5-harness satin-weave to be applied for the foundation of a granite under

the previously explained principle of "take one, miss two," thus calling for warp-threads i, 4, 7,

10, 13 in constructing the satin for foundation.

nananniBannDDDnaandaBanBaaQ
I oBBBi^'aa' irnr-'iHBHnn'~BBB':BB' 11 ;" ibbb^'g

a ' BBB' ' BBB MB BBfl~. BBB B
a BB BBB BBB BB . BB
a BB BBB BBB BB BBB BB

enDaannaDaBaDaan cl.bbb i
i bb bb .

, aaa bbb bb u
DDDBDaaDDanGaaa dbb i :bb bbb' > bbb' bb j .» bbb ;j
DDaanDDanaDDHDa ai ,i^ bbb bb ;i aa , bbB' ,.

> aaa a
DDaaaaBDaaaaaaa ai iuL.aaN jaBuLnjaaauu aaa:jaBU'_L «a
iBDDDnaaaaaDGaDg 'aaDUDaaaaDuaaaaaaaDaaaaDDDai

Fig. 466. Fig. 467.

Weave Fig. 467 represents a granite-weave as derivea from the foundation, Fig. 466. The

original satin spots are shown in both designs by the same character of type, thus giving a clearer

and more perfect illustration of the method of procedure. Any granite-weave, constructed in

accordance with the present example out of a satin-weave, will always require three times the

number of harness for its repeat that the satin calls for. Thus, the 5rharness satin requires

1 5-harness in granite-weave; the 7-harness satin requires 21 -harness in granite-weave; the

8-harness satin requires 24-harness in granite-weave, etc., etc.

This will readily explain that when using a high number of repeat in satin for foundation, a

corresponding increase in the granite-weave will occur. For example, take the 12-harness satin

which equals 36-harness in granite, a repeat too large for the number of harness operated in the

loom. To prevent difficulties arising in this manner, we can readily substitute the missings of

certain warp-threads for the filling, using warp-ways each thread in rotation as in the case of the

example in the filling.

The peculiar characteristics of the face of a fabric interlaced on a granite-weave, " small

broken-up effects," will readily admit this change. The present rule, "take one, skip two," in

producing the foundation satin can also be extended to "take one, skip three," or "take one,

skip four."

-'uaaDaDaaDDnaanaaaannn
QaaaaaaGaaGCiGaaDaraa
DaaGGGBBGB'TBBi ''~irBB' IB
aGaaaaGGijBB' a bb : a
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BB'. '"' iBBGB'' BB BB BG
GB BB ' BB a BB BB
GBB B BB BB B BB G
BLJi BB B .BB • BB B B
m -MM . BB M BB ' BB<J

lOGGGQaaGaan wbb b bb ^ bb b bb gi
DGGDGGBGGa O BB BB BB B BB
GGGGGGGOGD GBB BB B BB BB B
GGaGGoaGoa bl - - bb bb b bb b
DGGGGGGGGG Gi BB B BB BB B BBG
GGGGGGGGBQ BB .

' BB . BB '
. BB B :

GGGGGGGGGG GB BB : BB B BB Bil
GGGGHGGGGG GBB ; BB BB B BB ]

GGGGGGGGGa BGi BB B .BB _ BB.B^B
iBaaDQaaaaij ibgbbgggbbgbgbbqggbbg
1 10 10 20

Fig. 468. Fig. 469.

Another method of designing granite-weaves having a satin-weave for foundation, is that of

using the latter in the former, as follows: "Take one thread, miss one" (or two, or three, etc.) in

the direction of the warp and the filling, thus increasing correspondingly the repeat of the warp-

threads and picks. To illustrate the present method Figs. 468 and 469 have been designed.

Weave Fig. 468 illustrates the 5-harness satin arranged in its repeat upon every alternate

warp-thread and pick. Repeat: 10 threads each system.

Weave Fig. 469 illustrates the arrangement of above-mentioned satin-weave changed to a

granite-weave.
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The character of type used in weave Fig. 469, for indicating one repeat of the satin-weave, is

shown to correspond with that used in Fig. 468.

It will be seen readily that it is possible to construct an endless variety of granite-weaves in

this manner, therefore we only give these few examples to indicate the elementary principles of

their construction.

Other Methods of Constructing Granite-W^eaves.

Granite-weaves may be produced also by various other methods. Among those most

advantageously used are those produced by using a suitable effect arranged in the shape of a

broken twill.

For example, we have designed weave Fig. 470, which will readily explain the method of

procedure, as well as indicate how to proceed in constructing similar effects. A further method

of designing granite-weaves is the using of a certain number of warp-threads and picks on a warp

effect and exchanging alternately for the same size and figure, filling effect.

GHHurii .."jQa. jGDB
L1. BHGBHa r':mmrmuHHM ' n
aoumm kh . ::a A Rummi ... • :Bn . , ,na ad'

I BHuG sBBBannnnDBiBDnna
BB BBBQ BBB :] "

l JBBBDBDDD
^.-..l::^ bb :x: bbd bb m: :i ibbgdbbdd
B.^HH BB :::i nam BGGGanHGBr^n'^HHHD
BB._. BB BBB BBQB IDBQQGDQB' rAZn :' jB
BBGBBB BB BBBOD DOBQaGBB. ::C^ BB
DC'GBB nu BB : DnDHGBBB^ ...a BBB
GBB _. an BB nn iDDDDBBBBGUaGBBBB
BBB .BB BBB BB 14 8
IBBQuBBB BB BBBJ Q J)

Fig. 470. Fig. 471.

For example, in constructing by this method a granite-weave for 8 warp-threads and 8 picks,

divide the 8 threads each system contains, thereby getting 4 squares of 4 by 4 threads dimension.

Next put the effect desired into one of these squares. Into each square connecting with one

side insert the same effect, exchanging from the breaking-off line, raisers for sinkers and vice versa.

The fourth square, left unoccupied thus far, will readily appear as the connecting link for

producing the entire weave.

Figs. 471, 472 and 473 are constructed in this manner. Fig. 471, repeat: 8 warp-threads

and 8 picks.

Effect A for the first square of 4 x 4 threads, is shown by .
B represents the square connecting with A on one side, situated on the right hand side. It

contains the same effect shown in A reversed, raisers exchanged for sinkers.

6^ represents the other square connecting with A. It also contains the effect shown in square

A reversed, raisers exchanged for sinkers.

sBBBB"nG~BBBB'~nGa sBHrn^B , nn a^BGa ogc^b'^bb
BBBB.. ;i.. .BBBB < .JO D. ' '^ BBB '<: BBB G^i ,flB B
BBB :i !Gi BBBi .a. GIG QL i'

. BBB U BBBJ B^"! ,,''^

bb^jl.'HhgljBB' , iHHGG HG:na , B t: aa , bg BBL_;BGawG
GGHHGGBBCi-. iKHi , <BB CjB. , HH K B' .HB. id IQDHLJBLJBB
DGGEonBaB: 1

' a bbb gbbb .
< a bbb t 1 a GQgGBBGB

DGQGBBBBGGGGBBBB BBB;-,a;jl.,GBBBGHL....G BgBBGDBD
IDanGBBBBDuGGBBBB IDaBaQGaaGGBQaGQE] , IBBGBUHGD18 18 '18

Fig. 472. Fig. 473. Fig. 474.

Weave in squares B and C is shown by a so as to distinguish it better from A and D; also

to indicate more plainly the method of procedure to be observed in the construction of different

weaves.

Square B forms the corresponding connection in the design. is used in this square for

warp up, similar to square A.

Weaves Figs. 472 and 473 are constructed with different effects, but in their method of

construction correspond with weave Fig. 471. Repeat in Figs. 472, 473 and 474: 8 harness

and 8 picks.
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Weave Fig. 474 contains the same method of construction as the foregoing three examples,

the only difference being that the shape of the square is changed this time to a rectangle

produced by 2 picks and 4 warp-threads. Repeat of weave : 8 warp-threads and 4 picks.

Weave Fig. 475 illustrates a granite-weave similar to those already

explained. Repeat: 20 warp-threads and 20 picks. Four changes in each

system; thus 4x4= 16 squares (each separated by a break) in complete

weave.

As mentioned at the beginning, by granite-weaves we mean those

weaves which form, when applied for interlacing a fabric (worsted or woolen

goods), small broken-up effects upon its face. As this indicates to a certain

extent a regularly distributed arrangement of interlacing, warp and filling,

it will be seen readily that we can also construct and classify under this

system of granite-weaves, designs having no real foundation of structure, but in which the method

of interlacing will produce the small broken-up effect upon the face of the fabric.

Weaves Figs. 476 to 486 illustrate a few specimen designs constructed in this manner.
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Fig. 475.

Repeat

:

isBaannaaaBnn
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a :: . BBDaaa
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a BB ' aaaa
C-3 . . a aa. .aa
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Fig, 476,

f 12 warp-threads,

I 12 picks.

i^naaaaaaoanaB
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BBLiaaaaal ^aaa
DaaaaaGGBGaa
DGGaBBGGGBBB
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iBaaaGGBBuaag

Fig. 477.

Repeat: / 12 warp-threads,

I 12 picks.
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:

Fig. 478.

f 12 warp-threads,

I 12 picks.

ISBBGGBGGGBBGB
BaGGGaaaaaaa
DGBaGGBBGaaa
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aaGGBBGaaaGa
GBGGBBBGaBGG
DaaaaaaaGGBG
aGBaaaaaaGaB
aaaaaaGGaGGG
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laaaaGaGBGGBB
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Fig. 479.

Repeat: i
12 warp-threads,

I 12 picks.
Repeat

:
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BL B' a 'B B'~a
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1 u

Fig. 480.

f 1 1 warp-threads,

I 1 1 picks.
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Fig. 481.

Repeat

:

10 warp-threads,.

10 picks.
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Fig. 482.

Renpaf /^ warp-threads,
^'P^^^'

1 8 picks.

eDDBBnaGB
DBOGBBGB
GBBBGGBG
BGGBGGBB
BGaaaanG
GGBGaGBB
aaaaaGGG
IBBOaGBBa
1 8

Fig. 483.

Repeat: / ^ warp -threads,
^

I 8 picks.
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Fig. 484.

Repeat: / 8 warp-threads,

I 8 picks.

SBBBGaDDQ
GGaGBOBB
GBGGBBGB
DBBBGDOB
BGGGBBBa
aGBBGGBG
BaaanaGG
IGaGBGBBB
1 8

Fig. 485.

Reoeat • -^ ^ warp-threads,
Kepeat .

^ g ^.^^^^^

eaGBGBBBG
BBBGGGBG
DBGaaaaa
GBBBGBGG
GGGaaaGB
BBGaaaGB
BGGGBGBB
IBGBBBGGG
1 8

Fig. 486.

Repeat :

| ^ ^^'jf;^^'^^^''



Combination of Different Systems of Weaves for one Design.

As indicated, designs or weaves classified under this head are produced by combining two,

three or more weaves from those explained in any of the preceding systems, or divisions

of it; also any new weaves similarly constructed by any of the rules given or examples illustrated.

Thus it may readily be seen that a great number of such combined weaves can be constructed,

but practice will teach us to be careful in selecting the weaves for combination, so as to have them

harmonize in their method of interlacing and to secure perfect work upon the loom, as well as

the proper finish of the fabric after it has gone through the finishing process. This point must

especially be taken into consideration in the manufacture of woolen fabrics, as these generally

require fulling; therefore places more irregularly interlaced in one part of the design than in other

parts will have a tendency to shrink irregularly in the fulling process. In the manufacture of

fabrics requiring no finishing at all, or requiring but very little (such as shearing, calendering or

pressing, etc.), this trouble will be of less consequence than in the case of fabrics requiring a finish.

Therefore the rule for designing weaves for worsted and woolen fabrics under the present

system, is as follows : Only combinations of weaves are allowed in which the fabric shrinks regu-

larly at the loom and during the fulling and scouring process.

We will introduce a few designs containing the principles of the various combinations

and thus explain the whole system.

For example, it may be desire to produce a stripe effect upon a ground interlaced with

the plain weave, and in addition the stripe be required to stand out more prominently than the

ground. In this manner design Fig. 487 is constructed.

I u Repeat: 12 warp-threads and 4 picks.

cMoif^iir^BiiDHaBaBnpaMBnB ^ warp-threads (i—8) marked I interlace in the regular plain weave.

BB^"^"^"gi""^"^"^"^"™" 4 warp-threads (9— 12) marked II interlace in the regular 4-harness

12 warp-threads repeat.

Suppose, again, we would use in our present example one kind of yarn (same size, quality,

color). A careful examination of the subject by the novice will convince him that the 8 warp-

threads working with the plain weave must intersect twice as often with the filling as the 4
threads working with the twill. Practice will readily demonstrate that the 8 warp-threads

interlacing on plain, will become tighter (take up more) than the 4 warp-threads interlaced in

twill. The entire warp being a continuous repetition of the 12 warp-threads until taken up, will

thus have the arrangement of 8 warp-threads interlaced with the plain weave and 4 warp-

threads interlaced with the ^ twill taken alternately and repeated over its entire width. This

in turn will produce a tighter texture in the plain woven part as compared with the twill part.

A perfect fabric requires an even texture all over its surface, which is not guaranteed in the

present example because of the vast difference in the result of interlacing of the plain weave

and the twill weave in the same fabric.

We will next consider methods to be employed for producing an even texture (or as nearly

even as possible). Either we must use a heavier size of yarn for those warp-threads which interlace

on the ^ 4-harness twill as compared with the warp-threads woven on plain ; or we must

use a higher texture (more ends per inch) for the twill part than for the part interlacing

with the plain weave.

If we should select the first mentioned point for evening the texture in the present example,

we increase the bulk of the fabric, which may be objectionable, whereas if we employ the second

point this will be to a great extent avoided. This will better explain itself by means of the

(90)
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following rule as to sizes of threads compared with their diameter: " the weights of threads do

not change in proportion to their diameters, but vary in the same ratio as the squares of their

diameters." This will readily demonstrate the second given point as the proper one to be used

in the present example for producing the required even, or as nearly even as possible, texture.

In weave Fig. 488 we illustrate the combination of 9 warp-threads interlaced with the

5-harness satin, and 10 warp-threads interlaced on a fancy twill; both weaves combined forming

corresponding stripes in the fabric. On examination the amount of intersections in each weave

will clearly appear to the student to be even, thus no great trouble can result in combining

these two weaves into one. It also explains the method of procedure in combining similar

weaves for the same purpose.
I II III IV v

. .
. . . .
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Fig. 488. Fig, 489.

Weave Fig. 489 represents a perfect combination of five different weaves produced with a

repeat of 38 warp-threads and 6 picks. Warp-threads i to 6 are interlaced with the regular j

twill. Direction of twill from the left to the right. Warp-threads 7 to 12 are interlaced with the

common 6-harness ^ basket-weave. Warp-threads 13 to 27 have for their weave the skip

twill derived from the regular 6-harness ^ twill by means of "take three threads successively

and skip two." Warp-threads 28 to 31 are interlaced with the common rib-weave j warp for

face. Warp-threads 32 to 38 are interlaced with the filling by means of the ~ ^ 6-harness twill.

Direction of twill from the right to the left.

Weave Fig. 490 illustrates another perfect combination of two weaves from two different

—7, used fordivisions of weaves. In the same the combination of the regular 8-harness twill —
six successive warp-threads, and the 16 harness corkscrew, used for 18 successive warp-threads,

is shown.
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Fig. 490. Fig. 491. Fig. 492.

Weave Fig. 491 illustrates the same corkscrew as used in weave Fig. 490 combined with a

rib-weave, filling for face. Warp-threads i to 5 are required by the rib-weave and warp-threads

6 to 28 are called for by the corkscrew. Repeat: 28 warp-threads and 8 picks.

The next step for figuring in this system of weaves is by combinijig two weaves in the shape

of alternate squares of any size desired.

In the construction of these weaves we must be careful in the selection of the places for

joining the two original weaves in the direction of the warp as well as the filling, so as to omit

any unneces-sarily long floating of either system of threads.

Fig. 492 illustrates the combination of

8 threads on 4-harness basket-weave and

8 threads on the k-^ 9-harness twill.

16 threads repeat, warp and filling ways.
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By carefully examining the combined weave we will find the twill and basket so selected

as to form a clear break between.
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Fig. 493.
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Fig. 494.

In weave Fig. 493 we illustrate four different combinations of two weaves in each

direction of threads.

The arrangement observed is clearly indicated in diagram Fig. 494.
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Fig. 495.
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Fig. 496. Fig. 497.

Another method of figuring in the present system of weaves is the checking off of a weave

of a given size fmostly square) with another weave, both weaves to harmonize in their methods

of interlacing.
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Fig. 498. Fig. 499.

Figs. 495, 496, 497, 498 and 499 are designed to illustrate a few of these combinations.

Weave Fig. 495. Repeat: 12 warp-threads and 12 picks. In this weave 8 threads, warp and

filling, interlaced on the 4-harness basket-weave, are checked off by the /'aBGB"\ 4-harness granite-

weave, 4 threads for each system. Vbbgd/
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Fig. 496 represents 1 1 threads, warp and filling, interlaced with the ^
^ 4-harness twill and

overchecked with a common rib-weave. In the place where warp and filling rib meet the inter-

lacing is done in plain weave. Repeat: 15 warp-threads and 15 picks.

Fig. 497 represents 14 warp-threads and 14 picks interlaced in twill and overchecked with

2 threads of basket-weave. Repeat: 16 warp-threads and 16 picks.

Fig. 498 represents 21 warp-threads and 21 picks interlaced in twill and overchecked with

3 threads basket-weave. Repeat: 24 warp-threads and 24 picks.

Fig. 499 illustrates 25 warp threads with an equal number of picks, interlaced on the ?
r,

4-harness twill and overchecked with 7 warp-threads and 7 picks of the granite-weave. Repeat:

32 warp-threads and 32 picks.

Figured Effects upon Fabrics interlaced with Derivative-weaves Produced by Arrange-

ment of Two or More Colors in the Warp or the Filling,

or in Both at the Same Time.

Throughout previous lectures explanatory of the plain weave, the twills, the rib-weaves, the

basket-weaves, and the broken-twill-weaves, the importance of the color arrangement in connection

with the method of interlacing for producing the effect in a fabric, has been frequently dwelt upon.

In the manufacture of fabrics known as fancy cassimeres, ladies' dress goods, etc., these are of

special importance, for the reason that these fabrics are subject to constant changes, both in

design and effect, by the demands of fashion. A great variety of new styles in such fabrics might

be designed alone by the different ways of interlacing warp and filling, yet the different color

arrangements in the warp and filling will always be of great assistance to the designer.

Therefore, before proceeding with the course of lectures for constructing weaves for single-

cloth fabrics of a special construction, and double cloth, etc., we will take up the subject of color

effects in combination with plain weaves, fancy twill-weaves, granite-weaves, etc. Explanations

accompanied by their respective illustrations of weaves, with resulting effects, will readily

istset. 2ndset. enable the student to comprehend their principle of construction.

\ ^^ ^ Design Fig. 500 shows at ^ 16 warp-threads arranged in two sets.

BanSjS'i%"^S^s^ffl^l^-4 Each set is mterlaced with the filling (same for both sets) on the plain

rjg weave, and the connection between each set arranged so as to have the

last warp-thread of the one set working the same as the first warp-thread

DDnnBr.B bs ^i :- z.' i

DCCw
DC'"
noi

:^::::h:] Qf tJ^g second Set. B shows the indications for the dressing, arranged for

jHHKa oris thread light to alternate with one end dark, and equal at C, indicated
1 " for the filling.

(For hair-line and tricot effects combined, thread and thread, con-

structed on the regular plain weave, and repeated without interruption or change over the entire

width of the fabric, see Fig. 20, page 15. For producing the change from tricot to hair-line and
vice versa, the arrangement of two threads of one color is used in one place in the design which
corresponds with the place in the fabric where the change from tricot to hair-line is required.)

In the present example, Fig. 500, the dressing is not disturbed, but the weave is arranged so

as to have (as already mentioned) the first and last warp-thread of each set work equal.

Warp-threads i to 8 = ist set, shown by b type.

Warp-threads 9 to 16 = 2nd set, shown by m type.

Warp-threads 8 and 9 are connecting threads, interlacing alike into the filling.

Warp-threads 16 and i are the second set of connecting threads, interlacing into the filling,

and arranged to raise and lower on the pick opposite to the first set.

It will readily be seen that the changing or breaking off of the plain weave, by arranging two
successive warp-threads to interlace in the same manner, will reverse the tricot effect to a hair-
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line effect, and vice versa (on a regular arrangement in the warp of one end light to alternate with

one end dark over the entire width of the fabric). See D, Fig. 500 for effect.

This arrangement of working two successive warp-threads can also be extended to the

filling, producing some of the most novel effects for ladies' dress goods and similar light-weight

fabrics.

Such effects and their construction are illustrated in the following designs, Figs. 501 to 509.
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Fig. 501. Fig. 502.

Motive. Ground-plan.

Fig. 501 is designed to illustrate a motive. Suppose the indications in the same to repre-

sent the hair-line effects and the ^ the tricot effects. Again, suppose every square in the motive

to equal four threads in the warp and filling in the weave and effect.

An examination of Fig. 501 shows six squares each way for repeat, therefore 6 X 4 -^ 24

warp-threads and picks for the repeat of the required weave and effect.

Fig. 502 illustrates the ground-plan and represents a four-fold enlargement of 501.

In Fig. 502 those parts of the design requiring hair-line effects (according to the motive) are

indicated by y type and those requiring tricot effects by type.
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Fig. 503. Fig. 504.

Weave. • Effect in Fabric.

Fig. 503 illustrates at A the dressing, one end light to alternate with one end dark; B the

same arrangement for the filling, and at Cthe applying of the plain weave to the ground-plan 502,

arranged as explained before. The weave for the part of the fabric requiring the hair-line effect

is represented by a and the weave for the tricot effect by .

Diagram Fig. 504 illustrates the effect visible in the fabric. A, arrangement of

warp, one end light to alternate with one end dark ; B, the same arrangement for

the filling; C, the effect produced.

Fig. 505 is a motive for another effect. Use 8 warp threads and the same

number of picks for each small square in the motive. Type for the tricot effect

and type for the hair-line effect.
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Fig. 506. A, the indications for the dressing; B, the same for the filling; C, the weave.

Fig- 507 represents the effect as produced in the fabric.
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40

Fig. 508, motive.

Fig. 509, effect obtained by using 6 warp-threads and 6 picks for one small square in

motive. Repeat : 36 warp-threads, and the same number of picks.
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16 harness and 16 picks for repeat.
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Novel effects are also obtained by figuring upon the plain weave. For example, weave Fig.

510 produces effect Fig. 511, by means of i end light or color No. i, to alternate with i end

dark, or color No. 2.
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Effect Fig. 513 is produced upon a fabric interlaced with weave Fig. 512. Arrangement for

warp and filling : i end light, or color No. i, to alternate with i end dark, or color No. 2.
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28 harness and 28 picks for repeat.
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Fig. 513.

The same arrangement of using alternately light and dark threads will produce on a fabric

interlaced by weave 514 the effect shown in Fig. 515.
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Fig. 514.

The effect illustrated in Fig. 516 is produced upon a fabric which has the warp and filling"

(arranged i end light, or color No. i, to alternate with i end dark, or color No. 2) interlaced

with the broken twill weave Fig. 517.
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The same arrangement of colors in warp and filling (i light, I dark) used upon weave

Fig. 518 (broken twill) will produce design Fig. 519 for effect in the fabric.
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Fig. 520 illustrates the fancy color arrangement applied to a fancy twill.

A, the weave, 8 harness and 8 picks repeat.
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B, the arrangement of the warp, 2 threads light to alternate with 2 threads dark.

C, the arrangement of the filling, the same as the warp.

D, the effect produced.
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Fig. 523.

Figs. 521, 522 and 523 illustrate three specimens of effect produced upon fabrics interlaced

on granite-weaves. Tn each figure A represents the weave, B the dressing, C the arrange-

ment of the filling, and D the effect produced.



Single-Cloth Weaves for Fabrics of a Special Construction
and Peculiar Character.

HONEYCOMB-WEAVES.

The Principle of Constructing Honeycomb-Weaves and the Peculiarities of Fabrics

Interlaced with them.

In these weaves squares are to be formed by floating (more or less) part of the warp and

filling threads. These warp and filling threads will float on the face opposite to the back of the

fabric; also on the place where the longest floating warp and filling thread interweaves, will be

formed a groove on the back of the fabric and vice versa on the face. Hence we get the peculiar

appearance of the fabric known as honeycomb. The difficulty for the designer consists in so

arranging the weave that when the warp floats on the face, the centre point of this float will form

the centre point for the filling float on the opposite side of the fabric. And again, when the

centre point of the filling float is taken into consideration on the face of the fabric and we put a

needle straight through the fabric on the designated spot, the point of the needle will meet the

centre of the warp float on the rear side of the fabric.

Different methods are observed in designing these weaves.

Honeycomb-Weaves Designed on Point Draws.

and n Raisers; o Sinkers.

Fig. 524 shows the plainest honeycomb-weave, executed on 8 warp-threads and 8 picks

repeat, with the "point draw" for 5-harness below it.
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Fig. 524. Fig. 525. Fig. 526.

Fig. 525 illustrates the floating of the warp in above design, thread A A forming the centre

of the float, which gradually decreases in the adjoining warp-threads.

Fig. 526 illustrates the floating of the filling in design Fig. 524, pick B B forming the main

float, which decreases in the adjoining picks.

By these designs it appears that the warp float is two threads longer (7 picks) than the filling

float (5 ends).

Fig. 527 illustrates the honeycomb-weave, designed for 10 threads in each system. The main

float in the warp covers 9 picks, and the filling float forms the square in the fabric with a pick

floating over 7 ends.

The point draw for this weave requires 6-harness.
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Fig. 528 shows the honeycomb-weave, designed for 12 threads, warp and fiUing ways. The

heaviest float in the warp covers 1 1 picks, and the greatest filhng float covers 9 warp-threads.

The point draw for this weave requires /-harness.
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Fig. 527. Fig. 528.

Fig. 529 is the honeycomb-weave designed for 14 ends in warp and fiUing, with a main float

in the fiUing covering 1 1 warp-threads.

Point draw for this weave requires 8-harness.

Fig. 530 illustrates the honeycomb-weave for 16 ends, repeat in warp and filling, being about

the largest arrangement of this weave used on a high texture.
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Main float of warp covers 1 5 picks, and main

face of the fabric.

Point draw requires 9-harness.

float of filling covers 1 3 warp-threads on the
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Fig. 531. Fig. 532.

A second style of honeycomb-weaves is designed after the following method : Run on the

designing paper, over the repeat of weave wanted, a check formed by a twill one thread up.

This check must stand on one corner, each corner forming in this manner one of the point



harnesses for tlie weave.

warp float. Every square

twill (raisers).
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Next put into every other square (in a diagonal direction) the required
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Fig. 533. Fig. 534. Fig. 535

Figs. 531 and 532 are designed to illustrate this style of honeycomb-weaves.

Fig. 531- Repeat: 12 ends warp and 12 picks.

Point draw : 7-harness.

Fig. 532. Repeat: 14 threads warp and 14 picks.

Point draw : 8-harness.
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Fig. 536.

We now pass to a third style of honeycomb-weaves, having a double line of twills for the

main square. In this manner Figs. 533 and 534 are executed.

Fig. 533 has for its repeat 12 warp-threads and 12 picks.
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Fig. 534 has for repeat 14 warp-threads and 14 picks.

These lioneycomb-weaves have also tlie filling float sometimes outlined by one row of twill,

as illustrated in design Fig. 535, which is taken in its foundation from Fig. 534.

Figs. 536 and 537 illustrate fancy combinations of the honeycomb-weave for groundwork

with point twills for the figure.
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Fic,. 537.

A fourth division of the honeycomb-weaves embraces those known as " star effects."

The appearance of these weaves in the fabric is of a different character from those previously

described. The effects produced by these weaves in the woven fabric are quite novel, and a

careful study of the annexed designs will not only give a thorough understanding of their con-

struction, but will greatly aid in developing new ideas for weaves in this line of fabrics. The
point draw, which has been used to such a decided advantage in the first three divisions, is not

used in this.

Figs. 538, 539 and 540 are different weaves designed on this principle.
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Fig. 538. Repeat of pattern: i6-harness and 16 picks.

Check A contains in its 8 ends repeat, a twill running in a direction from left to right, the

twill line being formed by the warp upon filling ground.

Check ^'is the same weave, warp and filling exchanged, and direction of twill reversed.

Check B and D are bound in plain for forming the groove.

Fig. 539. Repeat of pattern : 28 harness and 28 picks. This weave is an enlargement of

the preceding one and explains itself.
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Fig. 540. Repeat: i8 warp-threads and i8 picks. This weave contains in its principle, in

check indicated by A, the X of a common twill filling face on 9 threads for each system.

Check C contains the same arrangement except that the warp changes place with the filling.

Checks B and D are interlaced plain for forming the groove.

A fifth division of the honeycomb-weaves is created by forming squares with a certain

number of warp and filling threads, floating (equal long floats for each thread in either system)

regular distances. Figs. 541, 542, 543 and 544 are designed to illustrate this system.

Fig. 541. Repeat: 12 warp-threads and 12 picks. Can be reduced to a 4-harness "section

draw."

Fig. 542. Repeat : 12 warp-threads and 12 picks. Can be reduced to a 4-harness " section

draw."
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Fig. 543. Repeat: 14 warp-threads and 14 picks. Can be reduced to a 6-harness " section

draw."

Fig. 544. Repeat : 16 warp-threads and 16 picks. Can be reduced to a 5-harness " section

draw."

IMITATION GAUZE.

These weaves are used for such fabrics as dress goods, curtains, ladies' aprons, canvas cloth,

etc. In designing these weaves the end to be gained, is to have 3 to 4 warp-threads and also 3 to 4
picks intersect each other very easily, while the next following warp and filling thread form a com-

plete break from the one ahead, and so can be readily kept apart for some distance. In the warp

these breaks are separated by the reed by leaving one, two, three or more dents empty. The

threads required for a close working are drawn in one dent. To give a clear explanation of the

matter. Figs. 545 to 553 have been designed.
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-QiriBnBnBnBnB Fig. 545 illustrates the 6-harness imitation plain gauze-weave; the goma

lines for the warp
( |

) indicate the break, and so the place in the ^^^^

reed where one, two or three dents are to be left empty. Warp-threads,

I, 2, 3 are drawn together in one dent, as also warp-threads 4, 5

and 6.

Examining the weave, filling-ways, the break appears between picks 3—4 and

6—7, etc. Picks i, 2, 3 intersect easily, and also in their turn after the break, picks 4, 5,6, to be

followed again by a break; picks 6 to 7 equal to 6 to I.

Fig. 546 represents a general analysis of the weave, which will at once convey an idea of

the method of arrangement and operation.

' ^ to <^, = 3 warp-threads for ist dent.

^ to r, = space for 07ie (or two or more) empty dents.

<: to ^, = 3 warp-threads for the 3d dent (or 4th, 5th, etc.).

I

From d to repeat of weave again (= a) leave space (empty dents) equal to the one left

(^ from b to c.

f a to e, = 2 picks for close work.

.s^ J
^ to /, = space for open work, equal to b, c in warp.

t? \ f ^^S^^ 3 picks for close work.

1^ From g to repeat of weave again (= a) leave space equal to the one left from e to/".

{

12.' 4 5 6

Fig. 547-
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Fig. 547 illustrates the enlargement of a fabric produced on weave Fig. 545, under the pre-

viously explained rules. As this figure cannot help but to explain itself, we will consider the

imitation gauze-weave, produced upon 8-harness and 8 picks repeat, which is shown in Fig. 548.

The lines for the warp
( |

) indicate operations as explained by Fig. 545, the break, hence

the place for one, two or more empty dents, so as to form the open work in the warp. Warp-
threads I, 2, 3 and 4 are drawn together in one dent, also warp-threads 5, 6, 7 and 8, etc. In

the filling the break appears between picks 4—5 and 8—9, equal 8— i.

Fig. 549 represents the analysis of the weave with regard to appearance in the fabric.

Warp.—a to b, 4 warp-threads drawn in one dent, b to c, for one empty dent (or two

or more). ^ to ^,4 warp-threads drawn again in one dent. From d to repeat of weave (= a)

leave the same number of empty dents as left from b to c.

Filling.—a to e, 4 picks, close work, e to /, space for open work, equal to b to c, and d to

a, in warp, f to g, 4 picks, close work. From g to repeat of weave again (= a) leave space

equal to the one left from e to/.
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F^'g- 550 illustrates the enlargement of a fabric produced on weave Fig. 548, under the

rules already mentioned.

Figured Imitation Gauze.

The first step for figuring imitation gauzes

is to produce stripes of the same in connection

with part of the fabric woven in the common
manner. With regard to wear, imitation gauzes

will be less durable than real gauze; yet as to
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Fig. 551.
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Fig. 550.

general appearance, very novel designs are pro-

duced in the former. Fig. 551 illustrates the

weave for such a combination of common, plain

and imitation gauze forming stripes. A is the

common plain interlacing part, B the close-

reeded part, B to C and C to D forming open work (separated by thread C). D is the close-reeded

part, D to E and E to F forming open work (separated by thread E). F close-reeded part. Repeat

of weave: 32 warp-threads and 12 picks.

The second movement in figuring is the

forming of checks.

Fig. 552 illustrates such a design, forming

in the fabric checks interlaced on the common
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plain weave to alternate with checks produced

by imitation gauze; 36 warp-threads and 36

picks forming the repeat. Reeding: 3 threads

in one dent, 2 dents empty, and over again.

Diagram Fig. 553 illustrates the plan of ^''^'-
^"^SS-

the fabric woven with weave Fig. 552. This method of combining the plain weave and imitation

gauze for forming figures can also be applied to ornamental or floral designs.



Combination of Weaves for Fabrics Constructed v/ith One
System of Warp and Two Systems of Filling.

The object in designing these weaves is twofold—either to produce additional bulk to a purely

single-cloth fabric, or to produce figuring otherwise impossible to be obtained on purely single

cloth.

Combining Two Systems of Filling with One Kind of Warp, for increasing the Bulk.

As seen by the above heading, two systems (or kinds) of filling are essential to the con-

struction of these fabrics. One filling (the face filling) forms with one system of the warp the

face of the fabric, while the other filling (the backing) forms, by an additional interlacing in the

warp before mentioned, the back of the fabric. The latter filling is solely applied to the single

cloth, as mentioned, for the purpose of increasing the thickness, and might properly be considered

only as a lining. To increase the thickness of a fabric in this manner is of great advantage to

the manufacturer, and is thus used very extensively in the manufacture of "heavy-weight"

woolens, etc. The weave employed for the face of the fabric (interlacing the warp and the face

filling) is generally of a more artistic construction than the weave used for interlacing the backing

into the above-mentioned fabric.

It will readily appear that the warp-threads in these fabrics must resist to a certain extent

more strain than the filling, and for this reason should be composed of a better stock, in addition

to a harder twist. The backing must contain only a small amount of twist, so that the bulk of

the thread (without considering its additional heavier size) will always be larger than the harder-

twisted face-filling or the warp. The "soft" twist in the backing will also produce a soft hand-

ling fabric. Among the materials for producing a proper backing, which may be used with

advantage in addition to wool, are the cheaper articles, such as shoddy, mungo, card-waste, roving-

waste, etc.

In constructing the weaves, we must first deal with the face-weave (interlacing warp and face

filling), and this in a manner independent of any additional backing ; as it applies to any

weave for single cloth.

The backing must only form an addition, separately introduced into the face fabric and for

purpose originally intended, unless a special effect, such as " tricot," etc., is required.

The most frequently used proportions for backing to face filling are : One pick face to alter-

nate with one pick back and two picks face to alternate with one pick back. Seldom do we find 3

picks face to alternate with i pick back ; or irregularly, as 2 picks face, I pick back, i pick face,

I pick back, 5 picks in repeat, etc., etc.

In using the arrangement "one face pick to alternate with one backing" be careful to use a

size of the latter not much heavier (if any at all) than the former. If using a backing of a too

heavy size, it will influence the closeness of the face filling and produce an " open face " appear-

ance in the fabric.

As mentioned before, the backing should be of no consideration in the construction of the

single cloth, and this with respect to its weave as well as to its texture, z. c, the same number of

picks required in a single-cloth fabric must be retained for face picks if a fabric containing face

and back filling is constructed. Thus, for example : A fabric on the single-cloth system requiring

44 picks per inch will require, if arranged in its filling "
i pick face to alternate with i pick back,"

88 picks per inch. Again, if 2 picks face are to alternate with I pick back, use 66 picks per

inch, etc., etc.

(105)
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In both examples given, we suppose the size {i. e., thickness) of the warp and face filling to

remain undisturbed.

Rules to be Observed in Designing these Weaves.

The weave for the back filling must be selected without disturbing the face. The back

'filling in its method of interlacing must pass readily underneath the face pick previously inter-

woven ; also, allow the next succeeding face pick to cover any part not covered by the previously

interwoven face pick.

To produce this result the warp-threads used for binding the back filling must be in the

lower shed, in the face pick preceding the backing as well as the one following it.

Another point, which properly comes under the present rules, but which has been treated to

a certain extent before, is, to arrange regular transpositions of face and back picks.

If the face-weave contains a far-floating filling, the binding of the backing into the warp-

threads should be arranged as nearly as possible in the centre of this float.

To produce good work, and perfect cloth, every warp-thread should be used in rotation

according to the weave for binding the back; because, if some warp-threads should be omitted,

they will get less tension through weaving, and give trouble. A bad shed will result, etc., with a

possibility of spoiling the fabric. If we should be obliged to omit some of the warp-threads

from the binding in the back, w^e must be careful to arrange those used in a regular and well-

distributed manner.

Among points worth considering in the manufacture of the present kind of fabrics we note:

If the weave (or system) for interlacing the backing to the warp is of a short repeat, that is, no

large floats of the backing, we must use a soft-twisted back filling. Should we use a very hard-

twisted yarn, the possibilities are that the backing will "show through" on the face.

To use a backing with the least possible twist (yet sufficiently so to avoid "tender" goods)

will also be of advantage during the finishing process, as most fabrics to which the present sys-

tem of weaves applies require a soft well-covered back.
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Care must also be exercised in selecting the material for the backing with due consideration

of the proportional amount of binding.

The heavier in size the backing is, the earlier will imperfections appear.

We will next consider a few of the most frequently used combinations of weaves for these

fabrics.

Let us first consider the weave Fig. 554. The arrangement to be observed in combining

face and back filling is to take one of each system alternately. For the face-weave (picks, i, 3,

5, 7) select the 4-harness 3 twill (see type). The interlacing of the back filling arrange with

the '-

^ 4-harness twill (see a type). Repeat of complete weave: 4 warp-threads and 8 picks.

For a proper understanding of the present weaves, two different characters of type are used,

one for indicating the face filling () and one for indicating the backing (a).

Diagram Fig. 555 illustrates the section cut of a fabric interlaced on weave Fig. 554.

Weave Fig. 556 shows the 4-harness even-sided twill arranged for "backing cloth." For

the intersecting of the backing the 8-harness ^^

j twill is used. Thus one repeat of the inter-

lacing of the backing equals two complete repeats of the face-weave.
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Fig. 557 illustrates the section of a fabric interlaced with weave Fig. 556. The back

stitches onto the regular 8-harness '^-

j twill, as mentioned before, and, in consequence, runs its

points of interlacing to the face in one twill line of the latter, leaving the second undisturbed.

This, in turn, shows every alternate twill line on the face of the fabric (into which the backing

binds) more prominently than the other. To prevent this, it is advisable to use the weave shown

in Fig. 558, being the same face as previously used, except having the 8-harness satin applied for

interlacing the backing.
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Fig. 558.

The latter weave combines face and back by alternately exchanging the points of interlacing

from one twill line of the face to the other; thus in one repeat of the complete weave it has four

points of interlacing in each twill line of the face. This method of arranging a weave produces

a smooth face, one twill line showing as prominently as the other over the entire surface of the fabric.

Fig- 559- Repeat: 12 warp-threads and 24 picks. Face-weave: 3 6-harness twill.

Weave for interlacing the backing: i2-harness satin. This weave, like weave Fig. 558, produces

a smooth face.

An illustration of a fancy twill, arranged for backing, is given in weaves Figs. 560 and 561.

Fig. 560 represents the face-weave. Repeat: 16 warp-threads and 16 picks.

Fig. 561 illustrates this face-weave arranged for a backing cloth, one pick face to alternate with

one pick back. Repeat: 16 warp-threads and 32 picks. The weave used for interlacing the backing

to the face-fabric is the — 10
-. 1 6-harness twill.
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Fig. 563.

Fig. 562 illustrates an entwining twill. Repeat: 16 warp-threads and 16 picks. This twill

is illustrated as applied for backing in weave Fig. 563, one pick face to alternate with one pick back.

In applying backing to similar "entwining-twills," as also to "broken-twills," be careful to

arrange the same so as to have the points of interlacing follow the twill lines in the face-weave

running in the direction from left to right, as well as from right to left.

Granite-weaves constructed from the satins are well adapted for the application of a backing.

In this case the satin which was used in the construction of the face will be the weave required

for the backing.

For example, see weaves Figs. 564 and 565.
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Fig. 564 illustrates a common granite-weave, which is shown with a backing applied in Fig. 565.

Weave Fig. 564 (single weave). Repeat: 8 warp-threads and 8 picks.

Fig. 565, the previous weave with a backing applied. Repeat: 8 warp-threads and 16 picks.

Fig. 566. Diagram of the section cut of a fabric interlaced on weave Fig. 565. ^^ face

filling; b, backing.

, leaaaaaani^HBH BB
aaaa aaa
B. BB B
H' aaaaaa
Bl BB B
aaaaaa a
CBB BB .

toomnzmma Baa aaaaQHBDaGB DBB' -. BBDUDBBDI Daaaacjaa
DaaDBBDa VI' BB BB
DBinauBB aaaa aa <*,;aaaBBDBB BB: BB . .1

tBBOBBODD aaaaaaaa
iBBnanBBD IBBUULjBBlJ

1 8

Fig. 564. Fig. 565. Fig. 566.

In fabrics in which the arrangement of one face pick to alternate with a backing will pro-

duce too heavy a cloth—in fabrics in which the arrangement of combining the backing to the

face-weave cannot be properly effected, and in fabrics in which it is desired to have used a much
heavier size of yarn for the backing than is used for the face filling, the arrangement just given

cannot be followed. It must be changed to 2 picks face and i pick back.

This proportion of face and back is very extensively used in the manufacture of woolen fabrics.

Producing the backing of a heavier size will (taken in the average) allow of a cheaper mate-

rial (waste) being used. It also tends to a greater production of cloth by using less picks per

inch; a larger quantity of roving per set of cards in a given time, more pounds of yarn per

spindle, etc., etc. Another point much in favor of the present designated proportion of face and

back filling is the advantage of getting a full face with less picks per inch than by using the

proportion of one pick face to alternate with one pick back.

Weave Fig. 567 illustrates the combination of the ^
3 6-harness twill with the j twill,

but using only every other warp-thread. Repeat: 12 warp-threads and 18 picks.

If the proportion of one face pick to one back pick produces a cloth too heavy, and the

two face picks to alternate with one back pick produces a cloth too light, or should the size of the

backing yarn be too heavy for one face and one back, or too fine for two face waaa-aannaaaa

and one back, we must use the average of both; thus

—

2 picks face,'

I pick back,

I pick face,

I pick back,

5 picks in repeat. Fig. 567,

Should a fabric require a proportional arrangement, of less weight 'than that produced by

2 face I back, use 3 picks face to alternate with i pick back, etc., etc.

Combining Two Systems of Filling with One Kind of Warp for Figuring with Extra
Filling upon the Face of the Fabric.

In these weaves the extra filling is brought at certain intervals upon the face of the fabric for

forming additional fancy effects. In woolen and worsted fabrics, for men's wear, these effects are

generally limited to stripes and checks, whereas if used for dress goods they are

often of a very elaborate design.

Weave Fig. 568 represents a stripe effect, produced by an extra filling (back

filling) introduced after four successive ground (face) picks, a face picks (ground),

figure picks (back). The weave employed for the ground fabric is the common
2- Repeat: 12 warp-threads and 5 picks, q and for raisers, for sinkers.

B ' .rBBB . BB
a: .aaaaaaaaaa
DLL.BBB . :BBB
Of BBB . BBBD
aaaaaaaaaaaa
DBHB '

: . BBB' IG
BBB BBB
aaaaa:;at;a aa

U klJ k'J k J LJ \LA k'J ^'J k-'J k'> Jj

nr BBB BBB
OLBBB BBB'J
aaaaa aaaaaa
DBBB. BBB' 'J
IBBBJUUBBBUUU
1 12

BBBBB' !('<' ;BBBB
LJiiaa . v.a II IB
Dcaa aa iaa
DBB aa laa J
a:-}' I aa 1 aaaa
-'•BBBBB BBBB
Bii aa aa jGH
Gijaa . .aa. 1 ibb
DBB' ii IBB' il JBBH
iQBa-jaBij jBBua

Fig. 568.

4-harness twill
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Design Fig. 569 illustrates the figuring with an extra filling for forming a small spot figure.

«B-q3q;ianqgqnHgHasgHnHnHGHGHaaGH^ This extra filling is similar (except the floating, which is more

ua"H"^"^^c3"^J":3^a":3":3'^c:""a'^a'l:2ia extended) to the previously illustrated example of floating on

™K"::"a"a"::5\;;\3"a^'o/^:]^':jJ\:j:3^:/^^ the back of the fabric and is interlaced with the face fabric in a.,,/', :a\,Hm manner to produce the desired effect: in the present instance

"5""g"a '-3 -^"g"g*g2 producing small spots. This extra filling, floating to a greatHii Ja " '; i^.
" * ' extent on the back of the fabric, is generally removed by cutting

"""a"a*a"a"a"*^""a"a a 'a iaTa"""" off tliose floats around the place where they interlace with the
.
] c^ •'

n a a a a a a ,a a a ;; a :a 'a ja laJ r r i^ •a face fabric.
rjH 'a, a__a_,a^_a^!a,^a_^a,_a^,a_ia^iaja. lana

nH"a"a"a"a''\/\:'^j"a''a'\3^\/\/oua^;a Another Style of fabric which is constructed on this system
H a a a a^^a_^a^^a^^a^^a^ a^/a^.a^ a^ia a^; ' -^

G''a'\:'^a'^}"a''a"a^\:"a"a"a^a^^a"::^a^ of weaves are union fabrics, comprising certain kinds of shawls,
I .a..a^..a^ja^^a^^a ,a^ja_..a^.a_ja^K-;ja,^ia^.a_.a > r- o '

Dajaja"aja5ajd^a^a'^a"a"a'^a"a"a''a Chinchilla and Ratine overcoatings, etc.
HJa;a']a a :a la la'ja ^a/ia a ,a ,a ,a a i

° '

ja"a a*a"a"a"a"a"""a""a"a"" In weaves for this description of fabrics the interlacing of

H;a s a ja a
gjg.gMMMaaBBBBBBii the face filling with the warp is the same as the one used for

L:a^aja-.a _.a a .a la .a a ^a :a a a a :a ^^ '^

SadjajH^a a^a"*"""""""""" interlacing the backing. The warp, which is in most cases of
"jQ'ViG \J"m'« ^ ^ ^'

ca-a :a a
gSggjg^g^g^g.g.g.gggjjg cotton, rests imbedded between the two kinds of filling.

iDSSa*diaja5555"j5"555S5555a5a5 Fig. 570 illustrates the combination of the 5-harness satin

Fig. 569. filling up for face and the 5-harness satin warp up for back;

thus the same weave will form the face and back. Repeat: 5-harness and 10 picks.

Fig. 571 represents a like combination of the 8-harness satin filling up for face, warp up for

back. Repeat: 8-harness and 16 picks.

rir-if-,rj-'H: "IG ISHHSHTX-jaaa! 1
L aaaaaaa c '" bj
[. !

' ij LH :

aaaaa aa caaaa aaa;:
[ I

' r , G . .'

luaDsnC; aa aaaaa c :

i

DCOBD L.I. ..iij E aaaa aaa
HEHHn aaaaaaaj . ca
CBcnn [ , !:.._. .ljbq
EHiJGH aaaa aaa aa aaaajaa
DCGCH L , BG C:B .

If !• n
EHaaa a aaaaaa r
ncBcn :. , 3 aaa aaaa a
HaHDj aaaaaa a G' :

IBOUDq IBGUaaGLD iHL'uGUBULJUa15 18 1 5 10

Fig. 57c. Fig. 571. Fig. 572.

Fig. 572 illustrates the 5-harness satin filling up for face and the same weave, warp up, for

back. Arrangement for exchanging face and back filling is 2 picks face, i pick back. Repeat:

5 warp-threads and 15 picks.

Swivel-Weaving.

For fabrics in which the figures are produced with an extra filling and these figures, as seen

on the face, are far apart, as in figured dress goods, ribbons, etc., these figures are produced

upon the ground structui"e of the fabric by using a loom having a "swivel lay" attached.

The object of "swivel-weaving" is to save material in fabrics having small figures for the

design, and to give to such figures a more prominent appearance in the fabric than can be pro-

duced by the common method of weaving by floating the filling on the back when not required

for figuring on the face. There is a further

advantage in the designing, for no disturb- r /
(_

ance of the design is necessary.

Again, in cases where, in the ordinary

process of weaving, the figure-filling would

show through on the face, and thus must

be cut off, this method of weaving omits
F̂ig ^7*^

the cutting away of the loose filling on the

back; and in this case the swivel arrangement contributes to the strength of the fabric.
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Fig. 573 is an illustration of a swivel fitted in a movable frame to be attached to the regular

batten of a loom.

The method of weaving fabrics figured by the swivel arrangement is as follows : After the

common shuttle carrying the ground filling

is interwoven, a separate shed of the warp is

opened for the introduction of the swivel

shuttles (instead of passing a common shuttle

all the way across the loom) carrying the fill-

ing which has to form the figures on the fabric

at intervals of two or more inches. Each

figure in the fabric is formed by its own shuttle

(filling) ; hence it is apparent that by the swivel

arrangement we can have different colors in

the same shed across the fabric. In using a

fly-shuttle in common weaving the filling from

^

/*M
«*-

Fig. 574.

the latter has to be used in every figure, whereas by the swivel method every figure may have

its own color.

The swivel is used to the best advantage in the production of small spot figures.

In Figs. 574 and 575 such effects are shown.

As the shuttles of the " swivel " are all of a given size, and are arranged in certain distances,

they require the design to be arranged accordingly. By examining Figs. 574 and 575 we find

the distances between the figures to outmeasure completely the spaces occupied by the figures

themselves, which point it is necessary as a standard ride to keep steadily under consideration in de-

signing. One and three-quarter inches is about the smallest width of the shuttle, thus two inches

is the smallest distance possible to be used by a shuttle of such a size ; but generally a wider

Fig. 576.

Fig. 575.

distance between the figures is allowed so as to get a more perfect fabric. The general rule to

be observed in designing for these fabrics is to have the distance between the figures about thrice

as wide as the space occupied by the figure itself

In these designs the ground filling forms the general design for a ground or all-over effect,
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while the filling introduced by the swivel shuttles only contributes to the coloring up of par-

ticular effects.

Circular swivels are used for fabrics where very close-set figures are required. These swivels

are specially constructed for these effects.

Combination of the Swivel Effect with Figuring through the Warp.

In some fabrics (but only where the most exquisite designs, richness and fineness of material

are employed) this method is applied, hence we have to use the following four distinct systems of

threads in producing the fabric :

1st. One kind of warp to form a general ground fabric with

2d. -The regular ground filling;

3d. One kind of warp to produce, on the two systems mentioned, the foundation parts of a

design, into which the filling from the

4th, swivel shuttles forms the figure spots.

Fig. 576 is executed on this method. In this we find the white grounds for systems i and 2.

The stems, leaves and buds, only outlined in design for system 3, whereas the two shaded

flowers have to be produced through system 4, or the swivel shuttle. Design Fig. 576, illustrat-

ing only one effect, has to be arranged for practical use according to the fabric for which it is

required.

Another combination of the swivel arrangement with figures produced with the common
shuttle, but of a yet more complicated nature, is procured by combining systems of threads as

follows

:

I St system: ground warp.

2d " ground filling (common shuttle).

3d " figure warp.

4th " figure filling (common shuttle).

5th " the filling from the swivel shuttle.

Swivel Loom.

The foregoing explanation of the theory of swivel weaving requires in practice a loom which

must be capable of two different movements—namely, the plain or fly-shuttle movement, and the

swivel and plain weaving movements combined—to produce the figure or pattern in the body of

the fabric while the latter is being woven.

For illustrating the method of operation in such a loom diagrams Figs. 577 to 580, represent-

ing the J. Wadsworth swivel loom, are given, similar letters referring to like parts in each figure.
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The before-mentioned two movements are carried on in the following manner: First, the

loom having been adjusted for plain weaving, the cam-shaft C is in the position shown in Fig.

577, which illustrates a view of part of the loom, partly broken out, looking down upon the same.

As the cam-shaft revolves the roller projections z^ ^ at the right-hand end of said shaft, and the

similar projections, z' z^, at the other end of the cam-shaft, alternately depress the treadles / t,

which in turn operate the picker-sticks s s, to throw the fly or body shuttle back and forth across

the loom, as in ordinary weaving. The rollers z', z^, ^ and z'^ must be so placed in relation to

I
^

«3

Fig. 578.

each other that they will act alternately, first operating the picker-stick at one side of the loom

and then the picker-stick at the other side of the loom, and so on. The fly-shuttle is thereby

caused to pass across the loom four times during one revolution of the shaft C. This is the

plain-weaving motion of the loom producing the body of the fabric, and is the first motion referred

to above. The next operation is the introduction of the swivel-shuttles for the purpose of weav-

ing figures or patterns. This is accomplished by shifting the shaft C with its attached cams and

rollers along the line of its horizontal axis from right to left, so that it will occupy the position

shown in Fig. 578. The harness and other portions of the loom not essential to a full under-

standing by the student are omitted from the drawings. By the shifting of the cam-shaft a new

set of cams and levers is brought into action, and the operation of certain of the devices which

were m action before the shifting of the shaft is arrested, while a portion of the devices which

were in action before the shifting of the shaft remains in action after the shaft has been shifted.

Fig. 579.

The new cams and levers thus brought into play, acting in connection with the devices which

remain in operation after the shifting of the shaft, as stated, give the second movement

previously mentioned—namely, the combined plain and swivel movement.

In diagram Fig. 579 the front view of the loom is illustrated, in which a portion of the plate

at the left-hand end of the loom is cut away to enable the rollers z' z^ the more readily to skip

or miss the treadle. In place of the shots of the fly-shutde, the swivel-shutdes are called into

action by means of the second change effected by the shifting of the cam-shaft—namely, that by

which the arms b b, with their attached rollers d d' , are caused to operate the treadles a a and to
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give to the rack E, containing the swivel-shuttles D D D the necessary downward motion, and

by which at the same time the cam/, through its connections K LJ,\s caused to drive the swivel-

shuttles horizontally to weave the desired figure or pattern. The action of the fly-shuttle must

alternate with that of the swivel-shuttle. The operation then is as follows, reference being had

to Figs. 578 and 579. As the cam-shaft 6" revolves the roller z'^ depresses the treadle to operate

the picker-stick, thus throwing the fly-shuttle from right to left. During the next quarter-turn

of the shaft the roller z' would operate the picker-stick at the left side of the loom to return the

fly-shuttle were it not that by the shifting of the cam-shaft this roller is thrown out of gear. In

its stead, the rollers d d, attached to the arms b b, are brought into contact with the treadles a a^

and, depressing the same, pull downward the rods i i (against springsy'^y^, arranged around the

same), and the attached rack E, containing the swivel-shuttles V V V,\s thus brought into posi-

tion for the working of the swivel-shuttles with the warp. Almost simultaneously with this

downward movement the swivel-shuttles are driven longitudinally from right to left by means of

the cam/, acting in connection with the levers A' and L, rod J, and the rack-and-pinion mechanism.

By referring to Figs. 579 and 580 it will be seen that on the outer edge of the wheel / and

extending half-way around the circumference of the disk, is a collar, e, having its ends beveled.

As the shaft C revolves, carrying with it the cam/ the roller^, which is attached to the lever K,

coming into contact with the collar e, is thrown outward, carrying with it the lever K, which in

turn operates the vertical lever L, moving on the pivot n. To the free end of the lever L is

attached the rod/ Rod /is connected with rack-bar V^, see Fig. 573, which rack-bar is sup-

JiA. ^

JC

-or

Fig. 580.

ported in the rack E, and is in engagement with pinions V , which in turn engage teeth V^ upon

the swivel-shuttles V V V. As the lever K is thrown from right to left, the swivel-shuttles are

driven in the same direction. This longitudinal motion occurs almost simultaneously with the

up-and-down movement mentioned before. The roller^ is kept in close contact with the cam/
by means of the spring/ and is prevented from being operated by the cam when the cam-shaft

has been shifted for plain weaving by the stop k. (Shown in Figs. 578 and 580.) By the time

this double motion has been accomplished the shaft has made another quarter-turn, the rollers

d d have released the treadles a a, and the springs around the rods i i throw upward the rack E
and the shuttles VV,to remove the same from the working level and allow the fly-shuttle to pass

without interference. The cam-shaft having now entered upon the third quarter of its revolution,

the roller z depresses the treadle t on the left-hand side, thereby operating the picker-stick s to

throw the fly-shuttle back again across the loom from left to right, the roller ^ at the other end

of the shaft at the same time passing inside the corresponding treadle t without operating it.

The cam-shaft now begins the last quarter of its revolution. The roller z^ misses the treadle t on

the left-hand side, as before explained. The rollers d' d' depress the treadles a a for the purposes

before described, and the roller g, having traversed the collar e, leaves the same and is thrown to

the right by the spring/, thereby, by means of its attached levers and rod, causing the swivel-

shuttles to make a shot from left to right. This completes one revolution of the cam-shaft, and

the operation is repeated as often as may be desired for the weaving of the figure or pattern.

When it is desired to return to the plain weaving, the shaft C is shifted back again from left to

right, and the action of the loom is then the same as that first described.



Combination of Weaves for Fabrics Constructed with Two
Systems of Warp and One System of Filling.

Weaves for this division of fabrics are obtained by the combination of two (or more) founda-

tion or derivative weaves. They are designed for three purposes.

1st. For using two systems of warp and one system of filling in producing double-faced

fabrics, such as ribbons, etc., etc.

2d. For using an extra warp as backing for heavy-weight worsted and woolen fabrics.

3d. For figuring with an extra warp upon the face of a fabric otherwise interlaced with its

own filling and warp.

Two Systems of Warp and One System of Filling for Producing Double-faced Fabrics.

These weaves are largely used in the manufacture of ribbons and similar fabrics used for

trimmings, in which one side of the fabric has to be of a totally different color from the other.

Such fabrics (mostly of silk) require a great many ends in the warp, as only one-half or two-

thirds will form one side of the fabric ; the remaining half or one-third forming the other. In

addition to the difference in color for each side we can also change the quality of the stock, or

the nature of the stock itself; hence we may use a finer quality of stock for one sid^ (the face),

and a lower quality of stock for the other (the back) ; and again we may use silk for one side

(the face) and cotton for the other (the back).

In selecting weaves for these fabrics, we generally use the combination of a regular satin

weave, warp for face, with its corresponding satin-weave, filling for face. Technically we classify

the warp which shows on the upper side of the fabric as the " face-warp," and its mate, or the

warp forming the lower side of the fabric, as the " back-warp." As mentioned at the beginning,

only one system of filling is used for interlacing both systems of warps.

In combining both warps into one fabric in this way, it is necessary to observe the following

Rule : The raising of the backing warp over the filling must ahvays be done at a place in which

two face-threads raise next to it (one on each side of the backing warp as raised). Diagram

Fig. 581 is designed to illustrate this method. Three warp-threads and four picks are

represented.

Warp-threads i and 3 illustrate the face warp ; warp-thread 2 represents

the back-warp.

In examining the latter warp-thread, we find its point of interlacing

with the filling situated in pick 2.

Face warp-threads i and 3 are also raised on pick 2, as required by the

rule (given before) for combining both systems of warps. A careful exami-

nation of the diagram will show a second point possible for perfectly inter-

secting the back warp-thread (number 2) into the filling at pick number 3.

Picks I or 4, if used, would produce imperfectly stitched places, as in the

first-mentioned spot face warp-thread 3 is down, and in the latter-mentioned

spot face warp-thread I is down. To give an illustration of these weaves Fig. 581.

Figs. 582, 583 and 584 have been designed.

Weave Fig. 582, repeat : 8 warp-threads and 4 picks, has for its foundation the combination

of the 4-harness broken-twill, warp up {ox face (), and the 4-harness broken-twill, filling up for

back (h). The arrangement of the warp for face and back in this weave and weaves Figs. 583

and 584, is one end face to alternate with one end back.
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3d pick.

• 2d pick.

ist pick.
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Weave Fig. 583, repeat: 10 warp-threads and 5 picks, has for its foundation the combi-

nation of the 5-harness satin, warp up, for face (), and the 5-harness satin, fiUing up, for

back (a).

:: ' m'^m m i:: ::
^L :: • ' ;:' m :

. .:: ma
EiBi :-: Ji ^a

1 6 16

Fig. 582.
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Fig. 583. Fig. 584.

Weave Fig. 584, repeat : 16 warp-threads and 8 picks, has for its foundation the combi-

nation of the 8-harness satin, warp up for face (b), and the 8-harness satin, filling up for

back (n).

In the same manner as these three examples of weaves are arranged for explaining the

present system other combinations of satins or twills can be designed.

Using an Extra Warp for Backing for Heavy-weight Worsted and Woolen Fabrics.

These weaves are used to obtain a thickness of the fabric by using a lower stock for the

back, as, for example, a wool back for worsted goods.

They may be designed with one of the following arrangements for the warp:

I end face. 2 ends face. i end face.

1 end back. i end back. i end back.

— - 2 ends face,

2 ends repeat, or 3 ends repeat, or i end back.

5 ends repeat,

or any other similar arrangement.

In stitching the back warp to the face fabric it is necessary to observe the following

points

:

1st. The backing-warp has to be raised over the filling, in every instance, between two face-

ends, so that the face-threads will afterwards cover the backing ends. Should we have to deal

with any face-weave in which only one end-warp raises at the time (satins filling up) we must

raise the backing-warp near this one end-face, either to the right or left hand.

2d. We must select for the backing a weave as regular as possible, such as satin-weaves,

broken-twills, etc., so that every warp-end gets the same amount of binding and therefore of

tension.

3d. If there are more intersections of the face-warp with the filling (in a certain number of

picks) than intersections with the back-warp (in the same number of picks as before) we must work

each warp from a separate beam. The face-warp, if intersecting oftener than the back-warp (on

the same number of picks) requires more material ("takes up more") than the less intersecting

back-warp.

Two warp-beams must also be used if the material for the face and back-warp is of a different

nature, such as wool and cotton or worsted and wool spun yarn, etc. The number of intersec-

tions of face and back-warp in such a case can be equal.

4th. If using the arrangement "one end face-warp to alternate with one end back-warp,"

never use a heavier size of warp-yarn for the back-warp than you use for the face-yarn. Such a

selection will prevent the back-warp from showing upon the face. If using "two ends face to

alternate with one end back," a proportionally heavier yarn can be used for the back-warp.

Great care must be exercised in selecting the stock for the face-warp and back-warp for fabrics

requiring "fulling" during the finishing process. The material in the back-warp, which can be of
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a cheaper quality, must have, as nearly as possible, the same tendency for fulling as the "stock"

which is used in the face-warp.

In selecting the weave for the back-warp, we should be guided by the required appearance of

the face in the fabric. For example, a twill-weave can be used for the interlacing of the back-warp

if the face-weave is a prominent twill. If the face-warp is interlaced into a twill of short repeat, as

^
J
3-harness twill,?

2
4~'^'^"''^ss twill, etc., etc.; or if the face-warp interlaces on a plain-

weave, rib-weave, basket-weave, granite-weave, etc., etc., thus showing small broken-up effects upon

the face of the fabric, a satin-weave must be used for the interlacing of the back-warp. In woolen

fabrics requiring fulling, the back-warp, by reason of its lesser amount of intersection as compared

with the face-warp, is apt to show by impressions the points of intersecting of the back-warp on the
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Fig. 585.
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Fig. 588.

face cloth. For this reason a twill-weave, which is used for interlacing the back-warp, might possi-

bly show its lines of impressions running over the face of the fabric, whereas if a satin is used in the

present example for interlacing the back-warp, the impressions, if visible on the face of the fabric,

will be well distributed and harmonize in every respect with the weave used for the interlacing of

the face-warp.

Weave Fig. 585 illustrates what might be called an imperfect combination. The ^ 4-har-

ness twill forms the face upon every alternate warp-thread; the ^ 8-harness twill, the weave

for the back-warp. It will readily be seen that the repeat of the ^ 8-harness twill,

taken in equal proportions with the ^
^ twill, will require two repeats of the latter. The

interlacing of the back-warp into the face-twill will thus only occur with every other face-twill,

and proportionally make every other face-twill appear more prominently.

Weave Fig. 586 illustrates a perfect selection of weaves, the ^ 4-harness twill forming the

face upon every alternate warp-thread with the 8-harness satin-weave (filling for face) as the weave

for the back-warp. A careful examination of this weave will show the method of perfectly com-

bining the back-warp with the face fabric by stitching the former alternately (exchanging) into

each twill line of the two repeats of the 4-harness twill, forming one repeat.

Repeat of weaves Figs. 585 and 586 is 16 warp-threads and 8 picks.
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Fig. 593

Weave Fig. 587 illustrates by taking and a for raisers, « and for sinkers, an imperfect

selection of weaves, as demonstrated and explained by example Fig. 585.

By exchanging the 8-harness ^

^ twill (back-weave) in Fig. 587, to the 4-harness twill

•

3 {', ^ and El for raisers, for sinkers), we produce a perfect combination ; the back-warp

interlacing with the face fabric regularly in every face twill-line ; thus, if producing any

impressions, such will be uniformly visible.

Repeat, if using the 8-harness ^
^ twill of weave for back warp : 16 warp-threads and 8

picks ; if using the 4-harness '

3 twill for weave of back-warp : 8 warp-threads and 8 picks.

Weave Fig. 588 sliows a perfect combination of weaves, the ^
j
4-harness twill for face-

warp and the 8-harness satin for back-warp. Repeat: 16 warp-threads and 8 picks.
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Weave Fig. 589 shows another perfect combination of weaves. The ^
^ 8-harness twill is

used for the face and the '
-. 8-harness twill for the interlacing of the back-warp. Repeat: 16

warp-threads and 8 picks.

Weave Fig. 590 represents a granite-weave. Repeat : 8 warp-threads and 8 picks.

Fig. 591 illustrates the combination of weave Fig. 590 for face-warp with the 8-harness

satin for the backwarp, face and back-warp exchanging alternately. Repeat: 16 warp-threads

and 8 picks.

Fig. 592 represents a common granite- weave designed for 8 warp-threads and 8 picks in its

repeat.

Weave Fig. 593 illustrates the latter applied as a backing warp. Repeat : 12 warp-threads

and 8 picks. Arrangement of warp : 2 threads face-warp to alternate with i thread back-warp.

The next arrangement for combination of face and back-warp is found in i end face, I end

back, 2 ends face, i end back =5 ends in repeat.

^SSd" Weave Fig. SQ'5 is constructed in this manner, and has for its face- ^SRSanaaSana o j:7j >

^
^'"^naaa weave Fig. 594 (repeat: 6-harness and 6 picks). Weave Fig. 595 has SHr

, ""Sj"

' " for its repeat, 10 warp-threads and 6 picks. ,,
^"

Fig. 594.
r y f i- Y\G. 595.

Figuring with an extra Warp upon the Face of a Fabric otherwise interlaced with
its Regular Warp and Filling.

This method of combining two systems of warps with one filling is extensively used in the

manufacture of textile fabrics devoted to women's wear. One system of warp and the filling pro-

duces the ground structure of the fabric, and then the second system of warp is employed to

DanaDDaaaaDDDaaaDDnannan produce the figure upon this ground structure.
naaanaaDnDaaoannaaDDanDa ...
BggSaaoBBaaSRSRBaBflBaSBa As a peculiarity of this second system of warp, we mention

'T=SaaSBaH''l''""igaBiBia that it is only visible on the face of the fabric at certain places
a -jG3ajaG..___._: . jaaaaaaaaa , . , . ,

_

t° nBBnaBB^DQdddB^BBaBBBa (according to the design), while at other times it is made to float
c"" DGDnaaaDDDDaDaDaDaamDDa

, , , . ... ••11
Fig. 596. on the back or is stitched in certain places not visible on the face.

Weave to Longitudinal Sec- To give a thorough explanation of the general principles in-

tion. Fig. 597. volved in this system. Figs. 596 to 609 are given.

Fig. 596 illustrates a part of a weave. The warp-threads indicated by i and 2, shown by a

type, represent two ground warp-threads interlacing into the filling in " common plain." Warp-
thread indicated by 3 and shown by type represents the figuring thread. The latter is 8

picks down, 8 picks up, 8 picks down. A indicates the place where the figure warp raises on

the face of the fabric, and B indicates the place, where the former returns for floating on the

back.

/^5^ace. \

(Section corresponding to Fig. 596.) 1

Examining the longitudinal section. Fig. 597, we find the same numbers and letters used.

No. I warp-thread, ground fabric, is indicated by a dotted line (n in the weave).

No. 2 warp-thread, ground fabric, is indicated by a fine line ( in the weave).

No. 3 warp-thread, the figure-thread is indicated by a heavy line ( in the weave).

Places A and B in the longitudinal section indicate the respective places marked by corres-

ponding letters in part of a weave Fig. 596.
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Fig. 598 illustrates two warp-threads of a four-leaf twill, ground fabric, having in its centre

a figure warp-thread, which also is stitched in certain places to the ground fabric, but so that

the stitchings are not visible on the face.

Warp-thread No. i reads 2 picks up,

2 picks down,

Warp-thread No. 2 reads i pick down,

2 picks up,

I pick down,

6 times over,

6 times over,

} Ground threads.

Warp-thread No. 3 reads i pick down,

I pick up (binder),

4 picks down,

7 picks up (figure effect on face),

8 picks down,

1 pick up (binder),

2 picks down.

aDDDODnnDODDonnnGnnDnnna
nDDi^DDnnDaDDnnGnnDnanDDD
DDnonnnDGDaccDJonaoDaGDD

n. 2—GHtT ' Ml ' ,=] !" isa -naHGnasG
O 3 DHI ., „, .GGGGGBaGHI—amji irti!. J ijr-.-< ii r h _.,aaaQB«GG

aaaDUUGGcnGGDGaGroQGGaGa
a A GUG D

I jQaaa^GGaaGnQnG
G -^ COG -^ aaoGa'- dgggggld-^g
GGGQaGaGGaauaGGGDanGaDQa

Fig. 598.

(Weave to longitudinal section

Fig. 599-)

Letter A indicates the binding at pick No. 2.

Letter B indicates the raising to face at pick No. 7.

Letter C indicates the lowering to back at pick No. 14.

Letter Z> indicates the binding at pick No. 22.

Examining the longitudinal section Fig. 599, we find the same

numbers and letters used, so as to give a perfectly clear compre-

hension of the matter.

No. I warp-thread is indicated by a dotted line, ground fabric ( in the weave).

No. 2 warp-thread is indicated by a fine line, ground fabric ( in the weave).

No. 3 warp-thread is indicated by a heavy line, representing the figure-thread (represented by

in the weave).

o

Fig. 599.

(Section corresponding to Fig. 598.)

Places marked A and D clearly indicate the binding of the figure-warp. By the nature of

the operation the same is pulled down below the ground fabric and covered by the two warp-

threads nearest to it.

B represents the raising of the figure-warp; C represents the lowering of the figure-warp.

Fabrics made with Loose Texture without Binding the Figure.

If a fabric is constructed with a thin or loose texture, the floating warp-threads are apt to

show through on the face, hence the latter threads have to be cut off after the fabric leaves the

loom. In this case a second point has to be considered:

If the figure-thread (No. 3) as shown in Figs. 596 and 597, after producing the figure on the

face, simply passes to the rear, there will be nothing else to keep the figure-threads upon the

ground fabric but the slight pressure of the ground-warp upon the figure-warp, at the place where

the latter intersects the former. As this would be insufficient to enable the fabric to resist the
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least wear and tear, we must bind the figure-warp close into the ground fabric all around the

edges of the design. The best weave to be employed for this purpose is the "plain," which by

two or three repeats will give sufficient strength to the figure-warp to allow it to be cut off on the

back. (Cut not too close to the place of binding.)

HHi's'SiarxiQtvBMnrviopijKtxipq
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Fig. 6oo. F"iG. 6oi.

Fig. 6oo is designed to illustrate this point in general, as well as to illustrate a second point,

in which this binding is used for producing a second effect to the main design itself. In the

illustration this binding forms a shaded effect around the main design.

This binding may also be used for shading in floral designs, where in some cases the colors

have to appear to their full extent. Some cases may require the same color only in a subdued

form, while others may require that it shall be scarcely visible.

To get these effects you have to bind your figure-warp into the ground cloth to a sufficient

degree and in such order as is required. The weave must be selected according to the required

effect, whether heavy twills, fine twills, satin-weaves or cotton-weave, etc.
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Fig. 6o2.

Fig. 6oi represents a sketch for a design which is practically worked out on the designing

paper in Fig. 6o2, to be used on a common harness-loom for a dress-goods fabric, produced on

two systems of warp, one system of filling; ground fabric, "plain;" figure as formed by the extra

warp—circular spots, distributed after the principle of the five-leaf satin.

The warp is arranged

—

I end ground, 1 _ . •
,

^ >7 times over, 14 ends.
I end figure, j

I end ground, i end

15 ends in one repeat.
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Fig. 603 illustrates one spot (as used in Fig. 602), shown without the ground-warp, and thus

represents the spot effect as visible on the face of the fabric.

In weave Fig. 602 the type indicates the "raisers" for the ground-warp, the indicates the

effect of the figure-warp as produced upon the before-mentioned ground-structure. The a indi-

cates the additional binding of the figure-warp to the ground-structure.

Fig 603. Fig. 604.

As mentioned at the beginning, the plain ground fabric is not always used. Very frequently

we have used the "twilled" face. For this reason Figs. 604 and 605 are designed, representing the

sketch of the fabric and the weave. The arrangement of the " motive " in the sketch is after the prin-

ciple of the four-leaf broken-twill. The weave of the ground fabric consists of the four-harness (even-

sided) twill ^
2' The B in Fig. 605 represents the ground fabric; the in Fig. 605 represents
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Fig. 605.

the figure produced upon the former ; the a indicates the additional binding of the figure-warp to

the ground structure.

The warp is dressed

—

I end figure,

1 end ground,

2 ends in repeat.

It does not always occur that only one color is used for the figure-warp. Very often differ-
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Y\o. 606. Fig. 608.

ent combinations are employed; but, in whatever shape, form, quality or size, the principle of the

construction of the fabric will remain the same as if only one color should be used.
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We now pass to fabrics where the floating of the figure-warp is omitted, such as fabrics in

which the extra warp is bound to the ground fabric. In constructing fabrics of this character

the " plain " weave, which has been used so extensively in weaves previously illustrated for inter-

lacing the ground structure of the fabric, is omitted.

The smallest weave which can be used for the present purpose is the 3 -harness ^

twill, but generally the 4-harness even-sided twill is used as the smallest repeat of a weave. In

this manner Figs. 606 and 607 are constructed, representing a motive and the complete weave for
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a figured dress-goods. The motive, Fig. 606, calls for 13 threads in warp and filling, hence the

dressing of the warp for weave Fig. 607 calls for

I end ground^ ) 13 times

I end figure,
'

/ over, ^ ^^ ^"^^•

15 ends ground, 15

41 ends in repeat.

The a is for ground warp, the for figure-warp, and the a represents the places for binding

the figure-warp to the ground structure. This stitching is done with the regular eight-leaf

satin.

Weave 607, calling in its complete extent for 82 ends, can be reduced by cross-draw to 30-
harness.

Fig. 608 represents a motive, a crescent, arranged in Fig. 609, for 96 ends repeat. The
motive calling for 16 ends for figure, will necessitate the following dressing

:

I end figure, 1 16 times

I end ground, / over, ^^ ^" ^"

16 ends ground, 16

48 ends in repeat.
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Comparison of the Size of the Materials as used for Ground-warp and Figure-zvarp.

The first condition required by the figure-warp is to produce a design solid in appearance on

the ground fabric. To produce this effect the texture is required to be as close set as possible ; and

the figure-warp must be made of sufficient thickness, so as to cover the interstices between each

other as nearly as possible. The general arrangement for changing ground and figure-warp is

the alternate arrangement between both (i and i). Again, care must be exercised not to have

the ground-warp of a heavier size than is necessary; for the figure- thready have not only to fill

the places between the ground-threads, but also to cover them actually ; hence the diameter
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Fig. 609.

of the figure-warp must equal the diameter of the ground-warp, plus the space between each

ground-thread.

Comparison of the Twist in the Materials as used for Ground-warp and Figure-warp.

As a general rule, the ground-warp is of a harder twist than the figure-warp. The

latter is generally only twisted enough to weave well. There are two reasons for this arrange-

ment of the twist. I. The ground-fabric has to stand the strain inweaving; hence, must be of a

harder arrangement in twist. 2. The figure-warp has to cover the design ; hence the loose twist

will assist in this work.

Necessity of having Tzvo Beamsfor Weaving.

In almost every case in producing the textile fabrics here explained, we are compelled to em-

ploy two beams, one beam for the ground-warp, one beam for the figure-warp. The reason for using
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two beams is found in the difference of the weave (for the figure-warp is less interlacing than the

ground-warp) as well as in the difference of the materials used for ground-warp and figure-

warp.

Another system of weaving for producing figures upon the face of a single-cloth fabric is

that known as

Lappet Weaving.
t

This method of producing figures upon the face of a fabric was very extensively used prior

to the introduction of swivel weaving and the invention of the Jacquard loom. The method of

operation in this system of weaving is that of passing an independent set of threads through a

series of needles set in a frame, situated between the reed and the shuttle-raceway of the lay.

This frame is arranged so as to slide horizontally to and fro, regulated by the "pattern-wheel,"

and the needles are depressed at proper moments to allow the figuring-thread to interweave with

the ground-cloth by passing the shuttle and its filling over the figuring-thread. This method of

interweaving the figu ring-threads is, in looms of older construction, arranged to have the needles

which guide the figuring-thread operated on from below, as is illustrated

in diagram Fig. 6io. The needles a (only the first shown) are fixed in

the guide-frame d. The needles have a thread, c, passed through the eye

d near their point, e represents the reed, /"and £ the shed formed by the

warp of the regular cloth, k the woven part of the fabric, and z the

Fig. 6io. shuttle.

The method of interlacing is as follows: When frame d is raised the needles pass through

the warp at the rear of the shuttle z and guide-pins 1% but in front of reed e, so that by inserting

the filling by means of the shuttle the figuring-thread gets interlaced with the regular cloth

structure. Next the frame guiding the needle is lowered and the latter moved to

the right or to the left as required by the design to be produced. This hori-

zontal moving of the frame, according to design to be produced, is effected by

grooves / in a ratchet-wheel m, illustrated in Fig. 6ii. The pin n, fastened to

the end of the connecting lever o, being worked alternately from side to side of

the groove, regulates the distance in moving the needles for the figuring effect

required.

This method of operating the frame which guides the needles requires a fresh one for every

new design. This ratchet-wheel moves one tooth for each

pick, and the number of teeth it contains is regulated by the

length of the design.

Diagram Fig. 612 clearly illustrates (enlarged as to size

of threads) the method of interlacing the figuring-threads into

the ground structure. The figuring-thread is represented

shaded, ground warp and filling outlined.

Fig. 613 is the same

effect arranged in 3 repeats

in a fabric sample. As
previously mentioned, the

frame containing the needles

for guiding the figuring-

warp is placed in some attachment to these looms, situated above the shed formed b}^ the regular

warp.

Diagrams Figs. 614, 615, 616, 617, 618, 619 and 620 illustrate a loom and the method of

Fig. 611.

Fig. 612. Fig. 613.
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operation for lappet weaving as extensively used in the manufacture of elastic web fabrics, such

as suspender webbing, also ribbons, tapes, and narrow goods generally. It can be arranged,

however, for wider "figured" fabrics. This loom is patented by Mr. G. H. Hodges.

Fig. 614 is a side elevation of the lathe and pattern-wheel; certain parts of the lathe being

represented as broken off.

Fig. 615 is an end elevation of the lathe, pattern-wheel and ratchet mechanism for operating

the pattern-wheel.

Fig. 616 is an elevation of the pattern-wheel detached, showing the side opposite that repre-

sented in Fig. 615.

1

Fig. 614. Fig. 615.

Fig. 617 is a sectional view representing the needles elevated.

Fig. 618 is a like view representing the needles depressed.

Fig. 619 is a front elevation, partly broken away, of a lappet loom of the present construction.

Fig. 620 is an end elevation of the loom, the devices for connecting the needle-bars with

their actuating levers, and also the mechanism for actuating, the pattern-wheel being omitted in

order to avoid confusion and to better illustrate the features shown in this figure. Like letters

of reference indicate corresponding parts in the different figures of the drawings, c represents

the figuring-threads ; U, the woven fabric; A, the lathe; B B, the pendulous arms by which the

same is suspended; C, the shuttle; D, the shuttle-race; E, a section of the reed.

Fig. 616. Fig. 617. Fig. 618.

The web U is ornamented by means of threads c, which pass from spools (not shown)

mounted on the loom through the guides and thence respectively through the eyes of the needles

d m and into the web.

Guards iii^ are employed to prevent the needles from being sprung or drawn out of

proper position by the strain on the threads c during the process of intersecting the same

in the fabric. These guards consist of rigid wires arranged horizontally in front of the

needles near the upper portion of the reed and firmly secured at either end to a fixed

portion of the lathe or shuttle race in such a manner that when a needle is bent a trifle
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outwardly or toward the front of the lathe by the action of its thread it will strike one of the

guards, the vertical movements of the needle not being interfered with thereby. The needles

work vertically and pass through the unfilled warp-threads between the path or race of

the shuttle, the reed, the pattern-wheel and needles swinging with the lathe. Lateral movements

of the needles in one direction or to the left are caused by drawing up the horizontal arm of the

lever L by means of the rod k, thereby bringing the vertical arm of this lever into contact with

projections on the pawls causing the latter to engage the teeth and slide the bars or holders H

J

to the left, the reverse lateral movement of the needles to the right being caused by the action of

the springs TTwhen the vertical arm of the lever L is withdrawn from the projection i by depres-

sing the rod /'. The clamp / is returned to its normal position after the vertical arm of the lever

L is withdrawn by means of the springs ^^, its movement toward the right being arrested by the

stop g^, which determines the oscillation of the socket/^ When the vertical arm of the lever L
is withdrawn from the projections on the pawls and strikes the curved arms of the pawls, the

pawls are thereby disengaged from the teeth on the bars HJ, permitting said bars to be forced

Fig. 619. Fig. 620.

by the springs K against their respective • pins in the wheel Q\ but as the pins are of unequal

lengths one of the bars will travel toward the right a greater distance than the other, thus chang-
ing the relative position of the needles d m with respect to the web E. It will be obvious, how-
ever, that when the vertical arm of the lever L strikes the projections on the pawls both the pawls

will be caused to engage the bars simultaneously and both move in unison to the left.

'

In order to more clearly understand the method of intersecting the threads c in the web U,

and thereby ornamenting the same, the operation of the principal parts shown during one full

revolution of the main driving-wheel of the loom, or one complete traverse of the lathe is

described. The lathe being at the front of the loom, the shuttle at the right-hand side of the

fabric, and the needles, needle-bars, and pattern-wheel elevated, with the needles threaded, and
the bars against their respective pins in the pattern-wheel, if, now, the loom is started up the lathe

will be moved or swung back from the breast-beam, and at the first quarter of its traverse the

needles, needle-bars and pattern-wheel will be lowered, and the needles carrying their threads

will pass through the warp-threads and remain down while the lathe passes through the second

and third quarters of its traverse. After the lathe has passed through the first quarter of its
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traverse, and while it is making its second and third quarters the shuttle is passed from right to

left of the web, completing its passage at about the centre of the third quarter of the traverse of

the lathe. The needles begin to rise as the lathe enters upon the fourth quarter of its traverse,

their upward movement being completed before the lathe completes its fourth or last quarter.

The lathe then continues to advance to the front to beat up the filling, and while completing the
' fourth or last quarter of its course the lever L is actuated through the rod k, and the needles

carried to the left, after which the pattern-wheel is revolved one notch or step to change the

position of its pins with respect to the bars or holders H J, after which the lever L is withdrawn

from the projections of the pawls and striking the arms of the pawls disengages them from the

bars HJ, and permits the springs K to move the bars to the right into contact with the pattern-

wheel, and thereby change the position of the needles preparatory to repeating the operation.

The needles d are secured to the needle-bar or holder //" by a screw-clamp, and the needles in in

the bar J by screws ; but any other suitable means may be employed for this purpose. Any
desired number of needles and needle-holders may also be employed.

Mr. Hodges in his patent further mentions that " instead of using the rows of pins,

annular cam-shaped flanges may be employed on the wheel Q, against which the bars H J vnd,y

abut, if desired.

" The movements of the needles may be so timed as to cause them to work ' pick-and-pick,'

or pass through the warp-threads at each throw of the shuttle or otherwise, as desired. The

pawls and lever L afford a convenient means for locking the bars // y together, and moving them

away from the pattern-wheel conjointly.

" A proper tension and take-up mechanism (not shown) must be used with each of the

threads c.

" But one shuttle and one reed are shown in the drawings, but it will be understood that

several may be employed in the same loom ; also, that one or more needles may be employed

with each shuttle and reed as desired.

" It is preferable to have the threads carried by the needles of a different color or colors from

those composing the warp and filling of the fabric ; also, that in commencing the weaving the

needle-threads should be drawn some distance through the eyes of the needles, in order that the

loose ends of the threads may be caught and secured in the fabric by the filling."

TRICOT WEAVES.
Under the general name of tricot are classified fabrics presenting rib-effects. The weaves of

the tricot fabrics are more or less elastic, according to the uses to which they are to be put. If,

for example, the stuffs are to be used for trousering the tricot weaves will be much less likely to
j

bag at the knees than other fabrics. If used for ladies' dress goods, cloakings, etc., they will tend]

to give the garment a nicer and closer fit to the person of the wearer.

Tricot weaves are graded into tricots forming rib-effects in the direction of the filling and]

tricots forming rib-effects in the direction of the warp. We will consider the former first.

Tricots with Rib-Effects in the Direction of the Filling

Are employed largely for stuffs for dress goods, cloakings, overcoatings, suitings, etc. Thej

arrangement of the weave most frequently employed is 2 picks face and 2 picks back; but this

may be changed to i pick face and i pick back, or to 2 picks face and i pick back, according to

the size of the rib required in the fabric. As a general rule, the heavier the back filling used,
j

the more prominent the rib-effect will be.

Fig. 621 is the 4-harness (filling) tricot weave, 2 picks for face to alternate with 2 picks for

back. Repeat: 4-harness, straight draw, 8 picks. This weave has for its foundation the 4-har-

ness broken-twill, 2 picks, warp up, to alternate with 2 picks, filling up.
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Fig. 622 is the 3-harness (filling) tricot weave, 2 picks for face to alternate with 2 picks

for back. Repeat: 3-harness, straight draw, 12 picks. This weave has for its foundation the

3-harness twill, 2 picks, warp up, to alternate with 2 picks, filling up.
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Fig. 623.

Fig. 623 represents the 4-harness (filling) tricot weave, i face pick to alternate with a backing

pick. 4-harness, straight draw, 8 picks, repeat of pattern. This weave is composed of the

4-harness broken-twill.

Fig. 624, 4-harness (filling) tricot weave, 2 picks face to alternate with i pick back. Repeat:

4-harness, straight draw, 12 picks. In designing this weave, observe the following rule: The

warp-thread which is lowered in the back pick must be raised in the next following face pick.

Tricots Forming Rib-Effects m the Direction of the Warp.

This division of tricot weaves includes an endless variety of effects in trouserings, suitings,

etc., both in wool and worsted goods. A few ends of the regular warp twisted over with organ-

zine silk, or a few fancy-colored threads of worsted wool or sewing silk spread over the fabric

(on warp ends showing on the face) will give good effects.

Fig. 625, 8-harness warp, tricot weave. Repeat: 8-harness, straight draw, 4 picks. Harness

I, 3, 5 and 7 are for the face, and hence the harness where the fancy end has to be drawn on.
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Fig. 626, i2-harness warp, tricot weave. Repeat: 12-harness, straight draw, 4 picks. Harness

I) 3- 5. 7) 9 aiid 1 1 are for the face, hence for the fancy ends.

Sometimes we have to make these long tricots extra heavy, which may be done by adding

an extra backing pick every alternate pick. Fig. 627 is an example. Repeat: 8-harness, straight

draw, 8 picks.

In Fig. 628 a specimen of a tricot weave is given which by the proper arrange-

ment of its texture produces a fabric containing a considerable amount of elasti-

city, in fact, a fabric very closely imitating what is known as "Jersey cloth."

As mentioned, it is not upon the weave alone that we must depend for

imparting this elasticity to the fabric. The result also follows from use of materials for the yarns
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of the proper "counts" and quality and upon their arrangements. The following dressing must

be used for the previously given design

;

2 threads of 2-ply cotton (forming after finishing the body of the fabric).

2 threads of single worsted (forming the face of the fabric after finishing).

4 threads in pattern.

The fillings to be fine, soft, single worsted (forming the back in the fabric after weaving and

finishing).

Both kinds of warp will be visible on the face after weaving, but during the changes the

fabric undergoes in finishing the cotton warp will disappear from the face, taking its place in the

body of the fabric.

These fabrics must be made very wide in the loom. Thus, in the case of a 54-inch finished

fabric, the goods must be woven 92 to 100 inches wide in the loom, according to the texture and

quality of the material used. (Fabrics made with weave Fig. 628 require the selvages to be sewed

together when they are fulled.)

1



Double Cloth.

Under double cloth we comprehend the combining of two single cloths into one fabric.

Each one of these two single cloths is constructed with its own system of warp and filling, while

the combination of both fabrics is effected by interlacing some of the warp-threads of the one

cloth into the other at certain intervals.

The objects for the making of the double cloth are manifold. Among these may be men-

tioned: To reduce the cost of production for heavy-weight fabrics by using cheaper material for

the cloth forming the back; to increase the strength of certain grades of fabrics; to increase the

bulk of a fabric; to produce double-faced fabrics; to produce fancy effects by the system of com-

bining or exchanging both single cloths.

As mentioned before, a separate warp and filling is required for each cloth, and so likewise

in preparing the design a separate dealing with each is required.

In diagram Fig. 6291^ the section of two single-cloth fabrics is shown.

Fig. 629<$'.

In Diagram Fig. 629^ the plan of two single-cloth fabrics, situated above each other, is

shown. Warp-threads 2 and 4 and picks i and 3 form one cloth (shown shaded), while warp-

threads I and 3 and picks 2 and 4 form the other (illustrated in outlined threads).

Examining the section. Fig. 6291^, and the plan of interlacing, Fig. 629^^, it is found that each

warp-thread interlaces with its own system of filling, and thus each cloth is formed independent

of the other. These are, with a few exceptions, such as seamless bags, etc., stitched (or combined)

together so as to form one fabric. •

The proportion of face warp and face filling to back warp and back filling to be used may be

as I end face to i end back, or 2 ends face to i end back, or 2 ends face to 2 ends back, or 3 ends

face to I end back, etc., etc.

One proportion for the two kinds of warp and a different proportion for the two kinds of

filling may also be used, for example

:

2 ends face = ^ face, -p.,,. ^ f i pick face = ^ face,

I end back ^ ^ back, ^
I i pick back = ^ back.

Warp

3 ends in repeat. 2 picks in repeat, etc., etc.

As mentioned before, the stitching has to bind these two single-cloth fabrics together, in fact,

to unite the same into one fabric. The warp of the bottom fabric may have to bind into the face

fabric, or the face warp into the bottom fabric. In both cases the warp of the one has to inter-

weave more or less with the filling of the other.

(129)
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In fabrics where each side is of a different color, and the color of the face fabric shall

not disturb the back, nor the color of the back cloth the face, great care must be exercised in

the manner of combining both cloths. For this purpose we must select for binding, points where

warp and filling interlace less frequently, as this will reduce the chances of the thread used for

interlacing on one cloth showing upon the other.

The binding of both cloths into one fabric also has an influence with regard to the feel

(handling) of the fabric, for the oftener we combine (stitch) a certain number of ends of warp

and filling the harder and firmer the fabric will feel; again, if not sufficient stitching is used the

fabric produced will be loose or spongy.

The amount of binding for both cloths can only be learned through practical experience, yet

the rules for binding are the same for wide as well as close-stitched fabrics.

Rules for Designing the Present System of Double Cloth.

ist. Indicate the back xvarp and backfilling onjour squareddesigningpaper. (At your first few exer-

cises stripe off these threads with a light color so as to readily distinguish one from the others.)

2d. Put the zveavefor theface cloth upon its own system of threads (omitting every backing thread

as if it were not in the design).

^d. Put the weavefor the lower cloth (back cloth) upon its own system of threads,

^th. Raise all the face zvarp on every backing pick,

^th. Combine both single cloths, thusfar constructed separately, into onefabric.

Observe the following rules in combining: The places for combining both fabrics must

be distributed as regularly as possible over the entire fabric. Select the amount of binding for

the two cloths according to the character of the fabric the weave is designed for.

In combining the two fabrics by raising the back warp over the face filling at certain places,

divide the arrangement as equally as possible for each backing thread. If in certain weaves every

backing warp-thread cannot be used, arrange the omission of threads uniformly, such as every

other or every third thread, etc.

In combining the two fabrics through certain face warp-threads resting in the lower shed of

the backing pick, observe the rules given for the back warp.

In using the back warp for binding in the face cloth (as is generally done) the back warp-

thread must be arranged to rise at places where the face warp-thread, situated on each side nearest

to it, rises at the same time.

It is advisable to have the raising of the back warp into the face fabric arranged to occur

immediately before, or right after, the same back warp-threads have been or are to be raised by

the weave in the backing cloth.

In using the face warp for binding in the lower cloth, select for points of stitching spots

(sinkers) in which the warp-thread is down in the two adjacent face picks.

Be careful not to disturb the general effect of the face cloth by arranging perfect points of

combinings, but in wrong places,. For example: Take the ?
§
4-harness twill for face-weave.

Suppose one repeat of the back fabric requires two repeats of the face-weave. Requiring a

smooth face, and one face twill to show as prominently as the other, the stitching must be

arranged alternately for each face twill, because by continuing to use only the one repeat of a

twill in rotation, this twill will show more prominently than the other.

To thoroughly understand the foregoing rules for designing double cloth, a study of Figs.

630, 631, 632, 633, 634, 635, 636 and 637 is advised. They represent both weaves for the single

cloths and their principle of combining until the weave for the double cloth is perfected. Each

rule is illustrated in successive rotation as laid down.

Fig. 630 illustrates the 4-harness (^) twill ?
2> designed for 4 repeats, warp and filling

ways; hence for 16 warp-threads and 16 picks.
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Fig. 631 is the plain weave for 8 warp-threads and 8 picks.

Fig. 632 represents one repeat of the 8-harness satin, filling face.

In giving our rules for designing double cloth rule i calls for the indication of the two

single-cloth fabrics, as each must be treated separately from the other.

Fig. 633, which is designed for illustrating the present rule, explains itself as " two ends for

the one single cloth to alternate with one end from the other, warp and filling ways." This

will equal, in the present example, 2 ends face to alternate with one end back.
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F'g- 634 illustrates the application of the second rule as given: " Put zueave for the face

cloth upon its oiujt system of threads." In this example the 4-harness twill shown in Fig. 630 is

applied for face-weave to the plan " 2 face i back."

Fig. 635 illustrates the succeeding rule (3d) as applied to example. Fig. 634. "Put the weave

for the lozverfabric upon its oivn systems of threadsy The weave selected for this example is the

one shown in Fig. 631 (common plain). The next rule (4th) calls for the raising of the face warp
on every backing pick. This is illustrated in Fig. 636. These four rules, as observed thus far

and illustrated in Fig. 636, produce two separately constructed fabrics. Two-thirds of the number
of warp and filling-threads form the face cloth, and the remaining one-third of warp and filling

form the lower cloth. Rule 5 calls for the combining of these separately constructed fabrics,

either by using the back warp for interlacing with the face filling or the face warp with the back

filling. The first m.entioned method is used in the present example.
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Fig. 637. The arrangement for combining (stitching) is after the principle of the 8-harness

satin shown in fig. 632.

In designs Figs. 630 to 637 the character of type used for each figure is as follows

:

indicates the weave for face cloth.

a indicates the weave for back cloth.

a indicates the arrangement for combining both cloths for the double cloth.

s indicates the back warp and filling-threads from face system.

B indicates the raising of the face warp on the backing pick.
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The next thing to be studied is the relation of the warp to the filling and the weave.

If both cloths (face and back) are equal in every respect (quality of stock, counts of yarn,

proportion of warp and filling and its arrangement, and weave used for the face and back-

cloth) no difficulties need be experienced in designing the same. But on the other hand,

if, any of these points, as mentioned, differ in one cloth from the other, great care must be

exercised.

We will next proceed to give a few examples of different kinds of double cloth ; also com-
plete explanations of them from their foundation to the complete weave.

In the following examples. Fig. 638 to Fig. 688, the different characters of type used give

the following indications:

. r = the weave for the face-cloth.

H = the weave for the back-cloth.

ea ^ the stitching of both fabrics, back-warp into face filling.

Q := the raising of face-warp on backing picks, as required for forming the lower cloth.

Sinkers: k -- the stitching of both fabrics, face -warp into the back filling.

A. Double-Cloth Weaves having for their Arrangement One End Face to Alternate with
One End Back in ^Varp and Filling.

This sy.stem of double cloth is mostly used in fabrics in which the quality, size and weave of

the two cloths (face and back) is nearly, if riot entirely equal, as in reversible overcoating, etc.
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Fig. 641.

Fig 638 represents the weave for face {8-harness fancy-twill).

Fig. 639 represents the weave for back (•^—2—

^

——2 8-harness twill).

Fig. 640 represents the arrangement for combining both cloths through the back-warp, inter-

lacing with the face filling Q ^ 8-harness twill).

Fig. 641 is a complete double-cloth weave, constructed out of Figs. 638, 639 and 640.

Repeat: 16 warp-threads and 16 picks.
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Fig. 646.

Another example illustrating double cloth constructed ''one face, one back" in warp and

filling, is shown in weave Fig. 644. It contains the common 4-harness basket, illustrated sep-

arately in Fig. 642, for its face and back weave.

The method of interlacing observed is the stitching of the back-warp into the face-cloth, as

shown by = for raisers in the full design, as well as in the extra plan Fig. 643.
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Weave Fig. 645 illustrates the combining of two plain woven cloths into one fabric by bind-

ing the back-warp into the face-cloth. It will be seen that the points where the back-cloth

interlaces into the face will show on the surface, but as only one thread raises at a time in a

plain weave, the required points in Rule 5 {i. c. to have for the intersection of the back-warp with

the face-cloth, a place where the face warp-threads on each side nearest to the back warp-thread

raise at the same time) can never be found, and we must use the weave as mentioned above, or

as to whichever side of the fabric is required to be the clearest, we may use the arrangement of

the " double plain," as shown in weave Fig. 646. In this the face is arranged to bind the lower

fabric as indicated by s for sinkers. The raising of the back-warp in the face-cloth in weave

Fig. 645, as well as the lowering of the face-warp in the lower cloth, as in Fig. 646, are arranged
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DBBoaiian DoaaDEBDa
IMODBBaCl lipBCBDaDB IfflDDDDnDa
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Fig. 647. Fig. 648. Fig. 649. Fig. 650.
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after the 8-harness satin (filling face). In the present examples. Figs. 64$ and 646, the question

may arise as to which method should be preferred ?

Taken in the general average of fabrics constructed on this double plain weave, or similar

weaves, in which only single threads raise at a time, such as filling-face satins, etc., the preference

should be given in favor of the first named weave.

Repeat of designs 645 and 646 is : 16 warp-threads and 16 picks.

Another example of this system of double cloth is shown in Figs. 647 to 650.

Fig. 647 represents the face-weave.

Fig. 648 represents the weave for the lower fabric.

Fig. 649 illustrates the method of binding both cloths into one fabric.

SaDBBOBBG
BOBBGOGB
BGGGBBGB
aBBGBBGG
OBBGGaBB
DGGBBGBB
BBGBBGGG
iBBGaOBBG

1 »

Fig. 651.

enBGanngB
r=j i"''iGB

! ,

"

f*"^

iG ^__j_ja
1 8

Fig. 652.

snafflanaaD
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oaaGfflaaa
DfflDGGQGC]
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DGGfflanGa
aaGGGGGD
inanacfflGn

1 8

Fig. 653.
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Fig. 654.

Fig. 650 shows the complete design.

Repeat: 1 6 warp-threads and 1 6 picks. Face-weave is the ^—
2
4"harness twill ; back-weave

is the plain.

The stitching of the back into the face-cloth is arranged after the 8-harness satin,

filling up.

Weaves Figs. 651 to 654 illustrate the combining of an 8-harness " gran ite-weave " with the

plain weave for double cloth, each taken alternately, warp and filling ways.

Fig. 65 1 illustrates the granite-weave (8-harness) to be used for the face.

Fig. 652 is the plain weave to be used for the back of the double cloth.

Fig. 654 shows the complete double-cloth weave derived by combining both cloths with the

8-harness satin, Fig. 653, using the back-warp for binding into the face-cloth.
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Double Cloth Composed with Different Proportions of Face and Back-threads.

B. Warp : r end face to alternate with i end back.

Filling: 2 ends face to alternate zvith i end back.

In this manner weave 655 is constructed. Repeat: 16 warp-threads and 12 picks. Weave

"anncG-a-a^^

—

'nws
HDHcn :: u h arjaa
anrraEsa a m3
c^a^a 'a^i'a '^
'::: a a a a :: ' saaaaanna <iDnmrDaffl

aea -; a Guaaacaa ddebgdcdq
a aaa i' aj aaanraaa DGDanfflDD
a"a_a a ia a a :a3 aar'aan ffinDDGnnn
1/ ~rB a aea'D a'' aa a 4nDBnnnD« caGHDoaa
G_aaa . a a^jG ccaa aa aaaGBaa gggggghg
HGaaaGaGHisauaGaG aaaGLiaaa GGGBGaaa ghgogggd
laaaGGGGaafflaaaaad laaaGaaGG iDBaDBODD iGGGGfflGGn
1 lo 18 la IB

Fig. 655. Fig. 656. Fig. 657. Fig. 658.

for face-cloth is the 4-harness ?
^ twill, Fig. 656. Weave for the back-cloth is illustrated sepa-

rately (same kind of type as used in complete weave) in Fig. 657.

The combining of both cloths is effected by the 8-harness satin, Fig. 658.

C. Warp : 2 endsface to alternate with i end back.

Filling: i endface to alterjiate with i end back.

Designing a double-cloth weave under this proportion is illustrated by weave Fig. 659.

Repeat : 6 warp-threads and 8 picks. Weave for face-cloth is the 4-harness ?
^ twill (Fig. 660).

HDHHBHGGBHBa
aGGgnaaaggaa
{' "B>:<a" °'^B>:ia
a aa a:; aa ia
I BB !'

< / BB .J
a. :aa aa^ aa a
a&a BQB )

K-. aa- :aa, aana
a "..I BB .ja
a aa aa aaGa

B^i!B asa
a aa aa aa a 4aGGa cbdh tDnDG
I aa BB ') DGaa bgid dsgb
a ;aa, aa. ;aa a Gaaa DBoa gggd
iaBiaLJui_jaBa:_j-jG laaan ibgbg leaafflG16 14 T2 12

Fig. 659. Fig. 660, Fig. 66x. Fig. 662.

The back-cloth is worked on plain, as represented in Fig. 661, and the combining is effected

by the back-warp in the face-cloth raising every other back warp-thread on every other face-pick

(Fig. 662).

The next arrangement for double cloth is

—

D. Warp and filling: 2 ends face to alternate with i end back.

This proportion for using face-threads to backing-threads in warp and filling has been repre-

sented before, in the examples given for illustrating the rules for designing double cloth. At
present this system of using face to back-threads is mentioned in its proper place under the head-

ing of " Different Proportions of Face and Back in Double Cloth."

sGOHDaaa
GBBOGOa
aaoGaaGa
BBGaaaGG *

CDoaaGaa vcmmn 4naaaaaoGGaa dgbb aoffla
aaaoaaGG BGGa qgob
laaoaaaaG ibbgq ibggg18 14 14

Fig. 663. Fig. 664. Fig. 665. Fig. 666.

Fig. 663 represents the combination in double cloth of weave Fig. 664 used for the face, and

weave Fig. 665 that used for the back. Both cloths are combined into one fabric after the motive

of the ^
3
4-harness twill (Fig. 666). Repeat of weave Fig. ^6^ : 12 warp-threads and 12 picks.
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Weave Fic^. 667 illustrates the combination of the —
the face-cloth and the ^

^
4-harness common twill for the lower cloth (Fig. 669)

are combined by motive, Fig. 670 (plain).

Repeat of the double-cloth weave: 12 warp-threads and 12 picks.

I
4-harness broken-twill (Fig. 668) for

Both cloths

r mmzj
m ai-^Ma hsb
G HK :3B :-ii: :a
L .
mf»m mmam :

"if iiiiTj 4nGa ^hdhb mnsD
m £:< . HSB mmma obih dsds
G n:: ::.-«! oaa a edbq
iL .„::: icaaa immam lusaea

1 12 14 14 11
Fig. 667. Fig. 668. Fig. 669. Fig. 670.

This character of the double cloth (2 threads face to alternate with i thread back) is that

most frequently used in the manufacture of worsted and zvoolen goods. In designing double

cloth b}' this arrangement for 4-harness basket or similar weaves, as also combination weaves of

basket and twill effects, etc., always remember that the back-warp must be arranged to work in the

centre of the two face warp-threads working alike, as this gives us the only chance for properly

binding back to face. For example :

ziDGaBnaa^nanBcnDaBBcnnanB
Enna«aH^naiinH^HQHaG aana
rr wm m m- m hji~ a^i^H . ;dg
B'=; '.T r'' r » ' ^ -ry r^ r.> f ^ r:\r-^ r.i r,^ . fy r\ |— , r^:'

. 'vjn,
GZ ;.:, »

^JkJkJ^krfkJ kJkJ \.A^A kJkJ' LJkJ kVk-J^llJ

oozaza ' a B^ a. a aua
zaZiU a a asa. . a a za
^kiO —.vlik^i 'L^k^ Lj kj k^k!J_ kJki' k.<kJ lk!i=a~~ a a : ~a a^ . a a ;Ga

or. Bsa a a a a aza
BJaa^a:: nn :2a tx; aa aaaa
g; a. a a a a a / a.jaza a a : a a asja ..gq
Esaa :aa -aa a a aa aa> :aaGH sanBBnnBB eDBoecBDB SDanDaBaD
Bra _ a a .a a a_ a :Ga ODBBaDBB dbdbdbd nafflanDDG
G_ a a . a^Bi a a_; bgb BanGaaGQ aBOBDBnB vaoDvacm
Bzaa 'aa aa. !aa aa an aaan bb ""aa:"G GBGBGBa Daaaffloaa
g: a a a a a a / bgb ^l; aa aa caaaoHGa gscjcdggg
Bffla_ .. a a a a BGBuGa l_. aa.. .bb BCHaBOBG naaaDGBG::a:: aa aa aaLaaBaaaa bblcbbcg qbgbgbq* DaQBaaaa
iBGBG-- a a a BGGGBGBDaa iBB_:_BBGG naBQBCBG ifflQaaaaaG
1 24 18 18 18

Fig. 671. Fig. 672. Fig. 673. Fig. 674.

Fig. 671 illustrates the weave for a double-cloth fabric, which has for its face the 4-harness

basket (arranged as previously mentioned). It has the common plain weave for the backing, and

the stitching is done with the 8-harness satin.

Fig. 672, the face weave. Fig. 673, the back weave. Fig. 674, the stitching.

Repeat of weave Fig. 671 : 24 warp-threads and 24 picks.

The next arrangement of proportional face and back for warp and filling is

:

E. 2 endsface to alternate zvith 2 ends back in both systems of threads.

This method is illustrated in Fig. 675 which is composed of the 8-harness twill ^
^ for face

KBHGBBGGGGGGCGGGB
Ha!.::aaBGHaH -.aasna
HzaaaGEiaa^Gaa'-aa
a BBGGzr a "^a
BGGGGGG.^ BBtS :B
EBGaasGaa aa 1 a
EGsaai^saa aa -.^
LGaiG^G^:a .aa sa
G[.:a :_z_BaEa aa n sBaaaanna sBaBGBQBa eBaaaaaaa
Gi: aa aa aa "a aaaGGGaa dbdbdbdb GBaaDGDa
G aa aa aa -la BGGGGaaa bgbgbgbg . DGncaaBG
G. a aa sa :g aGGDaaaa dbgbgbgb DGDDDaaB
Lj BBQ aa ZG DDGBBBaa BGBDBGBQ aaGGBGaa
Gi' aa aa aa :a GGaaaaaa dbgbgbgb aaaaaBGG
G^ -aa aa aa aa QBaaaaDG BaBGanBa oDfflaaaaa
iB_^,Ba__Eaa ^^^^^gg laaaaaaDa iqbgbgbgb iDGGBaGaa

> 16 18 18 18
Fig. 675. Fig. 676. Fig. 677. Fig. 678.

and the common plain weave for back-cloth. Both cloths are combined with the weave repre-

sented in Fig. 678.

Fig. 676 shows the face-weave. Fig. ^yj shows the back. Repeat of the double cloth : 16

warp-threads and 16 picks.
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F. Warp: 2 endsface to exchange with 2 ends back. Filling: 2 picks face to exchange

with I backing.

These are used to a great extent in arranging 63° steep twills (diagonals) for double cloth.

Figs. 679, 680, 681 and 682, illustrate such a case.

Fig. 680 represents a diagonal on 6-harness and 12 picks repeat, as used for face.

Fig. 681 shows the common plain as used for back.

isnnnBanDDBDDB
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Qi. a mm jijj
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Fig. 679.

lanBBDBB
BBOBB
BaGBBG
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BDBBDBDBBCB
DBBaBD
UBBOaB
BBDBBQ
BBOBBO
BDBaOB
IBOaBDB
1 8

Fig. 680.

snaoBna
aBDBD
DBDBOB
DBClBn
nmcaam
IBDBDBn
1 6

Fig. 681.

8DDDDDB
Dnannn
DDDfflDn
Dnanon
innonaa
1 6

Fig. 682.

Fig. 679 illustrates the complete double-cloth weave, 12 warp-threads and 18 picks repeat.

The combining of face and back cloth is shown separately in Fig. 682.

G. J ends face to exchange with i end back in warp and the filling.

These are illustrated in one example by weaves, Figs. 683 to 686.

Fig. 684 represents a 1 2-harness fancy twill to be used for face-weave.

Fig. 685 shows the common plain to be used for backing weave.

Both cloths are combined into one fabric with the ^

^
4-harness twill shown in Fig. 686.

Repeat of double-cloth weave, Fig. 683 : 16 warp-threads and 16 picks.
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Fig. 683. Fig. 684. Fig. 685.

GGfflGBGQ
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Fig. 686.
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The foregoing 57 weaves have clearly demonstrated that double-cloth weaves may be de-

signed in any combination, from i face, i back in repeat, to 3 face, I back ; also that these pro-

portions may be taken independently for warps or for filling in any weave. The binding has

mostly been done by the back-warp, yet it has been shown that the face-warp can also be used.

In closing this subject on the construction of the double-cloth weaves, a further example is

shown in which botJi methods of stitching must be combined in one double-cloth weave.

Fig. 687 represents such a double-cloth weave.

Repeat: 20 warp-threads and 18 picks. The arrange-

ment of the warp is :

3 threads face.

I thread back.

5 threads face.

I thread back.

10 threads in repeat.

The filling intersects 2 picks face, i back, = 3 picks in repeat.

On examining the weave we find the centre thread of the 5 face-ends used for interlacing

twice in one repeat of the weave in the back. The places of stitching the face-warp into the

back are shown by a.
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Fig. 687.
Fig. 688.
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Weave Fig. 688 represents the single-face cloth, being a granite-weave with fancy spot-effects

(by the aid of warp-threads numbers i and 9.)

Double-Cloth "Weaving without Stitching Both Cloths.

At the beginning of our lecture on the double cloth, and the purposes for which it is used

when the two single cloths are not stitched together so as to form a new fabric, we mentioned

the manufacture of seamless bags and fabrics constructed on similar principles. In manufacturing

seamless bags a series of panels are formed, each composed of two separate cloths, a series of

solid webbings uniting the cloths of the panels, and a series of divisions formed in the solid

webbings, each of which are composed of two separate cloths. Diagrams Figs. 689, 690, 691,

692 and 693 are intended to illustrate the method of weaving such seamless bags. (Harden-

brook's patent.)

Figs. 689 and 689^ represent a plan view of the fabric.

Fig. 690 is a transverse section of the same in the plane x x, Fig. 689.

Fig. 691 is a longitudinal section in the plane j/j, Fig. 689.

Fig. 692 is a longitudinal section in the plane z z, Fig. 689.

Fig. 693 is a sectional side view of a bag when finished.
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A (689) designates a fabric in which the arrow i indicates the warp. This fabric consists of

a series of panels c c*, each composed of two cloths, and of a series of transverse solid web-

bings, a a, and longitudinal solid webbings d b, in which the filling is interwoven with all the

warp-threads of the fabric, producing purely single cloth with the latter at places mentioned.

The outside edges, as to width of fabric in the loom, may either be temporarily closed with

a few threads of plain working selvage, which may be liberated after the fabric has left the

loom ; or the fabric can be woven without specially uniting the two fabrics in such manner.

The commencement and the ending of the weaving of the fabric in the loom is formed in

each case by one of the transverse solid webbings a (single cloth). If the fabric is cut

lengthwise through the centre of the* longitudinal solid webbings b b, and through the centre

of the divisions, and also transversely through the middle lines of the solid webbings a a,

f f, di number of bags are produced, and it will be seen that the bags produced from the

side portions, c* r*, of the fabric have selvages at their mouths, while all the others produced

from the centre portions, c c, will have raw edges at their mouths).

The size and the shape of the bags is unlimited and is readily regulated by the changing of

divisions (purely single-cloth weaving) or openings (double cloth not stitched).

From the explanations and illustration given it will readily be seen that in cutting up the

fabrics represented in the drawings a number of bags are formed, the mouth of each being
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composed of two single cloths projecting beyond the solid webbing, so that they can be turned

back upon the body of the bag (see Fig. 693) to form the tube ^, for the reception of the

drawing strings g^, or simply hems to protect the raw edges.

Fig 694 illustrates the double plain weave (two plain woven cloths), without combining or

ggS° stitching required to produce the openings, while the common rib-weave, Fig. 695 £S"",

,
UD33 Qj. |-j^g common plain weave Fig. 695^ g" is used for forming the divisions in the fabric

Fig. 694. . , . ,
1 ^, s

" ^
(purely smgle cloth.)

These bags are used mostly for tobacco, salt, flour, etc., or pockets for trouserings, coats,

suitings, etc. Frequently seamless bags of a larger description are required to be made, extend-

ing in their length over the entire width of the loom. In such case the double plain weave is

arranged for two successive picks in each cloth, as shown in ^.gm
} Lo^.^r side of bag on loom.

Fig. 696. Warp-threads 2 and 4 and picks 3 and 4 forming the SBSn} Upper side of bag on loom,

lower fabric, and warp-threads i and 3 and picks i and 2 forming -<-^ S.

the upper fabric.
P^^- ^96.

Only one shuttle being used the filling will form the bottom of the bag at the point where

the filling, after leaving one cloth, changes into the other cloth. For example, in the present

weave, suppose we commence to insert the shuttle in pick i from the right to the left, or in the

direction of arrow ^, below the weave ; the shuttle and its filling, after leaving shed i of the

upper cloth, will return in the same cloth on its return (left to right), but will insert itself in the

lower cloth on pick 3 by interlacing with the warp and filling of the lower fabric ; returning in

the same fabric at the opening of shed (pick) 4, ready to change again (combining both single

cloth for forming the bottom of the bag) from the lower cloth to the upper (the starting point in

the present example).

Before and after weaving the required width of the bag (double plain interlacing on one side of

Tiot €q1 I

^^^ fabric), the entire number of warp-threads are arranged to interlace

on the common rib-weave shown in Fig. 695 (in purely single cloth).

Fig. 697 illustrates itself, by the aid of the foregoing explanation, as

follows : a, b, c, d inside size of bag produced on weave 696. The

shaded part between the two bags represents the purely single-cloth

fabric interlaced upon the common rib-weave (Fig. 695) ; b to c ^=

bottom of the bag, a to d = opening of the bag. Dotted line c tof

indicates the place for separating the fabric.

In the manufacture of hose and similar textile fabrics the

weave given in Fig. 694 (double plain, one end face to alternate with

,«,.

joL. c.

m^^im^im^^^^misk

mmmmmmmmmm. one end back in warp and filling) is used.

Double Cloth Fabrics in which the Design is Produced by the Stitching Visible

upon the Face of the Fabric.

Worsted Coatings.

Fabrics of this style are a division of the double-cloth in which the binding of both is

arranged so as to form patterns of any required design. This binding of the two fabrics has to

be done as firmly as possible all around the outline of the design. The double fabric has to

become a single cloth, warp and filling ways, all along the outline of the figure or effect. It has

to be bound not only at intervals as in the previously explained stitched double-cloth, but into

one compact fabric throughout the entire length of the piece, upon the warp-threads, and across

the fabric upon the filling ends which form the outlines of the figure.

Double-cloth fabrics in this arrangement of binding may be made as fanciful as required,

but in the manufacture of worsted coatings and similar fabrics they are generally confined to

striped and small check figures.
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TextJires for these Fabrics and Arrangement for Binding.

These fabrics are generally constructed on 2 threads face, i thread back. (binder), and the

stitching is done with the back-warp binding over 2 face-picks. For example, take Fig. 698 for

the motive of the design and Fig, 699 for the complete weave.

Repeat : 42 warp-threads and 24 picks.

It will be readily understood that the stitching of the back-warp in the face fabric will form

impressions on the latter according to the figure employed for the motive of stitching the fabrics.

Again, through the places where the double cloth is left unstitched, the fabric will get an em-
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Fig. 698.
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Fig. 699.

bossed effect, similar to that of 2 pieces of cloth embossed with the needle, the binding taking

the place of the latter. The cut effect will be more prominent when 2 beams are used, one for

the face-warp (ground) and one for the back-warp (binder), and putting more tension on the

beam carrying the binder. The ?
-^ twill for the face, having the backing working on plain

weave, may also be used.

Fig. 700. Motive of the effect.

Fig. 701. The complete weave to produce the same, executed on above stated principle

Repeat : 36 warp-threads and 36 picks.
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In worsted fabrics (also woolen fabrics) forming stripes composed of different weaves, in

which it is desired to make the changing from one effect or weave to the other very prominent,

by means of a deep or pronounced cut line, use a method similar to the one above explained, i. e.

" the double-cloth fabric changing into single cloth at the respective last ends of the one weave
or effect, and the first ends of the other." The only change observed in the present kind of fab-

rics, compared with those explained before, is found by combining both fabrics into one through
lowering the face-warp into the back filling. In this manner designs Figs. 703 and 705 are

constructed.
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Fig. 702 represents the motive to weave Fig. 703, and Fig. 704 illustrates the motive for

weave Fig. 705.

Fig. 703. Repeat: 18 warp-threads, 6 picks, a for raisers, and for sinkers.

Fig. 705. Repeat: 36 warp-threads and 6 picks, b for raisers, b and for sinkers.
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Fig. 703.

Matelasses.

These fabrics are chiefly used for ladies jackets or mantle cloth, hence the name " matelasses."

The face fabric is mostly silk or fine worsted, the back all cotton, or cotton and woolen. The face

and the back are also two separate fabrics, having an extra "wadding" pick between each, which

will greatly help to enrich the embossed effect characterizing this line of fabrics. The figure is

produced exactly on the same general principle as that explained before. In addition to this
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Fig. 704. Fig. 705.

binding different weaves for the face effect may be employed by using twills and other weaves in

floral and ornamental figures for design. In some of the lighter grades of these fabrics no

interior or wadding filling is employed, but simply the two cloths as explained at the beginning

of this article. In these fabrics nearly the same effect is obtained for the face appearance,

though of course the figures do not stand out as prominently as when wadded, and the fabric is

not as stout.

Quilts.

Plain Piqu^ Fabrics.

Another line of textile fabrics, constructed on the same principle as the coatings and mat-

elasses, is found in quilts, bedspreads, toilet-covers and similar fabrics. These fabrics are gener-

ally made in white. In plain piqu6 fabrics the back-warp forms lines across the fabric. Fig. 706

shows a draft for such a fabric requiring 4-harness for face-warp, 4-harness for

back-warp, == 8-harness.

Repeat : 6 warp threads, 10 picks.

H represents the face-warp, represents the back-warp.

Examination of the design shows

:

Picks I and 2 interlacing the face-warp on plain weave. Pick 3 is a backing pick, in which

the entire face-warp is raised, and also every other one of the back (forming in this manner the

first pick of the plain weave for the back). Picks 4 and 5 are a repeat of picks i and 2. Pick 6

is a backing pick, in which the entire face-warp is also raised, and also the back warp-ends not

raised in pick 3. Picks 7 and 8 are again a repeat of picks i and 2. Thus far the weave has
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Fig. 706.
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formed two separate fabrics, each one worked on its own system of threads. By picks 9 and 10

these fabrics are united into one cloth by raising the back-warp into both picks and working the

face-threads on the plain weave as was done before on picks i, 2, 4. 5, 7 and 8. This combina-

tion of both fabrics gives us the required line across the fabric. If it is desired to produce this

fabric for a heavier article, one or two " wadding " picks may be introduced between both fabrics,

as in Fig. 707, through pick 5.

Picks I and 2 face.

" 3 back.

HE aa :;a iy.i 3 A lace.

raciaaB ciana " 5 interior (wadding.)

%lH h hi "6 face.

lanDHaGaGaaDa 7 back.

Fig. 707. " 8 and 9 face.

"
10 back.

"
II face.

In inferior qualities these fabrics are made by omitting the two backing-picks ; hence the

binder-warp has to float on the back. The wadding pick taken for these fabrics is of a very heavy

size so as to prominently raise the rib effect.

dob:' "
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40SBaffla
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aGDHDna

cba

Fig. 708.

Such an example is shown in weave Fig. 708.

Repeat : 2 ends face, i end back in warp and 8 picks.

The arrangement of the filling is

—

Pick I face, binder.

2
)

,( Vface, regular.

" 4 wadding.

" S 1

„ y-> face, the same as picks 2 and 3.

"7 wadding.

" 8 face, the same as picks 2 or 5.

Diagram Fig. 709 illustrates the section cut of a fabric interlaced with weave, Fig. 708.

Figured Pique.

These fabrics are also executed on the principle of the double cloth. Both cloths are quite

plain in their weave, but the face is much finer than the back. White is the color in which they

are generally made. A "wadding" pick may be used to give bulk to the cloth, and the em-

bossed effect likewise characterizes these fabrics. The design for the fabric is also formed by

binding both cloths together. The thicker the wadding and the larger the figure required to be

designed, the more prominent will be the effect. In many of the lighter fabrics no wadding

pick is used, but the two cloths are simply stitched together.
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Fig. 710 illustrates a weave for these kind of fabrics (without a wadding pick). Fig. 711 is

the motive of the stitching for effect in Fig. 710.

A consideration of the face-picks will show in every one of them some of the binder-warp

up, according to the figure required.

This will easily explain the stitching of the fabric. As both warps are white, no change in

color can be seen but the effect will be produced by the weave, as every binding back-warp thread

will pull in the face of the fabric, in any place where it is raised on a face-pick, somewhat similar

to the stitching together "of two bulky fabrics with a sewing machine. Large designs, such as
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Fig. 711.

flowers, etc., are woven with the Jacquard. As these large figures have a long floating of the

binder-warp (back-warp), while not being used for the outline of the figure on the face, the back

warp-threads as a consequence float on the back; and as this floating is injurious to the fabric,

we must use, in addition to the front-harness for the face-warp, a second set of front-harness for

the back-warp (binder), through which the back-warp can be worked on plain.

Reeding these Fabrics.

Threads i, 2 and 3 are drawn in the first dent of the reed; threads 4, 5 and 6 are drawn

in the second dent.

RIB FABRICS

Under this division are classified fabrics which, in their method of construction, have high

prominent and elevated places exchanging with lower or compressed ones. This method of ex-

changing is generally arranged to run in the direction of the warp, but can be arranged for a

diagonal direction, or even filling ways. The principle of construction of the weaves for these

fabrics is nearly related to the common rib-weaves for single cloth.
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Fig. 712.
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Fig. 713.
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Fig. 714.

Weaves for rib fabrics forming their line (rib) effects in the direction of the warp ^re gener-

ally produced by floating every other pick for 4 to 12 (or more) threads, and then raising these

threads so floated for two, three or more warp-threads. The picks situated between them are

interlaced either in plain or twill weaves.
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For example, Fig. 712, The foundation weave is the common plain weave. Picks i and 3

(and picks of uneven number) interlace in the entire repeat (12 warp-threads) on this plain weave,

while picks 2 and 4 (and picks of even numbers) technically known as " rib-picks" float below the

first 8 warp-threads and over the next (last) 4 warp-threads.

Fig. 713 illustrates a similar arrangement. In this weave the ^
^
4-harness twill is used

for every pick of uneven number, while the picks of even numbers, the rib-picks, work the same as

in the preceding example. Repeat: 12 warp-threads and 8 picks.

I. Z. y
Fig. 715.

Fig. 714 illustrates an example in which every uneven numbered pick interlaces for 12 warp-

threads on the common plain weave (floating below 3 warp-threads), while every even numbered

pick (rib-pick) floats for 12 warp-threads on the back of the fabric and next forms the face-rib

over 3 warp-threads.

Diagram Fig. 715 represents the section cut of a fabric woven with weave Fig. 714. A
careful examination of it "will show that warp-threads 4 to 1 5 inclusive must make interlacings

with the filling which are not required by warp-threads I, 2 and 3. To get perfect work and

sufficient production it is advisable to have double beams—one beam to contain the first 3 warp-

threads, the other the remainder. Repeat: 15 warp-threads and 4 picks.

Another division of rib-weaves is derived by omitting the special rib-pick,

using instead of it, every pick to form partways (across the weave) rib-pick and

partways regular weave. Every pick in rotation is arranged for " rib-pick " effect

(floating on back) when the adjacent picks interlace on common weaving.

This method of alternately exchanging every pick in certain places for "rib-pick" when its

preceding and following picks are used for forming the weave (on the face of the fabric), is con-

sumed until the repeat is derived.

Fig. 716 represents such a weave, designed for 12 warp-threads and 4 picks repeat. The
float of each pick (for " rib-pick ") represents 6 warp-threads as illustrated by type.

For the remaining 6 warp-threads in the repeat of weave, every pick interlaces with the warp

on the regular plain.

n

BBQBBQBDBaBg
1 6 7 13

Fig. 716.

Fig. 717.

Diagram Fig. 717 represents the section of weave Fig. 716. This method of using every
pick partways as rib-pick (float on back) and partways to interlace with the warp on a weave, and
having this arrangement alternated in each adjacent pick will, in addition to the rib-effect pro-

duced, prove of great advantage in the manufacture of fancy trouserings, in which every other rib is

required to appear in a different color. Using each pick (taken in rotation) with the alternate ex-

changing of two colors, each alternate pick the same, will (using one color for warp over the en-

tire width of the fabric) produce the above mentioned effect. Such stripe effects will be yet more
prominent if the warp in color arranegment is used according to the filling forming the weave.
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^ " Weave Fig. 718 illustrates a rib-weave constructed on the same principle as

^dS^SmSdShSSS weave Fig. 716. The distinction between them is the difference in size of ribs

iBDBaSSBgHaab forming the new weave. Warp-threads i to 8 form the large rib I while the smaller

Fig. 718. rib II {j4 the size of I) is formed by warp-threads 9, 10, 1 1 and 12.

Fig. 719 illustrates a rib-weave in which the 4-harness ^ ^will is used for the face-weave,

every pick being used for one-half the repeat in width of weave for floating, thus forming ribs of

equal size.

Repeat of weave: 16 warp-threads, 8 picks.
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Fig. 719. Fig. 720. Fig. 721. Fig. 722.

The direction for running the twill in both ribs in weave Fig. 719 is the same, but which is

differently arranged in weave Fig. 720.

Fig. 720 has a similar repeat and the same weave (?
^ 4-harness twill) for face. The differ-

ence is in the direction of the twill in the face-weave, which has a different direction arranged for

each rib.

Weave Fig. 721 illustrates a further step in figuring rib-weaves. In this figure rib I is inter-

laced on its face-weave by the ^ 4-harness twill, and rib II with the common plain. Repeat

of weave: 12 warp-threads and 8 picks; rib I calls for the first eight warp-threads ; rib II requires

warp-threads 9, 10, II and 12.
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Fig. 725.

Weave Fig. 722 illustrates still another step in the figuring of rib-weaves, observing for the

general arrangement 2 face picks, to alternate with one rib-pick. Repeat of weave : 24 warp-

threads and 21 picks; rib I is produced by every third pick with the first 4 warp-threads, and

rib II by warp-threads 5 to 24, with two successive picks out of three picks in repeat of arrange-

ment, and interlacing as face-weave with the regular 7-harness corkscrew.

Fig. 723. Repeat of weave: 28 warp-threads and 20 picks.

This weave illustrates the application of a pointed twill for face-weave of every other rib, I,

III, etc. Every even numbered rib, II, IV, etc., is produced by 4 warp-threads ; one pick floating

on the face over all four warp-threads (rib-pick in the adjacent ribs) to exchange with one pick

interlacing on common plain.
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Fig. 724 illustrates the face-weave for Fig. 723, as used for rib I and III. Repeat: 20 warp-

-2

—

~-^ lo-harness, uneven-threads and 10 picks, and is the pointed twill derived out of the -—j—!

—

^
sided twill.

Weave Fig. 725 illustrates a rib-weave, constructed in four changes. Repeat: 28 warp-threads

and 4 picks.

The next sub-division of rib weaves embraces the diagonals. These can be further classified

into t^\'o divisions. Those designed with an extra rib-pick and consequently an extra face-pick
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Fjg. 729.

(see Figs. 726 and 727), and the diagonal rib-weaves in which every pick is used partways for

" rib-pick," and partways for face-pick. In this manner weaves Figs. 728 and 729 are constructed.

Weave Fig. 726 has for its repeat 12 warp-threads and 24 picks. The face-picks interlace

in common plain, while the rib-picks float under 8 and above 4 warp-threads.

Weave Fig. 727 requires for its repeat 16 warp-threads and 32 picks. The face-picks have

—2 4-harness twill, while the rib-picks in their repeat in 16 warp-threadsfor their weave the ^

—

floac under 14 and over 2 threads.

11
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Weave Fig. 728, as previously mentioned, is a rib-weave in which every pick is used part-

ways for " rib-pick," and the remaining part forming, by interlacing with the warp, the face-

weave. Repeat: 13 warp-threads and 13 picks. Width of rib-float 6 warp-threads, exchanging

with 7 warp-threads interlaced on plain weave.

In weave Fig. 729 the same principle, that of using each pick for rib-float and face-pick, is

observed. For face-weave a common-twill is used. Repeat: 19 warp-threads and 19 picks.

Rib-float is 9 threads, and interlaces in warp for face = 10 threads.
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Another method of producing rib-weaves is to combine regular double cloth at certain

places with a single cloth. In such cases the fabric when forming double cloth will not be

stitched together, as, for example, weave Fig. 730. Warp-threads I, 2, 3 and 4 form a common
plain rib-weave or single cloth, while warp-threads 5 to 12 interlace (without binding) with the

filling on the regular " double plain." Repeat of weave : 12 warp-threads and 4 picks.

These rib-effects in double cloth can also be produced entirely by the binding of both

single-cloth fabrics. It may be arranged to form ribs in the direction of the warp and effects in a

diagonal direction as shown in Fig. 731. Repeat: 24 warp-threads and 24 picks. represents

the weave for regular double-plain and n shows the stitching of both fabrics in a diagonal direc-

tion for the required rib.

Another step for producing rib-effects in double cloth is taken by exchanging the face-cloth

with the back, and the back with the face. This method of exchanging may be arranged to run

warp-ways (vertical) or in a diagonal direction. For illustrating this method Fig. 732 has been

designed. Repeat : 16 warp-threads and 16 picks.

Fabrics produced by means of weaves designed on the regular double-cloth system, such as

weaves Figs. 730, 731 and 732 and other similar weaves, do not have the rib-effect appear

so prominent as in the case of the preceding weaves, all of which contain the peculiar pick

known as rib-pick, rib-float, etc., and which assists, for the reasons given, to such a great extent in

making the rib-effect prominent.

THREE-PLY FABRICS.

It will be readily understood by any one that has carefully studied the structure of two-ply

fabrics that by the same method and principles employed in combining two single cloths into one

fabric, known as two-ply or double cloth, three such single-cloth fabrics can also be combined

into one fabric.

In the construction of a 3-ply fabric a regular set of warps and filling for each of the three

single cloths is required, thus dealijig zvith three systems of zuarp and three systems of filling in

designing. To impart a more perfect understanding, the construction of a 3-ply fabric from its

beginning to the finished weave is shown, and for this purpose three single-cloth fabrics inter-

laced on the plain weave are selected.
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Fig. 733 illustrates the first set of the plain weave, or the weave for single cloth number

one (h type). Warp and filling-threads used are numbered on the left side and the bottom of

the design, and are indicated by a type. " One thread taken and two missed " in each system for

the other two single cloths.

Fig. 734 illustrates by H on warp-threads 2, 5, 8, 11 and on the corresponding picks, the

interlacing of the single cloth number two (plain weave).

In Fig. 735 the interlacing of the third or last single cloth is shown on warp threads 3,6,9,

12 and the same numbered picks ( the type used).

Next, raise for the picks of the lower single cloth (in the 3-ply structure) each warp-

thread of the two upper cloths (face and interior cloths) ; also, raise the warp-threads of the face
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cloth on the interior picks. This method of operation is illustrated (successively from Fig. 735)
in weave Fig. 736 by m type.

In this is shown :

—

Pick I, first pick of face cloth.

" 2, " " interior cloth (face raised).

" 3, " " back cloth (face and interior raised).

" 4, second " face cloth.

"5, " " interior cloth (face raised).

" 6, " " backed cloth (face and interior raised).

And thus the repeat : 6 warp-threads and 6 picks, allows 2 warp-threads and 2 picks for the

structure of each fabric. Weave Fig. 736 thus produces three distinct single cloths resting in the

loom after being woven one above the other, as shown in the sectional cut in diagram, Fig. yij.

The next process is the combining of these three single cloths into one fabric, which is

uBBDBBBBBDBHa tcchnically known as the " stitching." To effect this in a proper manner combine the

WBIH-nnS'^™ backing-cloth to the interior cloth, and this in turn to its face.

In weave Fig. 738 this method of "stitching" is clearly indicated. In this

figure the a type illustrates the three single-cloth fabrics, equal to the weave illus-

trated in Fig. 736 by four different characters of type. In Fig. 738 a illustrates the

stitching of the interior cloth to the face-cloth, and the a the stitching of the back-

anBflHBDGi«L]
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BBHBBaBBHBBDDBaDBanana
IBHnDaDBDDQDD

1 12

Fig. 738.

cloth to the interior cloth.

Fig. 739.

Diagram Fig. 739 illustrates the section of a 3-ply fabric interlaced by means of the weave

previously shown (Fig. 738).

FOUR AND FIVE-PLY FABRICS.

Sometimes it is desired to have produced fabrics constructed out of more than three single

cloths.

Weave Fig. 740 clearly illustrates the construction of a 4-ply fabric.

The B type represents the interlacing of the four single cloths.
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on

s on

n on

completes

" four-ply.

picks I and 9 illustrates the stitching of the second cloth to the face (or first) cloth,

picks 2 and 10 represents the stitching of the third cloth to the second,

picks 7 and 15 illustrates the stitching of the back cloth to third cloth, and which

the stitchings of the four single-cloth fabrics into one, and technically classified as
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Weave Fig. 741 shows the construction of a 5-ply fabric.

B type represents the interlacing of the five single cloths.

type on picks i and 1 1 illustrates the stitching of cloths i and 2.

B type on picks 2 and 12 illustrates the stitching of cloths 2 and 3.

a type on picks 8 and 1 8 illustrates the stitching of cloths 3 and 4.

H type on picks 9 and 19 illustrates the stitching of cloths 4 and 5.

And thus closes the complete stitching of the four single-cloth fabrics into one, technically

known as " five-ply."



Pile Fabrics.

Textiles classified as " pile " fabrics, form a separate sub-division of woven articles, and are

characterized by the soft covering which generally overspreads and conceals, to a great extent,

the interlacing of the warp and the filling. In this division of textiles, are to be found some of

the grandest and most complicated products of the loom. In every pile fabric one series of

threads is employed for producing the ground of the fabric, while a second forms the pile, so that

two distinct systems of warp or of filling are always necessary in the manufacture of these fabrics.

Technically, they are divided into pile fabrics in which the pile is produced by an extra

filling, and pile fabrics in which the pile is produced by a separate warp in addition to the

ground warp. The greatest variety of effects can be produced in the latter sub-division, and

fabrics produced on this principle of weaving, find a very extensive use.

Pile Fabrics Produced by Filling.

Velveteens, Fustians, Corduroys.

These fabrics require for their construction one kind of warp ; also, in most fabrics, one kind

of filling. If one kind of filling is used the same is consequently employed for the " pile " picks and

the "ground " or " foundation " picks of the pattern. If two kinds of filling are used, one kind is

employed for the pile and the second kind produces the foundation-cloth. In preparing the design,

the arrangement for the ground and pile picks, is either alternately one pick pile, one pick ground,

or, two picks pile, one pick ground, or, three picks pile, one pick ground, four picks pile, one pick

ground, etc. The arrangement indicated as the second method is the one most generally used.

For the ground structure of the fabric, " the plain-weave," or, " the double plain, warp-ways," or,

" the 3-harness twill," or, " 4-harness even-sided twill," are the ones most frequently used. In

any of these cases the filling for the pile is floating over 3, 5, 7 or more warp-threads.

The floats of the pile are afterwards cut open with a knife constructed especially for it. This

method of cutting the pile for the fabrics is old, and dates back to the beginning of the fifteenth

century.

Cutting the Pile by Hand.

This procedure is as follows : The fabric is stretched on the cutting table, which has (in most

instances) a length of from 55 to 70 inches, and is fastened to it by means of clamps. Next, the

cutter takes his knife for cutting the pile, which consists of a long steel bar formed into a very

sharp knife at its end, and provided with a guide, consisting of a narrow piece of sheet-iron

doubled and forming a groove, fitting on the knife ; the part of this piece of sheet-iron extending

from the knife, is formed into a needle, of a length which is regulated by the length of the pile to

be cut. The cutter inserts the needle into the row of floats which is nearest to the selvage, and
pushes the knife (in direction of the warp) through the entire floats in the one direction ; the next

row of floats is treated in the same manner, and this is continued until all the rows are cut. In

the lower grades of these fabrics, only every other row of floats is cut, and consequently the

thickness of the pile is reduced in proportion. Again, stripes of cut and uncut pile (regulated as

to dimensions in width entirely at will) are produced.

After cutting open the pile over the surface of the table, the clamps are opened and the next

length (of 55 up to 70 inches) is fastened. This process is repeated until the entire piece has its

pile cut. Every length of the table generally calls, in the lower qualities, for 500 to 600 runs,

while the better grades require from 800 to 1200 runs in a single width of those fabrics. This

(149)
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cutting by hand is naturally a very slow and expensive job. (Flour-paste is often applied to the

back of the fabric, so as to make the cutting of the pile easier and safer.)

Of late years, machines have been invented to cut this pile and have proved successful to a

certain extent.

After cutting the pile and subsequently mending any imperfections, either produced during

the process of weaving or cutting, the fabric is turned over for the dyeing and finishing.

Designs for Weaving these Fabrics.

As mentioned already, one warp is used both for interlacing the ground and binding the pile-

etc, while the pile-fillingfilling. The ground-weave is generally either 53 or, 55!

is floating 3, 5, 7 or more ends.
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Fig. 743. Fig. 744-

Fig. 742 represents a common weave used for these fabrics, and constructed with a texture

of 4 warp-threads, 6 picks in one repeat of the pattern. are the pile-picks, the ground-picks.

Pile, I up, 3 down. Ground, " plain," two picks pile to alternate with one pick ground.

Fig. 743 represents the sectional cut of the woven fabric before the pile is cut.

Fig. 744 represents the corresponding section with the pile cut. The letters and numbers in

both designs are identical.

Pick A is the ground pick, i up, i down, to be exchanged in pick 4 (not represented in the

drawing) by i down, i up. Picks B and Care the pile picks, which are duplicated in every repeat

of the weave. Arrow 5 in Fig. 743, represents the place for the cutting of the pile for pick B.

S, in Fig. 744, represents the pile as cut. Arrow ^\ in Fig 743, marks the place and direction for

cutting the pile for pick C. 5\ in Fig. 744, represents the pile as cut. In Figs. 743 and 744
the ground pick is shown outlined, while Fig. 743 has the one pile pick B marked black, and

the other pick C illustrated as shaded. Fig. 744 illustrates both pile picks, and equally represen-

ted in black.

This change in Fig. 743 has been made to simplify the construction of the fabric and for

the benefit of the novice in designing.
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Fig. 745.—4 warp-threads, 6 picks in i repeat, b equal pile-picks, b equal ground-picks.

Pile is produced on i up, 3 down. Ground is produced on the common 4-harness rib-weave 2-

Fig, 746 represents a weave executed on 6-harness and 6 picks repeat ; using for pile-filling

(b) I up, and 5 down, while the ground-cloth is formed on the plain (b).

Fig. 747 is designed for 6-harness, with 9 picks in one repeat ; b for pile-filling, b for ground-

filling. Pile, I up, 5 down. Ground weave, 3-harness twill, warp up.
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Fig. 748 represents a draft for a velveteen fabric, having 4 picks of pile-nlling to i ground-

pick ; the pile-fiUing floating over 7 warp-threads. The ground is interlaced on plain.

A careful examination of this draft will show the possibility of obtaining, by means of the

latter, a fabric which will take up the filling easily and yet hold the pile very strongly to the

ground-fabric ; a point which is of great advantage in producing a firrn and perfect fabric ; a velvet

resisting the wear these fabrics are subjected to so frequently. This draft is designed for a high

number of picks to one inch; therefore, if the weight should have to be lowered on account of

a considerably less number of picks, this weave must be changed accordingly, so as to bind differ-

ently. For example, take picks 7, 8, 9, 10, and move the raisers one thread toward the right

hand. If a sufficient number of picks are not in a fabric to warrant the binding of the pile solidly
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to the ground-cloth, by means of binding the former to the latter with one end, two ends up and

separated by one thread down, must be used. In this manner weave Fig. 749 is executed, having

five plush-picks to each ground-pick. Repeat: 10 warp-threads, and 12 picks. The float of the

pile is over 7 threads, and each pile-pick is interlaced to the ground fabric by i up, i down, i up.

All the pile-picks interweave under the same warp-threads (use every alternate warp-thread),

while one of the two ground-picks intersects over the latter. This arrangement in the

design allows the picks to go easy in the fabric and naturally adapts itself for high filling

textures.

The proportion of the pile-picks to the ground-picks is always regulated by the required

closeness of the pile.

Fig. 750 shows the design for a 3-harness {- j) twill-ground in connection with 3 pile-picks

to I ground-pick. The design repeats with 6 warp-threads and 12 picks.

Fig. 751 has 2 picks pile, i pick ground; the design repeating with 6 warp-threads and

9 picks. Designs Figs. 748, 749, 750 and 751 have pile-picks indicated by a and ground-picks

indicated by q.
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Fig. 753. Fig. 754. Fig. 755.

Fig. 752 represents the float ^
^ for the pile, () interlaced in a ground-fabric woven on the

4-harness even-sided twill (b). The arrangement of the pile towards the ground is 2 to i.

Fig. 753 illustrates the plain ground in connection with the pile-floating, g. 3 picks

pile to I pick ground; for pile, a for ground, in design. Repeat of weave: 18 warp-threads, 8

picks.

Fig. 754 shows one of the most frequently used designs on a repeat of 9 warp-threads

and 12 picks. 3 pile-picks to i ground. for pile, b for ground. Float of the pile-

fillmg
——^. 2 pile-picks to alternate with I

ground-pick. Repeat of design : 10 threads in warp and 6 picks. for pile, q for ground.

Fig- 755 illustrates the plain ground with the pile -
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Having given a complete idea of the construction of plain-faced fabrics, our attention is

next directed to corduroys.

Corduroys,

These fabrics have stripes running the length of the stuff, but may also have them running

ih a diagonal direction. Again, they may form figures of any description. If forming the

regular cords, they may also be made to vary in widths.

Weave Fig. 756. lo-harness and 6 picks r3P°R"S"^nRn^S''l^R°BSRBBB
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,

,
Bjij

• 1
1 B mayj'j

laSaE^S^a^a^S^auSudua pile-float, ^—5—i—3. 2 pile-picks to I ground- ib"aa .^a^:,^HH^"Eia^^5Qt;Gaa

Fig. 756. pick. for pile, a for ground. Fig. 757.

Weave Fig. 757. 12-harness and 8 picks repeat of pattern. Ground-fabric, a double plain-

weave, warp-ways, pile-float, -—g

—

-—
^. 3 picks pile to i pick ground. for pile, q for ground.

Chinchillas—Whitneys. (Plain and figured effects.)

These fabrics are produced upon weaves similar to those shown in Figs. 570 to 572. The cut-

ting of the pile filling is done automatically during the finishing process by the "gig," and the pile

thus cut is raised by the " whipper." In the construction of these weaves, as well as in arranging

the texture, little importance is given to a compact, solid interlacing of warp and filling, especially

as the condition of a soft and spongy nature is always required in the finished fabric. In some of

these fabrics only two kinds of filling are used, the ground and the pile filling, while others are

made with three kinds of filling—the ground, the pile and the interior filling. For fabrics of a

plain character (as to face) use weaves such as the 4-harness broken-twill, the 5 -harness satin, etc.

i^illing for face, for the interlacing of the pile or face filling, and the same weave, arranged warp

for face, for the ground filling. Such weaves have been previously explained and illustrated

in Figs. 570, 571 and 572, page 109.

Regular double-cloth weaves are also used, arranged : i end face, i end back, 2 ends repeat in

warp ; i pick face, i pick back, I pick face, I pick interior, 4 picks in the repeat. For face-weave

the 4-harness broken-twill is generally used (filling up). For back-weave the '-

^ or ?
j twill.

On the interior pick all the face-warp is raised, leaving the entire back- warp in the lower shed, so

that this filling will rest the same as the wadding in the piqu6 fabric—between the face and back

cloth of the fabric. The object of the interior filling is to increase the thickness of the fabric,

and to cheapen the cost of manufacture by using a low-grade stock for it, which is neither visible

on the face nor the back of the fabric.

As previously mentioned, fabrics of this kind must have a soft spongy nature when finished
;

so care must be exercised in not weaving them too wide in the loom, as but very little fulling

will be required. For the stock for the face or pile filling, select a fine but short staple. After

fulling and scouring, or only scouring, the fabric is gigged. The teasels cut the soft pile filling

in the centre between the points of interlacing of the latter with the warp, and after running the

fabric over the " whipper " before it passes to the dryer, the whipping process (beating) raises

each and every single float of filling (fastened by one or more ends of warp to the fabric) and

produces a velvet surface. After running the fabric in this condition over the shears, for the pur-

pose of producing an even height of pile, it is put upon the chinchilla machine to have its velvet

face rubbed, forming chinchilla rows in the direction of either the warp or the filling, or in a

diagonal direction ; or forming round knobs known as " Ratine." The size of the chinchilla

effects or the ratine effect is regulated by the height of the pile, and this by the shearing process.

(Two- or three-ply spun face-filling is of more advantage to use than the equivalent size in

one- thread compound.)
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Fancy or Figured Chinchillas.

These fabrics are produced by arranging the floats of the pile-filling so as to form figures

(designs) in the way that the above mentioned pile-filling is fastened to the ground cloth, after

having its floats cut.

To illustrate this subject designs Figs. 758, 759, 760, 761, 762, 763, 764, and 765 are given.
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Fig. 758.
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Fig. 759.
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Fig. 761.

Fig. 758 illustrates the face-weave for Fig. 759, the complete weave.

Repeat : 8-harness and 8-picks.

are pile-picks, a are ground-picks.

Fig. 760 illustrates the face-weave for Fig. 761, the complete weave.

Repeat: 12-harness and 8 picks.

are pile-picks, t3 are ground-picks.

Fig. 762. Repeat : 8 warp-threads and 8 picks.

Fig- 763. Repeat: 12 warp-threads and 36 picks.

Fig, 764. Repeat: 12 warp-threads and 8 picks.

Figs. 762, y6^ and 764 are face-weaves for fancy chinchillas, to be arranged either similar to

those given in Figs. 758 to 761 or for regular double cloth, using face and back-warp with pile-
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Fig. 762.
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Fig. 765.

filling interior and backing. Fig. 765 illustrates a specimen of the chinchilla weave, specially

adapted for producing chinchilla rows lengthways in the fabric.

CHENILLE.

Chenille is a fringed thread and is used either for filling in such fabrics as curtains and rugs,

or it is used in its first woven state for ornaments such as trimmings, fringes, etc., for ladies' wear

as well as for decorating purposes. (In fringe-weaving the chenille part of the fabric is some-

times produced at the same time that the heading of the fabric is woven. We will later on

describe this separate method.)
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When chenuie is used as filling, its fibres extend forward in every direction through the

perforations of the fabric, producing a fur-like surface on the goods it is applied to. As a general

rule for these fabrics, the chenille forms the main part of the fabric. The remaining part, if warp,

or warp and filling, is only used for holding the fabric in its position. There are two methods

commonly used in weaving this chenille.

1st. Using 4 warp-threads on common plain weave. 2d. Using 2 or 3 warp-threads on the

gauze weave. A short sketch of each method is given.

Chenille Produced by Usitig ^ Warp-threads on Plain Weave.

Procure a set of harness using a plain weave (2, 4, 6 or more shafts). In this draw the warp

the same as in regular cloth. By drawing the warp in the reed always put the four warp

ends, which have to work together, in one dent, leaving as many dents empty as required, accord-

ing to the size of the chenille. The filling (which is introduced in the ordinary manner) is bound

in plain at the places where the four warp-threads in one dent are situated (see I, II, III in Fig.

766) and floated at the distances where no warp-threads are. After weaving the fabric in this

manner it is cut in the direction of the arrows .S" and S^.

Two methods are employed for cutting chenille. It is done either on the loom during the

weaving operation, or after the fabric leaves the loom.

I. *. s. •*.
». -i. \ 't.

Fig. 766.

I, z. 3 t^

Every set of 4 warp-threads forms one strip of chenille, hence as many sets as are used

over the width of the fabric, so many strips are obtained. In figure fabrics where each strip of

chenille is required to be of a different arrangement of colors for forming the design, the number

of sets used in weaving the chenille indicates the number of fabrics to be set afterwards in the

following process. For example : in weaving chenille for dados for turcoman curtains, suppose

140 sets of strips are woven at the weaving of the chenille, and every pick of the dado is to have

a different arrangement of colors, the result will give us 70 pairs of curtains to be set. After

cutting the chenille into strips they are twisted, every 4 threads of warp being thus formed into

one, with the filling-threads extending from it in every direction, and giving it the appearance of

a fringed thread. This twisting tends to hold the interwoven filling firmly in the warp-threads,

and hence, adds strength to the fabric.

Chenille Produced by Using j Warp-threads.

The process of manufacture here is the same as in chenille made out of 4 warp-threads on

the common plain weave. The only difference consists in employing but 3 warp-threads for the

centre of every part of the chenille strips, and interweaving the filling in gauze instead of plain.

This process, which certainly will be found more expensive than the first, will in return, give a

great deal more strength to the fabric by holding the filling yet more firmly in the warp, and
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making the cutting easier and safer. The process of twisting the chenille strips after cutting, as

observed in the former fabric, will be the same in this case. (Chenille produced with 2 warp-

threads is explained later in a special chapter on Gauze Weaving.)

Arrangement of Design for Weaving Figured Chenille.

After the design is finished on the squared paper, it is cut into strips in the direction of the

filling, as every line has to be woven separately for the chenille strips. To explain this process,

Figs. 'j6y and yG^ are designed.

Fig. yGy illustrates the complete design (border in four colors).

Fig. 768 represents one-half repeat of the design, cut into strips in the direction of the filling.
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Fig. 767.

Point-lSBBDBCQnQBaGMBHBaGDBDDBQaBCaBQBGaBaaaBSB
naaacaBQBBaGaaaaBaGGGDGaaaaBBBaaaGGoaaaaB
icDGDDGaeaGGGGGGBBaDBaaaGaaBBBaaGaaaaGaaaa
WaaDGaCBDDQDaaDDaCDBBBGCBBBHBBBGGBBBOaaaa
MaDaDDGCGGCaDaCBBBBBBBGaaGaBGaGaaBBBBBBBD
iSDGODnBBBaDaaDGBBBBBBBGnaBDDCBDDDBBBBBBBa
I^GQGGBQBBBCCDDaaBBBQBBBBBBaanaBBBBaQBBBGD
llGaaCaBaBaDDacaDDBBBaBBBHBaBQBBBBBBBBBCaG
lOGCaBBBBBBBGGGGGBHBaOQBBBBOnGBBaBQBQBBBDa
sanDGanDaaaQGaacaBEBBBBBaaaaDGDaBBBBBBBaa
fBaaaaQacDaDaBnGCBBBBaBaGaBBaGCBBBBBBBGaa
TGDaGaBBBBGDaDCnaQBBDaBBDDDaaaGaBBGBBGGaa
caDaaGaaaaDaaanaGDnaaaaannaaGGQaaaaaGGcaa
sDDCDGcnanDaGDGaacaDQaannDGDGaGDDGaGaaaaa
4nnGnaannanDnaaaaGDanaaaaaaaDaaaDaDaanDaa
saBaaaaaBBBaBaaBBBBBBBBaBBBBBBBBBaaaaBaaa
SBGaGBGBDBGBaBGBGBGBGBGBGBGBGaGBGBGBGBGBa
iDDDaaaDGaaaaDQDCDCGQGDaGaaaGGDaDGDGGDaaa

Fig. 768.

that 35 picks are required for one repeat. The design

I to 18 and back again. Indicating the colors by type

a for maroon ; for blue-green, we have :

In examining Fig. 767 it is found

itself represents a " point figure," picks

as follows : a for straw color ; m for red

Strip I.—All straw color.

" 2.—One pick straw, one pick blue-green, 20 times for one repeat

" 3.—All blue-green.

" 4 and 5.—All straw color.

" 6.— 5 picks, straw.

3

13

2

3

I

3

2

8

blue-green.

straw.

blue-green.

straw.

blue-green.

straw.

blue-green.

straw.

Strip 7.—4 picks, straw.

I blue-green

3 red.

I blue-green

8 straw.

2 blue-green

I straw.

7 cont'd.— I pick, blue-green.

Strip 8.—

I red.

I blue-green.

3 straw.

I blue-green

3 straw.

I blue-green

I red.

I blue-green

I straw.

2 blue-green

4 straw.

I pick. blue-green

II
((

straw.

I
i( blue-green

3
«

straw.
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8 cont'd.— I pick, blue-green.

2
"

red.

2
"

blue-green,

I
"

red.

1
"

blue-green.

2
"

straw.

3
"

blue-green.

2
"

straw.

I
"

blue-green.

1
"

red.

2 " blue-green.

2
"

red.

I
" blue-green.

3
"

straw.

Strip g.—

4

picks, straw.

I
" blue-green.

3
"

straw.

I
" blue-green.

6 "
straw.

I
" blue-green.

I
"

red.

I
" maroon.

4
"

red.

I
"

blue-green.

7
"

straw.

I
" blue-green.

4
"

red.

I
" maroon.

I
"

red.

1
"

blue-green.

2
"

straw.

Strip lo.—

3

picks, straw.

I
" blue-green.

I
"

red.

I
"

blue-green.

I
"

red.

I
" blue-green.

I
"

red.

I
"

blue-green.

5
"

straw.

1
" blue-green.

2
"

red.

I
" maroon.

I
"

red.

I " maroon.

lo cont'd.—3 picks, straw.

3 " blue-green.

I " red.

I " maroon.

I " red.

1 " maroon.

2 " red.

1 " blue-green.

2 " straw.

Strip 1 1.—

4

picks, straw.

I
u blue-green.

I
a

red.

I
t(

blue-green.

I
u

red.

I
a blue-green.

7
u

straw.

I
u blue-green.

2
it

red.

I
it

blue-green.

4
It

red.

I
tt

blue-green.

I
a

straw.

I
it

blue-green.

I
a

straw.

I
i(

blue-green.

4
a

red.

I
i(

blue-green.

2
it

red.

I
tt

blue-green.

3
it

straw.

Strip 12.—4 picks, straw.

I " blue-green.

I red.

3 " blue-green.

I
(1 maroon.

I
tt

red.

I
tt maroon.

I
« blue-green.

6
' It

straw.

2 n blue-green

I
tt

red.

I
<i maroon.

2
((

red.

4
It blue-green

3
It

straw.

4
K blue- green

2
(t

red.

I
it maroon.

I
tt

red.
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12 cont'd.—2 picks, blue-green.

2 " straw.

Strip 13.— 5 picks, straw.

3 " blue-green.

16 cont'd.— I pick, blue-green.

Strip 14.— J

6 4<
Straw.

ii blue-green
it

red.

ti blue-green
I i

straw.
U blue-green
il

straw.
t( blue-green
li

straw.
l( blue-green
It

red.

it blue-green.
u

straw.

4 picks straw.
(( blue-green
a

red.

a blue-green
u

straw.
ti blue-green.
ti

straw.
a blue-green.
a

red.

It blue-green
it

straw.

Strip 15.—6 picks, straw.

I " blue-green.

II straw.

I blue-green.

I red.

I blue-green.

2 straw.

3 blue-green.

I maroon.

3 blue-green.

2 straw.

I blue-green.

I red.

I blue-green.

5 straw.

Strip 16.—5 picks, straw.

I
« blue-green.

I
(<

red.

6 straw.

3 blue-green

I straw.

4 blue-green

I straw.

2 blue-green

I red.

I blue-green

I red.

2 blue-green

I straw.

4 blue-green

I straw.

3 blue-green

I straw.

Strip 17.—2 picks, blue-green.

2 " straw.

blue-green,

red.

Strip 18.—

a

It maroon.

red.

blue-green.

2 " straw.

4 " blue-green.

red.

blue-green.

straw.

blue-green.

red.

blue-green.

red.

blue-green.

red.

blue-green.

straw.

blue-green.

red.

" blue-green.

pick, red.

" blue-green.

" straw.

" blue-green.

red.

maroon.

red.

blue-green,

it

ti

a

It

It

It
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1 8 cont d.— I pick, straw.

I blue-green.

3 red.

I maroon.

I blue-green.

2 straw.

I blue-green.

2 straw.

I blue-green.

I maroon.

I blue-green.

I red.

1 8 cont'd.-— I pick. maroon.

I red

I blue-green

I maroon.

I blue-green

2 straw.

I blue-green

2 straw.

I blue-green

I maroon.

2 red.

Pick 19 will equal pick 17. Pick 20 will equal pick 16, and so on until pick 35 is reached,

which equals pick i.

..^^^.^ ^^-., Suppose we have 20 picks to i inch in the chenille, the

repeat of the figure (40 picks) will be 2 inches, or 22 repeats

in a curtain 44 inches wide.

According to the width of the loom on which we have

to produce the chenille filling and the size of the chenille to

be made we find the number of duplicate strips produced the

same time.

Suppose we have a loom weaving one yard wide in reed,

and want a chenille of j^ inch diameter (on loom). We
ascertain the number of strips of each kind of color-arrange-

ment produced at once, as follows :

36X4=144 strips chenille of the same color-arrange-

ment, produced at the same time. This equals 72 duplicate

strips for 72 pairs of curtains.

If this border should have to be used twice in each cur-

tain (4 strips in the complete pair) we must calculate for 36

pairs of curtains, etc.

Another arrangement for weaving chenille (lower

grade) is illustrated and explained in the chapter on cross

weaving.

Two methods of separating or cutting the web into

the required strips, are in use. That which separates it

automatically in the loom during the process of weaving, and that, the most generally used,

which separates the web after it leaves the loom by means of the

Fig. 769. -Design for Chenille Curtain.

(Border.!

Chenille Cutting Machine.

For illustration of this subject the machine, patented by William Mcllwain, has been selected.

Fig. 770 is a top or plan view of it. Fig. 771 is a vertical section in line :irx, Fig. 770.

(Similar letters of reference indicate corresponding parts in both figures.)

A represents the frame of the machine, on which are mounted rollers BCD, which feed the

chenille fabric into the machine, the rollers B D receiving motion in the same direction.

G represents a transversely-extending comb, which is secured to the frame of the machine at

the end thereof opposite to the roller B, and H represents a rotary cutter, whose shaft, mounted
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on the frame A, receives motion from the pulley a. The cutter His formed of a series of circular

blades fitted between teeth of the comb G, and washers alternating with the blades, the washers

serving to adjust the distance between the blades, and in connection with a nut and collar to clamp

the blades in position. The comb is vertically adjustable and has above it a pressure bar, G",

properly secured to the frame A, or a projection thereof, the object being to force the fabric

against the comb and hold it firmly and flat during the cutting operation. (Pressure-bar G" is

Fig. 770.

removed in Fig. 770.) Mounted on the frame, or the attachments thereof, on opposite sides of

the cutter, are tension-regulating rollersJ K. Secured to the frame, and at the rear end, are trans-

versely extending beams d e, around which the fabric to be cut is passed from the roller D to the

rollers J.

L represents a roller at the top of the frame A, and M represents a roller on which the cut

chenille is wound. Roller M rests on the rollers B D, and has its frictional contact with the

Fig. 771.

roller adjusted by means of weighted levers P, which are pivoted to the frame A, and carry

rollers Q, which are in contact with the peripheries of the heads of roller M.
Supported on the base of the machine, or on the floor of tjie apartment, is a fan or blower, R,

the pipe 6" whereof leads upwardly and transversely, and opens just in advance of the cutter H, so

as to direct a current of air over the fabric and remove fine particles of the same and dust there-

from. The chenille fabric to be cut into strips is passed under the roller B over the roller C,
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under the roller D, under the beam d, under and around the beam c, under and over the several

rollers J, and then between the comb G and bearing-plate G", where the cutter H acts on the

fabric, thus severing it into chenille strips, the chenille strips then passing over and under the

rollers -^and over the roller L to the roller M, on which they are wound. The roller M'\s then

removed, and the several lengths of chenille thereon are re-wound or re-rolled on other rollers or

spools, and subjected to further operations.

CHENILLE AS PRODUCED IN THE MANUFACTURE OF FRINGES.

In fringes and similar upholstery fabrics the chenille is produced through the warp, the

filling taking the place of the inside binders. For a practical explanation of this point we refer

Fig. 772.

to Fig. 772. In this illustration we represent under A the heading, under B the worsted, wool

cotton or silk warp for producing the chenille. C, C, C", C", etc., represent the fine cotton

binders interweaving in the heading and chenille part of the fabric (forming the centre of the

chenille after cutting). The arrows at the right hand indicate the places where the chenille has

to be cut towards the heading as indicated by the dotted line between C and C.
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Fig. 773.

Fig. 773 represents the weave for a chenille fringe. A is the heading of the fabric and B the

chenille part. The width of heading in fabric to be ^/^ inch ; the width of chenille fringe to be

from I to 3 inches. Three ends of 2-ply loose twisted zephyrs to be used for one end in the
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chenille fringe. Two ends of 2-ply 50s cotton used in ground of heading for one end. Two
ends of 2-ply zephyr used for one end in figure of heading.

Specimen Dressing of Heading for Present Example

:

10 ends of 2-ply 50s It. blue cotton for 5 ends (heddles).

1
" Gold tinsel

2
" 2-ply 50s It. blue cotton "

1
" Gold tinsel

6 " 2-ply 50s It. blue cotton "

2
" 2-ply It. blue zephyrs "

4
" 2-ply 50s It. blue cotton "

2
"

2-ply It. blue zephyrs "

6 " 2-ply It. blue cotton

1
" Gold tinsel

2
" 2-ply It. blue cotton

"

I
" Gold tinsel

10 " 2-ply It. blue cotton
"

60 ends.

end.

3 times over = 9

5

for 32 heddles.

Dressing for Fringe. (Chenille part.)

9 ends Zephyrs. Blue shade No. i for 3 heddles.

9
II

12 «

12 ((

9
(<

9
«

12
t<

12
(<

12 u Ye ow

96 ends Zephyrs

2 "
3

3 " 4

4 " 4
I "

3

2 "
3

3 " 4

4 " 4

4

for 32 heddles

The n type in the chenille part of the weave indicates the weave for the cotton cord required

to be interwoven for the filling. Hence every filling line in the design containing this type will

require 2 separate picks : i pick for the heading ;
h, , and up, and a down ; I pick for the

chenille ; a up, a, , and down.

The process of weaving is clearly indicated in the drawing Fig. 774.

In weave. Fig. 773, and fabric sketch, Fig. 774, the letters used for indicating the different

systems of threads correspond.

c stands for 2 ends of 2-ply 50s light blue cotton (heading).

b stands for I end of gold tinsel (heading).

a stands for 2 ends of 2-ply light blue zephyrs (heading) as used in the different arrangement

of colors mentioned before. The arrows in both (weave and sketch) are also on corresponding

places.

Fig. 775 represents the finished fabric sample. For the filling for heading, 4 ends of 2-ply

light blue worsted are used. For filling for the centre of chenille strip and interweaving in the

heading, use 2-ply 60s black cotton.
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Weaves Fig. 776 and yjj are two additional specimen designs for chenille fringe.

After the chenille fringe is woven and the heavy cord extracted, the fringe is submitted to a

steaming, which process will put the twist into it as required, for a double purpose. A for

general appearance. B for strength, so as to resist a pulling out of threads in the chenille

part.

Lately this method of producing

chenille fringe (in certain fancy effects)

has been patented for weaving a

double set of fabrics at the same time,

thus separately weaving two fillings

with two sets of heading warps, at

intervals, alternately interweaving the

above mentioned fillings with a set

of body-warps, and interlacing a tem-

porary filling with these body-warps

in alternation with said heading-fill-

ings, and then cutting the body of

the fabric so produced between the

insertions of heading-fillings and re-

moving the temporary filling.

In diagram Fig. 778 is illustrated

such a fabric, having the temporary

filling both interlaced and liberated.

The body of the fabric is cut and two

distinct fringes are produced, each

fringe having a series of spaces, and

each space of one fringe being slightly

wider than the width of two pendants;

the spaces and pendants alternating in

the fringe.

A represents two fringes consist-

ing of the heads a a and pendants b b.

The spaces cc between each two pairs

being slightly wider than the width of

a pair. The fabric of which the fringes

are formed consists of a body, B, and

two heads, a a.

In weaving the fringe fabric a

cord d is thrown into the body at inter-

vals as temporary weft, after the pre-

viously explained method of forming

"single set" chenille-fringe fabrics.

Two shuttles are employed for the heads

a a, one for each head. The threads e

from the two shuttles for the heads are

separately woven with the warps a' a\ employed for these heads, thus producing two heads,

and threads e are alternately and at intervals shot past the heads into and across the body,

and woven with the warps d' thereof, so as to bind the portions of the body, which afterward

constitute the axes or cores of the pendants of the fringe, it being noticed that the two
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woven heads are alternately connected with the body by such threads e as are shot into the body

at intervals. The cord d is woven only with the warps d of the body, and is introduced therein

alternately with the filling e, as shown. When the fabric is finished, the body is cut through

between the cords d, midway between the fillings e, as usual in making chenille fringe, thus

Fig. 775.

severing the pendants, and the temporary filling is removed. It will be seen that by so

doing said pendants are separated into two series, one series being connected with one head

and the other series with the other head, and the pendants of one series having left among
them spaces corresponding with the pendants of the other series. These spaces may be equal
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to one, two, or more pendants, according as the set of threads e are thrown across the body
from the two heads.

Another method of weaving a double set of chenille fringes at once, and with their pendants

attached, is illustrated in Figs. 779 and 780. This method of operation (patented by S. Steinecke)

consists in interweaving two separate sets of heading-warps and one series ol ordinary body-
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warps with a single filling or series of picks, and also a series of temporary picks of another

heavier size filling, which is removed in like manner to that of the temporary filling inserted in

fabrics previously illustrated.

Fig. 779 represents a plan of the construction of the fabric, showing the pendants in pairs

on the opposite headings, some of the fabric being cut so as to form the pendants (as they appear

when finished) in pairs on the lower part of the diagram.
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Fig. 777.

Diagram Fig. 780 shows the method of interlacing binder filling which forms the cores of

the pendants.

A A represent two sets of heading-warps at the sides of the usual body-warps, B for form-

ing the pile-threads of the chenille. The warps A and B are interwoven with the filling C, which

may consist of a single thread or series of threads, all in the same shuttle.

B

Fig. 77S. Fig. 779.

The filling is interlaced in the following manner: The filling is interwoven with the left-hand

heading-warps A, then, with the body-warps B, up to the inner edge of the right-hand heading-

warp A but not with the .said right-hand heading-warp A; then the intermediate or filling weft,

Z>, which is to be removed later on, is interwoven with the body-warps B, but not with the headings.

After three, four, or more courses of the intermediate weft, Z), have been formed, the weft-thread C
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is again interwoven with the body-warps B and one of the heading-warps ; but in this case the weft

C is interwoven with the right-hand heading-warp A, and with the body-warps up to the inner edge

of the left-hand heading-warp y^.but not with said left-hand heading-warp ^,and so on alternately,

so that, as shown in Fig. 779, the weft-thread C is interwoven at regular intervals with the body-

warps, and is alternately interwoven with the left and right-hand heading-warps A. The warps B
are then cut parallel with the wefts C, midway between them, and the temporary wefts D are re-

moved, and thereby two chenille fringes are formed, one on each heading A, the pendants being

connected alternately with the opposite headings, as shown.

As shown in Fig. 779, the filling can be interwoven in such a manner that in pairs they are

alternately connected with the opposite headings, or the first, second and third picks may be

interwoven with the right-hand heading, and the next, first, second and third picks to the opposite

heading, and so on. In all cases the permanent filling will ordinarily be interwoven with the

heading-warps, as shown in Fig. 780, in which case the filling must be severed at the points a at

both headings. The filling interwoven with the headings, and extending across the warps, form

the cores of the chenille pendants.

B

Fig. 780. Fig. 7S1.

In Fig. 781, the previously explained method of weaving a double set of chenille fringes

with their pendants attached, is shown as applied to the production of pendants which are shaped

so as to have a varying-diameter.

A A are the heading-warps; B, the body-warps between the two sets of heading-warps.

C C filling interwoven with the heading and body warps and forming cores or centres of the

pendants E. The core C oi each pendant of the weft is interwoven with one heading warp only,

and, as shown in the drawing, the cores of the chenille pendants are interwoven alternately with

the opposite headings.

If desired, one, two, or three cores may be interwoven with one heading, and the next one,

two, or three cores with the opposite heading, and the cores may be grouped on the opposite

headings in any suitable manner.

Temporary filling M is interwoven with the body-warps between the picks C to form the

chenille fabric. Then the body-warps are cut with suitable dies, knives or scissors, between the

permanent picks to produce shaped pendants—that is, pendants in which the diameters of the

pile-threads vary at different points through their entire length.
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PILE FABRICS IN WHICH THE PILE IS PRODUCED BY A SEPARATE

WARP IN ADDITION TO THE GROUND WARP.

As indicated, two kinds of warps are necessary to the production of these fabrics. One
warp, the " ground-warp," with the fiUing, produces the ground or body of the fabric, while a

.second warp, known as the " pile-warp," produces the face.

In any pile fabric, from the common velvet to the most complicated Astrakan cloth, Brussels,

Wilton or tapestry carpet, the method of entwining the ground structure is of a very simple

character (either common plain, basket, or a twill of short repeat), while the interlacing of the

pile-warp into the ground cloth is of a more complicated nature. In all warp-pile fabrics

two methods of producing the pile are essential. Either the pile is left uncut, which is techni-

cally known as the "Terry" pile, or the pile is cut, known technically as the "velvet" pile. In

addition to these two ground principles for producing the warp-pile, an endless variety of effects

and combinations are produced by using various color combinations for each kind, again varying

the height of the pile, combining cut and uncut (velvet and Terry effect) pile for forming addi-

tional designs in one fabric, etc., etc.

Ground-warp and pile-warp are independent in their operation on the loom, therefore each

must be wound on a separate beam, as a different tension and "let-off" is required for each.

In fabrics of a fancy character one beam for the pile-warp will not be sufficient, and the

number must be increased for some fabrics to a great extent, in fact in such fabrics as Brussels or

Wilton carpets it must be increased to one miniature beam for each individual pile warp-thread.

Structure of Warp Pile Fabrics.

Warp-pile fabrics are constructed by raising the pile-warps from the ground cloth over a

wire and then interlacing the same into the cloth again. The entire pile-warp may be raised over

the wire on a pick, or part of it only. In every case we must be careful to arrange the binding

so as to secure the pile proper to the ground cloth. In case we want to raise only a part of the

pile-warp at one pick we must, in addition to the binding, arrange the distribution according to

the effect required.

Terry and Velvet Pile.

In all warp-pile fabrics the same kind of warp yarn may be employed to produce the pile

for either the Terry or the velvet effect; but it will be necessary to use different wires if the fabric

is to be woven on a power loom. The Terry pile is

produced by using a plain wire, as illustrated in /- — — — — '^-- l^>
^"' ''^^•

Fig. 782, which, when drawn out, leaves the loop

intact. ^
——^^ _ ^^ ^^,^^_^^^2> ^^^- 782.

If "velvet pile" is desired we must use wires of a

style similar to that illustrated in Fig. 783, being a wire which has a knife attached to its extreme

end. This cuts its way through the pile as the wire is pulled out.

In weaving pile fabrics on a hand loom, frequently one kind of wire is used for producing

both Terry and velvet effects of an equal size. This wire is provided with a groove for inserting

the knife of the "trevette" when a velvet face is required. Fig. 784 illustrates the section cut of

such a wire (see S). The knife of the trevette is shown at ^. B represents a warp-thread as cut

and secured to the body or ground of the cloth by means of picks i and 2, which in the present

example represent the two connecting picks to the pick for inserting the wire. If no cutting is

required (Terry) the wire is pulled out. Thus it will be seen that the production of velvet or

Terry effects in the fabric is effected by cutting, or not cutting, certain pile picks, the change to

either effect being entirely at the will of the weaver. The trevette is a frame having a knife fixed
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in it for cutting the pile, and is illustrated in Fig. 785 by a front view and in Fig. 786 by a side

view. Letters used for indicating the different parts in both designs are used correspondingly.

Fig. 784. Fig. 785. Fig. 786.

The weaver inserts the trevette on the wire to be liberated at the left side of the fabric and

runs it quickly over the entire width of the wire.

Explanations and Illustrations of the Method of Operation in Producing Warp
Pile Fabrics.

As previously mentioned, in warp pile fabrics we require two kinds of warp, one for the

ground cloth and one for the pile. Each kind of warp is drawn in on its own set of harness,

arranging in most every instance the pile warp nearest to the reed.
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Fig. 787.

b-aaaasa ist set of harness

,1—UKiaDnn '°' ground-warp.

eBaaaan 2ncl set of harness

f—DDDBQa for pile-warp.

Fig. 788.

In Fig. 787 we illu.strate a weave for a pile fabric. Repeat: 3 warp-threads, 4 picks. Ar-

rangement of warp: 2 threads ground (2, 3, 5 and 6), i thread pile (i and 4) = 3 threads in repeat.

Filling: l ground pick heavy (^), 2 ground picks finer (^'and C), i pick for inserting wire (Z>),

= 4 picks in repeat.

Fig. 788 represents the drawing-in draft arranged, 4-harness in first set for ground warp and

2-harness in the second set for pile warp. Harness: a, b, c and d for ground; harness: e and y
for pile.

« ^

Fig. 789. Fig. 790.

Fig. 789 illustrates the method of operation on the loom. Every letter or number used in

this diagram corresponds with thgse used in Figs. 787 and 788. and thus will readily explain

itself.
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Fig. 790 represents a reproduction in perspective of the fabric as produced with weave Fig.

787. Letters used in this drawing also correspond with those used in Figs. 787, 788 and 789.

In drawing Fig. 789, representing the method of operation for forming pile fabrics, only one

wire is shown interwoven. The same will illustrate a principle most frequently observed, i. e., to

have the pile warp in the lower shed, both in the pick preceding the wire as well as the one

following. This method has a strong tendency to drive the wires into position as well as to keep

them there. In some fabrics this method is changed with respect to the pick preceding the wire,

but in whatever warp pile fabric to be constructed by means of wires, the pick following the

insertion of the wire must have all pile warp-threads, raised as before over the wire, down.

We will now give a short sketch of the method of operation on the hand loom when weaving

warp pile fabrics, thus illustrating also a like principle for weaving the same fabrics on the power

loom. After the weaver has interlaced the required number of ground picks between the threads

of the combined warps, a shed is formed either by raising the entire pile warp-threads in the

upper part of the shed and forming the lower part of the shed by means of the ground warp, or

by raising only a part of the pile warp in this pick, forming the lower part of the shed by the

entire ground warp and also the remaining part of the pile warp. This shed remains formed

until the wire has been passed through, extending on each end several inches wider than the

selvage threads. Towards this wire so inserted the reed is brought with considerable force,

and pushes the wire close towards the previously interwoven ground picks. The shape of these

wires is of such a form that, by arranging the latter so that the reed when pressing towards the

interlaced part of the fabric comes in contact with the grooved edge, the wire is caused to stand

on its lower edge. In this upright position it is maintained by pressing the reed towards the wire

until a new shed (ground pick) is formed, in which the filling for the ground cloth is inserted by

means of a common shuttle as is done in the ground pick preceding the insertion of the "wire."

By this method of fastening the pile warp over its respective wire to the ground cloth, the

latter is also securely fastened to it, and, if an uncut pile effect is desired, requires some effort to

liberate it. After inserting the required number of ground picks the process of inserting the wires

is repeated, several wires always being retained in the fabric to keep the pile-threads from pulling

out of the texture, which would destroy the face. From 6 to 12 wires, according to the material

and the method of interlacing the ground cloth, as also the closeness or "height" of texture, are

required to remain in the fabric to prevent any possible trouble, as pomted out. The last wire

liberated is always the next to be inserted.

We will now proceed to explain and illustrate a few of the most prominent warp pile fabrics.

Velvet and Plush Fabrics.

These fabrics are constructed with two kinds of warps. The ground-warp consists either

of silk or cotton, and interlaces with the filling on plain 53, rib S5, gj, basket g.^SB, or a 3, 4, 5,

6 harness twill ; whereas the pile-warp being of silk, forms the face, through interlacing with the

ground- cloth after, or before and after, raising for the wire.

The ground-warp is woven with a tight tension, while the pile-warp is arranged to " take

up " easily. The name of the fabric indicates the " cut " character for the pile. As previously

mentioned, two beams are necessary, the beam for carrying the ground-warp, and the beam for

carrying the pile-warp. The pile-beam must be situated in a higher position (in the rear of the

loom) than the beam carrying the ground-warp, so that the pile-threads will run in an oblique di-

rection towards the harness. The proportion of pile and ground-warp as well as the height of

texture, and threads per dent, vary for the different qualities.

Arrangements most frequently used are

:

2 ends ground to alternate witli I end pile, or, 2 ends ground to alternate with 2 ends pile.
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Or, 2 ends ground, i end pile, i end ground, i end pile, = 5 ends in repeat. Or, i ground, I

pile, I ground, 2 pile, = 5 ends in repeat. Or, i ground, 2 pile, 2 ground, 2 pile, = 7 ends in

repeat. Or, 2 ground, i pile, 2 ground, 2 pile = 7 ends in repeat, etc., etc.

The ground-warp and pile-warp are each put on a separate set of harness, generally using

4 successive harnesses for drawing in the ground-warp, and 2 harnesses for the pile-warp.

For example :

Fig. 791 represents a common vel-

vet weave in which 2 ground warp-

threads alternate with i end pile-warp.

Filling: 3 picks, ground {A. B. C.) to

alternate with i wire {D).

Fig. 792 illustrates the drawing-in

draft with two sets of harness. Harness

a, b, c, d for the ground-warp (4), harness

e and /for the pile warp (2).

Technically the velvet fabrics are
'— pt|^"{^--'^^ classified as "two-picks velvet," "three-
H U for 7vt.cvva.Tp. y >

picks velvet," etc., which means that in

the two-picks velvet we use two ground-picks between each insertion of the wire, and in the

three-picks velvet three successive ground picks, and so on.

In Fig. 793 we illustrate one of the plainest of the velvet weaves and representing what is

technically classified as " the common two-picks velvet " weave.
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Fig. 793. Fig. 794.

Fig. 794 represents the sectional cut of this weave. An examination of this weave will

illustrate the following arrangement for each pick :

Pick I raises ground warp-thread I and the pile.

" 2 " only the pile (wire).

" 3 " " ground warp-thread 2.

Repeat: 3 warp-threads and 3 picks.

Warp: 2 ground-threads to alternate with one pile-thread (this pile can also be a two-fold or

a three-fold thread).

Filling: 2 ground-picks to alternate with one pick for inserting wire.

eoGUPna
sroBrjDB

SRODHDa
-QDBUDB
lEDHBDH
12 3

Fig. 795. Fig. 796.

In Fig. 795 we illustrate a velvet weave frequently used, which has for the ,
interlacing of the ground cloth the common rib-weave (2 harness and 4 picks *J^'

In this weave we find the ground-picks preceding the pick for inserting the wire, as

well as the ground-pick following the latter, call for the raising of the same ground warp-threads
(two picks in a shed in the common rib-weave).
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Fig. 796 illustrates the section of a fabric interlaced on weave Fig. 795. An examination of

each pick will show the following results

:

Pick I raises ground warp-thread number i and the pile.

" 2 " only the pile (for inserting the wire).

" 3 " only ground warp-thread number i.

" 4 " ground warp-thread number 2 and the pile.

" 5 " only the pile (for inserting the wire).

" 6 " only the ground warp-thread number 2.

Repeat: 3 warp-threads and 6 picks.

Warp : 2 ground-threads to alternate with i pile-thread (which can also be a two-fold or

three-fold thread).

Filling: 2 ground-picks to alternate with one pick for inserting wire.

SDHBDHB
VHaOHDa
snoBDaB
SDHDDHa
4HDBaDB
srinnnnT

' m
u^ v. "

Fig. 797. Fig. 798.

In Fig. 797 we illustrate the common " 3-picks velvet" weave, which has for its interlacing

of the ground-cloth the common plain weave.

Repeat: 3 warp-threads and 8 picks.

Warp : 2 ground-threads to alternate with i pile-thread (which can also be a two-fold or

three-fold thread).

Filling: 3 ground-picks to alternate with one pick for inserting the wire.

An examination of each successive pick will show the following results

:

Pick I raises ground warp-thread No. i. (Ground-pick I.)

" 2 " pile-warp for inserting wire.

" 3 " ground warp-thread No. 2. (Ground-pick 2.)

"
-; " ground warp-thread No. I and pile-warp. (Ground-pick 3.)

*'
5 " ground warp-thread No. 2. (Ground-pick 4.)

*' o " pile-warp for inserting wire.

" 7 " ground warp-thread No. I. (Ground-pick 5.)

" 8 " ground warp-thread No. 2 and pile-warp. (Ground-pick 6.)

The section cut of this weave, which is represented in diagram Fig. 798, readily explains the

advantages of this weave over the preceding ones, in that it more securely fastens the pile to the

ground-cloth, every pile warp-thread being interlaced by -^
—^—j before it is raised for inserting the

wire. Therefore fabrics produced with this weave will be more durable than fabrics interlaced as

shown in sections 794 and 796; of course, by using the texture and size of yarn alike in all

three examples, the fabric as produced with weave Fig. 797 will be less dense, in appearance of

the face, than the others.

UtaBDHq

DGBJ'JB-D

laauajG
1 2

»

Fig. 799-

SfcU»nat cat ^ "^i-^t wu.rfi_

Fig. 800.

In weave Fig. 799 we represent another " 3-pick velvet" weave. Diagram Fig. 800 repre-

sents the section of a fabric interlaced with weave Fig. 799. Letters for indicating the different

threads in weave and section are used correspondingly. Two loops formed by the insertion of

the wires are shown as cut, whereas one is represented as uncut.
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An examination of the weave will show the following results

:

Repeat : 3 warp-threads and 4 picks.

Arrangemeiit of Warp : 2 ends ground to alternate with i end pile.

Filling : 3 picks ground to alternate with i pick forming the shed for inserting the wire.

Picks marked i, 3, 4, are ground picks. Pick 2 (=: D) is the pick for inserting the wire. If

usino- a twill weave for interlacing the ground-cloth in a velvet fabric, we generally use not less

than 3 successive ground picks to alternate with one pick for the wire. Less ground picks would

result in a texture not sufficiently strong to resist the pulling out of the pile by the wear the

fabric is put to.

B-'ri'j" ::::
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i la i , L'vfflfflL*iAA-»J 1 V^-7M?}\K\^-)^^^-1 ]\ (o-Xy^Sj
DG:aa a_ -, a aa -HJO EJOCiMa ; lu A ^ ^.».i»«. -i.^-*. ^ ^ / . v >• ..^^ ^ i ^^ ^.^ -^ » y

,
v ^ xvxn.,.
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Fig. 8oi. Fig. 802. Fig. 803.

In Fig. 801 we illu.strate the design for a pile fabric having the ~ ^ 6-harness twill for weave

of the ground structure.

Repeat : 9 warp-threads and 8 picks.

Arrangemc7it of warp: 2 ground threads, I pile thread = 3 threads repeat.

Filling : 3 ground picks to alternate with i pile pick.

The method of interlacing the pile warp to the ground cloth is, in the present example, equal

to the one illustrated in F'ig. 800.

In place of one pile thread we can also use a two-fold or three-fold thread.

In the manufacture of velvets and plushes, in which no dense pile is required on the face, as

also in fabrics in which the material used is rough or too close set, and so liable to "choke"

between the raising and lowering of the entire pile warp or vice versa the entire ground warp, we

raise on every successive pile pick only each alternate pile warp-thread. The proportion of pile

warp and ground warp in these fabrics is generally equal; one ground warp-thread to alternate

with one thread of pile warp.

In this manner design Fig. 802 is executed.

Repeat: 4 warp-threads and 6 picks {4 ground picks, 2 picks for wires).

Filling: 2 picks ground to alternate with i pick for inserting the wire.

Diagram Fig. 803 represents a sectional view of the method of interlacing both pile warp-

threads in the ground cloth in weave Fig. 802. One pile warp-thread, indicated as A, is shown

shaded and situated behind pile-thread B, which is shown in clear outlines. 6" represents the

section of a wire as used in hand looms, but which will also demonstrate the section of a wire

as used in power looms. C represents the section of the knife in the trevette. The first loop is

shown as cut, whereas the other three are represented as uncut.

FIGURED VELVET.

In these pile fabrics more figuring is possible than in any other kind of textile fabrics. One

of the first requisites for figuring these fabrics is the use of different colors for forming designs.

Then, again, we can figure successfully by using uncut pile with the regular cut pile, as also by

using the common weaving to form figures with the pile weaving. We can also produce new

additional designs by means of high and low pile. All these latter methods for forming addi-

tional figures will result in the necessity of using a great many beams, and in some fancy figures
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warp spool " for each individual pile warp-

thread must be used. In using this arrange-

ment of spools it is advisable to adjust a

hack (divider) in rear of the loom, so as

to readily find the place of breaking of any

thread in the loom during weaving.
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Fig. 804. Combination of figured

pile-effects and figure-effects, produced upon

two systems of warp and one system of

filling.

Arrangement of dressing :

A, I end pile, 1

, J r 12 times =^ 24 ends.
I end ground, J

^, I end figure, I ^g times = 36 ends.
I end ground, j

Repeat 60 ends.
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Lowest number of harness possible for drawing in, is 24-harness.

Filling: i wire (pile), 2 ground.

Fig. ^o\b. Motive for weave 804.

ffl pile effect. effect produced on ordinary weaving with extra warp.

In both designs (the motive and the weave) three repeats of the pile part and two repeats

of the part figured by extra warp (ordinary woven) are illustrated.

Fig. 805. Repeat: 60 warp-threads, 24 picks. Can be reduced, if required, to 21

or 23-harness.

Fig. 805^. Motive for preceding weave.
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Fig. 805*5

Fig. 805.

A. Pile Effect. Dressing: i end pile, i end ground, 12 times,
= 24 ends.

B. Figure Effect- Produced upon 2 systems of warp, i system
of filling. Dressing : i end figure, i end ground, 18 times,

= 36 ends.

In both designs (the motive and the weave) only one repeat is shown, a for pile-warp.

for figure-warp, s for ground-warp in pile part of weave. for ground-warp in ordinary

weaving part of the design.

ASTRAKHANS.

These fabrics are also formed by adding an extra pile-warp to a single cloth, otherwise

interlaced in plain, basket, rib, or common twill weaves, and are the nearest related (some weaves

being exactly the same) to the velvet weaves given in the preceding chapter. We may either cut

this pile (plush) or leave the pile uncut (terry); or we may use both methods in the same fabric,

producing in this way some of the most beautiful novelties for ladies' cloaking—trimmings, and
similar fashionable articles.

Texture of Astrakhan Fabrics.

The texture of these fabrics requires 2 kinds of warp : a. ground-warp, h. pile-warp, and
one kind of filling (ground). The ground-warp will, by interlacing with the filling, form the
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ground or body of the structure, while the pile-warp through being interlaced to this ground
structure and raised at certain intervals over wires (as required by the design), forms the face

of the fabric.

Ornamentation of Astrakhan Fabrics.

Fancy effects upon otherwise plain interlaced Astrakhan fabrics can be produced by various

combinations. Among these are found: The use of different colors in the pile-warp; varying
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Fig. 808.

the length of the pile ; and combining the terry and velvet effects, forming either terry figures

upon velvet ground or velvet figures upon terry ground.

Specimen Weaves for Astrakhans.

Fig. 806 represents the weave for a plain Astrakhan fabric. Repeat : 3 threads of warp,

4 picks ; the entire pile warp (indicated by 3 and 6 in the figure) is raised at once over the wire

Fig. 809.

/ t. -i t i k

^ -^

i pet i^ fUcr *ve^^

Zi pet of iwrvttftS

Fig. Bio.

as shown in picks D, D' . Texture of the warp is 2 ends ground or body-warp (cotton) to alter-

nate with one end pile-warp for the drawing-in on 2 sets of harness.

1st set for ground-warp (containing harness a b c d).

2d set for pile-warp (containing harness e and /).
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Diagram Fig. 807 represents the drawing-in of the warp on its corresponding two sets of

harness (indicated at the right-hand side).

Diagram Fig. 808 iUustrates the section of a fabric interlaced on weave Fig. 806. Both

ground warp-threads, as working at the right and left, are indicated by dotted lines. The pile-

warp indicated in full black is shown in the terry and velvet effect (cut and uncut).

Fig. 809 illustrates another design for Astrakhans. Warp: 2 ends ground-warp, i end pile-

warp, 2 ends ground-warp, i end pile-warp (to alternate with the first end pile-warp in weaving).

Fig. 811.

Each pile warp-thread is drawn on a separate harness, as shown in Fig. 810. Diagram Fig. 81

1

illustrates the method of operation in weaving a fabric with the weave just given. 2 picks

ground B, C, E, F; i pick for inserting wire A, D. In pick A the harness f raises warp- thread

3 ; in pick D the harness e raises warp-thread 6. The interlacing of the body-cloth is done with

the common 4-harness basket-weave having the two warp-threads between the pile warp-threads

working the same ; also the pick before and the pick after the inserting of the wire.

Fig. 812 illustrates a weave for Astrakhans similar to the one above. The same arrangement

for texture, 2 ends ground I pile, 2 picks ground i wire, and 4 harness common-rib (filling effect)
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Fig. 812.

J. 2. 3» H, «> 6,

Fig. 813.

for the ground structure is used ; but the latter weave is arranged to have the two ground warp-

threads, situated in the fabric near each other, work opposite ; thus the ground warp-threads

working nearest on each side of a pile-thread raise and lower equally. In diagram Fig. 813, a

section cut of the two pile-threads, as they interlace in a fabric, is shown. One pile-thread

marked A is represented in outline (forming loops ^ and F), while the other pile-thread is

shown in full black (forming loops S' and F'). The letters and numbers indicating the differ-

ent warp-threads, picks, and openings of a shed for inserting wires, respectively correspond in

weave Fig. 812 and diagram of section Fig. 813.
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Weave Fig. 814 has the following arrangement of texture and principles of construction:

Warp : 4 ends ground-warp, i end pile-warp, twice over in one repeat of the weave.

Filling: 4 picks for ground, i pick for inserting the wire, twice over in one repeat of the

weave. Ground-weave : plain. Raising of pile-warp : alternate ends on alternate wires.

A and B are pile warp-threads, C and D the shed for inserting the wires.
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Weave Fig. 815 has the following arrangement of texture and principles of construction

:

2 threads ground-warp, i thread pile-warp, 10 times over in repeat of weave.

Filling\ 4 picks for ground, i pick for inserting wire ("cut"), 3 times over; 4 picks for

ground, i pick for inserting wire (" uncut"), 3 times over; hence 30 threads warp and 30 picks

in one complete repeat.

Weave for body of fabric : plain.

ssB on right-hand side of weave for wires " cut."

EBB on right-hand side of weave for wires " uncut."
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Fig. 817.

Fig. 816 illustrates another fancy weave for Astrakhans, containing the "terry" and "velvet"

principles. The arrangement for the warp is : 2 ends ground, i end pile-warp (for terry); i end

pile-warp (for velvet), 1 2 times over. The warp-threads marked on bottom of the design A, B, C,

are for the velvet, and the warp-threads marked /, K, L, (indicated on top of the design), are for

the terry. Picks D, D', E, E\ H, H' , are to be the " cut " effect, and picks M, P, N, P', O, P'\
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the "uncut" effect. The weave for the body of the fabric is the common 2-harness rib-weave

(two picks in a shed of common plain).

In diagram Fig. 817, the motive for the pile-warp is clearly illustrated (representing the 3-

harness twill ^
^, velvet effect upon a terry ground for motive). It will be easily seen by any

one that an endless variety of weaves and effects may be secured by combining cuf with uncui

SeccTtt'.

r»ii

Fig. 818.

pile. And whatever designs may be required, the principles given and illustrated in the preceding

examples, will always apply, as they remain unchanged.

In the method of weaving Astrakhan fabrics, as thus far explained, the raising of the pile

has been effected with the use of wires, over which the loops of the pile were formed, and which

were inserted and withdrawn at intervals. These wires being constructed in a single piece, the

Fig. 819.

width of the fabric which can be made on them is necessarily limited, as a very long wire cannot

be withdrawn and inserted with precision automatically by the loom. Also, the means for

operating such wires are of a character to prevent rapid weaving; hence it requires a special loom
of complicated construction.

In fabrics of a " cut " pile character and in fabrics in which the warp pile is not cut but inter-

woven very loosely, this process of interlacing and its loom (power or hand) must be used ; while
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in " terry " pile Astrakhans, which have their pile warp rather solidly interlaced with the body-
structure, a device has lately been invented by T. Harrison, which he claims can be applied to

almost any power loom, and is not limited to the width of the fabric which it can produce, and

which can be arranged so as to form the pile at any desired interval upon the surface of the

body fabric. It consists of a movable frame carrying a series of short " wires " upon which the

Fig. 820.

pile loops can be formed, each wire being pivoted at right angles to the plane of its longitudinal

movement and provided with means for depressing its free end at proper intervals, so as to engage

beneath the warps which are to form the pile.

In Fig. 818 an exterior side-view of a loom embodying the arrangement is given. In this,

as well as in the following drawings, referring to the present subject, those parts are omitted

Fig. 821.

which are well understood in their action and whose insertion in the drawings would only tend

to confuse the mind, and render a comprehension of the special parts to which the present

arrangement relates, less clear.

Fig. 819 is a view in detail of a portion of the sectional wire which forms the basis of the

arrangement, showing various parts connected with the portion of the sectional wire, as also a

number of warp and filling-threads.
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Fig. 820 is a front elevation of the loom with its attachment for raising the pile-warp. In

this drawing the working parts are shown in one extreme position, while in Fig. 821 (corres-

ponding to Fig. 820) they are shown in the other extreme.

In diagrams I to X in Fig. 822 are represented the positions which the threads assume at

each stage of the formation of the fabric.

Two pile-warps may be used, which are indicated respectively by i and 2. The body-warps

3 and 4 of the fabric are brought from a separate beam. To form a row of loops with the pile-

warp I, the operation commences, as shown in Diagram I of Fig. 822—that is to say, the points

of the wires a are all depressed, and the frame is at the extreme right-hand position shown in

•wi

Fig. 822.

Fig. 821. Each wire a thereupon enters beneath a number of warp-threads and raises them

slightly above the plane of the fabric. A shuttle is then shot through, after which the body-

warp 4 rises and the pile-warp i descends, as shown in Diagram II of Fig. 822. The pile-

warp 2 rises and a pick of the shuttle follows, and the action of the reed throws the filling-thread

toward the wire a, so as to close the row of pile-loops thereon, as indicated in Diagram III of

Fig. 822. The weaving then continues, as indicated from IV to VII inclusive, in Fig. 822, by

means of both pile-warps and both body-warps, the shuttle operating in the ordinary manner.

During all this period the taking up of the cloth has drawn over the bottom of the pile-loop

somewhat to the left in the diagrams, and as soon as a sufficient number of picks have been

made to securely lock the pile-loops the frame and the wires a are thrown to the right of Fig.
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'820, or toward the observer from the point of view in the diagrams. This disengages the wires

from the loops which they have heretofore supported, and leaves them as shown in diagram VIII

in Fig. 822. So long as the wires have been surrounded by the loops and have rested upon the

body of the fabric they have been maintained in a horizontal position
; but upon their being

withdrawn from the loops and upon the rise of the frame bodily, this support ceases and the

ends of the wires a dip downward by the tension of the spring. Ihis position immediately

follows upon their withdrawal, and occurs when the frame is at the extreme right-hand position

(shown in Fig. 821), or, in other words, is ready to engage with a fresh set of pile-warps.

Returning now to the Diagram IX, Fig. 820, it will be seen that both the pile-warps are up

;

"but in the Diagram X, Fig. 820, the pile-warp 1 (which has just formed the first series of loops)

is down, and with it the body-warps 3 and 4 have descended, leaving only the pile-warp 2 up and

ready to be engaged by the wires a, whereupon a repetition of the ten positions indicated will

occur with the pile-warp 2, and so on throughout the weaving operation, the rows of pile-loops

alternating from the warps i and 2.

In the method illustrated in the diagrams six picks of filling are represented between the

rows of pile-loops ; but this number can be varied by varying the frequency of movements of

the frame and wires relatively to the picks of the shuttle, and in many cases a much less num-
ber of picks will be found sufficient to lock the pile-loops, so as to prevent them from pulhng

out.

The invention claims further that the frame and its sectional wires can be applied to almost

any well-known form of loom without interfering with the general arrangement thereof, and by

merely increasing the number of wires a the fabric may be produced of as great width as the

loom is capable of weaving. In the drawings the number of wires has been arbitrarily reduced

and their individual proportions exaggerated, in order to more clearly show their construction;

but in practice for making Astrakhans good results are obtained with wires one-eighth of an inch

gauge, each about four inches long. Wires of any gauge may, however, be used, according to

the fineness of pile which it is desired to produce, the only limit being in the stiffness of the

wire, which of course may be relatively increased by diminishing the length of the individual

sections.

Machines for Curling Warp-threads for Astrakhans.

In the manufacture of "Astrakhans" (and similar fabrics) it is necessary to impart a perma-

nent curl or twist to the warp threads which are to form the face of the fabric. The yarn is

crimped, the length of the crimp being regulated by the amount of waviness it is desired to give-

The crimping is set in the yarn by a steaming process; the yarn is then made into a warp and

woven over wires and cut, or the wires are withdrawn without cutting, as explained in the preced-

ing articles on weaving these fabrics. The moment the wire is withdrawn (cut or uncut, as

required,) it falls into crimps again, and thus is produced that wavy shagginess which characterizes

the surface of these fabrics.

Until lately, the method of producing these wavy yarns was a very slow one, the operation

having been performed by hand. At present, however, they are produced quickly and entirely

automatically by one operation of the machine.

Figs. 823, 824 and 825 illustrate a machine for performing this work.

The main part of the machine is a solid metal spindle, on which the thread is wound from a

bobbin having a rotary motion around the spindle. As soon as the thread begins to wind on the

spindle it is forced between two rolls, which are pressing against the direction of the winding of

the thread on the spindle, and through their rotation draw the thread from the spindle.

These rolls are heated by a gas jet and transfer their heat to the thread. Through the pres-

sure and the heat the required curling of the thread is fixed.
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Fig. 823 represents a side view of the machine. Fig. 824 represents the top view. Fig.

825 represents the mechanism for curling the thread (enlarged from Figs. 823 and 824).

In Figs. 826, 827, 828, 829 and 830, we illustrate another machine (patented by T. Harrison)

for preparing these pile warp-threads for Astrakhans or similar fabrics. Fig. 826 represents the

front elevation of the machine. Fig. 827 a vertical central section through the coiling device.

Fig. 828 illustrates a side elevation of the uncoiling device. Fig. 829 represents the top view of

the latter, and Fig. 830 a view of the stop, by means of which a positive motion is imparted to

the coiling mechanism.

We will next give a description of the different parts of this machine as mentioned in the

invention.

B represents the frame of the machine, consisting of two parallel housings, with an inclined

upper portion marked B^.

^^ is the driving shaft, to which the power is imparted by a belt upon the pulley A^. Upon
the driving shaft is mounted a drum, extending entirely across the interior of the machine, and

Fig. 824. Fig. 823.

which is provided at intervals with grooves to receive a series of small driving cords or belts,

which, after being brought into a horizontal plane by passing the inclined part of the belt over

idlers, pass around a series of horizontal "whirls," which are journaled upon vertical rings H
secured in a series of openings formed in the transverse platform L^. These whirls are formed

with a circumferential flange on their upper side, thus providing seats for the " fliers" G and F.

The three fliers marked 6^ are coiling devices, the three marked i^ being the uncoiling devices.

The coiling fliers each consist of the two uprights, mounted at the bottom upon a ring which fits

snugly within the flange of the wheel. At the top the two uprights are connected with a central

sleeve which revolves upon a vertical tubular stem, which passes downward through the axis of

rotation of the flier and for some distance below, where it is secured in the transverse piece

ir\ extending across from side to side of the machine at the front thereof The spool upon which

the warp that is to be coiled is wound in the first instance, fits snugly, but so as to revolve freely

upon the outside of the before mentioned stem and rests upon a standard, through whose centre

the said stem passes freely.
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The last mentioned standard passes freely through the ring H and is supported upon a

fixed platform K. The coiling flier is provided with eyes 1 1^ L, the latter of which is situated at

the top of the sleeve 6^^ and is at right angles to the axis of rotation. At the bottom of the

coiling fliers are stop-pins K"^ (see Fig. 830) projecting into slots in the flange of the whirls.

These stops make the rotation of the coiling-fliers positive.

As before stated, there are in the machine shown in the drawing, Fig. 826, six of the horizon-

tal whirls, three of which drive the coiling-fliers, the other three driving the uncoiling-fliers.

These latter resemble the coiling-fliers in shape, having uprights connected by bottom rings,

which rest loosely within the flanges of the whirls, but which (unlike the coiling-fliers) are not

positively connected therewith, the weight of the flier alone being the means by which it receives

Fig. 825.

Fig. 826.

its motion from the whirl. The uncoiling-fliers have eyesz'z'^ at top and bottom, respectively,

the latter being the eye which delivers the thread to the spool or body. They have also at the

top a brake mechanism.

A tubular stem extends down through the axis of rotation of each of the uncoiling-fliers,

and is held in the cross-bar E' . These stems receive bearings at the top of the uncoiling-fliers.

The spools or bobbins of the uncoiling-fliers fit snugly around the stems and are supported upon

standards which also surround said stems, but which are mounted upon a vertically-movable

cross-piece arranged to be reciprocated in a vertical direction. The spools or bobbins of the

uncoiling-fliers are thus adapted to receive a rising and falling movement within the flier during

the rotation of the latter, and in this respect differ from the spools of the coiling-fliers, which are
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stationary so far as vertical movement is concerned. The upper ends of the fliers extend into

openings in the shelf or platform, provided with rings, and are thus shielded during rotation.

The latter shelf is hinged at the rear, so as to be thrown back when the fliers are to be

removed.

The brake mechanism of the uncoiling fliers is constructed as follows: Upon the top of each

sleeve there is pivoted upon one side a lever, through the centre of which there is a vertical hole

coinciding with the opening of the stem. This lever has at its rear end a cam-surface, which,

when the lever is in a horizontal position, rests without substantial pressure against the stem.

At the front end of the lever is an eye through which the thread, which is being uncoiled, passes,

Fig. 827. Fig. 828.

and thence rises to the eye i, mounted upon the top of the flier. So long as the portion of the

thread between the eye and the axis of rotation of the fliers is substantially horizontal the lever

will remain in a horizontal position ; but if that portion of the thread rises to an angle with the

horizontal, then the strain upon the eye will raise the front end of the lever and bring the cam /
gradually around, so a.s to press upon the top of the stem. The cam-surface being eccentric, as

it turns in the direction of its longest axis, it will raise the flier /^bodily by bearing upon the top

of the stem, and in so raising it will lift the flier clear of the whirl, so that motion will be no
longer imparted to the flier. If desired, the lift may be such as to bring the upper part of the

flier into frictional contact with the under side of the ring.
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At the top of the machine is mounted upon suitable pins the spools or bobbins M, which

contain the cord which is to form the core for winding the Astrakhan warp upon. These bobbins,

Uke the coiling-fliers, are three in number, and the cord from them passes through feeding

mechanism, down over pulleys mounted upon a horizontal shaft, and through the central stem of

the coiling-fliers.

A belt conveys motion from the driving-shaft A^ to a pulley, and thence by gears and pinions

a very slow rotary motion is imparted to the shaft, which extends entirely across the top of the

machine, near the bottom of the incline. Upon this shaft are mounted friction-rollers S, three in

number, over which the cord passes on its way from the spools M. Upon the cross-piece v are

mounted overhanging arms which support the shaft Q, on which are mounted friction-rollers

bearing down upon the rollers .S". The shaft Q is provided with a spring pressure device, con-

sisting of a vertical stem having a sliding collar with a hook-shaped projection, which engages

with the shaft, and a spring whose tension is adjustable by means of a thumb-nut. By means of

this tension device the rollers s' can be caused to bear upon the rollers 5" with any desired degree

of pressure. Therefore, although the take-up devices at the bottom pull the cord with some

strain, it is fed to them by the positive motion of the rollers S, and cannot be drawn more rapidly

than the rotation of the latter will permit. A similar set of feeding-rollers, zv w', the latter

mounted in similar spring-bearings, are arranged to deliver the cords from the bobbins to the

three uncoiling-fliers upon the other side of the machine ; but the diameter of the positive feed-

FiG. 829. Fig. 830.

ing-rollers zv is less than that of the feeding-rollers S, and with the effect of feeding more slowly

to the uncoiling-fliers than to the coiling-fliers.

The take-up bobbins 0' M for the cords, which pass from the coiling-fliers and uncoiling-

fliers respectively, are mounted upon horizontal rotating seats R, placed at the bottom of the

machine and driven by the twist-belts passing around pulleys secured to the seats. The twist-

belts are so arranged that they can slip upon their respective pulleys, in case the feed from above

requires such slipping.

In order to wind the cords upon the respective bobbins 0' M' evenly, a traveling guide-bar,

E, is provided, which receives a slow vertical reciprocating motion. This traveling bar carries

vertical rods, which rise and fall with it, these rods being guided by suitable openings in the

cross-bar E. The rod /' serves merely as a guide-rod, but the other two rods /, carry at their

tops a cross-piece, which supports the standards of the bobbins F. Thus if a vertical reciproca-

tion is imparted to the traveling bar E its motion will cause the bobbin to rise and fall in the same

manner.

The traveling bar E is provided with openings or eyes opposite to the bobbins 0' M , which

openings guide the thread during the rise and fall of the bar, so as to distribute it equally upon

the 'bobbins.

The operation of the machine in coiling and uncoiling the yarn is as follows :

Upon the three bobbins M, at the top of the machine (see Fig. 826), are coiled cords which

are to form the cores for winding the Astrakhan warp upon. These cores are carried down be-

tween the feeding rollers .S" S' , over three of the rollers v, and on down through the axes of the
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three coiling-fliers ; the passage being of course through the tubular shafts. They then are

brought down and passed through the three left-hand eyes of the travehng guide-bar E, and are

secured to the three bobbins 0'
. The Astrakhan warps which are to be coiled' are wound in the

first instance on the bobbins G' , and placed in position within the three coilmg-fliers. The ends

of the Astrakhan thread, having been brought through the eyes / /' L, are tied fast to the three

cores at a point just above the fliers G. Assuming now that the proper feeding and take-up

movements occur at top and bottom of the machine, respectively, and that the fliers G are rapidly

rotated, it will be seen that the Astrakhan thread is drawn off" from its bobbin and coiled tightly

around the core. As the coiling progresses the feeding and take-up movements cause the com-

posite cords to pass down through the tubular shafts, and thence to the bobbins 0'
. The travel-

ing guide-bar E causes the composite cords to be evenly wound upon the bobbins 0'

.

When a sufficient quantity has thus been formed, the composite cord—that is to say, the core

with the Astrakhan warp wound tightly around it—is removed, steamed, or otherwise treated to

render its twist permanent, and is then ready for uncoiling. A portion of the core m at the end

of the composite cord is left uncovered for a clearer illustration.

The uncoiling operation is as follows : The uncovered end portion of the composite cord

(now upon the three bobbins at the top of the machine) is brought down through its feed-

ing-rollers %v w' over the three right-hand rollers v, and thence down through the tubular shafts,

through the three right-hand end eyes of the guide-bar E, and secured to the three bobbins M

.

The uncovered portion having been fed down until the commencement of the covered portion or

composite cord reaches the top of the uncoiling-fliers. Then carry a loose end of the Astrakhan

warp through the eyes of the lever P up to the eye z, and then down to the eye z at the bottom of

the uncoiling-flier, when it is taken across to the bobbin and there fastened. The feeding move-

ment at the top and the take-up movement at the bottom being continued and the uncoiling-fliers

being rapidly rotated in the proper direction, they will uncoil the warp from the composite cords

and wind up the now twisted warp upon the bobbins. These bobbins have the proper rising and

falling motion to distribute the warp evenly upon them. The uncoiling movement is necessarily a

trifle slower than the coiling movement, hence the composite cords do not require to be fed so fast as

do the cores upon the other side of the machine. This difference of speed is produced by smaller

diameters of the feeding rollers w as compared with the feeding rollers S. The uncoiling operation

continues and the cores m are wound up in a proper manner upon the bobbins at the bottom of the ma-

chine so that they can be again transferred to the positions indicated by Mand the operation re-

peated. If the uncoiling tends to progress too rapidly, it is checked by the brake mechanism

upon the uncoiling-fliers, which are operated by the portion n' of the warp assuming an inclined

position, instead of substantially a horizontal one, between the eye and the core from which it is

unwound. If the uncoiling takes place too rapidly, relatively to the downward feed of the core,

the point of the uncoiling will rise higher and higher upon said cord, and will thus produce that

inclination of the warp necessary to operate the brake mechanism. The uncoiling of the warp is

thus automatically regulated by this brake mechanism and cannot progress with such rapidity as

to tangle the warp or to break it

TAPESTRY CARPET.

Tapestry-carpet is a warp pile fabric in which the loop formed by the face warp-threads is

not cut. The demand for its production is found in the need of a cheaper and more economical

imitation of what is known as Brussels carpet. In its general appearance it resembles the latter

to a great extent, but in its method of construction differs wholly from it, as may be seen by any
one that examines the two methods. In tapestry carpets three different systems of warp-threads

are used : A, the ground-warp ; B, the pile-warp or face-warp ; C, the stoffer or thickening-warp.
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The general arrangement for the warp is

:

I end ground or binder-warp,

I end double or three-ply thread, of stout linen for strengthening or thickening the body of

the carpet, resting in the fabric below the pile-warp and actually forming the main part

of the back of the structure.

I end double thread of worsted for face-warp forming the pile, by being interlaced into every

third opening of the shed over a wire, as required for the face of these fabrics.

I end ground or binder-warp.

4 ends in repeat of arrangement of warp (== one set); to be reeded into one dent.

The pile or face-warp, before being wound upon the warp-beam, has the pattern printed

on it by wrapping the threads around a large cylinder, and coloring them according to the

design.

The length of a certain color for each pile-thread, required for each individual loop when
woven, is regulated by the size of the needles used.

Fig. 831 illustrates the example of a pile-warp printed as required before weaving. The
same illustrates four different colors : black, white, heavy-shaded and light-shaded.

Fig. 832 illustrates the same pile-warp as it appears when interlaced into the fabric; each

effect in the warp being reduced to its required size or proportion to the corresponding effect in

the design.

Fig. 833 illustrates the sectional cut of the fabric.

A and A' represent the ground-warp; B, the thickening-warp; C, the pile-warp; W, the wire

requiring every third opening of the shed. Picks i and 2, requiring the first two openings of

the shed in the repeat of three, are the means for interlacing the ground-cloth as well as fastening

the pile to this ground structure.

Fig. 834 illustrates the complete draft, or weave for producing a tapestry carpet. Each

warp-thread and pick is marked in accordance with previously given explanations.

Different Qiialiiies of Tapestry Carpets.

The fineness as well as the value of these carpets is regulated by the quality of the material

used as also by the height of the pile and number of pile-pick (technically known as number of

wires) per inch. Seven to eight wires per inch are about the usual number in the arrangement.

Method for Ascertaining Size of Designing Paper Wanted.

The designs for tapestry carpets are generally painted on the squared designing paper in

about a size equal to the design upon the face of the fabric when woven. Thus the number ot

small squares to one inch in a horizontal as well as a vertical direction on the designing paper is

regulated by the number of loops in the woven fabric, both in the direction of the warp and the

filling.

In some cases the number of loops is equal in both directions, while in others it differs to

some extent. Designing papers known as 8 x 8 to I inch and 8x7 to i inch are those most

frequently used. Tapestry carpets are generally produced 27 inches wide ; therefore the design

will have to be of equal width. That arrangement for the design may be selected known as

the " half-over pattern," or one that has one complete repeat in one width ; or a design may be

produced which repeats twice (or oftener if small figures are wanted) in one repeat of 27 inches in

the fabric.

Lately a method of producing effects in tapestry carpets, classified as " sheeny " or " varie-

^gated," has been patented in this country, England and France, but is nothing more than a
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method of arranging the design of the carpet so as to make use of more or less solid colored

pile-warp yarn, hence requires no printing for this amount of warp. In Fig. 835 such an effect

is illustrated ; a represents the solid colored threads, b represents the printed threads. Each

Fig. 831. Fig. 835.

kind of pile-warp is operated from a separate beam ; so it will be seen that a general range of

effects can be produced by simply varying the solid colored threads in each style, leaving the

printed warp entirely undisturbed.
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BRUSSELS CARPET.

Brussels carpet is a warp-pile fabric in which figures are produced by raising over the wire

different solid colored warp-threads at certain places according to the design. Brussels carpets

are of a far superior character, as respects color, quality of material used and the structure, than

the tapestry carpets which have been just explained.

In Brussels carpets the colors used are generally " fast," as the yarn is hank-dyed and not

colored in the warp as is done with the tapestry carpets.

Brussels carpets are technically classified by " frames," or in other words by the number of

different colors called for in a vertical row of squares on the designing paper, as also one row
of loops in the direction of the warp in the fabric.

In tapestry carpets one double thread of worsted, printed according to the design, is

used for one row of loops (warp-ways) while in Brussels carpets a similar double thread is

used for each color as required by one row of squares warp ways in the design. One color

only is raised at the time, while the threads then not called for rest in the body and partly

on the back of the fabric ; therefore the thickness and substance of the fabric is not due to

cotton or jute thickening threads, as in the body of the tapestry, but the same pure wool-

thread which forms the face will at every place not called for by its color in the design, form

part of the " body."

The ground-warp in Brussels carpets is interlaced with the filling on the common four-

harness basket-weave ( gB@g ) arranged so as to have each
XQLJKa /

^^^^^^ two successive picks insert in the same opening of the shed

(of the ground-warp) and only separated by the pile warps.

Fig. 836. One pick passes above, and its mate pick below the

pile warp-threads holding the latter firmly secured between;

thus, if the raising of tjie pile warp over its wire for forming the characteristic loop should be

omitted, we would produce nothing more than a fabric interlaced on the common four-harness

basket-weave having a stout packing or thickening thread in the centre.

As mentioned before, Brussels carpets are graded by '^frames" There are three-frame, four-

frame, five-frame and six frame Brussels carpets.

Under "frame" we classify the number of different colors found in the different rows of

squares in a vertical direction on the designing paper ; thus a three-frame Brussels carpet has

three different colors in one row of loops (warp-ways) in the fabric. Any of these three colors

can at any other row of loops (warp-ways) be exchanged to a different color without changing

the principle of a " three-frame " carpet.

A "four-frame" Brussels carpet will extend the number of colors for each row of loops to

four colors. Thus, a "five-frame" Brussels carpet will show five different colors in one row

of loops warp-ways. A "six-frame" Brussels carpet will extend these number of changes to six

colors.

Having an individual warp-thread for each color in the formation of the loops will also

speak greatly in favor of the Brussels as compared to the tapestry carpets. By means of these

separate threads the design will be more clearly defined and its various parts more pronounced,

while in tapestry carpets the figure is always more or less indistinct, which arises from the

method of operation by which the pattern is produced.

In Brussels carpets the different colors used are variously distributed, one color being used

to a greater extent than the other, etc. This method of using every pile warp-thread at will and

in a different amount than another, requires us to use instead of ordinary warp yarn beams,

bobbins or miniature beams fixed in frames, or a huge creel, stationed behind the loom. The

manner in which the different colors are controlled, in other words, in which they are concealed
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from or brought into view upon the face of the fabric is of great importance in the manufacture

of this article.

Method of Structure of the Brussels Carpet.

The pile (loop) is formed the same as in. common (uncut) velvet fabrics by the insertion of

wires (see Fig. 836) under the pile-threads; but the method of selection is different. In producing

a common velvet fabric we raise either the entire warp or one-half, etc., over each wire, while in

Brussels carpet we select for each individual loop from a series of duplicate threads (set-frame)

each of which has a different color. Another difference between a common velvet fabric and a

Brussels carpet is found in the manner of operating the pile-warp during the insertion of ground-

picks. In common pile fabrics, as explained in precedijig articles, the pile-warps interlace up

and down in the body of the fabric, while in Brussels carpet the face or pile-warp rests during

the time it is not used for forming loops in a straight line in the body of the fabric.

Three-frame Brussels Carpet.

Fig. 837 illustrates part of a design technically known as a " three-frame " Brussels carpet.

In the same the different colors for 8 loops, warp and filling-ways (which equals in the present
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Fig. 838.

example 8 by 8 = 64 loops) are indicated for each color by a separate kind of type. In the same

line of the design (looking at the design lengthways), apparently in the same thread, three colors

form the pile in succession, which is practically produced by employing three distinct threads,

each of which is so controlled that it only appears in the pile when required to produce the

design.

In Fig. 838 the ground plan of the method of interlacing is shown. On the top of the plan

the arrangement of the warp is indicated.

I end binder-warp.

3 ends face or pile-warp, each representing a two-fold end of worsted and each of these 3 so

indicated pile-threads to be of a different color than the other.

I end binder-warp.

5 ends in the repeat of arrangement for the warp. Thus 5X8 = 40 threads of warp in ground

plan, representing the construction of a 3-frame Brussels carpet, similar to the one shown in

design Fig. 837.
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In plan Fig. 838 every shed for inserting the wire is represented on the left side of the

design ; and on comparing with the part of the design of the face, Fig. 837, it represents the

threads as indicated in the latter raised from each set.

Pick I in the design calls for i , i a, i , 2 , i , i h, ib. Examining wire i in the plan we

find the selecting of the different colors from each set arranged accordingly.

Thus we select

—

From the first set .
" second " b.

third " m.

fourth " B.

fifth " Q.

sixth " .
" seventh " .
" eighth " , etc.

Pick 2 in the design calls for 3 q, 2 a, 3 a, and the colors of the face-warp for raising over

wire number 2 in the plan are selected accordingly.

From the first set of 3 pile warp-threads we call for .
second "

third
"

fourth "

fifth
"

sixth "

seventh"

eighth "

Pick 3 is a repetition of pick number 2.

Pick 4 in the design calls for i a, i , i a, 2 , i a, i , i , and the colors of the pile-warp

raising over wire number 4 in the plan are selected to correspond.

From the first aet of 3 pile warp-threads we call for a.

second "

" third "

fourth •'

fifth

sixth
'•

seventh "

eighth " " "

Pick 5 in the design calls for i , i , i a, 2 , i a, i , i , and the colors of the pile-warp

raising over wire number 5 are selected to correspond.

From the first set of 3 pile warp-threads we call for ».

second "

third "

fourth "

fifth

sixth "

seventh "

eighth "

Picks 6 and 7 are duplicates of picks numbers 2 and 3.

a.

a.

m.

M.

a.

.

.

«
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Pick 8 in the design calls for i , i a, i , 2 a, i , i a, i , and the pile warp-threads raising

over wire number 8, as shown in the plan, are selected to correspond in colors.

From the first set of 3 pile warp-threads we call for

second "

third "

fourth "

fifth

sixth "

seventh "

eighth "

it

«

It

(t

Any pick that will be called for in any complete design always has its method of interlacing

arranged similar to the principle explained in the specimen 8 picks of part of a design given for

example.

Pile.

DUKIKIDDKIH

Fig. 839. Fig. 840.

The two binder warp-threads working between each set of threads in Brussels carpet of any
" frame," interlace with the filling as shown in Fig. 839.

The reeding of a 3-frame Brussels carpet is arranged for " i binder, 3 pile, i binder," in each

dent ; thus splitting by the reed ahvays the two binder warp-threads.

Fig. 840 illustrates the section of a 3-frame Brussels carpet. In the same, threads marked

d and e represent the binder-threads. A, B, C, represent the 3 different colored pile warp-threads.

Wires i, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, illustrate the section of the wires as used in the opening of the 3d, 6th,

9th, I2th, 15th, i8th, and 21st opening of the shed. Picks i, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, ii, 13, 14, 16, 17,

etc., of the ground structure of the fabric are indicated by shaded circles.

DnnnDKinnnKnnnnnBnnDg
KDDOKlOnDnngDDDBDDDDD
BEEiaHQQHEJnElBEinHHBBEl
I jDDDQKiDanHaaDnaHDnDKi
KBBBKinBQBDSBBBKlDBBEa
KnaaKicaQaDSCGnHnanDa
DQEQDHQEBKlDBBBaHQQQa

Fig. 842.

©TOWn^'PiS.

The binder-warp is drawn in two common harness frames which are placed in front of the

Jacquard-harness. The face or pile is drawn in the Jacquard-harness, which is tied up for as

imany sections as there are frames in the carpet, so that in the present example of a 3-frame car-

pet we must use a 3-section tie-up. (See section on "tie-ups" in my treatise on The Jacquard, etc.)

[By forming the shed for the insertion of a wire only one pile warp-thread from each set is raised,

is is required by the design. If the pile-warp in a carpet, constructed as thus far explained, is

;ut, the name Brussels is changed to Wilton.
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Diagram Fig. 841 illustrates the method of interlacing a 3-frame Brussels carpet. This

diagram readily explains itself on examination. Warp-threads indicated by A, B, C, are the three

different colored pile-threads required (as explained before). Thread A is shown blank, thread B
shaded, and C black. The binder or body warp-threads, situated in the fabric on each side of the

face-threads, are indicated by / and 2. The ground picks and places for inserting the wires are

«
t Bc; m
e :: m
I s:; B
I :: ^:•[l
IE >! .

1 8

Fig. 843.

8th wire.

7th wire.

6th wire,

5th wire.

4th wire.

3rd wire.

2nd wire.
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DDDDGaaGDauCiuaajLiGajuLJGaoaatjGujanGanrjaLjiJarjGauiJDa
nDcaDaanGaaGnGaaaaaaGDDacaGaaGDGGGQaGaaGaaaGaaua
DGGanaKGaGGKiGGaGaGBaaGGBGGQaaaEaacGKiaGQDQaHGaaGKiz*
aBGaaaGaGBGaanGBaaacaafflDnnGBGaGGGiiaQaGGBGaancaGaa
KaHHHaGHQHBGKHQHQKuQQHHCKGHEQKlQQBaHGHBEHHEaGQaEHa
KiGGaGKaaGaaGKiGaGGKiaGQGanKDaGGKiDDGDGaHGaaaKiGGcaGa
GGGHiGaGBDGGnaGGnfflaaDaBaGaGaBGaDGGBQaGataGGaGaGBGa
GQBQHGKHQHHISIGQGQQQBQHHBEinQGHaGKlHBHQHaBQEGGHBgilSS
GGGGGGKlGGGaaaGGGGGHGGGGKlGaGGGaKJaGaLJHGGGaGaEIGijnaKI
aaGBaanaGBGGaBaaGnGQGBGaDGnBGGaGHGGGnGGafflGGGCHaa
KGaGGaGQGHBGKlHBGBElCBQSBGKlBBBQKICBHQBaKIBQBBKiaBBBBa
KGGI naEGGGGGaaGQGGEJnaGGGGKIGGGGKlDGGGGaKIGGGDKI JGOGGG
GGfJHGGGaQBGGaGGMGaGBGGGGGGHaQGGGaBGaGaGBGaaGGaffln
QBaaQGKIBQaBKlGQBQQGIEIBBBBKIGBBBEaaQBBBKlQBBBBGKlBQBBKI
GGGGGGKlGaaGKlGDGGGGKiaaaaKiaDGGGGEiCQGDKlGGaGGCIEIGaGGBI
GGaGBGGGaaGGnnCJHaaGGHaGQGBQaCaaGGBGGGGGHGGaGGBGG
ElEQEBglGBBBEaBHBBEEIGEBHBGKlBEBBKiGQBGBGKBBQBKEBEEBC
KGGaGKGGGGGGaGGGGHGGGGGGBGaGGKlGGGGGGKGGGGKGaGGGC
GaaBGOGGaCfflaGGHGnGGaGBGGGGGaGaaBGGGGGGGBGGGGGBaC
GBBEBGBGBBBKlGEBEEGKIQHHHKlGBBEBGiaQBBaKIGaBEBGKEEBBE
GDGGGGKlGGGaKIGDGaaOI^GaGGKlGGGGCQHGGGGHanGaGGKlGaGag
GGGBaGGGQGGGaGDBGGGaGBaGGaaBGDDaaGfflaaBDaQaDGGBGC
KBaEBKGEQEBGKBBEEKaaQBEGKBBHBiaGEEGBGKlEEBBKiaBBBBC

aSQBBGHGBBBKiaBBBHGKBBBBSGBBBaaKlBBBEKiaBBBBGKEEaGKIl
11
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I

I I I I

I 48
ist 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th

I dent. I
dent. I dent-

I
dent. I dent, I dent. I dent. 1 dent.

Fig. 844.

marked on the bottom of the diagram. P on the top of the drawing represents the interlacing

of the fabric, omitting the loops, and thus giving, at a glance, the correct principle of interlacing

the body.

Fig. 842 illustrates the weave for this part. Shed for " wire " omitted. 5 on the top of the

drawing Fig. 841 represents the entire procedure. The wire marked i calls for the raising of

warp-thread C (= black) for forming the face of the fabric. Wire marked 2, the successive wire,

calls for the raising of warp-thread B {= shaded) for forming the face of the fabric.
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BGQaaEl^JaaaEBGSBaaBQBaQBBQGUEBEEBSKGBGBBBGBBQBBBKlGBBBBEG

' GBBaBEGKIBaBaBHDEBGBBGKIEQBBBElDBBBBECElEBBBBKGEBaBBGKBBBEaKI
GQaGGGGKIGanaGBlGaaGGaGSGGaaLJHGaGGGGaHGDGaGBGGGGGGGKlGGGDGK]

6th wire. GGnBGnGGGaGfflGaaGEiaGGaGGaBGGaaGQrjaOGGBGGOQGQBaCGGGGGHaGGaKBBBBEKIGBQBBBaKIEEEaBSaaBBQBGKlBBEBBHGEEBBBGKlBBBBESQBBEEaa
KIGGGGGKlGGGGaGagiGGGGaElGGGGaGaKIGGaGGKlCGaGGaGKlGaGaGKiGGGGGaq

Sth wire. GGaGGGOGIIGaGOGGGnGaaGGGaaGaaoaaBGGGGaGBGGaGBQGGaaGBaDaGg
GEaEEEGK!BGaEBKlL-.BBBaEa65BaaEBKIGEQEBBGKIBBEGBElGBEEBSaKlBaBEBg
GGGGGGGKIGGGaGKiaGIDGGaGBGGGGCKGGaCiaGGHaGGGGKIGaaGCaGKGGGGGKI

4th wire. GBGGGGGGaHCJGGGGGaGanGGGaGfflGaaGHGGaGGGGBGGGGaGSGGGaBqqGGq
KEEBaBKIGBBBBBaEJEBEBBKaBBBBBaHBBBBBSGBBEBSGHBBBEBKiaBEBBBg
SGGGCGKaaaGGGGKlGaGGGKlGGaaDDCHGGGDGXIGGGGGGGglGGGGGHGaGGaGG

3rd wire. GBGaGGGGBaaGaaaGaaGGGGGaaanGGGGGfflaGGaHGaGGGGGHGGGaGGBGGg
GBaSaEaKlBBBaBgiaBEaEEGSBBapBKIGEEQBBGSEBEBBKaBEBBBGHBBBBSKI
BGGGGGGgJGCGGGKlGGGGGGGgiaaaGaHGGGGuOGHGGGGGKIGaGGGGaKGGaaGKI

2nd wire. GGBGGGGBGaGGGGBGGGGGLiGHnOGGGGnGGGDGGaaBGGGGHGGGGGGGBGGa
KBBBBBiaaEBBBBGSBBBEEKiaBBBBQGKlBEBBEBaEBEEBaKlBBEaaKEBEEBBG
KIGGGGGKIGGGGGGaKlGGGaGKIGGGaGLjaSGGGGaHGGGGaGGKiaGGGGHaQaGQan

1st wire. aGaBGGGGaGBaGaaiaDGGGGBGGGGGGaaaGGGGGGaanaaGGafflGGGGcacaGa
GBBSBBGBBBEBBHGBBEBBaKQBaBQKlGBEEEB[]iaBBEEBElGBEEaBGBaBEBaKll
|l ist

I

2nd I 3rd I 4th
I

5th 1 6th I 7th I Sth 66

I dent. 1 dent. I dent. I dent. | dent. I dent. I dent.
I

dent. I

Fig. 845(5.

Wire marked 3, the next successive wire, calls for the raising of warp-thread C (= blank)

for forming the face of the fabric.

Warp-threads 2-C-B-A-1 are drawn in one dent of the reed, as indicated on the left-hand

side of the drawing.

Fig. 843 illustrates part of a Brussels carpet design classified as a "four-frame."
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Fig. 844 furnishes an analysis of the latter. The difference in the construction of a " four-

frame," as compared to a " three-frame " carpet, consists in its having four different colored pile

warp-thieads, instead of only three, as in the latter, so that the figuring possible in both carpets

is equal in proportion as 4 is to 3.

Having thoroughly described the method of constructing the " three-frame " carpet, the

present " four-frame " design will the more readily explain itself

Fig. 845 a illustrates part of a design for a " five-frame " carpet, which in Fig. 845 b is also

analyzed.

Brussels and Wilton carpets are made up to and including " six-frames," also " in part of

full frames " (after the " three-frame "), as may often be required in order to cheapen the fabric.

DOUBLE-FACED PILE CARPETS

In which the Pile is Produced by Inserting a Special Heavy Filling-Cord

Instead of a Wire.

The construction of these fabrics has for its object the production of a cheap, strong, firm

and durable double-faced carpet, wherein the figure at each side of the fabric is derived from

Fig. 846.

^=?W'fff

m;v//////////Mmim>.
m/M///////////m/m

Fig. 847. Fig. 848.

face-warps appearing upon one and then upon the other side of the fabric for one or more
rib-picks. In addition to the face-warp there is also used a binder-warp, usually having two threads

worsted face-warp alternate with one end binder-warp. These face and binder-warp-threads are

interlaced into one fabric by means of two kinds of filling, the interior (heavy) filling and the

binder-filling. The binder-filling at alternate picks passes above all the face-warps and then

below all the face-warps. The binder-filling is tied to the upper and then to the lower side of

the face-warp by the binder-warp, two picks of binder-filling and two picks of stuffer (interio'r,

heavy or cord) filling being put in in succession. The binder-warp is lifted into the upper half

of the shed between the insertion of the first and second picks of stuffer (cord) filling, the binder-

warp thus splitting the stuffer or interior filling. The crossing of the warp and filling is such as

to enable the two picks of interior or stuffer, when beat up into the shed, to lie nearly one over

the other, forming ribs opposite each other at opposite faces of the fabric.

Fig. 846 represents a longitudinal section.

Fig. 847 is a diagram representing the arrangement of the warp and filling as they interlace

in the fabric.
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Fig. 848 illustrates part of a design (face and back) corresponding to diagram Fig. 847.

The threads shown in Figs. 846 and 847 are separated for a clearer understanding of their

working ; but in the actual fabric they are beat closely together by the reed and appear somewhat
similar to those illustrated in part of a design (effect) Fig. 848.

Metliod of Operation.

These carpets are produced on an ordinary two-box Jacquard loom with the addition of front-

harness. For the binder-warps an independent harness or set of harness is provided, being

operated through a cam on the picker shaft. The sheds for the binder-filling are formed by the

binder-warps on the one hand and by all the face or body-warps on the other hand. The face-

warps (indicated by letters E, E , G, G' in Figs. 846 and 847), which are generally of worsted and

of different colors, and dyed or printed according to the colors and patterns it is desired that the

carpet shall show, will be operated on by a Jacquard machine of the usual construction, so as to

split the face-warps at suitable intervals to form sheds for the introduction of the stufifer or

interior filling (indicated by letters E, A', in Figs. 846 and 847) carried by a shuttle. The face

warp-threads uppermost or at one side of the fabric remain at that side of the fabric for as many
picks as desired, and then are carried to the other side of the fabric.

The binder-warps (indicated by letter d in Figs. 846 and 847) are carried by one or two

harness frames and are distributed at suitable intervals between the face-warps. They are

arranged so as to appear at both sides or face of the fabric between each two picks of interior

(or stuffer) filling.

Method of Successive Interlacing of the Warps and Fillings.

Examining Figs. 846 and 847 from the right to the left, it appears that pick i has all the

face-warp down and the binder-warp raised, thus forming a shed between all of the face-warp

and binder-warp to receive a pick of binder filling.

Pick 2—the second binder-pick—has all the face-warp raised and all the binder-warp

Jowered.

Pick 3 has one-half of the face-warps raised, which with the binder-warp then down, forms

a shed for receiving the first stuffer or interior filling.

Pick 4 has one-half of the face-warp and the binder-warp in the upper part of the shed, and

the other half of the face-warp in the lower part. (This pick is not illustrated in Fig. 847, it being

opposite to pick 3.)

This operation is repeated until such time as it is desired that the face-warp uppermost in

the last shed to receive the stuffer or interior filling shall be made to appear at the opposite side

of the fabric. When it is desired to make the warp upon one face of the fabric show for one

or more sheds upon the opposite face of the fabric, these face-warp-threads are themselves bodily

carried, as indicated at the line F, from the upper to the lower part of the shed.

DOUBLE-PILE FABRICS.

Principles of Construction of the Plain "Double Plush."

The end to be gained in the manufacture of warp pile fabrics of the

present division is, the production of two single velvet (or similar) fabrics

with one operation of the loom. In the manufacture of double plush the

fg^ ***** wires so conspicuously referred to in speaking of warp pile fabrics, are

^^^ omitted. The pile-warp-threads, after interlacing into the "body structure"
'^^^

of one of the single fabrics, pass across to the *' body structure " of the

other fabric, where in turn they are interlaced before returning to the fabric from which they
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started. Constantly exchanging pile-warp-threads from one cloth to the other forms the principle

of double-pile weaving, and is illustrated in diagram Fig. 849 by a. After combining the

pile of a two-ply fabric in the manner previously explained, its pile-warp-threads, running

across the centre or interior of the fabric, are cut automatically by means of an attachment on

the loom known as the " cutting knifed The variously constructed knives in practical use, as

well as the methods of their operation, are treated later on.

Methods in Use for Interlacing the Pile-zvarp in Do2ible-plush Fabrics.

Various methods for exchanging the pile-warp in weaving " double plush," as also the different

ways of interlacing (or fastening) these pile warp-threads to the ground-cloth of each fabric, are

in practical use. An explanation of a few of these is given, whereby a pretty clear conception

Fig. 850.

may be had of the method of interlacing double plush. Diagram Fig. 850 illustrates the section

of a double-plush fabric. In this, four distinct warp-threads are visible, and are indicated by the

numbers i, 2, 3 and 4. These four warp-threads and the sixteen sections of the filling illustrate

one repeat of the arrangement of the warp and filling, as well as the method of intersecting

both systems, technically known as their weave. Line AXo B m. the diagram indicates the direc-

tion for cutting the pile-warp.

In diagram Fig. 851, another method for forming double plush is shown. The diagram

illustrates the section from a specimen fabric.

In this, two distinct sets of warp-threads (shown by dotted lines) form the body structure for

each individual single " plush fabric," while the pile is produced by a separate set of warp-threads

which alternately interlace into one and then the other body-structure. The body-warp for the

upper fabric is indicated by letters A and B, and that for the lower by D and E. Line F to G
shows the course through which the pile is cut to produce the two separate plush fabrics.

1 s 1 s 3 5;
lUaDDB—6

1

anna—6 [Picks for the top fabric.
nDnB-4)
fflHffiaB-2 \ Picks for the bottom fabric.

(i denotes face fabric, 2 bottom
fabric, 3 pile-warp.)

Fig. 851a. Fig. 851.

An analysis of the section shown in Fig. 851 gives as follows: Picks i, 2 and 3 for the

lower fabric and picks 4, 5 and 6 for the upper fabric.

Fig. 851^ is a plan of the method of interlacing, technically known as the "weave."

2 harnesses are required for the body-warp of the upper fabric ; 2 harnesses for the body-warp of

the lower fabric and i harness for carrying the pile-warp; thus 5-harness in repeat. In reeding

the warp five threads must be put in one dent.

To produce a well covered full face in the fabric, two kinds of ground or body-warp must
be used. One kind for threads working as shown by warp-threads A and E, or tighter than the

other body-warp, or threads working the same as warp-threads B and D, which operate with less

tension
;
hence two beams are necessary for the body or ground-warp, with one beam for carrying

the pile-threads.
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The adjusting, or " setting " of the harness is such that when the loom is at rest the set of

warp-threads for the upper section of the fabric is in a sufficiently elevated position as compared

to those for the lower cloth. The method of operation for the harness is such that for the picks

of the upper cloth harnesses are lowered, and for picks for the lower fabrics harnesses are

raised. This method of weaving double plush only requires one shuttle, and the weaving is per-

formed the same as ordinary weaving.
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The arranging of three successive picKS alternately for each fabric is of no disadvantage to

either structure. Each plush fabric will show the same smooth surface after cutting. Diagram

Fig. 800, on page 170, in the chapter on the construction of single plush and velvet fabrics

represents the section for each separate single cloth of the double plush illustrated in Fig. 851.

Fig. 852 illustrates another plan for weaving double plush. In this instance a double shuttle

loom is used (cam-loom principle), using each shuttle for interweaving in the one system of the

structure. Consequently two sheds must be formed at one operation of the loom, which is effected

by using for the pile-warp " Cams " which are capable of holding- the harness frames in three
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different positions, "the bottom," "the centre," or "the top" part of the complete double shed.

It will be readily understood that " the centre " refers to the upper division of the lower shed, as

well as the bottom division of the upper shed.

In Fig. 852 the first 4 harnesses, for future reference indicated by letters a, b, c and d, repre-

sent the pile. In the same the type indicates the raising of a harness in the top division of the

upper shed or " the top," the a type indicates the placing of the harness for forming " the centre
"

(being also the temporary " shuttle-race " for the shuttle interlacing the upper ground fabric).

This position is also technically known as " dwelling." The type indicates the lowering of the

harness for forming " the bottom " of the lower shed in the loom. The rear 4 harnesses indicate

the working of the ground warp. Harnesses indicated by i form the one body-structure,

while the harnesses indicated by 2 form the other body-structure. Each set of the ground-

harnesses (i, I and 2, 2) is placed by a respectively high or low strapping into its proper

position for guiding either the ground or body warp of the upper or lower ground-cloth.

The drafting for the present weave is 1 end ground-warp for the top cloth, i end ground-warp for

the lower cloth, 2 ends pile-warp, thus 4 threads in one repeat.

Fig. 85 2« illustrates the separate weave for interlacing each body-structure, being the com-

mon (2-harness, 4 picks) rib-weave, or the common plain two picks in a shed.

In Fig. 852^, six respective diagrams are given for illustrating the compound weave

Fig. 852. Diagram indicated by a represents the section of the corresponding pile warp-

thread a in the weave ; diagram b shows the section of pile warp-thread b in the weave ; diagram

c illustrates the section of pile warp-thread c in the weave, and diagram d refers to pile warp-

thread d in the weave. The ground or body-warp working close by the pile-warp is shown by

the dotted lines in each diagram. Letter A, in all the diagrams shown under Fig. 852 b, indicates

the upper fabric and letter B the bottom fabric. Horizontal line ^ to / indicates the direction for

cutting the pile as performed afterwards. In diagram s of Fig. 852(5', the complete interlacing of

all the four pile-threads in a fabric is shown. In the same, ground-warps (as previously shown) are

omitted so as to give a clearer understanding of the subject. Letters of reference are also

selected to correspond with the previously explained diagrams a, b, c and d, as well as to diagram

/, which illustrates the section of the four pile warp-threads when cut (ground-warp again omitted).

In Fig. 852<r, a separate analysis of one fabric from the double structure is given, showing

4 pile and 2 body warp-threads and 8 picks for its repeat. Warp-threads i and 4 for body,

warp-threads 2, 3, 5 and 6 for pile, n shows the raising of the body-warp , shows the lowering

of the body-warp ; shows the raising of the pile-warp ;
h shows the lowering of the pile-warp

for two picks down so as to interlace with the body-structure by means of raising in both adja-

cent picks ;
H shows the lowering of pile-warp for four picks so as to form the pile by means of

interlacing with the mated body-structure (not shown).

Fig. 852*^ shows the complete analysis executed in the regular double-cloth principle, ordin-

ary weaving, one shuttle work ; thus only raisers or sinkers and no centre or " dwell," and hence

8 warp-threads and 16 picks. Warp-threads i, 2, 5 and 6 are for the body-warp and the warp-

threads 3, 4, 7 and 8 for the pile-warp.

In Fig. 852^, a special plan illustrating the working of the pile-warps, as previously explained,

is given. and show the interlacing in fabric i or ^. ^ and o show the interlacing in fabric

2 or B.

Methods of Operation in Use for Producing Double-Pile Fabrics and the Different

Systems of Cutting the Pile-Threads.

As mentioned at the beginning of the present chapter on double-pile fabrics, both single-

cloth fabrics after being woven on the double-cloth system must be separated, or the pile cut in

the centre of the float from the one body-structure to the other. Two methods are in practical
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use for cutting this pile. First, the pile-warp is cut automatically on the loom on which it is

Q ^^
woven, and second, the pile-warp is cut after the fabric has left the loom.

The first method is the one most generally adopted, and the illustrations

and explanations of some of the processes most frequently used are given.

Fig. 853. Diagrams 853, 854, 855, 856, 857 and 858 illustrate C. R. Garratt's inven-

tion as to the mechanism for cutting double-pile fabrics.

Fig. 853 illustrates at M \}i\& section of the double-pile fabric, at D the section of the cutting

knife, liberating with it both separate pile-cloths as shown at N N.

Fig. 854 illustrates a plan-view of part of a loom having the before-mentioned arrangement

attached.

Fig. 855 is a front elevation, with the bracket, which supports the operating shaft as well as

this shaft and its driving-pulley and bevel-gear, removed.

Fig. 856 is a plan-view of the knife, showing the manner in which the cords are attached.

Fig. 857 is the side-view of a loom (of a different make than the one before) which has the

cutting arrangement attached.

Fig. 854. Fig. 855.

The letters used for indicating the different parts in these five diagrams are identical. An
examination of the same gives us as follows

:

A illustrating the framework of a loom.

B representing the mainshaft, journaled in the framework, and provided with a driving

pulley.

(7 is a cross-piece located at the front of the loom, provided with a groove extending across

the loom, in which the knife D reciprocates. The main portion of the cutting-edge of this

knife is straight, but the ends, or corners, are rounded, so that the knife will cut equally well

when moving in either direction, while the straight cutting edge between the rounded corners is

adapted for cutting the pile in a smooth and effectual manner through very short reciprocating

movements of the knife. At the opposite ends of the knife cords are attached, which pass over

pulleys F. One of these cords is attached to a spring G,

which is secured to the floor. The other cord or wire is

attached to a lever, which is pivoted in a bracket secured to
^"^^

the framework. This lever can be arranged to vibrate either

by means of a cam or crank.

In the present illustration the first mentioned arrangement is used. The acting of the cam

upon the lever H forces the latter outward, and consequently forces the knife to the extreme

right of the groove against the power of the spring G. The action of the spring as it contracts

is to draw the knife to the extreme left of the groove, and at the same time to draw the lever

inward.

CMV^
Fig. 856.
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Fig. 853, as previously alluded to, illustrates at N the two separate single pile fabrics. In

diagram Fig. 857, the method of " taking up " these fabrics without injuring the pile is shown.

After drawing the fabrics over the edges of the " breastbeam " of the loom, they are guided over

two " take-up rollers," X, opposite each other, which have a roughened surface, and by which the

fabrics are held taught and drawn backward from the knife, so that the centres of the uncut pile

will be evenly presented for the cutting. After passing the " take-up " rollers N, the fabrics fall

into the cloth-box 5.

This method of keeping the fabric loose, and not tightly wound around its " take-up " or

cloth beam as in common weaving, preserves the beauty of the pile. The previously explained

method of operating the cutting knife may also be changed so as to have it operated on by the

lay. This principle is illustrated in diagram Fig. 858. In this, the one cord (formerly con-

nected to a lever) is shown attached to the lathe of the loom. This lathe is operated in any

ordinary manner, so that the knife will be reciprocated in its guiding-groove at each throw of the

lathe.

il:'iCu ml 'I

uTmh
^T S =^"m.

^ ^

Fig. 858.

Fig. 857. Fig. 859 a. Fig. 859 b.

Another kind of " cutting knife " is shown in Figs. 859^ and Z^c^b. Fig. 859^ illustrates

the plan-view, and Fig. 859(5 the section. In operating this " cutting knife " the long teeth

enter between the two pieces of cloth while the lateral movement of the top blade cuts the

pile-threads. In the diagram blade A, shown shaded, is the movable blade, and is situated upon

B, the fixed blade which is shown in outline.

Figs. 860, 861, 862, 863 and 864 illustrate a mechanism for severing double-pile fabrics in

the loom in which it is woven, as invented by A. Bacon.

Fig. 860 is the side-view of a loom necessary to illustrate the construction and mode of

application of the attachment for severing the double-pile fabric produced on the loom.

Fig. 861 is a front-view of the same loom and the cutting device, with the sharpener for the

cutting knife removed.

Fig. 862 is a plan-view of the same loom and the cutting device.

Fig. 863 illustrates a perspective view of the cutting device ; the sharpening attachment for

the knife is illustrated separately, in front, and detached from its supports, so as to give a clearer

understanding of the main features of the device.

Fig. 864 is a transverse section (enlarged) on the line i, 2, in Fig. 862.
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The letters indicating the different parts of the cutting device, as well as the loom, are

identical. The following description will readily show the manner in which the cutting device

is attached to the loom. Also the method of opera-

tion of the former, with a general description of its

construction.

(This device, as claimed by the inventor, can

also be adjusted to any other kind of loom with a

few appropriate changes, such as may be required

by the style of loom to be adjusted.)

Parallel with the breastbeam of the loom (see

A in drawings) and a short distance in front of it is

a bar B, which is carried by projecting brackets X,

and forms a guide for a slide D, the latter carrying

a stud, on which is free to turn a spur-wheel a, to

the upper face of which is secured a circular cutter

F. This spur-wheel engages with a rack b, which

is secured to the upper face of the guide-bar B, so

that as the slide D is caused to reciprocate trans-

versely in the guide a rapid rotary motion, first in

one direction and then in the opposite direction,

will be imparted to the cutting-disk F. One end

of the slide D is connected to one end of a belt G,

which passes around pulleys d, supported on the

frame of the loom. The opposite end of this belt is

connected to a stud/, projecting from one of the links of a chain-belt H, adapted to sprocket-wheels

/, mounted upon studs g'^, secured to and projecting from the loom-frame. A similar belt G, passing

Fig. 860.

Fig. 86i.

around like pulleys d, serves to connect the opposite end of the slide D to the stud /, so that

when rotary motion is imparted to the sprocket-wheels / the stud /, traveling with the belt H,
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will, through the medium of the belts G, impart a transverse reciprocating movement to the slide

D, and thus cause the cutter Fto pass to and fro through the web of fabric, so as to cut the pile-

threads and separate the compound fabric into two single fabrics, each having a cut-pile surface.

In order to insure uniform cutting of the pile, the movement of the slide and its cutter must

be smooth and steady, as any jarring or jerking of the slide or cutter causes irregularity in the

Fig. 862.

cut and unevenness in the length of pile on the fabrics produced. This smooth and steady move-

ment is secured by means of the driving mechanism shown ; there is a gradual dimunition in the

speed of the slide at and near each end of its traverse and a gradual acceleration of speed as it

starts on the return movement.

Rolls J"J, between which projects the cutting edge of the knife F, are acted upon so as to

press the rolls JJ toward each other and into contact with the opposite sides of the knife.

Fig. 863. Fig. 864.

The rolls J are coated with abrading material, and extend throughout the traverse of

the knife, so that the cutting-edge of the latter is at all times under the sharpening influence of

the roils, and a keen edge is thereby maintained. (This cutting device can also be used, applied

to a machine for cutting double pile fabrics after the woven cloth has left the loom, instead of

being used directly in connection with the loom in which the fabric is woven.)
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Drawings Figs. 865, 866, 867, 868, 869, 870, 871, 872 and 873, represent C. Pearson's inven-

tion for cutting on the loom double pile velvets and similar pile fabrics during the weaving

process.

The invention of the present system for separating the double pile fabric into two separate

single pile fabrics, consists in employing two pile-severing knives, which are caused to travel

laterally, each a distance only half the width of the fabric, in a transverse guide-plate or race.

The letters of reference in the drawings denote like parts in the several views given.

Fig. 865.

Fig. 865 represents a side elevation of part of a loom for weaving double pile fabrics. The

drawing also illustrates one of the " knife carriages " with its actuating mechanism, and part of

the sharpening mechanism adjacent to it with a part of its actuating mechanism. Fig. 866 is a

front view of part of the loom. Fig. 867 illustrates a transverse vertical section of the grooved

race-bar; also one of the cutting-knives mounted in its carriage, and one set of the sharpening-

roUers with its frame or " housing."

Fig. 866. Fig. 867.

Fig. 868 is, partly, a sectional front-view of a pair of the sharpening-rollers mounted in their

frame with a portion of the velvet rail or cutting bar.

Fig. 869 is a top-view of the transversely grooved guide-plate or race-bar in which the

knife-carriages are reciprocated, and the parallel supporting-bar in which the fabric is cut by the

laterally-traveling knives.

Fig. 870 is an enlarged view of the parts at one end of Fig. 869, showing the transversely

grooved race-bar, a knife-carriage with its knife, and the stopping mechanism in the race-bar.
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Fig. 871 is a cross-section view of the velvet delivery rollers, one of the pile severing- knives,

and the supporting bars, showing the relative position of these several parts.

Fig. 872 is a transverse section of the inside of that part of the loom shown in Fig. 865 from

the outside.

Fig. 873 is a transverse sectional view of the loom, showing the location and arrangement

of the crank-shaft and connecting-gear, one of the pulley-wheels, and the sharpening mechanism

with its actuating mechanism for one of the knives.

^C J*
1^

Fig. 869.

Fig. 870.

The method of operation and principle of construction of the cutting-device is illustrated by
drawings Figs. 865 to 873 inclusive.

By means of the double cam C, operating the rack-bar and cog-gearing, alternate partial

revolutions in each direction are given to the pulley-wheel F, to which are secured two cords or

bands, the other end of each of which is attached to the " knife-carriage," one cord on one side

and one on the other side thereof, so as, by the alternate partial revolutions of the pulley-wheel in

Fig. 871. Fig. 872.

opposite directions, to pull the carriage backward and forward transversely along the grooved

guide-plate or race of the loom. A similar set of cords and a knife-carriage are provided for

each side of the loom, both knife-carriages moving in the same guide-plate alternately, each only

about half the distance across, and each alternating in its lateral travel from side to centre of the

race-plate.

Transversely across the frame of the loom are arranged two bars or rails, R and 5, their

relative positions being as shown in Fig. 869, the former being merely a bar or rail supporting
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the double pile fabric while it is being severed in two through the pile by the laterally-moving

cutting-knives. Bar R is recessed near each of its ends (see Figs. 868 and 869) to admit of the

insertion and support therein of the housings for the sharpening-roUers, and so that the upper and

lower sharpening- rollers shall come alternately in contact with the upper and lower sides, res-

pectively, of the knife-blade, as shown in Fig. 867.

The bar ^ is a grooved transverse guide-plate recessed at each of its ends, to hold two sets

of friction-rollers, over which the knife-actuating cords pass to the corresponding pulley-wheel F,

and having one wide groove its entire length, serving as a race for the knife-carriages T T. At

the bottom of this groove are two smaller parallel grooves, extending to the recesses at each end

of the plate, and within which the knife-cords are moved. Two cross-bars, i and 2, are secured

to the bar 5 at each end, supporting a guide-rod, 6, having an enlarged inner end, which serves

as a stopper for the knife-carriage, and upon the rod 6 are placed two pieces of india-rubber

tubing, 4 and 5, and between them a metal band, 3, which may be slipped along the rod against

Fig. 873. Fig. 874.

the tubing and fastened tight at any point thereon by a set-screw. By this arrangement the

rubber tubing acts as an elastic cushion for the stopper-rod and in turn for the knife-carriage.

The movable metal band also permits of lateral adjustment of the stopper-rod, thereby producing

a variation in the resistance encountered by the knife-carriage. This mechanism is shown in

detail in Figs. 869 and 870, the latter showing only one end of the bar S, the other end containing

similar mechanism for the other knife-carriage. ,

The knife K, to cut the connecting pile latterly between the two backings, is secured in a

holder, K', mounted in a carriage, T, moving laterally in the large groove of the race-bar 6"

backward and forward half the length of the bar, from about its centre to its either end, by means

of the pulley and cords before mentioned. The end of the knife-holder K' swings upon a cross-

bar, passing through it and having its bearings in the carriage T. A spring is coiled around this

cross-bar on either side, with its ends fastened to the carriage, so that the tendency is to press the

knife-blade down upon the supporting-bar R, or upon the velvet resting thereon, and cause the

knife to travel in its reciprocating motion in a straight line and cut the pile evenly.
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Each knife-carriage is provided with two pulley-cords—fastened bnc at each end thereof, one

cord passing from the right-hand carriage over the friction roller at that end of the bar 5 to and

partially around the pulley-wheel /'"in one direction, and has its end knotted in the periphery

thereof The other cord, fastened to the other end of the knife-carriage, passes along one of the

small grooves in the bar 5 to the other or left-hand end thereof, where it passes over a similar

friction-roller and back under the bar 5 to another friction-roller, 7, and thence to and partially

around the pulley-wheel F, (in an opposite direction from the other cord) to which it is fastened.

A like set of cords are arranged for the other or left-hand knife-carriage. This arrangement

causes the knife-carriages to be moved backward and forward in the carriage-race when and as

the pulley-wheels wind up either cord successively ; the wheels being turned by means of the

mechanism operated by the cam C.

Upper and lower velvet-rollers L'L' , Fig. 871, suitably mounted in the frame of the loom, take

up the two pieces of pile fabric cut apart through the connecting pile by the laterally- reciprocating

knives K, and draw forward the uncut double pile fabric to the traveling knives as it is deliv-

ered over and upon the velvet-rail or cutting-bar R. These rollers L'L' are geared together and

actuated by a worm, to which motion is communicated from the picking shaft, or any other suit-

able actuating mechanism.

Machine for Cutting Double Pile Fabrics After Leaving the Loom.

As previously mentioned in the chapter on double pile fabrics, in some instances the separat-

ing of both pile cloths is not done in the loom during the process of weaving, but a separate

machine is necessary for cutting the fabric afterwards. In using such a cutting device for separa-

ting both cloths the former must produce a suitable feeding and tension upon the fabric during

the operation so as to divide the pile-threads midway between the two "body-structures" (backs).

As the length of pile in any such fabric is not always uniform, it is difficult to maintain the

cutting line midway between the webs, and in order to avoid the risk of cutting into the fabrics at

places where the weaving is irregular it is necessary to use a longer pile than would otherwise

be required, thus consuming more material than is needed for the finished fabric, and also requir-

ing the divided fabric to be "shorn" (afterward) to a greater extent than would otherwise be

necessary.

An invention, lately patented by J. A. Campbell of Philadelphia, is designed to obviate these

difficulties by making the straining-bars, over which the newly-divided fabrics are drawn, self-

adjusting and self-centering, so that, whether the original double pile fabric be thick or thin, the

dividing-line shall always be midway between the two fabrics.

Diagram Fig. 874 is a side-view of that portion of a machine which has this improvement

attached.

The method of operation is made fully comprehensible by the following explanations given

with reference to the letters used in the diagram.

At h is shown the double pile fabric passing in between the plates B' B^, and at g is shown
a section of the dividing-knife, while at i and k are shown the divided fabrics passing off.

The operation of the device is as follows : The uncut fabric, being drawn in at h by the

action of any suitable feeding mechanism, passes between the plates or jaws B' B^, and is

divided by the knife g, after which the divided fabrics pass off at i and k, being drawn taut by
suitable winding mechanism. The springs c c, being adjusted to a proper tension by the thumb-
nuts d d, tend to draw the jaws or plates B' B^ together, and so the fabric which is being divided

is held firmly between the said jaws B' B^ during the operation of cutting. The divided fabrics

i and k, being drawn taut, tend to draw the jaws B' B^ apart ; but this tendency is resisted by the

springs c c. As the toothed segments C O are firmly fastened to the jaws B' B"^, it follows
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that any motion of the jaw B' will be communicated to the toothed segment C , and from thence

through the toothed segment C^ to the jaw B"^, and so any motion of the jaw B' , to or from the

cutting-line, will be accompanied by a corresponding motion of the jaw B'^. If, from any irregu-

larity in weaving, the two fabrics of the double pile fabrics are closer together or farther apart at

various points than the normal distance, the jaws B'B'^ will press together or be forced apart, but

always to an equal extent, and hence the two webs will always be kept at an equal distance from

the cutting-line, no matter how irregular their distance from each other may be.

Weaving Two, Three or more Narrow Widths or Pieces of Double Pile Fabrics at once.

The weaving of two or more narrow widths of double pile fabrics, side by side, in a broad

loom, also requires the production of fast selvages for each special narrow width. For this pur-

pose we must form two adjacent selvages with fast edges at any desired part of the width, both of

the upper and lower cloths of the double pile fabric, as also selvages in the upper cloth imme-

diately above the selvages in the lower cloth. To form a fast edge to each inner selvage, a warp

binding-thread to cross with the outermost warp of the selvage and becoming knit together

therewith must be employed. Any desired number of fast inner selvages may be formed in this

way in the width, so that the fabric may be divided into widths of any required size by cutting

Fig. 875-

Fig. 877.

both the upper and lower cloths lengthwise between the pairs of fast selvage edges, which have

been made in these cloths.

The construction of such " fast " selvages, properly belonging to the division on gauze or

cross-weaving, will be explained later on.

Diagram Fig. 875 illustrates a perspective view of a short length of a double pile fabric

woven face to face, with fast inner selvages.

Diagram Fig. 876 shows a perspective view of one-half of this fabric when the pile has been

severed and the upper cloth separated from the lower cloth.

Diagram Fig. 877 shows two separated pieces, obtained by dividing the fabric shown at

diagram 876 longitudinally between the fast selvages which are formed in it. In these diagrams U
is the upper cloth, L is the lower and P is the pile.

The two parallel lines 5 S, which run lengthwise of each cloth, represent the fast edges of the

inner selvages.

Let-off Mechanism for the Pile Warp for Weaving Double Pile Fabrics.

In double velvet weaving there is one great difificulty to contend with, namely, to keep the

two pieces of cloth an equal distance apart. To do this a regular supplying, guiding and deliver-

ing of pile-warp is required, otherwise any additional strains would draw the two pieces nearer

together, and the pile would be irregular.
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Diagrams Figs. 878^, ^J^b and 879 illustrate the arrangement for effecting the letting-off,

supporting, guiding and delivering of the pile-warp, and represent C. Pearson's Patent.

Fig. 878^ illustrates a side elevation of that part of a loom containing the necessary-

mechanism as mentioned.

Fig. 878//' is a detached view of some of the parts and taken from P"ig. 878^.

Fig. 879 is a diagram showing the arrangement and position of the several rollers and parts

constituting this mechanism.

The letters indicating the different parts in this mechanism are as follows : A represents the

frame of a loom. G and H are the beams containing the pile-warp. The latter threads are

delivered from these to a guide-roller R, secured in the frame of the loom, and thence to a pair of

metal rollers, C C, turned perfectly true and covered with cloth, plush, or other like rough-surface

material, in order to create friction between the surface of the roller and the warp-threads. These

rollers are mounted upon shafts having bearings in a bracket bolted to the frame of the loom.

They are independently rotated toward each other with unvarying uniformity and precision by

means of worm-wheels d d on the axes thereof, which engage with two screws, F F, one for each

2r->-. 5

Fig. 878(5.

Fig. 878a. Fig. 879.

roller, one being a left-hand screw and the other a right-hand screw, on a horizontal shaft, E,

which has its bearings in brackets XX, also secured to the side of the frame A. One end of

this shaft ^ is provided with a beveled gear-wheel, which engages with a similar beveled gear-wheel

on the end of the picking«shaft D, and is thus continuously driven. The other end of shaft Shears

against a rod, L, in the bracket X, provided with jam-nuts, in order thereby to secure desired

pressure against the shaft and its actuating-wheel, more especially when actuated by friction as a

substitute for the gear-wheels shown. The pile warp-threads are delivered directly from the guide-

roller R to one of the metal rollers C, and under and around the same, and from thence in like

manner under and around the other roller, C, these rollers rotating toward each other, and from

the last-mentioned roller Cthe pile-warp is carried to a second guide-roller, S, supported horizon-

tally in the frame A, and is from thence taken up by vertical rods Y, held up by pull-springs W^

to support the warp in its passage to the heddles, and to create the necessary tension thereon to

hold the same taut.

Carrying the pile warp-threads to a point over the main rollers C the loose waste driven off

by the operation will drop onto the warp after passing the second roller, C, injuring the pile-warp

and clogging the mechanism. To prevent this, a shield, T, is arranged over the second roller, C^
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consisting of a fiat tin or otlier suitable plate extending from side to side of the loom and secured

to its frame.

Another arrangement for delivering the pile warp in looms for weaving double pile fabrics has

been lately invented by Mr. Fred. Pearson. This invention consists of a mechanism for the proper

feeding of the pile warp into the harness, and is placed in such a position in the loom as to pre-

vent any fibres or other substances, which may be freed from the warp yarn as it passes over the

mechanism (friction rollers), from falling into the latter, and thus injuring the warp-yarn as well as

clogging the mechanism. Another advantage Mr. Pearson assigns to his invention is the means

provided by which this feeding mechanism can be easily thrown out of action, so as to allow

the weaving of the ordinary close-stitched double-cloth required for the weaving of a proper

heading at the beginning and ending of each cut. The mechanism is also arranged to permit a

quick and correct changing of the amount of pile warp to be delivered, as regulated by the height

of pile required for the fabrics woven, by substituting a smaller or larger worm-wheel upon the

axle of the main roll.

Diagrams Figs. 880 and 881 illustrate this mechanism.

Fig. 880 is a side elevation of the rear part of a loom or attachment to a common cam-

loom, and embodying Mr. Pearson's invention.

Fig. 881 is a sectional elevation, showing the delivering of pile warps (from two beams) and

Fig. 880. Fig. 881.

the direction of the running off of the ground warps (from one beam). The respective parts with

the letters of references given (the same for both Figs.) will in a great measure explain the

modus operandi.

A represents the beam for the ground-warps; B and C, the beams for the pile warps ; E and

//, the guide-rollers; i^and 6^, the main or friction-rollers, whose axes are mounted in open

bearings in an adjustable bracket N, attached to and mounted upon the main frame of the loom.

The axis of the lower friction-roller is provided at one end with a worm-wheel which gears

into a worm P on one end of a horizontal shaft, which is driven by gear wheels R and 6". Upon
the opposite ends of the axes of the friction-rolls are mounted gear wheels VX, which gear into^

each other. J represents the harness frames.

An examination of Fig. 881, with regard to the direction of running the pile warps and

ground warps of the fabric, gives us as follows

:

The pile warp-threads, upon the beams B and C, are, together, carried over the guide roll E,

under and around the main roll F, and around the main roll G, under the guide roll H, and over

the horizontal yielding, or spring-supported rods / contained in the vertical guides K, and are

thence run to the heddles. The ground warp-threads upon beam A are carried over supporting

or guide-rollers a b to the harness-frames.

At the beginning of the description of this invention we mentioned that a part of the claim

was based upon allowing a quick changing from pile weaving to a weaving of regular close-
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stitched double- cloth used as headings for the fabrics. This is accomplished by shifting lever T
to the right (/. e., towards the rear of the loom), thus elevating friction-roller /^ and its worm-

wheel, carrying the latter out of contact or gear with the worm P, whereby the revolution of the

main rollers /^and G will be discontinued and the feeding of pile warp-threads to the heddles

will be stopped.

Another method for arranging the beams for pile warps and ground warps in the loom in

weaving double plush is that used by Mr. R. H. Patton. In looms of his construction the beam,

carrying the ground warp is situated in the rear part of the frame, as built in addition to his

regular cam loom for operating the harness. The beams carrying the pile warps rest in the

upper middle part of said frame. To give a clearer understanding diagram Fig. 882 has been

designed. In this A indicates the side of the frame previously alluded to, B the beam carrying

the ground warp, and C and D the beams for both sets of pile warps. In the present style of

arranging the beams for the pile warp and guiding those warps in their run to the delivering

Fig. 882.

rollers H G, and from there to the respective harness, one great advantage over that of the pre-

viously shown methods will be readily noticed, i. e., that the pile warps are delivered to their

. respective heddles without crossing the ground system, and consequently any possible chafing is

avoided. The ground warp for the upper cloth in the loom passes from the warp beam B over

stationary guide-roller E towards the harness frames ; this set of threads being indicated by letter

a. The other set of ground warps required for the lower cloth passes from beam B below guide

roll F and from there direct to the respective harness frames. This set of ground or body warp

has been indicated by the letter d. The two sets of pile warp, one from beam C and one from

beam D, are guided from their respective beams into the delivering rollers G and H. The lower

roller {H) is covered with a fine sand-paper, while the one above is covered with a plush fabric.

After leaving the delivering rollers one set of the pile threads is passed over guide-rolly and

below guide-roller L, and the other set below guide-roller K. Each of these two guide-rollers is

adjusted to a lever which is on one extreme end connected with the loom frame and on the oppo-

site end has adjusted a spring which is fastened to the floor. These springs will greatly assist in
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easing up the "beating home" of the pile warp. The let-off of the pile warp is regulated by
sproked gears adjustable to the axis of the delivering roller H and gets the motion from the

"take-up" by means of a chain belt. The present method of delivering pile warps allows the

harness in the front part of the loom to be arranged for an extremely high pile, i. e., the keeping

of the two sets of ground warp—ground cloth—as far apart as possible.

The bracket for holding guide-roller F can also be applied to the centre standard of

the frame.

Double Pile Fabrics Made with a Proportionally Higher Pile.

In some double pile fabrics a greater length of pile may be required than the one which can

be produced on a common loom. To overcome this difficulty James, Fred, and George Priestley

have lately invented an improvement on the lay, suitable to be adopted for any loom. To secure a

proportionally higher pile their patent advises the cutting away of a large portion of the solid part of

the lay and inserting small steel plates set upon edge. Each plate reaches across the cut-out part

of the lay, and the tops of all the steel plates are in a line and carry the shuttle when in operation.

The warp-threads of the bottom fabric drop into the spaces between the steel plates and are well

out of the way of the shuttle when the top or upper fabric is being woven, and at the same time

the pile-threads are kept tight and at full stretch between the two fabrics.

-0
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Fig. 883a.
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Diagram Fig. 883a illustrates the sectional side-elevation of a portion of the lay of a common
loom which is fitted up with such steel plates.

Fig. 883^^ represents an elevation of the latter, and Fig. 883^: illustrates a plan of a portion of

the same.

Figured Double Pile Fabrics.

Double pile fabrics are also produced by means of the Jacquard machine. Various methods

of operation as well as different makes of looms exist for effecting this process.

Diagrams Figs. 884 to 891 illustrate a specimen of such a loom and the method of

operation for weaving figured double pile fabrics, which was invented and patented by T. J.

Shuttleworth.

The said diagrams illustrate a loom for weaving figured double pile fabrics for operating the

pile-threads whereby on the rise of the Jacquard lifter-board any desired pile-thread maybe drawn

down from the upper warp into the lower fabric or drawn up from the lower warp into the upper

fabric, so as to produce two fabrics having a corresponding figure.

In diagrams Figs. 884, 885 and 886 the method of interlacing the two fabrics is clearly

demonstrated.

Fig. 887 represents a loom showing sufficient to give one a proper understanding.
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Figs. 888 and 889 are diagrams illustrating the operation of the heddles controlling the

ground warp-threads.

Figs. 890 and 891 illustrate the operation of the heddles controlling the pile warp-threads.

Each of the fabrics has a number of pile-warps (indicated .r) and two sets of ground backing threads

(see y), the number of pile-warps depending upon the number of colors in the pattern to be

produced.

The operation of weaving the fabric will be understood upon reference to Figs. 884, 885 and

886. In Fig. 884 the threads are represented as they appear after the figuring pile-warps have

been drawn from the upper to the lower and the lower to the upper fabric and bound in by picks i,

all of the upper pile-warps being then elevated and the lower pile-warps depressed and the ground

or backing warps of each fabric crossed, so as to form upper and lower sheds for the insertion of

Fig. 884.

Fig. 885.

Fig. 836. Fig. 887.

the binder picks 2, which are thrown in and beaten up and the ground-warps of each fabric then

again crossed, as shown in Fig. 885, to form sheds for the binder picks 3, and after throwing in

these picks the ground-warps of each fabric are again crossed to form upper and lower sheds, all

of the upper pile-warps except those for the figure being lowered to the level of the bottom of the

upper shed, and all of the lower pile-warps except those for the figure being raised to the level of

the top of the lower shed, as shown in Fig. 886.

Such of the upper pile-warps as are necessary to form the figure are drawn down into the

lower shed; and such of the lower pile-warps as the figure demands are lifted into the upper shed,

as shown in Fig. 886, preparatory to throwing in the binder picks which confine said figuring

pile-threads on the backs of the fabric ; the operations being then repeated. As shown in the

drawings, accompanying these explanations, such of ^the pile-warps as are necessary to form the
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figures are drawn across from one fabric to the other on every third pick ; but, if desired, only

one binder pick may be put in on the face of the fabric between successive tufts of the pile. The

mechanism for effecting the movements of the threads which we described, is shown in Fig. 887.

The heddles which control the ground warp threads have double eyes, as shown in Figs. 888 and

889. The threads of the upper fabric pass through the upper eyes of the heddles, and the

threads of the lower fabric through the lower eyes, these eyes being so related and the lift of the

heddles being such as to effect the proper formation of the upper and lower sheds. Each of the

pile-warps is controlled by a harness thread connected to one of the needles of the Jacquard,

(see Figs. 890 and 891) and passing through the usual notched eye in the lifter board, above the

Jacquard needles, each harness-thread having a knot above the lifter-board, so that when the

thread is adjusted by the needle to bring this knot over a notch of the board, this knot and that

BCtiB

_ J 11

Fig. 888. Fig. 889.

Fig. 890. Fig. 891,

portion of the thread in which it is formed will be lifted by the board as it rises, there being no

lift of those threads the knots of which remain in line with the eyes of the lifter-board.

The movement of the entire body of warps, except those necessary to form the figure, is

effected by comber-boards ^ and A, Figs. 890 and 891, the upper of which, in the present instance,

acts upon knots upon the harness-threads of the pile-warps of the lower fabric, while the lower

board acts upon knots upon the harness-threads of the pile-warps of the upper fabric, and these

boards are caused to move toward and apart from each other, so that on the rise of the upper

board, ^, all of the pile-warps of the lower fabric, except the figure-warps, will be lifted from the

position shown in Figs. 884 and 885 to that shown in Fig. 886, the descent of the lower board,/;,

causing the corresponding pile-warps of the upper fabric to drop to the same extent. The

comber-boards remain separated while the binding-shots i are being thrown in, after which they

are drawn together, so as to restore the warps under their control to the positions shown in Figs.

884 and 885.

Such of the pile- warps as are desired toiorm the figure are by means of the Jacquard brought
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under control of the lifter-board, which has a movement in excess of that imparted to the comber-

boards, so that the figuring pile-warps will be carried up or down into the opposite fabric.

The figuring-threads of the lower pile-warp are simply elevated by the action of the lifter-

board as the latter rises in the usual manner; but it is necessary to transform this rising move-

ment of the lifter-board into a downward movement of the figuring-threads of the upper pile-

warp; hence each of the harness-threads of the upper pile-warps must be passed around a pulley

or other bearing so as to double it back upon itself, pass it again through the eye of the lifter-

board, and connect it at the lower end to a strip m, Figs. 890 and 891, of rubber or other elastic

material, secured to the guide-board ;/ below the Jacquard apparatus. The lifter-board acts upon

a knot on this returned portion of the harness-thread, so that the lift of the board serves to stretch

the spring and permit the drop of the weighted portion of the harness-thread which controls the
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warp-thread, this warp-thread being lifted on the descent of the board by reason of the contraction

of the spring m, which exerts a force considerably in excess of the weight.

The lifter-board of the Jacquard is operated by a cam on a shaft, the cam acting on a slide

which is connected by a rod to a lever connected to the lifter-board by a rod.

The comber-boards are operated by another cam on the shaft mentioned before, this cam

acting on a slide which is connected by a rod to a lever, and by another rod to an arm; the lever

before mentioned being connected by a rod to the upper comber-board, and the arm also previ-

ously mentioned is connected by a rod to the lower comber-board, so that the desired movements

of both comber-boards towards and from each other are effected.

The principle thus far explained of weaving these double pile fabrics can also be used in

connection with a Jacquard apparatus in which griffe-bars are used in place of an eyed and notched

lifter-board, and hooks are used instead of knots in the harness.
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Figured Double Plush Produced upon a Jacquard Machine Containing a Stationary and a

Raising ''Griffe" and also a Lowering {Falli?ig) ''Grate" or " Rester."

Mr. T. Halton has lately applied for a patent for a Jacquard machine for weaving "figured

double pile fabrics" which is very simple and effective in its method of construction. This

machine resembles to a certain extent a double-lift double-cylinder Jacquard machine used in

weaving damasks, dress-goods, etc. This new Jacquard machine has also two sets of griffe-bars

(similar to the double-lift double-cylinder), but only one set raises while the other remains

o. T^

(

Fig. 893^.

\
Fig. 893^. Fig. 893C

stationary. The " grate " or " rester " for the hooks in tne new machine is arranged to lower

simultaneously when the previously mentioned griffe raises, and again raises to its starting-point

as soon as the griffe lowers to its point of starting. The cylinders of the Jacquard machine for

weaving figured double pile fabrics are operated on at the same time, while the cylinders of the

Jacquard machine, known as " double-lift double-cylinders," are operated on alternately.

To give a clearer illustration of the construction of the machine, Fig. 892 has been designed.

It represents the section of a four-hundred Jacquard machine for weaving figured double pile

fabrics.
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At the point indicated by A, one vertical row of one set of needles is shown (E — needle

board, B = spring box). At B one vertical row of the second set of needles is shown {C=
needle board, P= spring box).

a represents sections of stationary griffe-bars (shown shaded); <^ represents sections of

raising griffe-bars (shown in black) ; // represents sections of the grate or rester (for holding the

hooks in the required position and also for guiding the latter in their lowering, if not called for by

either one of the griffe-bars).

Hooks I A and i B have their neck-cords connected to the same leash. (Also 2 A and 2 B;

3 A and ^ B ; 4 A and 4 B, etc.)

Figs. 893 A, B, C, D and E illustrate

the modus operandi of the machine and its

harness. Two hooks, operating the same

warp-threads, are used for illustrating the

principle. Letters of reference indicate

like parts in each diagram.

g-l and h—m are the previously men-

tioned two hooks; ^-y the needle for oper-

ating the hook g-l; c-d the needle for

operating the hook h-m; a is the station-

ary griffe-bar ; b is the raising griffe-bar

;

l-n and m-n are the neck-cords
; / is the

heddle eye ; r and s the double shed re-

quired
; q the lingo, and the last woven

part of the fabric.

Diagram Fig. 893^ shows the hooks

at rest; or in a position similar to that in

Fig. 892 (the complete section of a 400-

machine) ; thus the warps will rest in the

loom in the position shown by the fall

line o-p-t, or in the centre.

Diagrams Fig. 893 B and C illustrate

the raising of a warp-thread in the upper

section of the top shed {r). (See full line

o-p-i) In diagram 893-^ this is accom-

plished by punching a hole in the cards

for needle c, and none in the other card at

the place where needle e strikes. Conse-

quently hook h-m, not operated on by its

needle (hole in card), will be caught by

the ascending griffe b, and in turn raise

the warp-threads by means of the harness

cord in the upper section of the top shed
(f).

(See full line o-p-t.) The hook g-l, which is

thrown backwards by reason of its mate needle e having no hole cut in the card, is thus placed

out of reach of the stationary griffe-bar and descends with the lowering of the rester i until it

reaches the base, as shown in the present diagram. This, consequently, will have no effect upon

the warp-thread, and nothing else will be produced but the slackening of the corresponding

neckcord l-n, as represented in the diagram.

In diagram Fig. 893 C' the same effect (as in Fig. 893^) for the warp-thread (or its raising into

the upper section of the top shed is produced by having two holes cut for both needles (for needle e

o." t.

IS

Fig. 893Z?.

i
T'-

Fig. 893^.
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in the card of the other set). Cutting a hole for needle e will leave hook g-l in its vertical posi-

tion and the crook of the hook will be caught by the stationary griffe, which will hold it during

the downward movement of the rester. The movement of hook h-m and its result upon the

corresponding warp-threads being the same as in the previously explained diagram, the only

difference between adopting either plan B or C, is the lesser amount of slackening of the neck-

cord l-n which is out of action in using the plan as illustrated by diagram C.

Diagram 893 Z) shows the warp-thread in the lower section of the bottom shed s. (See full

line o-p-t}) This movement is accomplished by cutting no hole for either needle in its correspond-

ing place m the card, consequently throwing off each hook from either griffe, which will result

in the lowering of both hooks by means of rester bars i and k.

Diagram Fig. 893/i shows the method of operation necessary if a warp-thread is required

to remain in the centre, thus forming the bottom of the upper shed r and the top of the lower shed s.

In this case no hole must be cut in the card for needle c, and a hole in the card from the other set

for needle e to penetrate. Hook g-l will thus remain over the stationary griffe-bar id) while the

mate hook h-m has its crook thrown out of reach of the raising griffe b, and consequently descends

with the lowering of the rester.

TERRY PILE FABRICS

In which the Pile is Produced During Weaving Without the Aid of Wires.

Pile fabrics in which the pile-threads are raised without the aid of wires are fabrics known as

"Turkish toweling" and certain kinds of scarfs used for ornamentation on chairs, bureaus, etc.

In the manufacture of these fabrics two (or more) warp-beams are required—one to carry the

"pile-warp" for the formation of the loop and the other to carry the "ground-warp" for forming

the body of the fabric.

Method of Operation for Producing the "Loop" or "Terry" Pile.

In the process of weaving a terry fabric the upper or terry series of warps is weighted lighter

than the lower or body series, for the purpose of allowing the loops to be formed on the surface

by the lay swinging or being driven fully up to the body already manufactured after several or

one or two picks of the filling have been shot from the shuttle and but partially beaten up, those

picks having in the meantime so tightened upon the upper or "terry" warps that the latter are

forced with them by the full beat fully up, and thereby forming the pile loops or terry.

(sx®^<g) x®x@xg' ^ymm^_
Fig. 894a.

The three (or more) picks so interwoven will have slid on the ground-warp, which remains

tight during the entire process of weaving.

To illustrate the method of operation more clearly Figs. 894<3: and 894^^ have been designed.

In Fig. 894a the pick, indicated by o, represents the edge of the cloth. At the first stroke of

the lay the first pick, i, is not driven home. At the second stroke the second pick, 2, is driven

against the first pick, i, and no further; but the third pick, 3, is driven home towards o. This

pick will in turn naturally take picks i and 2 along, pressing them up against the finished edge

of the cloth {o).

The pile or "terry" warp will thus form the loops s, as shown in Fig. 894<5.
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Fig. 895<? illustrates the drawing-in draft for the regular terry cloth. Harness i and 2 are

for the pile, harness 3 and 4 for the ground-warp. Fig. 895^ represents the weave or harness-

chain for the above illustrated drawing-in draft.

To give a more perfect understanding of the method of operation in the present style of terry

weaving, Figs. 896, 897 and 898 are designed, illustrating the operation of a terry loom patented

by Messrs. Holt & Mellor.

Fig. 896 is a cross-sectional elevation of part of a terry loom necessary for properly illus-

trating the explanations to follow.

Fig. 897 is a plan-view of the same.

I » J. ».
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Fig. 895a. Fig. 895(5.

Fig. 898 is an enlarged cross-sectional view of the upper part of the lay and the breastbeam.

The operation is as follows : When the cam D (see Fig. 897) does not raise the lever £, the

frame remains lowered, as do also the arms L, and when the lay swings toward the breastbeam

the outer ends of the arms L come in contact with the inner ends of the screws N (see Figs. 896

and 897), whereby the arms L will be pushed in the inverse direction of the movement of the

lay—that is, in the direction of the arrow d'—thereby swinging backward the reed and pre-

venting it from driving the last pick home—that is, preventing the reed from driving the last

pick against the finished edge of the cloth; but if the cam D raises the lever £the frame i^will

be moved upward and the arms L will be raised so that their shoulders engage with the face of

i^ni

Fig. 898.

Fig. 896. Fig. 897.

the lay, and the free ends of the arms L will be raised to such an extent that they will pass over

the beveled ends of the screws N, and the bary, or lower part of the reed, will not be pressed in

the direction of the arrow d', thus permitting the reed to drive the last pick home, as represented

in diagram Fig. 898.

The loom can also be so constructed as to drive the second, third, fourth, fifth or sixth pick

r home, as may be desired, and according to the number of loops desired in the fabric. The length

of the loops is adjusted by means of the screws N, for the farther the screws project from the

breastbeam the greater will be the distance that the bar/ is swung back, and thus the greater

I

will be the distance between the finished edge of the cloth and the first pick,

I
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Diagrams Figs. 899, 900, 901 and 902 illustrate the principle of construction and the opera-

tion of a loom for weaving terry fabrics patented by N. A. Woodhead.

Fig. 899 is an end or cross-sectional elevation of the loom with the movable journal-boxes

and crank-shaft thrown fully back, as when partially beating up the filling.

Fig. 900 is a cross-sectional elevation of it without the gear-wheels, showing the journal-

boxes and crank-shaft thrown forward and the lay forced fully up.

Fig. 901 is a top view. Fig. 902 is a detail view showing one of the journal boxes and part

of its supporting lever, its adjusting screw, and the device for locking the lever and box in a

Fig, 899. Fig. 900.

forward position for the production of a plain fabric. (Letters indicating the different parts for

reference are selected to correspond in all four diagrams.)

The method of operation of the loom thus forming the terry pile is as follows :

The crank-shaft A when revolving drives to and fro the lay H by means of the rods a, com-

municating with the cranks b b, and thus drives the picks partially up at each revolution, when it

is thrown back, as illustrated in Fig. 899. In order, however, to produce the teny loop the

entire shaft A is, after two picks, thrown forward to a point where, when the cranks b arrive on a

horizontal plane toward the lay H, the lay will be caused to make a full beat, driving the picks

full up, and producing the terry or pile loop.

Fig. 901,

The shaft A, when it is desired that the loop shall be formed at every third pick, is arranged

to revolve by a proper adjustment of the gearing three times while the cam shaft N revolves'

once. When the cams }i of the cam-shaft N are in any position other than an upright position,

the lower arm E' is at rest, being borne down and held in that position by the weight e. As a

natural consequence, by reason of the pivotal bearing at g, the knee of the arms E E' is thrown

forward, while the journal boxes i^ of the shaft A, being firmly fixed to the arms E E', are thrown

back, and the shaft A, while revolving in this position, produces by means of the lay but a partial

beat of the picks, one throw of the shuttle being made to each revolution of the shaft A. When,
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however, the cams h of the cam-shaft iV, by the revolution of the shaft, begin to assume an

upright position, pressing against the lower edge of the arms E' as shown in the drawings, the

arms E are gradually raised until they assume a horizontal position and thereby, by reason of the

pivotal bearing g, throw the boxes F, adjusted to the extreme upper ends of the arms E and

containing the crank-shaft A, completely forward. Then the shaft, revolving to the proper point,

produces a full beat of the lay and makes in the fabric the terry or pile loop at the desired

interval.

The length of the terry-loop is regulated by means of the screw /, adjusted to the journal

boxes F. By screwing down the screw the terry-loop is shortened by the shaft A being

prevented from going as far back as it otherwise would by reason of the lower end of the

screw coming in contact with the loom-frame, consequently allowing the short beats of the picks

to be driven more nearly full up. When the screw / is screwed up, the arms E' fall fully down
when released from the cam h and throw the shaft A full back, and this produces an extremely

long terry-loop. By this means a terry-loop of any desired length can be produced.

When it is desired to throw the terry devices out of operation and to weave a plain fabric,

the lever S, connecting with the lug /, as shown in Fig. 902, is depressed, the lug t thereby

engaging the movable journal-box F, and, preventing the backward motion, holds it firmly in

position and allows of the lay //^ beating full up at every revolution of the shaft A.

Fig. 903. Fig. 904. Fig. 905.

\

Some " terry " fabrics require a combination of the terry pile weaving and the common plain

weaving ; both systems of weaving to exchange alternately (and sometimes more frequently) in

one length of the fabric. For such fabrics the loom illustrated in diagrams Figs. 903, 904 and

905 (as is claimed by its inventor, C. Strobel), is of special advantage.

Figs. 903 and 904 represent vertical sections of the loom ; the parts being shown in different

positions.

Fig. 905 represents a vertical section of the loom in line x x Fig. 903. The shedding,

picking and take up motions are substantially the same as are ordinarily used in looms. (The

letters of reference in all these drawings are identical.)

The crank and cam shafts A 0' are geared by gear-wheels, each mounted on shafts and
meshing together, and are driven in the usual way. While the rollers M are in the bottoms of

the slots in the links or levers C the lay will travel forward to a fixed line, this being the cloth

making line of the fabric. The roller J on the gear / at each revolution of the latter, if the

lever H is not engaged by the hook N, presses down the rear end of the lever H, causing the

forward end to rise, and through the rod G and the arm F to rock the shaft D until the rollers

M reach the bottoms of the slots of the links C. The spring P, connected with the arm F on

the rock-shaft D, keeps the rollers Mm the upper part of the slots of the links 6" when the lever

//"is free from the hook TV and is not acted on by the roller/. When the rollers are in this

elevated position, the lay will not travel as far forward as the cloth-forming line, owing to the

pivots of the pitmen B having been given a lateral movement toward the lay, thus shortening the
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distance between the crank-shaft and the lay. It will be understood that during these short

movements of the lay the filling will be only partially beaten up. The number of short or partial

beats to each full beat may be varied by changing the gears / or 0. The present illustrations

show the loom arranged so as to have two short strokes to each long or full stroke or beat. At

each third pick the lever //will be depressed by the rolleryon the gear /, causing it to bring

the arms E on the shaft Z> to a horizontal position, thus giving the pivots of the pitmen B a

movement away from the lay, and increasing the distance between the crank-shaft and the lay.

By this means the lay in its next forward movement will be moved forward to the cloth-making

line, beating home the previously inserted two picks and causing the terry warp-threads to be

looped or raised from the body of the cloth. The screws K, passing through the side projections

of links C, act as stops for the roller-supporting levers E, limiting their upward movement, thus

regulating the length of the terry-loops, making them longer or shorter, as desired. The arms F
may be given more or less movement by shifting the pivots or screws, by which the connecting-

rod G is attached to the arm F or to the lever H. When it is desired to do plain weaving, the

Fig. 907.

Fig. 906. Fig. 908.

hand-lever ^ on the breastbeam is moved to the right, causing the lever Q to act on the hook M,

pressing it toward the lever H, when it will hook under and lock the lever H as soon as the lever

is raised to the proper height. The parts will remain in these positions until the hand-lever 5 is

thrown to the left, thus unlocking the lever H from the hook N, when the loom will be in con-

dition for terry-weaving, all these changes being accomplished without stopping the loom.

Before closing the chapter on the construction of the various looms for weaving terry fabrics

we refer to the patent of T. A. Brady, it being a loom for weaving terry-pile fabrics such as

Turkish towelings, etc., and in which there is a different throw or beat of the lathe, due to the

shifting of the boxes or bearings for the crank-shafl of the loom. The shifting of the boxes car-

rying the crank-shaft is effected by means of a grooved cam.

Figs. 906, 907 and 908 are drawings illustrating the principle of this operation.

Fig. 906 is a longitudinal section of parts of a loom sufficient to illustrate the present expla-

nations.
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Fio-s. 907 and 908 are drawings representing enlarged face views of the cam by which the

parts are operated to effect the shifting of the sHdes forming the bearings for the crank-

shaft, and thus regulating the forward beat (towards the last woven part of the fabric) of the lathe.

The cam has an outer flange, /i, an intermediate segmental flange, /', and a central cam, 7n, the

inner portion of which is concentric with the flange i, so as to form an inner groove, n, while the

outer portion of the cam is such as to direct the roller on the stud of an arm fastened on the

loom into a groove,/, formed between the flange i and the outer flange /i.

Pivoted toes s and / form continuations of the flange i, these toes being such that their ends

can be thrown inward, so as to bear upon the nose of the cam //-;, or can be thrown outward, so

as to come in contact with the outer flange, /i, of the cam. The toe i- has a projecting pin passing

through a segmental slot, a-, in the disk of the cam, and having an anti-friction roller, which is

acted upon by a spring, tending to thrust the point of the toe outward against the flange // of the

cam, so that, supposing the cam to be rotating in the direction of the arrow, Fig. 907, the roller

on the stud of the arm would be under the influence of the cam /n and inner groove ;/,.and the

arm would be depressed at the proper intervals to effect the forward movement of the slides and

the full beat of the lathe. If the toe s, however, is adjusted to the position shown in Fig. 908,

the roller will traverse the outer groove,/, of the cam, and will be free from the influence of the

cam ;;/, so that there will be no vibration of the arm and no movement of the slides and crank-

shaft; thus the lathe will move forward to the full-beat point on each stroke, so as to produce

plain or unpiled fabric. The toe ^ serves to bridge the groove n when the roller is traversing the

outer groove,/, there being in such case a practically unbroken flange, i, so as to insure the

proper guidance of the roller.

In order to permit the ready adjustment of the toe s to the position shown in Fig. 908, when

such adjustment is desired, hang to one of the frames an arm, which is adapted to act on the

roller, carried by the pin of the toe s, this arm being connected by a suitable cord to a lever, hung

to a stud on the breastbeam of the loom, so as to be within easy reach of the attendant.

For figured terry fabrics as produced on harness-work, the Geo. W. Stafford Manufacturing

Company, Providence, R. I., build a dobbie specially adapted for this purpose. This dobbie

requires the pegging of two patterns on the chain. By means of the box-chain we can arrange

the former to move automatically sideways so as to bring the different patterns, as required by the

fabric, under the operation of the hooks. Thus we can weave terry for a certain distance, and

then move the chain for ordinary weaving. For very heavy work the "Positive Dobbie " must be

used, which, by being a " Double Action',' is very easy on the yarn.

PILE FABRICS OF A SPECIAL METHOD OF CONSTRUCTION.

Smyrna Carpets and Rugs.

These fabrics are made on a loom specially built for their manufacture and is known as the
" Hautelisse Loom!'

Diagram Fig. 909 illustrates a section of this loom. In this loom the warp passes from the

beam g (upon which it is wrapped) over the guiding roller f, through heddles b, c, down towards

the place a, where the weaver is situated while at work. The heddles being in a horizontal

position are fastened to two rollers, ^and e. The latter (by reason of their turning to the right

or left) operate the heddles, which in turn produce the opening of the shed. (The loom, it will

be observed, is technically a "vertical loom.")

The pile in these fabrics is produced by inserting, separately, loops of yarn for each square

on the designing paper of the respective design. This method of producing the pile in a fabric

is a slow and troublesome work, still fabrics showing many varieties of colors can be produced.
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The body or ground structure of a Smyrna Carpet or Rug is made with either strong

woolen-linen or jute threads, and the pile of a soft woolen yarn.

Diagram Fig. 910 illustrates the method of interlacing (shown in the front view). The
vertical threads represent the warp, and the horizontal threads the necessary ground or body

picks. At a is shown the insertion of a loop (pile). This loop, intertwined with the two warp-

threads of the ground structure, is shown separately in its section in Fig. 911.

The body-filling is inserted by a "block," as shown in Fig. 912 (clearly indicating the yarn

as wound around it, and leaving this block at the place marked p). The beating up of the filling

(ground and pile) is effected by means of a comb shown in Fig. 913. In this method of operation

Fig. 910.

the weaver inserts two body-picks ; next, he places one row of pile loops over the entire width of

the fabric (selecting their different colors in accordance with the design which is to be produced).

Then he again inserts two body picks (by turning the rollers d ox e for each pick) to be followed

by the next row of loops across the fabric ; and selecting the colors as required by the design.

This method of alternately exchanging two body picks with one row of loops is repeated

until the fabric is finished. On fabrics of a sufficient width two or more persons can operate at

once. After the fabric is finished upon the loom it is " sheared " so as to produce an even height

of the pile.

This method of tying each individual pile-thread to the ground structure in Smyrna or

Turkey carpets and rugs is very laborious, and hence materially increases their cost of manufacture.

Fig. 912. Fig. 913.

Various methods have been devised to imitate these beautiful fabrics in a way that would give a

better production for the manufacturer as well as to provide a mode whereby a certain proportion

of any desired number of carpets of the same pattern might be produced in one operation. This

has been accomplished quite successfully in a process invented by Messrs. Kohn & Watzlawik

and resembles in its main features and principles the explanations given by us in a former chapter,

pages 154 to 158, on the manufacture of chenille rugs and carpets, and pages 160 to 165, on the

manufacture of chenille fringe.

Such imitations of Turkey carpets are produced mechanically from patterns composed of

colored squares that clearly indicate the design and arrangement of the colored squares to be

reproduced in the carpet. In the carpet each transverse range of squares corresponds to a pick
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of pile filling, and each pick of this pile filling consists of a woven strip (or ribbon), the warp of

which is composed of wool threads of the required colors. These filling strips have edges con-

taining no filling (fringed) and which are intended to be brushed up for forming the pile of the

carpet. These ribbons or filling strips also contairuno filling in their centre, for two reasons: To
form the imitation of the knot characterizing the real Turkey carpets, and again to reproduce the

(pile) pattern of the face in an ordinary woven appearance on the back. These explanations

demonstrate that two operations are necessary in producing the imitation. First, the weaving of

the fringed strips or ribbons composed of different colored threads, according to the transverse
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Fig. 914. Fig. 915. Fig. 916.

ranges of the colored squares in the pattern, and, second, the weaving (or setting) of these strips

in a common warp to produce the pile carpet.

In diagrams Figs. 914 to 919 a clear illustration of the entire method of operation is given.

Fig. 914 illustrates a carpet pattern. Fig. 915 shows one strip (ribbon) cut from a chain corre-

sponding to the upper transverse range (or row) of the pattern Fig. 914. Fig. 916 shows a like

strip from which the centre filling has "been removed.

Fig. 917 represents the back of the carpet. Fig. 918 illustrates by a perspective view the

method of operation at the loom, weaving imitation Turkey carpets. Fig. 919 is a section cut of

the shed and two transverse ranges of pile picks previously inserted.

We will next give a short description of the methods for producing the filling strips or

ribbons necessary for the construction of the fabric.
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Fig. 917. Fig. 918. Fig. 919.

As many different warps for weaving the chenille strips for a certain carpet are necessary as

there are differently figured or colored transverse ranges (rows of squares) in the pattern of the

carpet, each warp producing any desired number of fringed filling or pile strips of the same trans-

verse range of colors, that are woven into suitable warps for as many different carpets of the same
pattern, or into a warp for one carpet as many times as the transverse range of colors correspond-
ing to the strip or ribbon recurs in the carpet. Thus, for instance, the strip or ribbon shown in

Fig. 916 corresponds with the transverse range A' of the pattern shown in Fig. 914, and, sup-

posing that one hundred such ribbons are produced from one chain of warp, they may be used
as a strip (pile pick) in one hundred carpets for one transverse range of colored squares in the
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pattern, or in a given number of carpets for a multiplicity of identical transverse ranges of squares

in the pattern. The length of these multicolored warps therefore not only depends on the number

of carpets of the same pattern, but also on the number of times the same transverse range of

colors is repeated in this pattern, also on the length of the pile of the carpet. After a warp is

beamed, it is bound at intervals equal to twice the length of the pile to be formed by a few picks

of any suitable filling, the fabric being cut centrally of the fillingless portion on opposite sides of

the filling to form the fringes for the pile. The width of these multicolored-wool chains, or, in

other words, the length of the filling strips or ribbons to be produced therefrom, corresponds, of

course, to the width of the carpet to be produced thereby, and the number of colored-wool

threads per inch, which is usually from four to five threads, according to the quality of the carpet.

The length of the fringe in the chenille strips is regulated by interweaving a flat bar or lath, b,

b' , Fig. 915, of a certain width.

After cutting the different strips apart they must be numbered. To prevent the displacement

of the wool-yarn filling, these are firmly sewed to the warp with a sewing-machine, as shown by

dotted lines x xm Fig. 916, and finally the pack-thread d, between the wool-threads c and c' , are

drawn out to leave a central fillingless portion in the strip or ribbon, as shown in Fig. 916, that

imitates in the completed carpet the knots of the true Turkey carpet, and reproduces the pattern

on the back of such carpet, as shown in Fig. 917. By means of these strips or ribbons the

carpets are produced as follows, referring more particularly to Figs. 918 and 919: A ground-warp

is drawn in two harness, e and e\ of an ordinary loom, the reed f of which contains one thread

for each split. (The weave used for interlacing is the common plain weave.)

In beginning a carpet, a few picks of wool-yarn are first introduced into the warp, and then

the first strip or ribbon. To prevent the shrinking of these strips they are secured at their ends

to a rod or bar, /, triangular in cross-section, which is introduced into the chain or warp in such a

manner that the rear or thicker portion will be elevated above the forward or thinner portion of

this rod. By means of a brush the fringe at the front edge of the ribbon is brushed up or

erected to form the pile. The position of the warp-threads is now reversed, the reed beaten up

against the rod /, and the latter tilted so as to elevate its front edge above the rear edge, which

will enable the operator to brush up the fringe along the said rear edge of the filling strip or

ribbon, and when this has been effected the strip or ribbon is detached from the rod i, and the

latter is withdrawn from the warp.

In order to fill out the warp between the pile-threads of adjacent strips or ribbons, a few

picks of strong wool yarn are interpo.sed and a new strip of ribbon introduced as a filling into

the warp of pack thread and the operation repeated until the carpet is completed, when again

a few picks of strong wool yarn are woven in to bind the edges. The carpet so produced

is then finished in the usual manner by steaming, beating, brushing and shearing.

Having given in our chapters on pile fabrics (page 149 to 224) a very closely detailed

description of their methods of construction, both theoretical and practical, commencing with the

simplest structure and finishing with some of the most intricate pile structures known, we feel

confident that we have imparted sufficient details to enable any student of technical designing to

master the principles of construction of any given pile fabric. These chapters also illustrate the

extensive use of pile fabrics for floor and other household decorations, in addition to their use

for clothing purposes. The manufacture of these fabrics is of great extent and importance. In

some households is often to be found for floor decorations a less durable and effective fabric known

as the " Ingrain Cai'pet" which is no pile structure but a common dqublc-cloth structure.

In my treatise on " The Jacquard Machine analyzed and explained, with an Appendix on the

Preparation of Jacquard Cards and Practical Hints to Learners of Jacquard Designing," the structure

of the Ingrain Carpet fabric and the preparing of designs for the same, as also the practical part

of manufacturing, and the tying-up of the harness and operating the loom, etc., are fully treated.
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The thorough study of these chapters will prove very profitable, especially the chapters on

tying-up Jacquard harness for the different other Jacquard fabrics such as damasks, dress goods,

upholstery fabrics, gauze, shawls, etc.

Two-Ply Ingrain Carpet.

We herewith give the reader a brief description of the method of construction and the

principles governing the manufacture of the Two-ply Ingrain Carpet, an article composed of

two fabrics, produced on the regular double-cloth system. These two fabrics are arranged in the

loom to form figures by a simple exchanging of positions (see Fig. 920). A great variety of

colors may be put into each of these separate cloths, (I and II), and the most elaborate designs

Face of Warp.

No. I, Single Cloth. *^-

No. II, Single Cloth. ^.

No. II, Single Cloth.

No. I, Single Cloth.

Warp-threads a and l> for cloth number I.

Warp-threads c and d for cloth number II.

Fig. 920.

may be used for exchanging cloth I and II. On every part of the carpet where these two fabrics

do not exchange, each works on the plain weave. The exchanging of these two fabrics binds

both into one, thus forming the Ingrain Carpet. In the manufacture of this carpet four sets of

warp-threads, and also four sets of filling-threads are generally employed; but if occasionally more

or less should be used in warp or in filling, or in both, in the same fabric, the principle of ex-

changing is still observed. If employing four sets in warp and filling, two sets of each are used

for forming the figure, the other two sets forming the ground. Each of the figure threads has as

its mate one of the ground threads. In the common effects in the Ingrain carpet, (ground up,

figure up, or one or the other shot about effects) these threads are so arranged that when a figure

thread appears upon the face of the fabric, its mate appears upon the back, and when the figure

thread appears upon the back of the fabric, the corresponding ground thread appears upon the

face.
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Fig. 921.
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Diagram Fig. 921 shows the section of the effect commonly used in ingrain carpet.

Suppose the filling-threads for the figure to be:

Red, indicated by heavy shaded circles; picks 2, 6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 26, 30.

Black, indicated by full black circles; picks 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32.

And the filling-threads for the ground to be:

White, indicated by empty circles; picks I, 5, 9, 13, 17. 21, 25, 29.

Olive, indicated by light sliSded circles; picks 3, 7, 11, 15, 19, 23, 27, 31.

A careful examination of the drawing shows that the white threads mate with the red, and

the black threads with the olive, so that when one of these colors shows upon the face the mating

color will show upon the back, and vice versa.
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As a general rule, these warp-threads are of the same color as the filling-threads; hence,

every filling pick appearing on face is bound by a warp-thread of the same color, and if appearing

on back by the other color of the same system; thus, in the present example, the white filling is

covered on the face of the fabric by white warp, and if appearing on the back of the fabric by

olive warp; the olive filling is covered by olive warp on the face of the fabric and by white warp

on the back of the fabric.

The red filling is covered by its red warp on the face of the fabric and by black warp on

the back of the fabric; the black filling being covered by black warp on the face of the fabric and

by red warp on the back of the fabric.

/ // ///
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Fig. 922. Fig. 923.

In the diagram Fig. 921 the four "standard effects" of the ingrain carpets are illustrated with

32 picks, allowing 8 picks for the illustration of each part.

First effect, picks I to 8, is ground up (white and olive).

Second effect, picks 9 to 16, figure up (red and black).

Third effect, picks 17 to 24, is first effect in "shot about" (red and olive up).

Fourth effect, picks 25 to 32, is second effect in "shot about" (white and black up).

Fig. 922 represents a small portion of a design illustrating the three principal combinations

required in the manufacture of the two-ply ingrain carpets. /= figure up; // = ground

up ; /// = effect, technically known as " shot about," and derived from " one pick figure up, one

pick ground up " (in the design), and repeated.

In Fig. 923 a detailed description or analysis of the interlacing warp and filling of Fig. 922

is given. In the same represents figure up, q represents ground up, produced by the Jacquard

machine ; s represents weave for ground, 13 represents weave for figures, produced by journals.

Fig. 924.

In Fig. 923 the weaving of the " shot about " effect calls for two picks face and two picks

back. An examination of this part shows that the warp-thread represented by the light pick
3

is to be raised, or has been raised in the adjoining heavy pick ^
, ; further, we find the two
1

'

light picks separated by the raising of a different warp-thread in each pick, which is also effected

between the two heavy picks by the lowering of another warp-thread. If these mate threads

introduced in succession should be required to show side by side (as may be the case in some

special effects) either on the face or the back of the fabric, these changes must be indicated on

the design by different colors. If such effects are to be introduced when using the common
ingrain Jacquard machine, the needles of the latter must be operated on at each pick. This
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requires twice as many cards as are used in designs where the mate threads are always placed

below or above their respective corresponding threads.

In diagram Fig. 924 a section cut of an ingrain carpet, also containing the previously ex-

plained effects of " mate threads side by side on face of the fabric," is shown in connection with

the regular effects, " ground-up, figure-up, and both combinations of shot about."

Diagram Fig. 925 indicates the rotation of inserting picks in each ply corresponding to the

section of the fabric shown in Fig. 924.

Ground-up. Mate threads side by side. Figure up. Shot about.

ist effect. 2nd effect. ist effect. 2iid effect.

Face-ply. 1357 9 10 13 14 19 20 23 24

17 18 21 22

26 28 30 32 34 35 37 40 Face-ply.

Back-ply. 2468 II 12 15 16 25 27 29] 31 33 36 38 39 Back ply.

Fig. 925. Diagram illustrating the rotation of inserting the picks in each ply, corresponding to section of two-ply

ingrain carpet. Fig. 924.

Other effects (combination of colors) in ingrain carpets are produced by using three different

colors of filling in each of the two single-cloth fabrics, and also by throwing them singly and in a

definite order or succession in each ply. For example, the three colors for the one cloth are

black, blue and brown. They must be interwoven as follows : Black—blue, brown—blue,

black—blue, brown—blue, and so on.

Suppose the colors required to be used for the other cloth are white, olive and drab. They

must be interwoven as follows : White—olive, drab—olive, white—olive, drab—olive, etc.
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Fig. 926.

As the loom weaves both ply at the same time, throwing a shot in each ply alternately, the

actual order of weaving in the present example would be as follows: ist pick, black; 2d pick,

wliite; 3d pick, blue; 4th pick, olive ; 5th pick, brown; 6th pick, drab; 7th pick, blue; 8th pick,

olive, and so on, eight picks in the repeat of one combination. The colors printed in italics repre-

senting the colors of one ply, and the colors printed in roman represent the colors of the other ply.

Fig. 926 illustrates a diagram representing the previously explained method of placing colors

in an ingrain carpet.

Rules for Selecting the Squared Designing Paper for Ingrain Carpets.

In selecting the squared designing paper for a two-ply ingrain carpet, always observe the pro-

portion existing between the number of warp and filling-threads. For instance, take a carpet having

1072 ends warp (536 ground and 536 figure) per yard, with 30 picks per inch (i pick ground and

I pick figure, or 15 pairs). Then, 1072 h- 36 = 29!! ends of warp per inch. The proportion is

as 29 ft : 30; or, what is practically the same, 30 : 30, showing that the paper must be equally

divided, and 8x8 the squared designing paper to be used.

Again, take a carpet having 832 ends warp (416 ground and 416 figure) per yard, with 20

picks per inch (i pick ground and i pick figure, or 10 pairs). Then, 832 -^36= 233*6, and the

proportion is as 23 I : 20, or as 7 if : 6f, practically 8:7; and 8x7 paper may be used.



Gauze Fabrics.

Principle of Construction.

Gau/.e fabrics form the second main division of textile fabrics, and are characterized by

not having their warp-threads resting parallel near each other, as observed in previously explained

weaves and fabrics. In gauze fabrics they are more or less twisted around each other, forming

through the different ways of twisting as well as of stopping to do so, different designs.

In gauze we find two distinct divisions of warp-threads : The regular warp called the

" ground-warp," and the " douping-warp," or the warp used for twisting around the former. The
" douping-warp " threads are also known as " whip-threads."

In diagram Fig. 927, the structure of a " plain gauze fabric,"

is shown. Threads indicated by a and shown in outlines repre-

sent the " ground-warp;" whereas, threads marked b and shown in

black illustrate the " whip-threads." ' 7^ 1^H^^» 3i

Gauze weaving is done upon a system wholly apart from ^ ^ —i^, - 4^r^ ^ *. Fig. 927.

ordinary and pile weaving. For the reason that we find two systems ' -^a\\, uI '^\^ '

of warp-threads in the gauze fabrics we must use two systems, or

sets of harness, for operating the warp at the weaving. One set of the harness is known as

the " Ground-harness set" (which we will indicate in our following illustrations of drawing-in drafts

for gauze weaving by ^) and the other harness set is technically known as the " donping harness set"

(which we will indicate through the lecture by B). Before proceeding with the weaving and con-

struction of gauze fabrics we will give an explanation of the douping-harness set, and use for

explanation the arrangement necessary to produce fabric. Fig. 927, or a single one-sided doup.

In diagram Fig. 928 a specimen of a complete doup is shown. In the same we

find a heddle similar to heddles used in regular weaving (see a, b in diagram) and

which is known in the present kind of weaving as the " standard heddle." To this

standard heddle we find the actual doup adjusted (see d, c in diagram). The doup con-

sists of a smooth and strong linen or silk thread which is fastened to the lower part

of a common harness frame (see c in diagram), passes then through the upper opening of

the standard heddle (see e in diagram Fig.. 928), returning to its starting point by passing

through the eye of the standard heddle, and thus connecting the upper part of the doup
^ to the standard heddle. Through the part of the doup extending outside of the upper

part of the standard heddle to its eye, the whip-thread is passed, (see black dot at place indicated

by d in diagram 928 representing its section). Two movements of the doup and the standard

heddle contain the entire secret of gauze weaving When these are clearly understood by the

student well up in designing and weaving the first main division of textile fabrics, the method

of constructing the present system will readily explain itself to him.

In gauze-weaving, every warp-thread (ground as well as whip-thread) must be drawn, the

same as for common weaving, in the ground harness set; see A, Fig. 929. Next, the whip-thread

is passed below the ground-thread through the doup (see B in Fig. 929, illustrating the plan of

this method of operation), and with its mate (the ground-thread), through one dent of the reed.

Now let us examine the first movement of the doup and its standard heddle, and also with

reference to the ground harness set.

Suppo.se we lift the harness frame containing the doup adjusted to its lower shaft, technically

known as the " skeleton harness," and so permit the doup to get loose, and consequently allow

the whip-thread to be operated on, as in common weaving, by means of the ground harness.

(228)
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The whip-thread will in this instance return to its regular position near one side of the ground-

warp, as regulated by the drawingfin of the warp in the ground harness set (to the right hand

side in the present example). Suppose, again, we raise this ground harness and insert a pick in

the shed thus formed. During this process the doup will raise, but out of action, behind the

reed. Having thus inserted pick number one let us next raise the standard heddle and the

skeleton harness, leaving the ground harness set undisturbed. This movement of the harness

compels the whip-thread to raise, close to the eye of the standard heddle, drawing the whip-

thread below the ground-thread and raising the former on the opposite side of the ground warp-

thread, as done in the previous pick. This time the doup will be in position parallel to the

.standard heddle, whereas the whip-thread will be crossed behind the reed, between the sets of

douping and ground-harness. This crossing and raising of the thread to full height of shed in

such a short distance will consequently put a great amount of tension on the whip-thread and

therefore necessitate tzvo points in the method of operation which we will mention briefly.

We must have sufficient space between both sets of harness, /. r., the heddle of the ground

harness set in which the whip-thread is drawn and the standard heddle and doup-head through

which this whip-thread is passed in rotation. We also must arrange in rear of harness set

near the whip-roll an arrangement technically known as " Slackener." All the whip-threads

required to doup are pas.sed over this slackener, which is situated above the regular warp-

line after leaving the "whip-roll" of the loom and in their running towards the ground

harness set.

on..

Fig. 930.

On the first pick previously ex-

plained, this slackener will remain undis-

turbed, as no strain is required on the

whip-thread, whereas on the second pick

explained, this slackener is automatically
Fig. 931. , , 1 • 1 1-1 1 1

lowered to brmg the whip-thread nearly

in the regular warp line in rear of har-

ness. This- in turn allows the whip-thread to ease up in front, where required, to cross around

the ground warp-thread and is raised a short distance by the doup on the opposite side of the

ground warp-thread, as compared with the first pick. This slackener for gauze weaving is also

technically known as "easer" (by reason of easing the whip-thread when douping). We will

later on return to a more detailed illustration and explanation of the same and its arrangement

for plain as well as figured work.

In diagram Fig. 930, A represents the whip-roll of the loom, b the section of the .slackener,

d ground heddle for ground warp-thread, e ground heddle for whip-thread, /"doup, //-/ reed, k

last end of woven fabric. Thus the line shown in full black, a, d, k, represents the ground-thread, and

line in full black, a, b, e, k, represents the whip-thread; both threads "at rest." The object of the

present illustration is to explain the principle of the slackener, and therefore we want the doup

(standard and skeleton harness) rai.sed (see/" to ^) as represented by ^. To counteract the strain

thus put on the whip-thread, we lower at the same time the slackener (see b to c), giving it

position c, at the same time the doup is raised to position g. Hence the dotted line a, c, c\ g, k

represents the whip-thread when douping. After inserting the filling by means of shuttle [s), the

shed {n) closes and the slackener returns automatically to its point of starting, b.

In Fig. 931 we illustrate a corresponding ground plan to diagram Fig. 930, representing a

clear idea of the drawing in of the warp and threading of the doup. Outlined warp-thread a, d, k

represents ground warp-thread, thread shown in full black, a, e, f, k, the whip-thread, d and e

the ground harness set, / the passing of the whip-thread below the ground warp-thread and h, i

the reed.

This illustration explains the threading of a whip-thread in a doup situated at the left of the
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ground warp-thread, but the student will readily apply the same arrangement to the opposite

kind of doup by simply reversing the illustration.

We will next turn our attention to the designing of various gauze fabrics, and commence

with the plain gauze, as illustrated in Fig. 927. In plain gauze all the warp-threads work in

pairs— I end "whip" and i end "ground." The .entire warp is drawn on harness similar to any

other warp. Afterwards the whip-threads are passed below the standard heddles and threaded

in the doup (see Fig. 929), which are passed through the standard heddles (see Fig. 928).

Fig. 932 represents a different method for threading the doup, occasion-

ally used, but which is not as practical as the arrangement of the doup illus-

trated in Fig. 928.

In diagram Fig. 929 we illustrate the plan of drawing-in ground harness

and threading the doup for producing a piece of plain gauze, as shown in

Fig. 927.

A represents the set of ground-harness (2-harness).

B represents the douping set. (Standard and skeleton.)

Standard warp-threads are illustrated in outline.

Whip-thread is shown in full black.

We find, as previously mentioned, every warp-thread threaded first in the ground harness

set ; next, the whip-threads passed below the ground-warp and threaded to the doup. Examining

the plan of the fabric, we find pick i requiring the whip warp-thread raised in its proper position

as placed by the ground harness (to the right of the gi"ound warp-thread); therefore this pick

will require the raising of ground harness 2 and the skeleton harness, hence loosening the doup

for common weaving. Pick 2 calls for the raising of the whip-thread on the opposite position of

pick I (to the left side of the ground warp-threads); therefore we must doup on this pick by

raising only the standard and the skeleton harness, or, in the present example, the entire douping

set. Pick 3 = pick i, pick 4 = pick 2, thus 2 picks repeat.

In the present example. Fig. 927, we find every pair of

warp-threads (i ground and i whip) twist in the same direction

Fig. 933. and having the crossing in the corresponding drawing-in draft

arranged from right to left. This crossing can also be arranged

in the other direction, see Fig. 933, but will, in the present fabric,

be of no advantage to its general appearance, as shown in

Fig. 934-

We will next explain and illustrate the combination of both

styles of crossing in the same fabric. For example see Fig. 935.

the drawing in of ground harness and arrangement for threading doup: 1st pair, whip-threads

Fig. 934.

Fig. 935.

Fig. 936.

1*
1-

X k%:<.\.

X X i^V ..

X v^ .

X X r.*
.

I Fig. 937.

Harness-chain for plain

guaze fabric. Figs. 927, 936.
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X <> l-^ .

X X !'' '

Fig. 938.

Harness-chain for plain gauze

fabric, Fig. 934.

threaded to the left-hand side of ground warp-thread; 2d pair, whip-threads threaded to the

right-hand side of ground warp-thread.
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Fig. 936 is the plan of the woven fabric. Harness chain is similar to the one required and

explained for fabric Fig. 927 and illustrated in Fig. 937.

The dravving-in drafts, Figs. 929, 933 and 935, are illustrated for 2 ground harness and

I doup. This is done to simplify the principle of construction. The same way that we can

illustrate the common plain weave drawn in 2-harness straight, for the clear understanding of the

beginner and use in practice, 4, 6, 8, etc., harnesses as required and guided by the height in

texture of the fabric (number of warp-threads per inch), we may also, in practice, have to increase

in gauze-weaving the number of ground harness, or the number of doups (standard and skeleton),

or both at the same time.

Peculiar Character of Gauze Fabrics.

Comparing a plain gauze fabric, as shown in Figs. 927, 934 or 936, to any other woven

textile fabric results in not finding one as firm in its method of interlacing nor as light in texture.

The principle of gauze-weaving—the twisting of warp-threads around

each other and holding at the same time the filling securely fastened

between—will necessarily result in producing a very strong fabric; again,

the twisting of the warp-threads between each pick, in plain gauze, will not

allow the picks to come close together in the fabric, thus resulting in the

production of a fabric containing large perforations.

In diagram Fig. 939 we illustrate the plan of a fabric which is actually

a combination of plain and gauze and is technically known as leno, or half-

gauze. Pulling out from the present fabric sample every uneven numbered

pick (i, 3. 5, 7) will result in transforming the half-gauze in the fabric to a

regular plain gauze effect.

Fig 939-

Combination of Plain and Gauze Weaving, Technically Known as Fancy Gauze.

In Fig. 940 a combination of plain weaving and gauze is shown in the plan of a fabric.

An analysis of this plan will show 3 picks interlacing on ordinary weaving to exchange with one

Fig. 941.

Fig. 940.
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Fig. 942.

Fig. 944.

Fig. 943.

gauze pick. Thus four picks in repeat. Drawing in of ground harness and the threading of

the doups is shown in Fig. 941. A represents the ground harness set, (2 harness), B represents

the doup (standard harness and skeleton harness).

Fig. 942 illustrates the harness-chain executed correspondingly to Figs. 940 and 941, and so

will readily explain itself

In Fig. 943 another plan of a gauze fabric, combining the common plain cloth with gauze
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structure, is shown. Liberating picks, 2, 3 and 8, 9, of the present structure would result in

changing the same to the fabric shown in its plan in Fig. 940. The drawing in of ground

harness set, and the threading of doups to fabric. Fig. 943, is shown in Fig. 944.

In Fig. 945 we illustrate the plan of a gauze fabric similar to the one shown in Fig. 943,

the only difference being the using, alternately, left and right-hand threading of the doups.

Repeat: four warp-threads, "two pairs," and 6 picks. Drawing in of ground harness set

and the threading of doups for producing the present fabric is shown in Fig. 946. In the

same we used four-harness for ground-warp, but we can also use the drafting and threading

shown in Fig. 935, which only calls for two ground harness in set A and will produce the

same effect.

Fig. 948.

Fig. 945. Fig. 947.

Another plan for producing fancy gauze-effects is found in arranging the whip-thread

to cross over two or three ground warp-threads; for example, as shown in the plan of a fancy

gauze fabric, Fig. 947. In the same we find the whip-thread, after interlacing in connection with

three ground-threads into three successive picks, on regular plain cloth, cross oelow the mate

(3) ground-threads for forming at the fourth pick gauze. Repeat: 4 warp-threads, ( I whip, 3

ground), one set drawn in one dent, 4 picks, 3 ordinary plam weaving, 1 douping^ .

The method of drawing in both systems of warp in the ground harness set, and the method

of threading the whip-threads in the doups is shown arranged for three successive sets (corres-

pondingly to fabric sample) in diagram Fig. 948. The same reason which compelled us, in plain

gauze, to draw each pair of threads (i ground, i whip) in one dent, leaving as many dents

empty between the threading of each pair of warp-threads as required by the size of the

perforations in the fabric, requires in the present example of fancy gauze. Figs. 947 and 948,

to thread each set of i whip-thread and 3 ground-threads in one dent, leaving as many
dents empty between the threading of each set as required by the size of perforations wanted

in the fabric.

Fig. 949 illustrates the harness-chain necessary for weaving the present

explained fabric of fancy gauze (Fig. 947.)

The next plan for constructing fancy gauze fabrics is to use two

doups in connection with four or more ground harness. In this manner

fabric sample, Fig. 950, is constructed. Fig. 95 1 represents the drawing in of

ground harness and the threading of the doups. In the same we find two

sections ground harnesses I and 2, with doup i', forming section i
;
ground

harnesses 3 and 4, with doup 2', forming section 2.

CO

8

-6

"1

1-

J. J,

3-

X X. X 4'.^p,ck

X X 3'^ .

X 5< >c Z^ •

X <>
!•* •
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In drawing in and threading doups we arranged two repeats for each section, thus 8

warp-threads in repeat of arrangement of pattern. This method of drawing in ground harness

as well as threading of doups will, as shown in the fabric sample, allow us to operate each section

I A^FFig. 951.

t g

1^

"

-si

t/2 x/l

5S
fV-l J-

x •;?5 1^'A-pick,,

* X •)jc « 3'^'.

K ^ « 2,-* „
.

X X ^ « 1^? .

Fig. 950. Fig. 952.

independent of the other, thus forming, by arranging the douping for each set for different

picks, additional figures in the fabric.

Fig. 952 illustrates the harness-chain for fabric and drawing-in draft, just explained.

Fig. 954.

Fig. 953.

Fig. 956.

Fig. 955.

In diagram Fig. 953 the plan of another fancy gauze fabric, produced with two doups, is

shown. Fig. 954 illustrates the method of drawing in the ground-harness and the threading of

the doups, which in the present example is a right-handed and a left-handed doup for each set.

A
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e>c
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x-

•*:•
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\n

Fig. 957. Fig. 958.

Four ground-harness are used in connection with the two doups. Ground-harness i and 2 {A)

and doup i' (Z?) equal 1st set; ground-harness 3 and 4 [A) and doup 2' (B) equal 2d set.

Fig. 953 illustrates another fancy gauze fabric, produced with two se*"J= of doups and upon a

general arrangement in two sections.
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Fig. 956 shows the general arrangement for drawing in ground-harness set as well as the

threading of the doups. Four ground-harnesses are used in connection with the two doups.

Ground-harness i and 2 {A) and doup i' (5) equal ist set; ground-harness 3 and 4 (^) and

doup 2' (B) equal 2d set.

Fig. 957 illustrates the harness-chain for the fabric and drawing-in draft just explained.

Fig. 960.
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Fig. 958 illustrates the plan of another fancy gauze fabric, constructed after the foregoing

•example, using only warp threads i, 2, 5 and 6 from the latter (955).

Diagram Fig. 959 illustrates the plan of another fancy gauze fabric.

Fig. 960 illustrates the corresponding drawing in of warp in ground-harness and the thread-

ing of the whip-threads in two doups (i' and 2'),

Fig. 962. PA <
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Fig. 963.

Fig. 964.

Fig. 961 shows the harness-chain required for weaving the fabric shown in Fig. 959.

The "two-section" arrangement, as explained and illustrated, can be extended to three, four

or more sections, and in this manner giving fancy effects to an unlimited number of designs.

A further step in producing figured gauze is the combining of gauze and ordinary weaving

in the form of stripes. After using a certain number of warp-threads, drawn in its own separate
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set of harness, for interlacing with the filling either on plain, twill or satin, or in a combination of

all three, use similar effects as previously illustrated and explained, either with one, two or more

differently working doups, left or right-hand twisting, or all the effects combined. This method

of combining stripes of gauze with ordinary woven cloth will also afford great scope for producing

figured effects through alternately exchanging both systems of weaving warp and filling ways.

Design Fig. 962 illustrates such a stripe effect in a fabric. Fig. 963 shows the corresponding

drawing-in draft and threading of the doups. Warp-threads indicated by a (light) are the ground-

4WI*- iU
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MHI I III! r:\!j I am
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mn-\ 4 I

».V^IIIB
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w\<i»
v.^.jia I

7A
Fig. 965.

Fig. 966.

1. BL.

threads, and warp-threads indicated by b (shaded in vertical direction) are the whip-threads for

the gauze; warp-threads indicated by c (shaded in diagonal direction) are the threads for pro-

ducing the ordinary cloth (plain weave in present example). The drawing-in draft shows three

different sets of harness used.

The set indicated by A represents the ground-harness set for the gauze part; the set indicated

by B represents the harness for raising warp-threads interlacing in the ordinary cloth; the set

indicated by C represents the douping set of harness for producing the gauze part.

Fig. 964 represents the harness-chain necessary for weaving a fabric as shown in Fig. 962.

As previously mentioned, figured gauze can also be produced by using two whip-threads

against two ground-threads, thus using four ground-harness to one doup. In such an example
all four threads must be drawn in one dent.

Set 2.

Set ]

For ordinary
weaving.

Doup 2'. . .

— Doup i'.

Fig. 967.

Diagram Fig. 965 illustrates a drawing-in draft arranged in this manner, and Fig. 966 shows

a corresponding fabric.

The interlacing of the plain for the ordinary interwoven part of the fabric can in this example

be extended to any figured weave up to i6-harness. Four independent sets of doups are made
use of and so the douping can be correspondingly arranged on each pick at will for each indi-

vidual doup.

By arranging the present style of drawing in ground harness and threading of doup for a
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"sectional repeat effect" (repeat the drawing in and threading of doup of each four warp-threads

two, three or more times before changing to the next four warp threads) novel effects for fancy

gauze fabrics may readily be obtained (with a correspondingly large figure).

Fig. 967 illustrates the drawing-in draft for a

figured gauze on two sets (for illustrating previously

-mentioned section draws) having four ground harness

and one doup for each set (nine repeats in each set).

These two sets are also separated by three warp-threads

arranged for ordinary weaving, the centre thread of

which is indicated as a cord (or a heavy thread, pre-

ferably of a different color).

If weaving for a certain number of picks or-

dinary cloth (plain) with set No. i, and next gauze

with set No. 2, changing again afterward, thus ar-

ranging for an equal number of picks, set No. i for

gauze and No. 2 for ordinary cloth (plain), also

separating each of these two changes by a few picks

ordinary woven cloth, inserting in their centre a

heavy filling (similar to cord in warp), we get a • y •

checker-board effect for design composed of ordinary and gauze

weaving as shown in diagram Fig. 968.

In reeding the warp for example Fig. 967, leave one, two or more

dents empty between each four threads (of two whip and two ground)

;

again, when reaching the three ordinary weaving threads, place

the cord in a separate dent and each of the other two ordinary

weaving threads in the dent as situated on each side and which

is occupied by the set of four threads for gauze weaving. For

example, if arranging the reeding of the warp, one dent taken

to alternate with one dent left empty all over the regular work, we
find the reeding at the part where the cord comes in arranged as

follows

:
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Fig. 969 illustrates a specimen of a harness chain for weaving

the present example of fancy gauze. In the same we find two slack-

eners used.

ist slackener to lower its whip-threads on picks 8, 9, 10— 14, 15,

16—20, 21, 22-—26, 27, 28.

2nd slackener to lower its whip-threads on picks 44, 45, 46—50,

51,52—56, 57, 58—62,63,64.

In the beginning of our chapter on gauze we gave the princi-

ple of a slackener or easer. We would only state now that for

every set of doups which operate the whip-threads at different

picks when done on any previous set of doups in the same fabric,

we must use a separate slackener ; thus in the examples explained

as constructed on two sections, we must use two slackeners. This

method of using more than one slackener is increased in practical work, when required, up to

three but seldom to four.

Diagrams Figs. 970^ and 970*5 illustrate figured gauze effects as produced by harness work.

I-

!
B

IBGBl IIJBGBi jbgbgb
Harness-chain for 14-harness

;

72 picks.

Fig. 969.
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Gauze Weaving Mechanism for Open-Shed Looms.

Until lately gauze fabrics, as thus far explained, have been produced only upon looms

constructed after the principle known as the ''single-acting" method, which is characterized by

Fig. 970a.

leveling the entire warp at every pick, and at this leveling point cross the warps so as to produce

the twist. It will be proper to mention that this single-acting method for operating the warp-

threads only allows a moderate speed which at the present time is insufficient for the requirements

of a loom ; hence every manufacturer of this class of fabrics has been anxiously awaiting for

I
I

Fig. 970(5.

a method by which gauze weaving can be successfully executed upon looms built after the

known as the double-action, giving an increased speed at which the loom can be

This gain of speed is owing to the ability of the double-acting loom to select and

.* principle

A. operated

I
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withhold certain warp-threads for a certain number of succeeding picks of the shuttle, as the

pattern being worked may demand.

However, the construction of the double-acting loom heretofore employed did not permit of

its weaving gauze, because of the inability of the loom to operate a warp-thread so as to raise it

for one pick of the shuttle, and then after that pick, lower it and raise it again before the suc-

ceeding pick.

The Geo. W. Stafford Manufacturing Co., Providence, R. I., are now building a Double-

Action Dobbie which overcomes this defect ; hence is capable of weaving gauze with the character-

istic high speed of the latter. This is due to the fact that the double-acting loom is adapted to

raise a warp for one pick of the shuttle, and then after that pick lower and raise it again before

the succeeding pick. The new features of the Dobbie, as thus built by the Stafford Manufactur-

ing Co., are the combining of the ordinary full motions of the recurrent or reciprocating harnesses

with a novel and peculiar " lialf-and-reUirn " motion of others of the harnesses when so desired.

To gain the " ka/f-and-return" motion they use an extra half-stroke lifter (knife), which has half

'*Sl^°'»'

Fig. 97 i(^.

Fig. 971a.

Fig. 971. Fig. 97

1

c.

the limit of traverse that the ordinary lifters have. The half-stroke lifter has suitable jacks

engaging therewith, which are jointed in the common manner with a connecter co-operating with

an operating lever.

The half-stroke lifter is reciprocated by a peculiar half-motion device. A second " Jialf-and-

return " motion for certain other harness is obtained by the arrangement of a pair of ordinary

operating levers with connections to a single harness controlled by the levers working simultane-

ously and oppositely or singly. To give a proper understanding of the subject Figs. 971, 971a,

971.^, 97i<r, 97 1 d^ and 971^? have been designed.

Fig. 97 1 represents a rear view of the head or end of the loom containing the harness-operat-

ing mechanism. The same also shows the full and half-stroke lifters as at their midway points

of travel, and the co-acting jacks and conjoined parts according to their relative positions.

Fig. gyia is a view of the double-hooked jack detached.

Figs, gyid, g'/ic,gyid and 971^ illustrate four successive relative positions of the harness and

harness-operating levers as they occur in the weaving according to the present explained

method (plain or gauze).
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The parts indicated D and C are portions of harness-frames provided with single-eyed

heddles carrying the warps m and «, respectively. These frames are connected by the respective

cordings d' and c' , with their operating-levers d and c, the former co-acting with full stroke lifters

and the latter with the full and half-stroke lifters.

The standard frame B is provided with a doup heddle, through which passes one side of the

looped cord or doup k, the ends of which are attached to the skeleton-harness A. Frame B is

connected with lever b by means of cording b' , and co-acts with full-stroke lifters. The skeleton-

harness A (shown in portion) is operated by the half-motion levers a' a^, to which it is con-

nected by a Y-shaped connecting strap R, both forks of which are equal and connected, one

with each lever a' a^, respectively, and its stem is connected with the skeleton A. The harness-

frames B and D make full straight-away motions, while the parts A and C make half-and-

return motions, and are also capable of making full straight-away motions. These parts are

thus termed, the former ''full-motion " and the latter " half-mid-return-moiion " harnesses.

Warp-thread indicated by n is the standard warp and warp-thread m the whip-thread.
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Fig. 971^.
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MG. 971/.

The method of operation for producing common gauze weaving is as follows : The harness

C, carrying the standard warp n, is given the half-and-return-motion in order to carry the warp

to the middle lift, where the descending whip-thread m can be passed under warp n, which then

descends, while the doup k raises warp m to form the upper part, while the warp n forms the

lower part of the shed for the next pick of the shuttle.

Referring to Fig. 971^ suppose this position is the first position before starting the loom, which

may be supposed to have been previously making gauze stitches, and which came to a rest, while

the warps were partly turned on themselves for the next twist. In this position all the harnesses

A, B, C, D, are low and the whip-thread and standard-thread, m and n, are leveled and crossed

one above the other, before being twisted in the formation of the succeeding gauze stitch. The
levers a' (^ b c dm this first position are all in line and the branches of the forked connections are

both taut. Position of Fig. 971^ is produced by the levers a' and d moving to the outer limit on

full-stroke lifters and the levers c? b c remaining at rest. This serves to raise harness A and D
from lowest to highest limit. By this shedding movement the crossed warps have been tightly

twisted on themselves, and the shuttle here makes a pick through the shed and interweaves the

filling between the twisted warps. Position Fig. 971^ is obtained by levers a' and c^ moving oppo-

sitely on full motions—one on a lifter and the other by a retracting-spring, and thereby giving

their skeleton-shaft A a half-and-return motion; also, by lever b moving outwardly on a full-stroke

lifter, and accordingly moving the standard harness B from low to high limit; also, by lever c
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co-acting with the half-stroke Hfter and imparting a half-and-return motion to its frame C; also,

by the lever d moving inwardly a full motion by means of a retracting-spring, and imparting a like

motion to its upper warp-frame, D, which moves accordingly from high to low limit. During this

change of position the warps have been crossed and twisted on themselves, forming a gauze stitch,

and then the shuttle picks and lays the filling. The next and fourth position of Fig. 971^ is ar-

rived at by levers d and a' remaining at rest, while a^ and b are moved in by virtue of their respec-

tive retracting-springs, and c is carried out on a full motion by virtue of its jack co-acting with a

full-stroke lifter. These movements have caused the doup-frame and harnesses A and B to

descend from high to low limit, frame C to rise from low to high limit, and frame D to remain at

rest at low limit. In this change of position the warps have not been twisted, but merely crossed

side by side, as in plain weaving, and in this position of Fig. 971^ the shuttle picks and interweaves

the filling. This position now changes the position of the upper and under warps (standard and

warp-threads) reversely relative to the filling.

From the position of Fig. 971^ the changes may be made, according to the pattern desired,

into a series of succeeding similar positions, and thus make more plain weaving-stitches, or it may

be changed back to the second position of Fig. 971^ and repeat the described gauze pattern.

In Fig. 971/ we show the (upright lever) double action dobbie as built by the Geo. W.
Stafford Manufacturing Company, to which the present explained mode of weaving gauze fabrics

applies.

Jacquard Gauze.

In gauze fabrics constructed upon the Jacquard loom, in which it is desired to produce large

and elaborate designs by the aid of figuring gauze and ordinary weaving, it will be necessary to

arrange a slackener for every whip-thread.

ComCtrEoourA
\'- Doup> % '•

lY
Fig. 973. Fig. 974-

C cL. (X V C c*. a, V

Fig. 977. Fig. 978.

Fig. 972.

c d.

Fig. 975. Fig. 976.

rL\ c d.

Fig. 979. Fig. 980

[In my treatise on "The Jacquard Machine, Analyzed and Explained," etc., a chapter is

entirely devoted to the method of operation in tying up looms for these fabrics as well as the

preparing of designs for the latter fabrics.]

We will next explain the method of operation and adjustment of slackeners in Jacquard

fabrics composed of threads working in pairs (one whip-thread douping with one ground-thread).
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In such fabrics every whip-thread must be threaded three times; first in a heddle in rear of the

regular harness, technically known as the "rear heddle" or "rear harness." These heddles have

eyes Vi inches high and are fastened from i% to i ^ inches lower than the heddles of the
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ground-harness and the doup. This rear harness is generally placed at a distance of 8 to 10

inches from the ground-harness. Each rear heddle is connected by means of a harness-cord for

operating the corresponding standard heddle of the doup at the place where the latter joins the

neck-cords of the Jacquard machine (thus both harness-cords to one hook), and consequently the

ft

k

(

Fig. 982.

rear heddle will lift at the same time when raising the standard, and thus the whip-thread is

"slackened" from the rear when required to twist around the ground-warp when douping.

After the whip-thread is drawn in the rear heddle, it is next drawn in its respective heddle of

the ground-harness, from where it is threaded to the doup.
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In diagram Fig. 972 a plan of the entire procedure as thus far explained is given.

In diagrams Figs. 973 and 974 are shown the ground plans of threading the previously ex-

plained Jacquard gauze. Fig. 973 represents the threading of the whip-thread in a doup situated

at the left-hand side of the ground-thread (pair). Fig. 974 illustrates a respective threading of the

whip-thread to a doup situated at the right-hand side of the ground-thread (pair). Both positions

of doups to their respective ground heddle are mentioned as considered by the weaver standing at

work in front of the loom. Letters of reference are selected correspondingly: R= rear-harness;

(9= ground-harness; </= heddle for ground-warp; ^ =: heddle for whip thread; ^'= passing of

the whip-threads below ground-warp; /^= doup-harness; /= doup. Whip-threads are shown

in full black, ground-threads are shown outlined.

F'ig. 975 shows the corresponding crossing as produced in the fabric by using the arrange-

ment illustrated in diagram Fig 973.

Fig. 976 shows the corresponding crossing as produced in the fabric by using the arrange-

ment illustrated in diagram Fig. 974,

Fig. 983. Fig. 984.

Diagrams Figs. 977 and 978 illustrate the ground plans of using two whip-threads for

douping against two ground-threads. The following letters of reference are selected correspond-

ingly: R — rear harness; G == ground-harness; D = doup-harness; /^ passing of the whip-

threads below ground-threads; /= doup. Threads a and d in Fig. 977 = ground warp-threads;

threads c and ^ in Fig. 977 = whip-threads. In diagram Fig. 978 the ground-threads are indi-

cated by letters c and d and the whip-threads by letters a and d.

Diagrams Figs. 979 and 980 show the corresponding crossings as produced in the fabric by

the respective threadings of whip and ground-warp, illustrated in diagrams Figs. 977 and 978.

Fig. 977 illustrates the threading of the whip-threads to a doup situated at the left-hand side

of the ground-threads. Fig. 978 illustrates the threading of the whip-threads to a doup situated

at the right- hand side of the ground-threads.

Figs. 981 and 982 illustrate two examples of Jacquard gauze produced upon principles pre-

viously explained.

Substitutes for the regular doups have lately been patented by C. A. Littlefield, consisting of

a peculiar combination of metallic half-heddles.
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Diagrams Figs. 983, 984, 985, 986 and 987 illustrate his invention.

Fig. 983 is a front view of portions of a set of heddle-frame bars with the invention applied.

Fig. 984 illustrates a vertical section of the bars of the heddle frame, and showing the posi-

tion of the yarns before the crossing takes place.

Fig. 985 is a similar view showing the half-heddles after the crossing takes place.

Figs. 986 and 987 illustrate a modified form of needle, which for some fabrics are preferable.

The present method of cross-weaving requires three common harness-frames for each set of

doups. The middle frame is supplied with a specially-shaped half-heddle or needle formed of

properly twisted wire or stamped from sheet metal. When the needle or half-heddle is made of

wire, the latter is twisted to form an eye at the top end, through which passes the thread or

threads required to produce the desired effect in the pattern woven. Below the twist which forms

the eye the wires are separated in such a manner as to form a continuous slot or loop from near

the eye to a point at or near the lower end, where the half-heddle is formed with an eye or loop

adapted to receive the bar upon which the half-heddle is strung. A single bar only is used for

the support of this half-heddle. Through the long slot or loop are passed other loop wires,

forming half-heddles, there being two of this description to each one of the first named. These

I I

Fig. 985.

D

Fig. 986. F'lG. 987.

wires are secured, one on the right the other on the left, to the two outside heddle-frames at the

top, being strung on the ordinary cross-bars of the harness-frames, the latter passing through

suitably-sized loops at the top ends of the looped wires.

To produce the desired pattern, the thread which is to be twisted or crossed about its adjacent

thread must be drawn through the eye at the top of the lower half-heddle, and the thread or

threads about which it is to cross are to be drawn in between the two upper loops or half-heddles,

and in line with the thread passing through the lower heddle-eye. When the harnesses are at

rest, the warp-line is established so as to bring the yarn passing through the lower heddle-eye to

a position from which it can be drawn up at the forming of the shed upon the desired side of the

yarn about which it is to be turned or twisted. The crossing is effected by alternately operating

the heddle-frames to which the upper half-heddle or looped wires are secured, the shed being

formed by lifting the harness or shaft to the right or left of the frame to which the half-heddles or

needles are secured at the bottom. The upper looped wire not lifted slides easily down the

long slot or loop in the lower half-heddle, the latter and the upper half-heddle to which the lifting

power is applied being drawn into line, thus forming a guide for deflecting the thread about which

the crossing or tie is formed to the desired side of the needle or lower half-heddle.
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Cross-Weaving for Chenille Fabrics.

A method of cross-weaving other than the one derived by the douping arrangement is

largely practised in the manufacture of low-grade Chenille as used for rugs, mosquito-netting and

similar fabrics.

In weaving these fabrics the ground-harness set and the douping set of harness are substi-

tuted by using two horizontal wooden slats (shafts) of a sufficient strength, which have in a

vertical position metal heddles (harness plates or needles) inserted, pointing towards each other.

These harness plates are made of thin pieces of metal, each formed with an eye through it for

the warp-thread (r in Fig. 988^:) and each beveled at its end near the eye, as shown at q, in the

same diagram, to form an angle to bring the passing points as near together as possible.

The eyes q are formed by making an orifice through the harness-plates and bending the

stock on each side of the orifice in opposite directions, so as to permit the warp-threads to pass in

a straight line through the eye, and so that there will be but little friction of the warp in the eyes.

In Fig. 988^ a front elevation of those parts of a loom essential to a clear understanding

of the method of operation for these fabrics, is shown. (Warpbeam, lay and shuttle-movement

are omitted.)

Fig. gSSrt'. Fig. 988^. Fig. 988<:.

Diagram Fig. 988r illustrates a transverse sectional view. Letters for indicating the different

parts in the diagrams are selected to correspond.

Diagram Figs. 988^, 988^, 988c, illustrate and explain the loom for cross-weaving as patented

by Messrs. G. Oldham and Wm. Dixon.

The frame shown is composed of the two side pieces, base, and top cross-piece, on the under

surface of which latter are attached brackets for the roller, over which the cords or straps pass,

to the ends of which cords or straps the heddle shafts are attached. They are guided at each end

by staples g g, passing around the upright rods li h, and are adapted to be alternately reciprocated

by the levers i i, pivoted to the base, and connected to the heddles by the connecting-rods k k.

The upright rods at each end of the heddle-shafts are connected together at their upper and lower

ends by plates or cross-pieces / /, and these plates or cross-pieces are centrally pivoted to the

horizontal supports or arms, forming in this instance a part of the upright plates which are

secured to the inner surface of the side pieces of the main frame. In a cross-brace, <?, is journaled

the horizontal shaft/, contiguous to one of the plates /, which shaft is formed with opposite cams

at its ends, so that the shaft when revolved will cause the cams to act alternately again.st the ends

of the plate / and vibrate it, and through it and the rods Ji h and other plates, /, reciprocate the

heddle-shafts ff laterally and horizontally at the same time they are reciprocated vertically,
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which cause the harness-plates to cross the warp-threads r r over the fiUing-thrcads and to twist

them together or cross them between the fiUing-threads.

The cam-shaft p is revolved intermittently by the ratchet-wheel s, secured to one end of the

shaft, and the pawl s'
,
pivoted to the plate s'', which is pivoted at one end upon the shaft / near

the ratchet-wheel s, and connected at its other end to the plate /, attached to the front heddle-

shaft, so the up and down movement of the heddle vibrates the plate s^ and causes the pawl to

turn the shaft / at each upward movement of the heddle. The plate s^ is connected to the plate

t, in this instance, by the pin /' entering a slot, /^, made in the plate /, to accommodate the

lateral movement of the heddle.

Another loom for weaving this chenille as used for rugs and curtains has lately been invented

by Messrs. H. & C. Topham. Their improved method of operation is shown in diagrams Figs.

989^; and 989*5 and 990^, 990^ and 9906". (Letters of reference for each diagram are selected to

correspond.) Diagram Fig. 9891* represents the end view of a loom, clearly showing its

improvements. Fig. 989^ is a longitudinal section in the line i—2, Fig. 989^:.

Figs. 990^, 990(5 and 990^ are perspective diagrams (as used in the illustrations of their inven-

tion), showing the prongs carrying the warp-threads in their different positions.

,^^
Fig. 989a. Fig. 9895.

Referring to letters of reference: A A are the side frames of the loom, B is the main shaft

and C the crank-shaft, D is the lathe, a is the breastbeam and b the cloth-roller, E is the warp-

beam, e the warp-threads.

On the two upright extensions F of the side frames is a rock-shaft, G, extending from one

side of the loom to the other. This rock-shaft carries two arms, g g, having at their outer ends a

comb //, provided with downwardly projecting prongs li, which have eyes, i, at their outer ends,

through which pass one set of warp-threads, e. Situated below the rock-shaft before mentioned,

but having its bearings in the same upright extensions F F, is a rock-shaft, y, having two arms,//,

which carry a comb, K, the prongs k of which project upward. These prongs are provided with

eyes, /, through which the remaining warp-threads pass. Rock-shafts G andy are connected in

such a manner that when the comb H is raised the comb K is lowered, and vice versa.

Rock-shaft G derives its motion from main shaft B, as clearly shown in diagrams Figs. 989a
and ol^()b. To regulate the movement of the comb //"the crank q is slotted and carries a crank-

pin, ti, adapted to be adjustably secured therein, so that the rod ^^ can be adjusted either on the

crank q or arm g'

.

The lower rock-shafty has also an independent sidewise movement, so that the prongs of the

comb .^will have a sidewise motion as well as the vertical motion. Motion is given to the shaft

y by a cam, S, driven from the main shaft. When the prongs of the combs are parted the side-

wise movement of the lower comb and its shaft takes place
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The operation is as follows, reference being made to Figs. 990^, 990;^ and 990c, as showing

the prongs carrying the warp-threads in the different extreme positions during weaving. The

eyes in the ends of the prongs of the combs are threaded with the warp-threads e, and the filling

is thrown across, as shown in Fig. 990^, while the combs are in the position shown in that figure.

The combs are then parted, as shown in Fig. 990^, which will tie in the filling previously inserted.

Another pick is then made, as shown in Fig. 990^, after which a sidewise movement is given to

the lower comb, which causes the warp-threads to twist around each other when the combs come

Fig. 990a Fig. 990(^. Fig. 99ot.

together, as shown in Fig. 990^:. The filling is then pressed towards the woven part of the fabric

and another pick is made, throwing another filling across.

Cross-weaving as Used for the Manufacture of Filtering-bags.

Another kind of fabrics (similar to those previously mentioned), which contain the cross-

weaving for their principle of construction, are those open-mesh seamless fabrics that are used for

filtering-bags for saccharine liquids, etc.

Diagrams Figs. 991, 992 and 993 are given to illustrate the method of operation for produ-

cing these fabrics, as patented by B. Muench.

0000

0000

Fig. 991. Fig. 992.

Fig. 991 is the top view of part of a loom, showing the fixed and reciprocating frames; one

of them has upwardly projecting needles and the other downwardly projecting needles.

Figs. 992 and 993 are cross-sectional views of the harness part of the loom, showing the

warps in their different positions. Letters indicating the different parts in the diagrams are used

with reference to the following explanations as to construction of these fabrics.

The operation is as follows : Two sets of warps, p and m n, are used, one set, p, being

used to form the bottom of the seamless fabric in the loom and the set m n to form the top of

the fabric; the same filling being used for both sets of warps. The warps are passed through

the eyes c of the front row of fixed needles, C, which project downward. The warps n are passed
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through the eyes c' of the rear row of fixed needles C , which project upward. The warps/ are

passed through the eyes/ of the needles Fm the front vertically-movable frame D, said needles

F projecting upward, and the warps in are passed through the eyes/' of the needles F' in the

rear vertically-reciprocating frame D' , said needles projecting downward. The warps o and*/*,

which are passed through the eyes of the needles of the front fixed and vertically-reciprocating

bar and frame, are the series for making the bottom of the seamless fabric, and the warps m and n,

which are passed through the eyes of the needles in the rear fixed and vertically-reciprocating

bar and frame, are the series for making the top of the seamless fabric. As shown in Fig. 992,

the warps m, n and/ are raised and the warps lowered. The shuttle W\s thrown through the

space between the warps when those warps are in the positions shown in Fig. 992, and when the

shuttle has passed, the filling rests on top of and across the warps o. After the shuttle has thus

been thrown, the warps o and / are crossed by the lowering of the frames D and D' , and thus the

filling is held by w^rps and p which form the bottom of the seamless fabric. When the warps

are in the position' shown in Fig. 993 (and the shuttle thrown), the frames D and D' then raised,

the warps m and n are crossed, and the filling is held by warps m and «, forming the top of the

seamless fabric, and so on.

Fig. 993.

In order to hold warps and filling in the position in relation to each other in the fabric, it is

necessary that the warps be twisted after each shot. This twisting is obtained by reciprocating

the frames E and E' laterally, for as each series of warps has part of its warps passed through

laterally-reciprocating needles it is evident that by the shifting of the reciprocating needles such

warps will become twisted. The frame D is shifted every time the filling has been shot between

the warps o and p, and the frame D' is shifted every time the filling has been shot between the

warps m and n.

Cross-Weaving as Used for Producing Fast Centre Selvages.

Cross-weaving is also used in producing fast centre selvages if weaving two or more pieces

of a fabric at the same time in the loom. This method of producing such selvages finds extensive

use in the manufacture of velvet ribbons, scarfs, and similar fabrics characterized by their narrow-

ness. In dress goods and similar abrics, seldom more than two or three widths ar^ put together

to be woven in one width on the loom.

In reeding for fabrics woven with fast centre-selvages, we must be careful to leave one, two

or more empty dents in the place where the fabric has to be cut in strips, or separated in pieces

after leaving the loom.

In Diagrams 994 and 995, two specimens of such interlacing for headings are shown. In

the same threads, B, shown in black, represents the whip-threads. Threads C, illustrated outlined
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and shaded, represent the ground warp. Threads indicated A, and shown outhned, represent

the ordinary woven part of the fabric. The fiUing is shown outhned in a horizontal position {D).

Ground warp-threads C and corresponding whip-thread B must be drawn in one dent.

In Diagrams Figs. 996, 997 and 998, illustrations are given of the weaving of such fast centre

selvages in double pile fabrics, woven side by side in a broad loom. The method of operation is

patented by Messrs. Lister and Reixach. For forming two adjacent fast inner selvages, both in

the upper and lower cloth in double-pile fabrics, and so as to form the upper cloth immediately

—1^ pj-j ui-Jj P"^ hr^ F — "1- -^ -^ ~: {

Fig. 996.

above the fast selvages in the lower cloth, two sets of needles of two needles each are required.

The needles in the upper set are placed in a line with the needles of the lower set, and made to

point downward, while those in the lower set are made to point upward. Both sets of needles

are fixed in slides, which can be simultaneously moved up or down in a fixed frame. The needles,

near to their points, have eyes formed through them, and through the eyes of the upper pair the

binding-threads must be threaded which are to form the fast selvages in the upper cloth, and

through the eyes of the lower pair the binding-threads which are to form the fast selvages in the

lower cloth must be threaded. With these needles there are also employed two pairs of thread-
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I
eyes, to which a lateral movement can be given from the low shaft. Through the upper pair pass

two selvage-warps for the upper cloth, and through the lower pair two selvage-warps for the lower

cloth. These two pair of eyes are set one above the other at such a distance apart as to leave

space enough for a shuttle to pass to and fro between the warps threaded through them. The

points of the upper pair of needles are likewise set at a distance from the points of the lower pair

of needles. In the upward and downward movement of the needles their points are brought alter-

nately above and below the selvage warp-threads with which the binding-threads, threaded through

i

Fig. 997. Fig. 998.

the needles, are to be crossed, and when the needles are at one or the other end of their stroke the

thread-eyes are made to shog sidewise, so that the warp binding-threads, which receive an up-

and-down motion, may be brought to one side and then to the opposite side of the warps, which

receive a sidewise movement, and the binding-threads and warps are thus twisted together with a

false twist, which, in conjunction with the filling, links them together and forms a fast selvage.

Fig. 996 illustrates a side elevation of mechanism required to be used with a single shuttle-loom

for forming the fast inner selvages in the two cloths of a double pile fabric, showing the binding

and warp-threads in position while weaving the bottom piece.
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Fig. 997 is a side elevation corresponding to the previous one, except that the binding and

warp-threads are shown in position while weaving the top piece.

Fig. 998 is a side elevation of the selvage forming mechanism for a two-shuttle loom.

Parts of the framework of the loom are illustrated, cut away in the three diagrams to show the

needles more clearly.

In Figs. 996 and 997 A and A" are selvage-warps, which are drawn from a reel or bobbin,

B; but which also might be taken from the same beam as that upon which the other selvage-warps

are carried, or from the main warp-beam. C C^ are the binding-threads, which are drawn from

a reel or bobbin, D. The warps A A^ are threaded through the thread-eyes, to which a sidewise

shoo-ging movement is imparted. The binding-threads C O are threaded through the eyes of the

needles, to which an up and down movement is imparted.

The operation is as follows: When the

parts are in the position shown in Fig. 996, three

picks filling are put into the bottom cloth, and

the thread-eyes are during this time shogged

sidewise a distance equal to the distance between

the needles of each pair. Afterward the needles

descend and three picks filling are put into the

upper cloth. After this the needles rise and

three picks of filling are put into the bottom

cloth, and during this time the thread-eyes are

shogged back into their former position, and so

on continuously. In this way the fast selvage

edges are formed in each cloth at a short distance

apart from one another, and each cloth can be

severed along the small space in between these

two selvage edges.

The mechanism shown in Fig. 998 for a

two-shuttle loom necessarily differs somewhat

from that shown in Figs. 996 and 997, because

when two shuttles arc thrown simultaneously it

is necessary to open two sheds for the shutties

to be passed through.

THE JACQUARD MACHINE.

The Jacquard machine is required for the

interlacing of fabrics in which a great number

of ends of warps are bound differently in the

filling. Every Jacquard machine can be divided into the following parts

:

I. The frame and the perforated board through which the neck-cords are passed. 2. The

griffe and the necessary attachments for lifting the same. 3. The hooks. 4. The needles.

5. The spring and spring-frame. 6. The needle-board. 7. The cylinder, hammer, and batten.

8. The catches. 9. The cards. 10. The Jacquard harness.

In Fig. 999 we give a clear understanding of the principle of the construction of a Jacquard

machine by means of the sectional cut of one cross row in a 200 Jacquard machine, containing

8 hooks, (representing an 8-row-deep machine), illu.strating by it the arrangement of hooks,

needles, griffebars, springs, frame for holding the latter, and the needle-board, e, ist hook
; /, 2d

hook; g-, 3d hook; k, 4th hook; t, 5th hook; /&, 6th hook; /, 7th hook ;
m, 8th hook. These
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hooks are held in their required places by the eyes of the needles (see place v at hook i) through

which the former are passed.

The needles rest with their heads a to b, in the needle-board, extending outside, towards the

cylinder, for about ^ inch. The rear part of the needle—the loop—is passed between two bars

of the spring-frame, ;/,/>, and held by the latter firmly, but with sufficient play for a longitudinal

motion for pressing towards their springs. The pin 0, is inserted for holding the springs in their

places, requiring one pin for each vertical row of needles. If the heads of the needles are

pushed backwards, in the direction of arrow, the hooks are also moved. If the needles are not

pushed, the upper crooks of the hook will remain in position, as in drawing, over the griffebar;

and raising the latter, will consequently raise every one of these hooks.

10 J^ tlf s^ irm 7^ t.|

Fig. iooo.

E
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Fig. iooi.

Therefore, if a blank card is pressed against the 2o8 needles of the machine, used for present

illustration, all the needles and hooks will be pushed back out of the way of contact with the

griffebars, thus causing an empty lift when they are raised ; while by pressing with an empty

cylinder, or with a card containing as many holes as the machine has needles, and so placed that

the holes are exactly opposite the needles, none of them would be moved, and each hook would

remain vertical over its griffebar; and raising the griffe will lift every hook.

The griffe which has its section of the different bars represented in Fig. lOOO, is shown in its

top view in Fig. lOOi. In the drawing, the dark-shaded places, marked /, are the hollow places

through which the screw is fastened to the plunger.

Z- • • • « .

996*99e»«*e«e«ae*e «•••••

•9®9Cj0 99iSS® Oei9e9e®999®e9

Fig. I002.

The cylinder around which the cards are working (for operating the needles and these in

turn the hooks, neck-cords, leashes and warp-threads) is carried in the batten. This batten has

sufficient vibratory motion to enable it to move the required distance away from the needle-board.

After coming in contact with the catch, it still moves until the cylinder has performed a complete

turn. The cylinder is steadied in the required position by the hammer pressing, by means of

a spring, towards the lantern from below. Fig. 1002 represents the cylinder with the lantern for

turning the same, by means of the catches mentioned before.

The raising of the " griffe," which in turn also operates the other parts of the Jacquard machine,

as previously explained, is generally done by means of a lever arrangement. Fig. 1003 represents

the perspective view of a 400 single-acting Jacquard machine (W. P.Uhlinger, Philadelphia, builder).
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Fig^. 1004 illustrates the " Rise and Fall Shed Jacquard " as built by the Geo. W. Stafford

Manufacturing Co., Providence, R. I.

The Jacquard cards have, for regulating the

required raising and non-raising of the hooks,

holes punched so as to allow their respective

needles to penetrate into the cylinder holes and

are interlaced in an endless arrangement; hence,

one card is brought after the other in rotation

towards the needles.

If using a great number of cards in a set,

they are made to fold into a " rack." This is done

by attaching a wire i to i ^ inches longer than

the cards, at the junction of say every 12th to

20th card. (See r. Fig. 1005, between cards

indicated by a and b^j

Modification of the Single-Lift Jacquard Machine.

During the past few years various modifications in building Jacquard machines have been

Fig. 1003.

Fig. 1004.

introduced. The object of this has been either the simplifying of designing and card stamping

or the saving of card paper and labor for special

fabrics, as in the " Ingrain Carpet Machines,"

the "Brussels Carpet Machines," etc.

Again, the item of "speed," and conse-

quently more production in cloth for a given
"~

time, in damasks and similar fabrics, has been

satisfactorily solved by the construction of the

"Double-Lift, Double-Cylinder Jacquard Ma-
chine." Another principle of a modification Fig. 1005.
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over the single-lift Jacquard machine is to be found in the " Double- Lift, Single-Cylinder

Jacquard Machine," which has for its object the saving of the warp by operating each individual

thread only when required to, by the changes from tip to down, or vice versa, in the design or

weave, etc. These machines are, in their principle of construction and method of operation,

individually explained and illustrated on pages 67 to 72 in my treatise on "The Jacquard

Machine."

Card Stamping.*

As mentioned previously, holes are punched in each individual card, according to the design.

This is done for each row at one stroke or revolution of the piano card-punching machine.

Fig. 1006 illustrates the perspective view of such a machine (operated by belt-power), while

Fig. 1006a represents the top view of the " head" (cover taken off).

In the same, the small open spaces for holding the punches for stamping the holes in the

cards for the needles, as well as the large opening for holding the punch for stamping the peg

holes, are clearly visible.

Al- ia.ll.-.'--,4,-r>i»«-iv;;T' i I. " . //

.10.9 J ^fe_5. • V

'Iff '

Fig. 1006a.

Fig. 1006.

If several sets of cards of one design are required for starting a corresponding number of

looms, and the first set has been produced by the piano machine, exact duplicates can be obtained

by means of the " Repeating Machine." In this machine the entire card is duplicated at one

stroke.

The Jacquard Harness.

To the lower end of the hooks in the Jacquard machine the neck-cords are adjusted. The

latter are passed separately through one of the corresponding holes of the perforated bottom

board. To these neck-cords are fastened the leashes of the Jacquard-harness, about one-half to

one inch above the frame containing the rods which guide the neck-cords vertically, as the hooks

are raised and lowered.

The different harness-cords are threaded through the "comber-board," or the "journals," in

various ways, and are called "tie-ups." After the harness-cords are threaded the heddles are

adjusted.

*In a chapter on "Preparing and Stamping of Jacquard Cards," comprising pages 85 to 102 of the

author's treatise on "The Jacquard Machine," a thorough and complete description, conspicuously illustrated

(45 illustrations), of the above subject will be found.
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In my treatise, already alluded to, the different methods of "tying-up of Jacquard harness"

have been classified as follows:

I.—Straight-through tie-up.

II.—Straight-through tie-up for repeated effects, in one repeat of the design.

III.—Straight-through tie-up of Jacquard loom, having front harness attached.

IV.—Centre tie-up.

V.—Straight-through and point tie-ups combined.

VI.—Straight-through tie-up in two sections.

VII.—Tying-up a Jacquard harness for figuring part of the design with an extra warp.

VIII.—Straight-through tie-up in three sections.

IX.—Point tie-up in three sections.

X.—Combination tie-up in two sections.

XI.—Straight-through tie-up in four sections.

XII.—Tying-up of Jacquard looms with compound harness attached.

XIII.—Tying-up Jacquard looms for gauze fabrics.

XIV".—Tying-up harness for carpets.

Each of these methods of tying-up is treated in a thorough manner and is fully illustrated

by over one hundred special illustrations.

The Comber-board and Methods of Figuring for it.

The comber-board is placed in the Jacquard-loom for the purpose of guiding the harness-

cords from the neck-cords to their

respective position as required by the

fabric for operating the heddles (to

which they are adjusted on their

other extreme end.) There are two

kinds of comber-boards in use. a.

Comber-boards made of a solid piece

of material, either wood or porcelain,

or constructed by using wires crossing

each other and adjusted in a frame

(see Fig. 1 007). b. Comber-boards

made in strips of either wood or

porcelain and adjusted afterwards in

a wooden frame (see Figs. 1007a and

ioo7<^).Fig. 1007

Comber-boards Made of a Solid Piece of Material.

Before ordering a comber-board, it is necessary to know the texture of the fabric in the

loom, and also the number or size of the machine to be used ; for the number of holes per inch

in the comber-board is regulated by this. Afterwards, we may, if we choose, arrange the

number of holes in depth of the comber-board, according to the number of griffe-bars in the

machine (guided by the fabric to be made). We may have eight griffe-bars in the machine, and

arrange the comber-board 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 rows deep; or we may have 12 griffe-bars in the

machine, and arrange the comber-board 12, 10, 8, 6, 4 rows deep.

Rule : The number of holes to one inch in the comber-board must equal the texture of the

fabric to one inch in loom.

The width and depth of the comber-board are regulated by the width of the cloth required
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and by the design to be used. The greater the number of rows in depth the closer they must

be- the same is true of the width. It is necessary to take care not to have the comber-board

too deep as the consequence would be a bad shed; furthermore, we must not have the holes too

close to-ether as in a high texture this would make trouble in the weavmg through the catch-

ing of the heddles with \he warp, and also cause useless chafing of the warp-threads and the

heddles.

The Chang-ing- of Solid Comber-boards for Different Textures.

In Tacquard work we generally use the same texture, or as near as possible, as the loom is

tied up for; but changes are unavoidable. If we must reduce the texture of the fabric m a Jac-

quard loom tied up with a solid comber-board, we must also reduce proportionally the number of

hooks and needles used in designing, and hence the number of heddles used per inch. These

heddles will thus be left empty when drawing in the warp. To accomplish this, lift the tui

machine and throw the hooks not to be used from the griffe-bars, lowering m this way every mail

which is not to be used. Sometimes there may be only one, two, three, or four hooks to be

thrown off, on account of the design. At other times it may be necessary that one-eighth, or one-

fourth, or even one-half, of the whole number shall be dropped for this purpose.

Comber-boards Made in Strips and Adjusted Afterwards in a Frame.

By these comber-boards which are used to a great advantage on narrow loom work up to

36-inch fabrics, we can change the texture for the fabric ; for the strips composing the comber-

Fig. 1007a.
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Fig. 10073.

board may be drawn apart, thus changing the high texture to lower. To give a

standing. Figs. 1007a and 1007^^ are given.

Fig. 1007^ represents an 8-row deep comber-board, a, b, c, d, composed of 10

are set close together. By examining each strip 5 cross-rows of holes will be found,

whole number of holes 400.

Suppose this comber-board is intended for a texture of lOO ends per inch; this

the width of the fabric (shown below, i, k to /, m) 4 inches.

In Fig. 1007a, the comber-board is arranged for a texture of half as many ends

per inch, and the 10 strips are arranged accordingly; the empty places between the

same size as the strips themselves, and the fabric design below the comber-board is

correspond.

clear under-

strips which

making the

will give for

, or 50 holes

strips are of

arranged to
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GOBELIN TAPESTRY.

Tapestry is neither real weaving nor true embroidering. Though wrought upon a loom and
upon a warp stretched out along its frame, there is no filling thrown across the threads with a

shuttle, but the filling is worked with many short threads of various colors, put in with a needle.

Tapestry runs back into remote antiquity. The Greeks and Romans used tapestry for cur-

tains and other hangings; and the use of it for like purposes was common throughout Europe in

the succeeding ages. "Arras" was the usual name for hangings of this kind, owing to the excel-

lence of the work produced in that town in England. "French tapestry" has long been famous

also. Francis I. brought Flemish workmen to Fontainebleau, and the establishment was kept up
by his successors. A hundred years later, Colbert, the celebrated minister to Louis XIV., took

under his protection a manufactory which had been set up b)^ two brothers, of the name of

"Gobelin," originally dyers; and in a very short time the productions of the "Hotel royal des

Gobelins" were universally admired. The well-known tapestry which for many generations hung
upon the walls of the House of Lords, London, England, and which were destroyed by the fire

of 1834, were Flemish, and executed in the reign of

Queen Elizabeth to commemorate the destruction of

the Spanish Armada. But the culminating point in

the history of tapestry was when Rafaelle was employed

i|M l^w^ Mn-H n^WMW tefefeaj j^
to make the designs for a series of Scripture subjects, to

J»H ^^C'^^ ^^sa 'Bs^jgs
'^^M be hung upon the walls of the Sistine chapel in Rome.

lL_ liJLL ^^H—Ti,™, '™1™. „,„_ L Tapestry work is the most costly and effective of

J _. II l.DJ
'

' M the textile manufacture. We will next explain the

1 (IL 1

1

[i ' 'J, L method of operation as observed m the manufacture of

T^ mirn M^tH nvffirn rTrn rWn m these fabrics during the last three centuries. (Older

kinds of tapestries, for example the well-known
" Bayeux tapestry" were wrought by the needle on the

surface of the cloth and thus are actually produced by

embroidering). As mentioned before, the warp-threads

/^ U-..^^-
|

W'-JO:

- 4 ^^i§j P^fl^ M^ ^^ ^^^ stretched in a frame (loom) in a vertical position for

xiia V-4iir =-
1 h rr-A l^sd em^ bMbad k the weavers. The method of interlacing the filling

into the before mentioned warp is done after the prin-

ciple of the plain weave by means of various numbers

of colored filling-threads each guided by a needle.

These different colors of filling are arranged after a cer-

tain design. For this purpose warp-threads in the required position are pulled by the weaver

towards himself with one hand, and with the other hand the required needle (bobbin) block con-

taining the color of filling as called for by the design is inserted. Supposing in the present example

the weaver pulls towards himself the uneven numbered warp-threads (1,3, 5, etc.) with the left hand,

and inserts the block containing the required colored thread in the direction from left to right, by

means of the right hand. Next he pulls the even numbered warp-threads (2,4, 6, etc.) and returns

the block before mentioned. In this mannei the weaver continues to entwine one color until a

certain part of the design requiring this color is finished. He takes next another color as required

by the design and finishes, similar to the before explained method, any place where this color is

required. In this manner he continues to treat each color as required by the design. The beat-

ing up of the filling so inserted is done by means of a comb. Taking the fabric into consideration

in its vertical position it will be seen that there is no interlacing from one color effect to the other;

therefore these effects must be sewed together after the embroidering is done.

Diagram Fig. 1008 illustrates the method of operation for such a Gobelin.

Fk;. 1008.



APPENDIX.
Analysis of the Various Textile Fabrics and Calculations Necessary for their

Manufacture.

The analysis of textile fabrics forms a prominent part of the knowledge required in a com-

petent designer and manufacturer. In addition to theory a practical experience in the construc-

tion of the various fabrics is likewise called for. Thorough analysis consists not only in

"picking out" the arrangement of the interlacing ofwarp and filling (the weave), but also in ascer-

taining the materials of which both systems of threads are composed, the process such raw

materials must be subjected to before the required yarn or thread is produced, necessary for the

construction of the fabric on the loom, as also the various processes commonly designated as finish-

ing.

The analysis of a fabric is not always required for duplicating the fabric, as in some in-

stances it has for its main object only one of the previously mentioned points, as to materials used,

amount of twist in yarn, process of finishing necessary, etc. But whichever special point is re-

quired to be ascertained, or should a complete reproduction of a given sample be required, it is al-

ways best to have a clear understanding (or analysis) of all points. For example : A knowledge

of the weave will be the guide for a special analysis as to the materials to use—the amount of twist

to put into the yarn—or the finish required, for the harder a weave " takes up" the stronger the

warp yarn must be (as to quality of material to use, or amount of twist to be put into the yarn)

so as to resist the amount of wear incurred during the weaving. The weave employed in inter-

lacing the warp and filling, and the raw materials used in the manufacture of the yarn, will influ-

ence the process of finishing required, etc.

The complete analysis of textile fabrics can thus be classified under the following eight points;

I. Ascertaining the Weight per Yard and Ends per Inch in Warp and Filling for the Fin-

ished Fabric from a Given Sample.

II. Ascertaining the Weave.

III. Ascertaining Raw Materials Used in the Construction of Textile Fabrics.

IV. Ascertaining the Texture Required in Loom for a Given Fabric Sample.

V. Ascertaining the Arrangement of Threads in a Sample according to their Color and

Counts for the Warp and Filling.

VI. Ascerta'ning the Sizes of the Yarns, or their Counts, as Necessary to be Produced For

the Reproduction of the Given Sample.

VII. Ascertaining the Weight of the Cloth per Yard from the Loom.
VIII. Ascertaining the Process of Finishing Necessary, and Amount of Shrinkage of the

Fabric during this Process.

These eight points, when carefully considered, will in most cases produce the required object,

"a thorough analysis " or a thorough understanding of the construction of the fabric with which

the manufacturer has to deal.

I. Ascertaining the Weight per yard of the Finished .Fabric, and its Finished Texture
(Ends per inch in Warp and Filling).

Usually the sample given to the designer for analysis is less in length than one yard (of the

finished fabric), and generally narrower than the finished width of the cloth ; oftentimes only one

or two square inches, or even less, being furnished. Should, however, one or more yards of a
(257)
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fabric, having its regular width be given, it is easy for the designer to solve the question by
weighing the cloths given and dividing the weight thus ascertained by the number of yards in

the sample. The result will be the weight per yard of the finished fabric. But when the size

of the sample submitted is small (less than one yard) the weight per yard must be found by
figuring in proportions.

Rulefor Ascertainingfrom a Small Sample {finished) the Weight of the Fabric in Ouncesfor One
Yard,

Cut your sample to a known size, and divide the number of square inches thus derived into

the number of square inches which one yard of the fabric will contain.

1944 square inches f wide fabrics = 54 inches wide.

972 " "
I-

"
"

27 "

Multiply the result with the weight in grains of your sample and divide the product by 437^
which will give you the ounces per yard for the fabric in question.

For example : Suppose you have a f wide fabric. The sample cut, or stamped, with a die,

3 inches by 3 inches equals 9 square inches. Suppose the weight of these 9 square inches is

25 grains.

Question: Required the weight in ounces of one yard of cloth, being f wide?

Answer : I or 54 inches wide fabric 54 x 3^ or 1944 square inches,

1944 -=-9 = 216X25 = 5400 -^ 437-5 =^ 12.34 oz. ; thus the weight of the fabric is 12}^ oz.

Another example. Take a f wide fabric. The sample cut, or stamped with a die 3 inches

by 4 inches, equals 12 square inches. Suppose the weight of these 12 square inches is 28 grains.

Question : Required the weight in ounces of one yard of cloth to be 27 inches wide.

Answer : 27 inches wide fabric = 27 x 3^ or 972 square inches.

972 -J- 12 = 81 X 28 = 2268 -^ 437-5 = 5.18 oz., weight of fabric per yard.

Table for Ascertaining the Number of Square Inches in any Fabric with a Width of 18 Inches

to 5^ Inches.

Width of Fabric
in inches.

Number of

square inches
in one yard.

Width of Fabric
in inches.

Number of
square inches
in one yard.

• 18 648 37- J332

19 684 38. 1368
20 720 39- 1404
21 756 40. 1440
22 792 41. 1476

23 828 42. 1512

24 864 43- 1548

25 900 44. 1584
26 936 45- 1620

27 972 46. 1656
28 1008 47. 1692

29 1044 48. 1728

30 1080 49- 1764

31 1116 50. 1800

32 1 152 51- 1836

33 1188 52. 1872

34 1224 53- 1908

35 1260 54- 1944

36 1296 60. 2160

To Ascertain the Finished Texture of the Submitted Sample.

For this purpose unravel a few ends of the warp and filling of each system on one side of

the sample, and count the number of threads one inch contains (in each system). In the places
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from which the fiUing has been extracted the texture for the warp will be found, and in the places

from which the warp-threads have been drawn the filling texture will be found. It is best to

ascertain the texture for each system of threads in at least two different places, so that if found

to be the same it will serve as a test for correct work. If found not to correspond, it will require

a third counting of the respective threads per inch, so as to ascertain which of the two previous

countings is correct. Fabrics having a fancy arrangement with regard to their threads frequently

require to have the number of threads ascertained in more than one inch. In some fabrics the

texture must be found by counting the number of threads in one repeat of the pattern and then

dividing this result by the number of inches these threads occupy in the fabric.

Example.— i8o threads of warp in one repeat of the pattern occupy 3^ inches space in the

finished fabric. Question: Find the texture (average). Answer: 180 ^ 3^ = 48 threads, tex-

ture of warp in given sample.

II. Ascertaining the ^Veave.

This part of the analysis of a fabric is based first of all upon a thorough comprehension of

the theory of constructing the various weaves for single cloth, double cloth, etc. It also requires,

in dealing with heavy fulled fabrics, or fabrics having the face filling broken during the process of

finishing, a considerable amount of patience.

Ascertaining the weave implies to the designer that he is to solve from a sample the manner

in which both systems of threads, composing the fabric, interlace each other, and this is techni-

cally known as the "picking-out" process. An experienced designer will in most cases ascertain

the weave necessary for producing a given sample by a mere glance at it, while in fabrics having

fine counts of silk or cotton yarn the microscope will assist him in designating the weave without

"picking-out." But as such skill can only be arrived at after years of practice and experience we

will define the "picking-out" process for the benefit of the unskilled.

If it is required to ascertain the weave in a fabric having a nap on its surface, the nap must

be carefully removed by singeing it off by holding it over a flame, care being taken not to burn

the threads. Next carefully remove the burnt refuse adhering to the structure with a sharp knife.

(It is well to have a sharp knife or razor always at hand for this purpose.)

Always endeavor to get the samples for "picking-out" sufficiently large, containing at least

two or three repeats of the weave, warp and filling-ways, in excess of the amount 01" cloth

necessary for liberating threads in each system, so as to get the proper starting-point for commen-
cing to pick-out. If a sample is submitted for "picking-out" which does not contain a complete

repeat of the weave, dissect the amount on hand and finish the complete weave in accordance with

the instructions given in the theory of constructing weaves. The experienced designer,

when he gets a sample for dissection, readily understands which system of threads are the warp

and which the filling, but to the inexperienced this will prove the first difficulty which will have

to be mastered. To aid in this the following rules are given, which if carefully con^idered (with

reference to the sample given) must greatly assist the novice in solving the problem.

If the sample submitted for " picking-out " contains a part of the selvage, the latter will

readily indicate warp from filling, for the selvage-threads always run in the direction of

the warp.

If the threads in one system are "harder" twisted than in the other, the hard-twisted threads

are generally the warp system.

If the sample submitted for analyzing has what is technically known as a "face-finish"

(kersey, beaver, doeskin, broadcloth, etc.), the direction of the " nap" indicates the warp.

The "counts" of yarn found used in each system will often assist in ascertaining which is the

warp and which is the filling, for in most instances the yarn used for warp is of a finer number
than the filling.
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Fig. 1009.

If the fabric has cotton yarn for one system of threads and woolen for the other (as in union

fabrics), the cotton yarn is generally the warp yarn.

If in the sample submitted for analysis the one system of threads is found to have been sized

or starched, and not the other, the former is the warp.

If the sample contains "reed marks" (or im-

perfections known to the weaver as being caused

only by the warp system), such imperfections
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Another guide for distinguishing the warp

from the filling is found in the "style" of the

respective fabrics submitted for "picking out."

In fabrics having a striped character, or check

effects in which the one direction of the lines is

prominent compared with the others, the direc-

tion of the stripes, or the prominent lines in

the check, indicate the warp system.

In fabrics composed of two systems of filling (face filling and backing) and one system of

warp, the heavy and soft-spun filling, known as the " backing," indicates itself, and thus the system

of threads.

Fabrics are generally dissected by in-

vestigating the method of interlacing the

filling into the warp; some fabrics require

their weaves to be dissected by ascertaining

the interlacing of successive warp-threads

in the filling, such as the corkscrews, diago-

nals and similar fabrics. Weaves in pile

fabrics, such as velvets, Astrakhans, etc., are

ascertained the quickest by analyzing the

body structure.

The instrument required for "picking

out " is a strong needle with a sharp point.

In some instances the microscope is found

to be of much service. The work of picking

out a sample is most readily accomplished

by proceeding as follows :*

Clear off the nap or fibres on the sur-

face of the sample as previously mentioned.

In fabrics without a nap this is, of course,

not required. Next unravel sufficient filling

on top of the fabric, and warp on the left

hand side, to produce two fringed edges of

say about y^ to ^'inch in length. If you

should desire to save, from the sample sub-

mitted for analysis, as much as possible,

make straight cuts with the scissors at a distance of about ^3 to ^ inches from where you want

to stop dissecting threads This procedure is illustrated by diagram Fig. 1009. A-B-C-D, sample

submitted for "picking out." Arrow O direction of warp. Arrow 0^ direction of filling.

*Use picking out of the filling from the structure in the example given for explanation.

Fig. ioio.
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The cuts in the fabric are shown at the places indicated by e and /. Letter 5 indicates the

place where the first warp-thread and the first pick meet—the point for commencing to " pick-out."

After the sample is prepared according to the illustration just given, raise the first pick about

tV of an inch with the "picking-out needle." See Fig. loio.

Place the sample in the left hand asshown in diagram loi i, next ascertain the arrangement of

interlacing pick number i, warp-ways, until repeat is obtained.

Every time a warp-thread is found situated

above the filling, put a corresponding indication

on the respective square of the designing paper

(with pencil marks or prick holes with the

needle), whenever you find the filling covering

(floating over) one, two or more successive

warp-threads, leave correspondingly one, two

or more successive squares empty in the lateral

line of small squares upon the designing paper.

After the intersecting of number i pick

has been clearly ascertained liberate this pick

out of the fringed warp edge and duplicate

the procedure with pick number 2, to be fol-

lowed by picks 3, 4, 5, etc., until the repeat is

obtained. If dealing with a soft-spun filling

yarn be careful in raising it, to avoid breaking

the thread ; also be careful that after the

interlacing of the pick has been ascertained, it

is entirely removed so that no small pieces of the thread remain in the fringed part of the warp;

for if such should be the case it might lead to mistakes in examining the next adjoining pick.

III. Ascertaining Raw Materials Used in the Construction of a Fabric.

In most cases an examination of the threads liberated during "picking-out" with the naked

eye will be sufficient to distinguish the material used in the construction of the fabric yet sometimes

it is found necessary to use the microscope or a chemical test for their detection. For example : Tests

might be required to show whether a certain thread is all wool or whether a certain thread is

all silk, etc. For solving such questions, the following methods are given

:

A common and ready method for ascertaining the difference between animal and vegetable

fibres is to burn some of the threads of yarn in a flame. The vegetable fibre is composed of

carbon, hydrogen and oxygen, while the animal fibre, in addition to these, contains nitrogen.

By burning, the threads used in testing the first mentioned fibre will result in carbonic acid and

water, while those of the latter, or ofanimal fibre, result in combinations containing nitrogen which

element readily makes itself known by its peculiar smell or disagreeable odor similar to burnt

feathers. Another point which it is well to note is the rapidity with which the thread com-

posed of vegetable origin burns as compared with the burning of the thread having an animal

substance for its basis. In the latter case, only a little bunch of porous carbon forms itself at the

end submitted to the flame, and it does not form a flame as in the case of the former. As in

some instances these two tests will be found unreliable, a more exact analysis may be required. If

so, proceed after one or the other of the following formulas

:

To Detect Cotton or other Vegetable Fibre in Woolen or Silk Fabrics.

Boil the sample to be tested in a concentrated solution of taustic soda or potash, and the

wool or silk fibre will rapidly dissolve, producing a soapy liquid. The cotton or other vegetable
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fibre therein will remain undisturbed, even though boiling in weak caustic alkalies for several

hours, care being taken to keep the samples below the surface of the solution during the opera-

tion. If during this steeping process it is exposed to the air, the cotton fibre becomes rotten,

especially when the exposed portions are also at the same time brought under the influence of

steam. (Any cotton fibres remaining from the testing, if colored, may be bleached in chlorine

water, and afterwards dissolved with cupro-ammonia.)

Prof. E. Kopp gives the following test :
" Wool is only soluble in cupro-ammonia by the

aid of heat. Concentrated acids, such as sulphuric, nitric, or preferably hydrochloric, act in the

cold upon silk, but not on wool. The dissolving properties of cupro-ammonia on all vegetable

fibres, make it one of the most reliable of tests. Cupro-ammonia is prepared by suspending

strips of copper in concentrated ammonia in a large flask, tightly corked and occasionally shaken,

so as to bring the metal in contact with the oxygen of the air. By degrees a tolerably concen-

trated solution of oxide of copper in ammonia is obtained which dissolves cotton, and other

vegetable fibres, leaving animal fibres untouched."

To Detect Silk from Wool or the Vegetable Fibres.

Prof. Hummel gives the following process in his treatise on "The Dyeing of Textile Fabrics:"

" The best solvent for silk is an alkaline solution of copper and glycerine, made up as follows

:

Dissolve i6 grams copper sulphate in 140-160 c. c. distilled water, and add 8-10 grams pure

glycerine (Sp. Gr. 1.24); a solution of caustic soda has to be dropped gradually into the mixture

till the precipitate at first formed just re-dissolvcs ; excess of NaOH must be avoided." This

solution does not dissolve either wool or the vegetable fibres and thus serves as a distinguishing

test.

Still another method is given, as follows: Concentrated zinc chloride, 138° Tw. (Sp. Gr. 1.69)

made neutral or basic by boiling with excess of zinc oxide, dissolves silk, slowly if cold, but very

rapidly if heated, to a thick gummy liquid. This reagent may serve to separate or distinguish

silk from wool and the vegetable fibres, since these are not affected by it. If water be added to

the zinc chloride solution of silk, the latter is thrown down as a flocculent precipitate. Dried at

230° to 235° F the precipitate acquires a vitreous aspect, and is no longer soluble in ammonia.

Rules for Arranging the Fabric to be Tested and Methods for Ascertaining the

Various Percentages of Each Fibre Composing the Thread or Woven Cloth.

Cut the sample to be tested to a known size with a sharp pair of scissors, or stamp out the de-

sired quantity with a die, of which you know the exact size. Always use the largest sample avail-

able and be very accurate in cutting to measure. Next weigh the sample upon a scale (of great ac-

curacy) and make a careful memorandum of its weight; then submit the sample to one of the

above mentioned tests (adapted to the material to be tested), and dry the remaining fibre. Weigh

the latter after thoroughly dry and deduct the weight from the gross weight previously obtained.

The remainder will represent the weight of the fibre dissolved by the test.

" The amount of each kind of fibre in sample is in proportioii to
^
the percentage of each fibre

m a full piece of cloth."

Example : Required to ascertain percentage of cotton and wool fibres in a fabric.

Sample stamped with a die 2X4 inches = 8 square inches weighs 24 grains. Suppose

the "caustic soda" process for testing is used and the refuse of cotton, dried, weighs 8 grains.

Hence

:

24 grains gross weight of cloth 8 square inches.

8 " weight of cotton in 8 square inches.

16 " " " wool " 8 square inches.
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Or, 8 grains cotton in 24 grains gross weight ^331^ per cent, of 100.

16 " wool " 24 " " " = 662^ " " "

24 " 100

Answer: The cloth given for testing in the present example contains 33^ per cent, cotton

and 66^ per cent, wool, or, one-third of the mixture is cotton fibre and two-thirds wool fibre.

IV. To Ascertain the Texture of Fabrics Required in Loom.

Of all the different points required to be ascertained the present is probably the most difficult

to master, in fact, it can only be accomplished after considerable practical experience. To mate-

rially aid the novice in this work, it is strongly recommended that he provide himself with a col-

lection of different samples of finished fabrics with the given amount of shrinkage of each during

finishing. Such a collection he can afterwards use as a guide for ascertaining the texture of

similar fabrics.

T/ie Shrinkage of a Fabric in Width from Loom to Case {or Finished State).

The "setting" of a fabric in the loom, or the reed-space the warp must occupy during the

process of weaving, compared to the width of the fabric when finished (ready for the consumer)

is regulated by the raw material used, the manner in which the yarn has been produced, and the

different processes the fabric is to be subjected to during finishing.

Some kinds of woolen fabrics require a large amount of fulling, hence must be "set" wider

in the loom than fabrics having a similar material for their basis but requiring very little or no

fulling. For example, billiard-cloth must be "set" nearly twice as wide in the loom as its finished

width, while beavers, kerseys, and similar woolen fabrics need to be "set" but about one-half

their finished width wider, and fancy cassimeres from one-quarter to one-third. Worsted or

worsted and cotton dressgoods mostly require but very little wider "setting" in the loom than the

finished width of the fabric calls for. The weave itself has also a considerable influence in regu-

lating the shrinkage.

These general rules are worthy of consideration : The finer the quality, and the softer the

filling is spun, the more the cloth will shrink in width. If the filling is hard twisted, and of a

coarse nature, the cloth will have but little tendency to shrink. If the weave has a wide stitching,

it will produce a narrower fabric than when the texture is more closely intertwined. The

less tension put on the warp during weaving (''take-up") the narrower the fabric will be. In

comparing woolen and worsted yarn, the former produces fabrics which shrink more in width

than fabrics made with worsted yarn. This result, when produced from the same raw material, is

based upon the two different processes of ''carding" or "combing" the wool fibre. By carding

the wool every fibre, through mixing up in every shape and direction, is twisted in itself, and such

fibres always endeavor to resume their original position. By worsted combing the wool fibres are

separately united, besides being combined in one thread. Each fibre is its own, as placed in posi-

tion for forming the thread, and thus such a thread remains undisturbed in the fabric. The fabric

constructed out of such threads will keep wider than if using a wool-spun yarn of equal size and

under equal conditions.

Shrinkage or Take-up of Warp During Weaving.

We must also carefully consider the amount of take-up the warp is subjected to during

weaving, and the amount of shrinkage in length the cloth undergoes during the finishing process.

The latter point will not come into consideration in the case of fabrics which are ready for the

market when leaving the loom. The first mentioned shrinkage, or the "take-up" of the warp

during weaving, is different, and varies from fabrics requiring two, three, four or more
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times the length in dressing than the fabric length woven, to fabrics in which the warp-length

dressed equals the fabric length woven or, if any difference, to be very little.

The points given in the previous chapter on the shrinkage in width of a fabric also apply to

the shrinkage of the fabric in length. The weave and the number ofpicks per inch are the chief ob-

ject in regulating the take-up of the zvarp during weaving, for example, a fabric interlaced with a far

stitching satin weave (say 8 to 12 harness) will "take-up" very little if any at all, unless we use an
unusually high texture of warp and filling. Thus, the oftener a warp-thread intersects the filling

in a given distance the greater the amount of take-up required for the warp. For this reason

fabrics which have two systems of weaves combined—suppose I -inch wide plain weave
\o alternate with a 2-inch wide 8-harness satin = 3 inches repeat, 10 repeats in width of fabric—re-

quire two beams—one beam to carry the warp for weaving the plain, and one beam for carrying the

warp for weaving the satin. This also applies to worsted fabrics made with woolen back-warps.

The amount of shrinkage in warp pile fabrics for its pile-warp is considerable. It is regulated by
the height of pile required and the amount of wires or loops per inch. Such fabrics may often

require their pile-warp dressed four to eight times longer than the piece measures woven. To
ascertain the exact percentage of " take-up " for a fabric needs experience and can only be mastered

after thorough study of the theory of constructing the different weaves, as well as the nature of

the different raw materials, with their various methods of preparations for the yarns, and the vari-

ous processes of finishing.

V. Ascertaining the Arrangement of Threads in a Sample, According to their Color

and their Counts, for the Warp and Filling.

During the process of "picking out" a fabric sample, it will be advisable to indicate on the

squared designing paper near each filling-thread as picked out, its color or general remarks as to

thickness, twist, etc. Also, to indicate the colors and size of the

I warp-threads as found in the sample dissected. (For illustration see

g Fig. loi 2.) By proceeding in this manner it will be found that after a

certain number of successive threads in warp and filling have been

picked out, the same arrangement of using threads of various colors

•gg§gsl||g or counts, or both combined in the sample, repeats over again.

5nBiani5niiaiii5iliW3Biack. This is classified as the "repeat of the pattern." All repeats of a
nnMMnnBBnnBDBmnnMBBiack. .... , , , .,- , ,

nnSBnnSSaSnnSynnBiSe'^' pattern must be similar to each other; thus, if we place two, three or

SBy^SSSnaSBSMnSMSBitck. more repeats of the sample above each other, they must in every

St

•8

c3 c=S3-t:-S= si

nnwinnBBnMnnBBnaBrown. instance cover itself in color, size or counts of threads, and method
^'^- '°^2- of interlacing.

Again, if a number of these repeats are placed near each other in the direction of the warp

and filling, they must connect. If patterns are found not to contain this peculiarity, or, in other

words, " do not repeat," they must be arranged so as to have this peculiarity, or be made to repeat.

The arrangement of the warp is known as the "dressing," while the arrangement of the filling

indicates the building of the "box-chain" in practical work.

VI. Ascertaining the Size of the Yarns (their Counts) Found in Sample, and the

Amount and Direction of Twist.

The size or thickness of a thread is ascertained generally by comparing the picked out thread

with a collection of yarns of the same material and of a known size. For this purpose prepare

a collection of woolen, worsted, cotton and silk yarns most commonly used. In fabrics requiring

no fulling, or only a very little, such as worsted dress goods, etc , weigh a small sample of the

threads and calculate from their length and weight the size of the yarn ; but as a general rule the

first given method will be found quick, correct and less troublesome to the designer. Care must
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threads of a known size, which have previously been subjected to an equal amount of shrinkage

by " fulling " etc.; or, if such a thread cannot be obtained, compare the picked-out thread with the

standard threads of a similar material, but take into consideration the process the first mentioned

thread has been subjected to during the finishing process of the fabric it was a part of

VII. Ascertaining the Weight of Cloth per Yard from the Loom.

This subject, based entirely upon results obtained by previous points, forms the most inter-

esting work in the analysis of cloth. Whatever the size of sample may be which is submitted for

examination, and whatever the quantity of yards of cloth to be produced, the weight per yard

from loom will form the standard upon which future calculations in manufacturing must be based

by figuring in proportion. After knowing the number of threads required in the width of a

fabric submitted for analysis, the counts of the respective threads, and the dressing and the shrink-

age of the warp in weaving, it will be easy to ascertain the weight of warp yarn required.

Example A. Dressing: 4 threads black, 4 run woolen yarn.

2
<(

blue. 4
« <( «

4
<( brown. 4

« « «

10 threads in repeat.

3,600 ends in full warp, 6 per cent, shrinkage or take up of warp during weaving.

Required: Find weight of warp yarn of each kind necessary for one yard of the woven
fabric.

100— 6 = 94. Thus 94 : 100 : : 36 : X and 100 Y. T)^ ^= 3600 -^ 94 = 38.3.

Each individual thread requires 38.3 inches length dressed to produce 36 inches interwoven.

Hence 3,600 X 38.3 = 137,880 inches = 3,830 yards of warp required to produce one yard of

the woven fabric (plus amount of filling required).

3,830 yards 4 run yarn equal in weight 9.575 oz , ten threads repeat of the pattern, thus:

9.575 -^ 10 = 0.9575 oz. weight in proportion for each thread, consequently:

4 threads black = 4 X 0.9575 = 3.830 oz. per yard.

2 " blue =2X0.9575 = 1.915 " "

4 " brown = 4 X O.9575 = 3.830 " "

9.575 oz. total weight.

Answer: The previously given example requires

3.83 oz. 4 run black warp for each yard woven.

1.915 " 4 " blue

3.83 " 4 " brown

consequently 9.575 oz. weight of complete warp in one yard woven (3,600 threads 4
run yarn, six per cent, take up of warp).

The threads used are not always of the same counts. Two, three or more different sizes of

yarn may be called for in a fabric. If such is the case first ascertain the number of yards

required of each kind and next their weight. Suppose the previously given example read as

follows: Example B. 3,600 ends in warp—6 per cent, shrinkage of warp in weaving.

Dressing: 4 threads brown 2.30s worsted.

2 " blue 2.28s

4 " black 2.32s "

10 threads repeat of pattern.
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As explained in previously given example, 36 inches woven equal 38.3 inches dressed by-

allowing six per cent, take up.

3,600 ends in warp -^ by 10 threads in one repeat = 360 repeats of each thread ; thus,

4 threads brown 2.30s worsted = 360 X 4 = 1,440 threads {a).

2 " blue 2.28s " = 360 X 2 = 720 " (/).

4 " black 2.32s " = 360 X 4 = 1,440 " (c).

10 threads in repeat. 3,6oo threads in warp.

a. Brown, requires 2.30s worsted = 8400 yards to i lb.

36 : 38.3 : : 1440 : x

38.3 X 1440 -^ 36 = 1532 yards of 2.30s brown worsted required.

8400 : 16 : : 1532 : X

1532 X 16 -^ 8400 = 2.918 oz. of brown 2 30s worsted required for I yard cloth woven.

l>. Blue, calls for 2.28s worsted = 7840 yards to i lb.

36 : 38.3 : : 720 : x

38.3 X 720 -r- 36 = 766 yards of 2.28s blue worsted required.

7840 : 16 : : 766 : x

766 X 16 -^ 7840 = I-S63 oz. of blue 2.28s worsted required for I yard cloth woven.

c. Black calls for 2.32s worsted = 8960 yards to i lb. The number of threads are equal to a,

thus: 1532 yards of 2.32s black worsted required.

8960 : 16 : : 1532 : x

1532 X 16 -^ 8960 = 2.735 oz. of black 2.32s worsted required for i yard of cloth woven.

Answer: The previously given example requires the following amount of yarns

:

Brown, 2.30s worsted = 2.918 oz.

Blue, 2.28s " = 1.563 "

Black, 2.32s " = 2.735 "

7.216 oz. weight of complete warp in i yard woven.

TABLE OF RELATIVE LENGTHS

Of Inches Dressed and One Yard Woven, with Reference to a "Take-up" During
Weaving, for i per cent, to 50 per cent.

Per cent, of take-up
during weaving.

Number of inches required
dressed to produce one yard or

36 incites woven.

Per cent, of take-up
during weaving.

Number of inches required
dressed to produce one yard or

36 inches woven.

I

2

3

4
5
6

7
8

9
10

II

12

36-36

36-73
37-11

37-50

37-89
38-30
38-71

39-13

39-56
40.00

40-45
40.91

13

14
15
16

17
18

19
20

25
30
40
50

41-38 .

41.86

42-35
42-85

43.37
43-90

44.44
45.00
48.00

51-43
60.00

72.00

The next point for ascertaining the weight of cloth per yard from the loom is to ascertain the

amount offilling requiredfor one yard.

To explain this subject let us continue the example previously given and indicated by A.

Suppose those 3600 ends require 72 inches wide setting in reed (aUowing i inch for width of
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selvage on each side), and suppose the fiUing found used in sample submitted for analysis calls for

3!/^ run black woolen yarn and 52 picks per inch in loom.

Question: Find amount of filling required for weaving one yard.

52 (picks) X 72 (width) = 3744 inches filling required for i inch of cloth, or 3744 yards of

filling required for I yard of cloth.

3744 yards of 35^ run filling (3744 -^ 350) = 10.697 oz.

Anszver : 10.697 oz. filhng required for weaving i yard cloth in the present example.

If two, three or more kinds of threads of various counts of fillings are used, ascertain each

kind independent of the other. For illustration let us continue example B as previously given

for ascertaining the warp.

Suppose the width of fabric (including ^ inch selvage for each side) calls for 64 inches and

the arrangement of filling for 6 picks 2.26s black worsted and for 6 picks 2.28s brown worsted

= 12 picks in repeat of pattern and 56 picks per inch in fabric.

Question : Find the amount of filling required for weaving i yard.

56 (picks) X 64 (width) = 3584 yards of filling required to weave i yard of cloth.

Thus: 3584 -^ 2 = 1792 yards 2.26s worsted black (a), and 1792 yards 2,28s worsted

brown {d), the filling required to weave i yard of cloth.

a. 2.26s worsted (= 7280 yards to I lb.). Thus : 1792 : x : : 7280 : 16

1792 X16 -^ 7280 = 3.938 oz. of 2.26s black worsted required.

d. 2.28s worsted (= 7840 yards to i lb.). Thus : 1792 : x : : 7840 : 16

1792 X 16 -;- 7840 = 3.657 oz. of 2.28s brown worsted required.

Answer : 3.938 oz. of 2.26s black worsted.

3.657 oz. of 2.28s brown worsted,

7.595 oz. the amount of filling required for weaving i yard of cloth in the present

example.

The next thing to be ascertained will be the amount of selvage threads to be used, and their

respective weight.

Suppose example A calls for 30 threads 2 run (woolen yarn) for selvage for each side of

the fabric, thus 60 threads for complete selvage.

+ 6 per cent, take-up = 63.82 yards of two run selvage, equal to 0.319 oz. of yarn for i

yard of woven cloth.

For example B. allow 30 threads of 2.20s worsted for selvage on each side of the fabric ; thus

60 threads for complete selvage.

+ 6 per cent, take up = 63.82 yards of 2.20s worsted = 0.182 oz, of yarn for i yard of

woven cloth.

Example A. thus requires

:

9.575 oz. warp yarn,

10.697 oz. filling,

0.319 oz. selvage threads.

20,591 oz. the weight of l yard of cloth from the loom.

Example B. thus requires ;

7.216 oz, warp,

7.595 oz. filling,

0.182 oz. selvage threads.

14.993 oz. the weight of i yard of cloth from the loom.

After the weight of i yard of the cloth woven is ascertained it is easy to calculate the

amount of yarn required for i piece of cloth or any number, by simply multiplying the weight

per yard with the number of yards required.
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For example : Suppose previously given example A to be applied to a fabric 40 yards " from

loom." Thus

:

9.575 oz. X 40 = 383 oz. = 23 lbs. 15 oz. warp yarn,

10.697 oz. X 40 r= 427.88 oz. == 26 lbs. 11.88 oz. filling yarn,

0.319 oz. X 40 = 12.76 oz. = 12.76 oz. selvage.

20.591 oz. total, 51 lbs. 7.64 oz. weight for i piece 40 yards long.

Proof: 20.591 oz., weight of cloth per yard, x 40, number of yards of cloth required, equals

823.64 oz., -^ 16 ^ 51 lbs. 7.64 oz.

Suppose the previously given example under B applied to the following

—

Question: Find the amount of yarn required for producing 20 pieces, each 50 yards Ion f:r

from loom, thus:

20 pieces X 50 yards each cut = 1000 yards of cloth required, hence

7.216 oz. X 1000 = 7216 oz. = 451 lbs.

7.595 " X 1000 =7595 " =474 " II oz-

0.182 " X 1000= 182 " = II " 6 "

14.993 937 lbs. I oz. weight required for 20 pieces,

each 50 yards long, or 1000 yards of cloth woven.

Proof: 14.993 oz. weight per yard of cloth X looo (number of yards of cloth woven)

14993 oz. ^ 16 = 937 lbs. I oz.

VIII. Ascertaining the Process of Finishing Necessary and the Amount of Shrinkage

of the Fabric. t

The shrinkage of a fabric during finishing is regulated by the amount of fulling required.

Woolen fabrics, and especially such as are constructed out of soft spun yarn, shrink more than

any other textile fabric.

In arranging the width of a fabric for weaving (" setting " in reed) we must calculate the

amount of .shrinkage of the fabric on the loom as well as during the process of finishing. The

shrinkage in length of the fabric can more readily be regulated during the finishing process

(fulling). Worsted fabrics, which require no fulling—only scouring—shrink very little, while

cotton goods, which require only calendering or pressing, etc., do not lose any, and may possibly

rather gain, in length.

During the process of carding and spinning, oil, water, etc., are taken up by the wool, and

during dyeing some of the dye-stuff will remain loosely in the yarn. These substances must be

removed in the scouring of the cloth; therefore we must allow for a corresponding loss in weight

for such fabrics from their relative weight in the loom until the fabric is scoured.

The subsequent processes, such as gigging and shearing, will also reduce the previous loom

weight of the fabric. Fabrics requiring none of these processes consequently need none of these

considerations, while fabrics requiring a starching, calendering or flocking may even gain in

weight during such an operation.

The shrinkage of fabrics in finishing requires, similar to the two different widths (width of

fabric when finished, and its width in reed), to figure in two different lengths during calculations.

a the length of the cloth from loom, b its finished length. It will be easily understood that when

orders are given for a certain number of yards from a buyer or the commission house, they con-

sider the number of yards given as the "finished yards"; therefore the percentage that the fabric

shrinks during the finishing process must be added for ascertaining the number of yards required

''from loom," or woven. Take-up during weaving added, will give us a third length, or the length

of warps dressed, while the shrinkage of a fabric in finishing regulates, as previously mentioned,

the width of the fabric in loom, in addition to the width of the finished fabric.
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GRADING OF THE VARIOUS YARNS USED IN THE MANUFACTURE
TEXTILE FABRICS ACCORDING TO SIZE OR COUNTS.

OF

The sizes of the yarns, technically known as their counts or numbers, are based for each

different raw material upon the number of yards necessary to balance i lb. (avoirdupois), conse-

quently the higher the count or number the finer the yarn according to its diameter. The number
of yards thus necessary to balance i lb. is known as the " Standard " and varies accordingly for

each material.

I. Cotton Yarns.

Cotton yarns have for the standard 840 yards (equal to i hank) and are graded by the

number of hanks I lb. contains. Consequently if two hanks, or 2 X 840 yards = 1680 yards,

are necessary to balance i lb., we classify the same as number 2 cotton yarn. If three hanks, or

3 X 840 yards = 2520 yards, are necessary to balance i lb., the thread is known and classified

as number 3 cotton yarn. Continuing in this manner, always adding 840 for each successive

number, it gives us the number of yards the various counts of yarn contain for i lb.

Table for Lengths of Cotton Yarns.

I From number i to 240s.

)

No.

•

Yds. to I lb. No. Yds. to I lb. No. Yds. to I lb. No. Yds. to I lb.

I 840 25 21,000 49 41,160 73 61,320
2 1,680 26 21,840 50 42,000 74 62,160

3 2,520 27 22,680 51 42,840 75 63,000

4 3.360 28 23,520 52 43,680 76 63,840

5 4,200 29 24,360 53 44,520 77 64,680
6 5,040 30 25,200 54 45,360 78 65,520

7 5,8so 31 26,040 55 46,200 79 66,360
8 6,720 32 26,880 56 47,040 80 67,200

9 7,560 33 27,720 57 47,880 85 71,400
10 6,400 34 28,560 58 48,720 90 75,600
II 9,240 35 29,400 59 49,560 95 79,800
12 10,080 36 30,240 60 50,400 100 84,000
13 10,920 37 31,080 61 51,240 no 92,400
14 11,760 38 31,920 62 52,080 120 100,800

15 I2,6go 39 32,760 63 52,920 130 109,200
16 13.440 40 33,600 64 53,760 140 117,600
17 14,280 41 34,440 65 54.600 150 126,000
18 15,120 42 35,280 66 55,440 • 160 134,400
19 15,960 43 36,120 67 56,280 170 142,800
20 16,800 44 36,960 68 57,120 180 151,200
21 17,640 45 37,800 69 57,960 190 159,600
22 18,480 46 38,640 70 58,800 200 168,000

23 19,320 47 39,480 71 59,640 220 184,800
24 20, 160 48 40,320

1

72 60,480 240 201,600

Cotton yarns are frequently manufactured into 2-ply. In such cases the number of yards

required for i lb. is one-half the amount called for in the single thread.

For example: 20s cotton yarn (single) equals 16,800 yards per pound, while a 2-ply thread

of 20s cotton, technically indicated as 2.20s cotton, requires only 8,400 yards, or equal to the

amount called for in single los cotton (technically represented as los cotton).

If the yarn be more than 2-ply, divide the number of yards of single yarn in the required

number by the number of ply.
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Rule for Finding the Weight in Pounds of a Given Number of Yards of Cotton
Yarn of a Known Count.

Divide the given yards by the number of yards of the known count required to balance i lb.

Example (single yarn).—Find weight of 1,260,000 yards of 30s cotton yarn.

30s cotton yarn = 25,200 yards to i lb. Thus 1,260,000 ^ 25,200 = 50.

Answer: 1,260,000 yards of 30s cotton yarn weigh 50 lbs.

Example (2-ply yarn).—Find weight of 1,260,000 yards of 2.30s cotton yarn.

2.3OS cotton yarn = 12,600 yards to I lb. Thus 1,260,000 ^ 12,600 = 100.

Answer: 1,260,000 yards of 2.30s cotton yarn weigh lOO lbs.

Rule for Finding the Weight in Ounces of a Given Number of Yards of Cotton
Yarn of a Known Count.

Multiply the given yards by 16 and divide result by the number of yards of the known
count required to balance i lb.

Example (single yarn).—Find weight of 12,600 yards of 30s cotton yarn.

12,600 X 16 ^= 201,600. I lb. 30s cotton yarn = 25,200 yards. Thus 201,600 -^ 25,200 ^ 8.

Anszver: 12,600 yards of 30s cotton yarn weigh 8 oz.

Example (2-ply yarn).—Find weight of 12,600 yards of 2.30s cotton yarn.

12,600 X 16 = 201,600. I lb. 2.30s cotton yarn = 12,600 yards. Thus 201,600 -^ 12,600 =16.

Answer: 12,600 yards of 2.30s cotton yarn weigh 16 oz.

II. Woolen Yarns—" Run " System.

Woolen yarn is, with the exception of the mills in Philadelphia and vicinity, graded by the

"runs," which have for their standard 1600 yards. Consequently i run yarn requires 1600

yards to I lb.; 2 run yarn, 3200 yards to I lb.; 3 run yarn, 4800 yards to I lb., etc., always

adding 1600 yards for each successive run. In addition to using whole numbers only as in the

case of cotton and worsted yarn, the run is divided into halves, quarters and occasionally into

eighths, hence
200 yards equa 'A run.

400 % a

600 ^8
((

800 % a

1000 % <(

1200 % it

1400 n 11

1600 I " eetc.

The run basis is very convenient for textile calculations by reason of the standard number

equalling lOO times the number of ounces that one lb. contains. By simply multiplying the size

of a yarn given in " run " counts by lOO and dividing the result into the number of yards given

(for which we have to find the weight) gives us as the result the weight expressed in ounces.

Example: Find the weight of 7,200 yards of 4 run yarn.

4 X 100 = 400.

7,200 -4- 400 =18.
Answer: 7,200 yards 4-run yarn weigh 18 oz.

Questioyt : Find weight of 3,750 yards of 3^ run yarn.

Answer : 3,750 -- 375 = 10 oz.

If the weight of a given number of yards and of a given size of woolen yarn, run system,

is required to be calculated in pounds, transfer the result obtained in ounces into pounds or frac-

tions thereof
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Table for Lengths of Woolen Yarns {Rnn basis) from One-fourth Run to Ffteen Rzm.

Run. Yds. to I lb. Run. Yds. to I lb. Run, Yds. to 1 lb.

X 400 4 6400 IYa, 12400

k 800 4X 6800 8 12800

K 1200 aVz 7200 8X 13200

I 1600 aH 7600 8K 13600

^% 2000 5 8000 8X 14000

A 2400 S% 8400 9 .
14400

\% 2800 5'A 8800 9Yz 15200

2 3200 5^ 9200 10 16000

^)i 3600 6 9600 io>^ 16800

2K 4000 e% 10000 II 1760O

2^ 4400 6K 10400 ii>^ 18400

3 4800 eu 10800 12 19200

\% 5200 7 11200 13 20800

yA 5600 7% 1 1 600 14 22400

2>H 6000 r/z 12000 1 15 24000

III. Woolen Yarn— "Cut" System.

As previously mentioned, woolen yarn is also graded by the "cut" system.

300 yards is the basis or standard, consequently if

300 yards of a given woolen yarn weigh i lb., we classify it as i cut yarn;
11 11 a ti

(I ~ <( n
600 "

900 "
" " " " "

I

and so on, hence the count of the woolen yarn expressed in the " cut," multiplied by 300, gives as

the result the number of yards of respective yarn that i lb. contains.

Table for Lengths of Woolen Yarns {Cut Sjystem).

(From I Cut to 50 Cut Yarn.)

Cut. Yards to lb. Cut. Yards to lb. Cut. Yards to lb. Cut. Yards to lb.

I

2

300
600

13

14
3,900
4,200

25
26

7,500
7,800

37
38

11,100

11,400

3
4

900
1,200

15
16

4,500
4,800

27
28

8,100

8,400
39
40

11,700
12,000

5
6

1,500
1,800

17
18

5,100

5,400

29
30

8,700
9,000

41

42
12,300
12,600

7
8

2,100

2,400
19
20

5,700
6,000

31

32
9,300
9,600

43
44

12,900
13,200

9
10

2,700

3,000

21

22
6,300
6,600

33
34

9,900
10, 200

45
46

13,500
13,800

II

12
3,300
3,600

23

24

6,900
7,200

35
36

10,500
10,800

48
50

14,400
15,000

Rule for Finding the Weight in Ounces for a Given Number of Yards of Woolen
Yarn, Figured by the "Cut" Basis.

This rule is similar to the one given for cotton yarn. Multiply the given yards by 16 and

divide the result by the original number of yards for the given "count" of cotton yarn that i lb.

contains.

Example.—Find weight for 12,600 yards of 40-cut woolen yarn.

i2,6ooX 16=201,600. I lb. of 40-cut woolen yarn= 12,000 yards. Thus 201,600--- 12,000=16.8.

Answer: 12,600 yards of 40-cut woolen yarn weigh 16.8 oz.
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Rule for Finding the Weight in Pounds of a Given Number of Yards of Woolen
Yarn, Graded by the "Cut" Basis.

This rule is also similar to the one previously given for cotton yarn. Divide the given yards

by the original number of yards for the given "count" of woolen yarn (cut basis) in i lb. The
result expresses the weight in pounds or fractions thereof

Example.—Find weight of 1,260,000 yards of 40-cut woolen yarn.

40-cut woolen yarn = 12,000 yards to i lb. Thus 1,260,000 -~- 12,000 = 105.

Answer: 1,260,000 yards of 40-cut woolen yarn weigh 105 lbs.

IV. Worsted Yarns.

Worsted yarns have for their standard measure 560 yards to the hank. The number of

hanks that one pound requires for balancing indicate the number or count by which

it is graded. Hence, if 40 hanks, each 560 yards long, are required to equal one pound in weight,

such a yarn is known as 40s worsted. If 48 hanks are_ required, it is known as 48s worsted, etc.

In this manner is found the number of yards for any size or count of worsted yarns by simply

multiplying the number by 560.

Worsted yarn is, like cotton yarn, produced very frequently in 2-ply. If such is the case,

only one-half the number of yards are required to balance the pound. Hence, 40s worsted

(technically for single 40s worsted) requires 22,400 yards per pound, and 2.80s worsted (techni-

cally for two-ply 80s worsted) requires also 22,400 yards per pound.

If the yarn be more than 2-ply, divide the number of yards of single yarn in the required

number by the number of ply.

Table showing the Number of Yards of Worsted Yarn to the Pound, either Single or Two-ply, in

any Count not exceeding 200.

No.
Yds. Single
Thread. Or, Yds. Two-Ply. No.

Yds. Single
Thread.

Or, Yds. Two-Ply.

I 560 280 54 30,240
<(

15,120
2 1,120 560 56 31.360

((
15,680

4 2,240 1,120 58 32,480
ii

16,240

6 3.360 1,680 60 33,600
((

16,800

8 4,480 2,240 62 34,720
U

17,360
10 5,600 2,800 64 35,840

((
17,920

12 6,720 3,360 66 36,960
((

18,480

14 7,840 3,920 68 38,080
((

19,040

16 8,960 4,480 70 39,200
u

19,600
18 10,080 5,040 72 40,320

<(
20,160

20 11,200 5,600 74 41,440
((

20,720

22 12,320 6,160 76 42,560
c < 21,280

24 13,440 6,720 78 43,680
»(

21,840

26 14,560 7,280 80 44,800
(C

22,400

28 15,680 7,840 82 45,920
(C

22,960

30 16,800 8,400 84 47,040
((

23,520

32 17,920 8,960 86 48,160
(C

24,080

34 19,040 9,520 88 49,280
((

24,640

36 20,160 10,080 90 50,400
n

25,200

38 21,280 10,640 92 51,520
tt

25,760

40 22,400 11,200 94 52,640
((

26,320

42 23,520 11,760 96 53,760
(( 26,880

44 24,640 12,320 98 54,880
(I

27,440

46 25,760 12,880 100 56,000
1 i 28,000

48 26,880 13,440 150 84,000
(t

42,000

50 28,000 14 000 200 112,000
(

(

56,000

52 29,120 14,560
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Rule for F*ind[NG the Weight, in Ounces of a Given Number of Yards of Worsted
Yarn.

Multiply the given yards by i6, and divide the result by the number of yards the given

" count " of worsted yarn contains balancing i pound.

Example: (Single worsted).

Find weight for 12,600 yards of 40s worsted.

12,600 X 16=201,600.

I lb. of 40s worsted = 22,400 yards, thus:

201,600 -=- 22,400 = 9.

Answer :— 1 2,600 yards of 40s worsted weigh 9 ounces.

Question: (2-ply worsted).—Find weight for 12,600 yards of 2.40s worsted.

12,600 X 16 = 201,600.

lb. of 2.40s worsted = ii,200 yards. Hence, 201,600 -~ 11,200 = 18.

Answer— 12,600 yards of 2-40S worsted weigh 18 ounces.

Rule for Finding the Weight in Pounds of a Given Number of Yards of Worsted
Yarn of a Known Count.

Divide the given yards by the number of yarns of the known count required to balance

I pound.

Example. (Single yarn).

Question:—Find the weight of 1,260,000 yards of 40s worsted yarn.

40S worsted = 22,400 yds. to I lb. Thus, 1,260,000 h- 22,400 = 56)^ lbs.

Anszaer:— 1,260,000 yds. of 40s worsted yarn weigh 56^4^ lbs.

Question: (2-ply yarn).—Find the weight of 1,260,000 yds. of 2.40s worsted yarn.

2.40s worsted =: 11,200 yds. to i lb. Thus, 1,260,000 -=- 1 1,200 = 112}4-

Answer:— 1,260,000 yds. of 2.40s worsted yarn weigh 112^ lbs.

V. Silk.

A. Spun Silks.—Spun silks are calculated as to the size of the thread, on the same basis as

cotton (840 yards to one hank, and the number of hanks one pound requires indicate the counts).

In the calculation of cotton, woolen or worsted, double and twist yarn, the cu.stom is to con-

sider it the same as twice as heavy as single; thus double and twisted 40s worsted (technically 2.40s

worsted) equals single 20s worsted for calculations. In the calculation of spun silk the single

yarn equals the two-fold; thus single 40s and two-fold 40s (40.2s) require the same number of

hanks (40) = 33,600 yards. The technical expression of two-fold in spun silk is also corres-

pondingly reversed if compared to cotton, wool and worsted yarn.. In cotton, wool and worsted

yarn the 2 indicating the two-fold is put in front of the counts indicating the size of the thread

(2.40s), while in indicating spun silk this point is reversed (40.2s), or in present example single 80s

doubled to 40s.

B. Raw Silks.—The adopted custom of specifying the size of silk yarns is in giving the

weight of the looo yards hank in drams avoirdupois; thus if one hank weighs 5 drams it is tech-

nically known as "
5 dram silk," and if it should weigh 8^ drams it is termed " 8^ dram silk."

As already mentioned the length of the skeins is lOOO yards, except in fuller sizes where lOOOyard

skeins would be rather bulky, and apt to cause waste in winding. Such are made into skeins of

500 and 250 yards length, and their weight taken in proportion to the lOOO yards; thus, if the

skein made up into 500 yards weighs 81^ drams, the silk would be 17 dram silk; if a skein made
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up into 250 yards weighs 4 drams, the silk would be 16 dram silk. The size of yarns is always

given for their "gum" weight; that is, in their condition before dyeing.

Previous to being dyed silk yarns are subjected to " boiling off/' a process taking out the

gum or saliva which the silk worm spins into the single thread. In this " boiling off" yarns lose

from 24 to 30 per cent according to the class of raw silk used ; China silks losing the most, Eu-

ropean and Japan silks the least.

The following table shows the number of yards to the pound and ounce from i dram silk to

30 dram silk. The number of yards given per pound in the table is based on a pound of gum
silk.

Length of Gum Silk Yarn per Pound and per Ounce.

Drams per Yards Yards Drams per Yards Yards Drams per Yards Yards
1000 yards. per lb. per oz.

16,000

1000 yards. per lb. per oz. 1000 yards. per lb. per oz.

I 256,000 5 51,200 3,200 : 16 16,000 1,000

iX 204,800 12,800 5/2 46,545 2,909 i 17 15,058 941
I>^ 170,666 10,667 6 42,667 2,667 18 14,222 889
x% 146,286 9,143 6'A 39,385 2,462 19 13,474 842
2 128,000 8,000 7 36,571 2,286 20 12,800 800

2^ "3,777 7,111 7K 34,133 2,133 21 12,190 762

^% 102,400 6,400 8 32,000 2,000 22 11,636 727
2% 93,091 5,818 S/z 30,118 1,882 1 23 11,130 696

3 . 85,333 5,333 9
,

28,444 1,778 24 10,667 666

Z% 78,769 4,923 9% 26,947 1,684 25 10,240 640

i'A 73,143 4,571 10 25,600 1,600 26 9,846 6i5

3^ 68,267 4,267 II 23,273 1,455 27 9,481 592

4 64,000 4,000 12 21,333 1,333 28 9,143 571

A% 60,235 3,765 13 19,692 1,231 29 8,827 551

A'A 56,889 3.556 14 18,286 1,143 30 8,533 533
4H 53,368 3,368 15 17,067 1,067

RULES FOR FINDING THE EQUIVALENT COUNTS OF A GIVEN
THREAD IN ANOTHER SYSTEM.

A. Cotton, Woolen and \A/^orsted Yarn.

Rule : The counts of a given thread are to the counts of an equal thread (in size) ot a

different material, or a thread of the same material but figured after a different "standard" in the

same proportion as the " standard number " of the one to be found is to the " standard number "

of the one given.

Example i. Cotton—Worsted. Find equal size in worsted yarn to 21s cotton.

Cotton standard : Worsted standard.

840 : 560 =3:2.
Thus, 3 : 2 : : X : 21.

3 X 21 = 63 ^ 2 = 311^.

Answer: A thread of 21s cotton equals (in size) a thread of 31 J^s worsted.

Example 2. Cotton—Wool (run system). Find equal size in woolen yarn (runs) to lOS

cotton.

Cotton standard : Run standard.

840 : 1600 = 21 : 40.

Thus, 21 : 40 : : X : lo.

21 X 10 =: 210 ^ 40 = 5^^.

Answer: A thread of los cotton equals (in size) a thread of 51^-run (wool).
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Example 3. Cotton—Wool (cut system). Find equal size in woolen yarn (cut basis) to

los cotton.

Cotton standard : Cut standard.

840 : 300 = 14 : 5.

Thus, 14 : 5 : : X : 10.

14 X 10 = 140 -^ 5 = 28.

Answer: A thread of los cotton equals (in size) a thread of 28 cut (wool).

Example 4. Worsted—Wool (run system). Find equal size in woolen yarn (run basis) to

20s worsted.

Worsted standard : Run standard.

560 : 1600 = 7 : 20.

Thus, 7 : 20 : : X : 20.

7 X 20 = 140 -=- 20 = 7.

Answer : A thread of 20s worsted equals (in size) a thread of 7 run (wool).

Example 5. Worsted—Wool (cut system). Find equal size in woolen yarn (cut basis) to

15s worsted.

Worsted standard : Cut standard.

560 : 300 == 28 : 15.

Thus, 28 : 15 : : X : 15.

28 X 15 = 420 -H 15 = 28.

Answer: A thread of 15s worsted equals (in size) a thread of 28 cut (wool).

Example 6. Worsted—Cotton. Find equal size in cotton to 30s worsted.

2 : 3 : : X : 30 = 60 -J- 3 = 20.

Answer

:

—A thread of 30s worsted equals (in size) a thread of 20s cotton.

Example 7. Woolen Yarn. Run System—Cut System. Find equal size in the cut basis

of a 6-run thread.

16 : 3 :: X : 6 = 96 ^ 3 = 32.

Answer

:

—A 6-run woolen thread equals (in size) a 32 cut thread of the same material.

Example 8. Woolen Yarn. Cut System—Run System. Find equal size in the run

basis of a 32-cut woolen thread.

3 : 16 : : X : 32 = 96 -=- 16 = 6

Answer:—A 32-cut woolen thread has for its equal in size a 6-run thread of the same

material.

B'. Spun Silk Compared to Cotton, ^Voolen, or W^orsted Yarn.

The basis of spun silk is the same as that of cotton. Therefore, the rules and examples

given under the heading of "Cotton " refer at the same time to spun silk.

B% Raw Silk Compared to Spun Silk, Cotton, ^A^oolen, or Worsted Yarn.

Rule.—Find the number of yards per pound (on table previously given) in raw silk, and

divide the same by the standard size of the yarn basis to be compared with.

Example 9. Raw Silk—Cotton. Find equal size in cotton yarn to 9 dram raw silk.

9 dram raw silk = 28,444 yds. per lb. Thus, 28,444 ^ 840 (cotton standard) = 336.

Answer

:

—9 dram raw silk equals nearly 34s cotton.

Example 10. Spun Silk or Cotton—Raw Silk. Find equal size in raw silk to 38s cotton.

38s cotton = 31,920 yds. per lb. (38 X 840).

Refer to table for raw silk, where you will find 8 dram per lOOO yards gives 32,000 per lb.

Answer

:

—A 38s-cotton thread equals (nearly) an 8 dram raw silk thread.
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TABLE OF RELATIVE LENGTHS.
Of Cotton Yarns by Numbers and ^A^oolen Yarns by Runs.

Taking the Number as a Basis.

840 yards single Cotton Yarn = i Number.
1,600 " " Woolen " = I Run.

No. I Single Cotton Yarn =r 21
?7

2
u (( = 1 2V

3
(( (

(

= m
4

l( {

(

= 2tV

5
i( tt = 2f

6
(( tt = 3/0

7
i< ti = 3U

8
u tt = 41

9
I i It = aFo

10
li t( ^= 5\

II
(t tt = 5H

12
(( tt = 6A

13
It (t = 63 3

14
It tc = 7A

1^ Run Single Woolen. No. 15 Single Cotton Yarn = 7I Run Single Woolen.
16 " " " = 8f " " "

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

28

30

= m
= 9^5
= „39

= 10^

= "iV
= "i^
= I2lV

= I2f

= i3i

= I3M
= I4t'o

= I5l

TABLE OF RELATIVE LENGTHS
Of Cotton Yarns by Numbers and W^oolen Yarns by Cuts.

Taking the Number as a Basis.

840 yards single Cotton Yarn = i Number.

300 " " Woolen Yarn = i Cut.

No. I .Single Cotton Yarn = 2f Cut Single Woolen.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

II

12

13

14

= 5i
= 8f

= iii

= 14

= iet

= 19?

= 22|

= 25!

= 28

= 30*

= 33f
= 3H
= 39i

0.15 Sing] e Cotton Yarn ='42

16
i I t = 44*

17
i ( t = 471

18
i( t = 5of

19
ti i = 53i

20 U t = 56

21
i ( = 58|

22
(( ( = 6i|

23
(( i = 64f

24
(< i = 67i

25
it i = 70

26 (< ( = 72|

28
< I ( = 78!

30
ti t = 84

Cut Single Woolen.

TABLE OF RELATIVE LENGTHS.
Of Cotton Yarn by Numbers and Worsted Yarn by Numbers.

Taking the Cotton Number as a Basis.

840 yards Single Cotton Yarn = i Number.

560 " " Worsted " =1 Number.

No. I Single Cotton Yarn

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

x8

20

No. 1^2 Single Worsted.

3

6

9

12

15

18

21

24

27

30

No. 22 Single Cotton Yarn = No. 33 Single Worsted.

24
" " " =

26
" " " =

28
" " " =

30
" " " =

34
" " " =

36
" " " =

38
" " " =

40
" " " =

42
" " " =

36

39

42

45

48

51

54

57

60

63
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"lo. 44 Single Cotton Yarn = No 66 Single Worsted. 1 No. 64 Sing

46
i( (

(

= 69 " 66 "

48
<( (I = 72 ;

6S "

50
(C <( ;= 75 1 70 "

52
a (< =. 78 "

! 72 "

54
l« u = 81 74 "

56
<( u = 84 " 76 "

58
U (4 = 87 " 78 "

60 <( i< = 90 80 "

62 <i << = 93 100 "

No. 64 Single Cotton Yam = No. 96 Single Worsted.

99
102

105

108

III

114

117

120

150

TABLE OF RELATIVE LENGTHS.
Of ^A(^oolen Yarn by Runs and Cotton Yarn by Numbers.

Taking the Run as a Basis.

1600 Yards Single Woolen Yarn = 1 Run.

840 " " Cotton Yarn = i Number.

I Run Single Woolen Yarn = No. i^^ Single Cotton Yarn.

2

2^

3

3^

'^r

4

4/2

5'X

s'A

6

6X

7;4

7H
t (

7H
((

8
1

1

8X
i i

8;^
{

(

8H , <(

((

9

9X
It

9/2
it

9U a

10 t i

lO^ it

wy, ii

loU i.

II
a

11% <i

12
i(

u =
2f

<r II i(

(< = 3^ (< II a
(

(

=
311

II 11 C(

( I =
4f

II II II

a = 4H
II II <{

a =
5/r

i( II <i

i( =
5f

II II (1

t ( = 6^\
II II ((

a =
61f

II it «<

t ( =
7'j

II i( i<

li = 7U
<i it 11

a =
8^\

It i i 11

u = 8* II it 11

(( = 9A
11 it II

(( = 9^ II 1

1

II

n = 10
II tt II

It = lol?
II it i<

it = io|«r
11 it II

tt = iif
II tt II

n = Hi? II i( II

tl =
12A-

1

1

(I II

t( = I2f
II II i<

ti =
^3'A

11 i( i<

t i = I3H 1 f II it

tt =
14?

it II it

li = Hhi
tt II 11

It = 15/1
tt 1

1

tc

1

1

= i5f
tt II II

ti = i6^\ II (1 i<

a = i6if-
11 II li

tt = I7f
II II i(

it = i7lf
it II ti

tt =
18,^T

tt II «

1

1

= i8f
it II II

II =
192V

II <i <<

it = I9i}
(1 i< «

tt
. = 20 ii I' II

it ;^ 20??
« « ((

<< = 2q2? If « <(

i( = OT ' 9 i< i< «
it = 22f

« <( <(
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TABLE OF RELATIVE LENGTHS
Of W^oolen Yarn by Runs with Woolen Yarn by Cuts.

Taking the Run as a Basis.

1600 yards Single Woolen Yarn=i Run.

1 Run Woolen Yarn
l¥
I'^

I^
2

2^
7.V.

2^ <(

3

Z%
3/2

300

ey2

= 5K Cut
= 6%
= 8

= 9>i
= 10%
= 12

= i3K
= 14?^

= 16

= i7K
= 18%
= 20

= 2I>^

= 22%
= 24

= 25>^

= 262/^

= 28

= 29K
= 30%
= 32

= 33>i

= 34%

=1 Cut.

Run WoolenYarn ^=36 Cut.

8

8X
8K
8^
9

9X
9>^

9K
10

loX
io>^

II

iiX
iiK
11^
12

= 2,VA

= 38%
= 40

= 41%
= 42%
= 44
= 45>^
= 46%
= 48

= 49>^
= 50%
= 52

= 53M
= 54%
= 56

= 57>^

= 58%
= 60

= 61%
= 62%
= 64

RUN
I Single Woolen Yarn
2

(( (( a

3
(t (( {(

4
(1 (( it

4;^
U it It

5
u n n

u te a

5^
a (< t(

5^
ik (f a

6 n (( ti

6X
u <i a

6X u (< ti

6^ <( (« it

7
it ti it

7X ft <( tt

1%
it C( a

1% (( (• t(

8
<< (( tt

8X t < (

(

ti

8;^
u (( tt

TABLE OF RELATIVE LENGTHS.

Of Woolen Yarn by Runs and Worsted Yarn by Numbers.

Taking the Run as a Basis.

1,600 yards Single Woolen Yarn = i Run.

560 " " Worsted Yarn = i Number.

RUN.
No. 2f Single Worsted. 9 Single Woolen Yarn ^ No. 25^

-5 << n

8f
3 < <<

7II

12§

14?

15

i5f
*»

i6f
((

17^7
tt

i7f
tt

18^
tl

19I
it

20 tt

20f
((

2lf
(<

22i t (

22f
ii

23t
ti

24^
tc

25
tt

uy4

0%
O^
I

iX

iX
2

2X
2K
2X
3

257 Single Worsted
264 it ((

27^
tt ti

27f
tt it

28|-
ti ti

29?
it i i

30
ti i t

3of
i i it

3if
it it

32}
If 1 (

32f
it t t

33*
it i t

34?
a it

35
it it

35 f
tt it

36f
(( it

37i ; ( 41

37?
tt tt

38*
tt f (

39?
(

(

U

40
it U
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TABLE OF RELATIVE LENGTHS
Of Woolen Yarn Cuts and Cotton Yarn by Numbers,

Taking the "Cut" as a Basis.

300 yards Single Woolen Yarn ^ i Cut.

840 " " Cotton " = I Number.

1 Cut Single Woolen Yam ^ No. i\ Single Cotton Yarn.

2 '
( i( i( it = f

<( ((

3 '

( (t « tt = irV
f( it

4 '

t it <( tt = If
<i l(

5 '

1 (1 (( tt = iH <( 1(

6 '
< i< (< It

2|
(< ti

7 '

1 (1 (1 it = 2^
tt it

8 '
i (( <' 1

1

2^
tt tt

9 '

( t< i( it = 3A
tt ti

10 '

i (< <( tt = 3f
it ti

II '
( 11 a it = . 3il

tt tl

12 '
( a (( a = 4f

n ti

13 '

i a u (( = 4A
tt ti

14 '

t a it a = 5
tt u

15 '

i (t tt 1

1

= 5t\
(1 tc

16 '
t << tt 1

1

= 5f
(I it

17 '

t t( tt ti = 6rV
tt tt

18 '
I t( tt i ( = 6f

it tt

19 '

i (( tt (( := 6H
tt «

20 '
t ti u If = 7f

tt Ii

21 '
t (( tt (( = 7h

tt 11

22 '
( n it (( ^ 7f

(< tt

23 '

t (t l( <i = 8rV
tt ti

24 '
t t( (C a = 8f

<< tt

25 '

( t( l( it = 8H
(< tt

26 •
t t( CI (t = 9f

(t tt

27 '

1 (( tt (

(

= 9A
tt tc

28 '
( u tt 1

1

= 10 tt C(

29 '

( t( tt t i = IOx\
tt f c

30 '

1 (( f( tt = lof
tt tc

31 '

( <( ft I i = iitV
tt <(

32 '
c (< it tt ^= Ilf

.

it C(

33 '
( <( it it r= iiH << ll

34 '

( a it tt = 12f
it it

35 '

1 (1 It K = 12^
ll ti

36 '

( (( tt it = I2f
tt it

37 '

1 (1 tt t( = I3tV
tt l(

38 '

< (( it ii = ^3^
n ii

39 '

( (( <( ti ^= 13H
t It

40 '
( tc <( it = I4f

it It

41 '
< (

(

c< << = i4t\
<< it

45 '

( a (< tt = i6rV
i< ll

TABLE OF RELATIVE LENGTHS
Of Woolen Yarn by Cuts and ^Voolen Yarn by Runs.

Taking the "Cut" as a Basis.

300 yards Single Woolen = i Cut.

I Cut Single Woolen Yarn
2 « '< ti it

3 " (1 It

4 « " « (1

p << (( ii ii

1600 I Run.

A Run. 6 Cut Single Woolen Yarn
3 cc »-r ii it tt C(

8 7

A " 8 " tl It (1

a It n " tl CC It

4 9

it " 10 " (< « CC

= i| Run.

ll
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11 Cut Single Woolen Yarn := 2^^ Run.

12
" " " " =2\ "

13 2j6

14 " " " " ..... =2f "

15 ^16

t6 " " « « __ , «

17 = 3tb-

lo 38

19 — 3t5

20 " " " " =3| "

21 " " " " =3H "

22 " " " " =4i "

23 " " " " =4A "

24 " " " " =4^- "

^o — 4iB^

20 =48
„., " << « « _ i_ a
^1 — 0T6

28 " " " " = 5i "

29 — 5i5

30 " " " " = 5l "

31 " " " " = 5if "

32 " " " " =6 "

33 " " " " =6A "

34 " " " " =61 "

35 " "
" " = 6A "

36 Cut Single Woolen Yarn
-- « « « «

== 6| Run.

— Or?

38
" it

39 "
(1

40." ii

41 "
u

42 " u

43 "
(<

44 " «

45 "
l(

46 " «

47 " tt

48 " ti

49 "
tc

50 "
Ci

51 "
ii

52 "
u

53 "
«

54 "
«

55 "
1(

56 " ((

57 "
((

58 " (1

59 "
(

60 " i

it

«

«

(<

u

<l

" = 7i
" = 7A
" = 7J
" = 7H
" = 7i
<< 01= "T^
" = 8i
" = 8A
" = 8|
" = 8f|
" = 9
" = 9A
"......= 9f
" = 9l
" = 9H
" =10^
" = loA

= IO2
<< Tr>l 1^ lOfS
" =10^
" TT 1^= I^T^

= II4

" = IlA

TABLE OF RELATIVE LENGTHS
Of Woolen Yarn by Cuts and Worsted Yarn by Numbers.

Taking the Cut as the Basis.

300 yards Single Woolen Yarn = i Cut.

560 " " Worsted " = i Number.

I CutsJingle Wooler Yar

2
't (( it (i

4
it (( (( «

6 ti (> <( i<

8 tt « (f it

10
a u « (1

II
It <( « «

12 ft <( « <c

13
it « (1 it

M (< (I <(

15
it <( << ('

16 ti <( « ((

17
ft « ft <<

18 (< << ft «

19
tf « « «

20 n ft II <<

21 ft ft << <(

22 <i ti <c <(

23
ti ft « <<

24
ft it <i <(

25
it tt l< <<

26 ft « « «1

27
it <t M «

28 it <( <( <(

29
it if « ft

30
ft It « tt

SI
<< ti tf

32
(1 n »( tt

If Single Worsted.

I^\ t[

235-
<(

^ 6
328

(f

4A it

5M a

5^1
tf

6U ft

621
"l!8

tt

-14
7^8

«

Sh ft

m tt

9A ft

9U it

lo/j tt

loff
ft

1 1 2V
ft

iilf
t<

T-l 91258
tt

12 It
tf

I3H ft

I3lf
ft

HU it

15
tf

15H <(

le/j «

16U
it

17A
i(

«

1<

185%

= I
221
'2?

<< (t <(

<< <« <f

tt (( ti

ft (( tt

ft « tf

It (( tt

ft <t ft

It '< ft

ft « tt

tf (( if

ft << ft

<l (1 <(

(< f' ft

(1 << It

<( « ((

«

= I9#8

= i9lf

= 2o|a

= 20ff
— 21^5

ot27= 2I2J

— 222-s-

= 23 jV
— 2325-

= 24/3-

= 24i|
= 25 /y
= 252^
= 262V
= 26|f

= 27/J
= 27|f

= 28H
= 28|f
= 29if

= 30

= 3oif
= 3IA
= 3IH
= 32A

l(

<(

<<

33 Cut Single Woolen Yarn^No. i7|f Single Worsted.

34 "

35 "

36 "

37 "

38.
•'

39 "

40 "

41 "

42 "

43 "

44 "

45 "

46 "

47 "

48 "

49 "

50 "

51 "

52 "

53 "

54 "

55 "

56 "

57 "

58 "

59 "

60 "

<i

ti

Ii

><

<(

tt

it
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TABLE OF RELATIVE LENGTHS
Of Worsted Yarns by Numbers and Cotton Yarns by Numbers.

Taking the Worsted Number as a Basis.

560 yards Single Worsted Yarn = i Number.

840 " " Cotton " = I Number.

No. I Single Worsted Yarn = No. % Single Cotton Yarn.

2
<< II II = iK II II II

4
(( II II =. 2% II II l<

6 (( It II — 4
II 11 II

8
<i ti <l = 5K

II II l(

10 it tt II = 6% II II tt

12
(t II II — 8

It (

t

tt

14
u II II = 9^/3

(1 1 1 tt

16
t< II it = loM II 1 I tt

18
n II tt = 12

i( l( ti

20 <( II tt ^ is'A
1

1

(1 tt

22 (

1

<< ti = HVs
II 1 I (f

24
<( 11 <( = 16

K II tt

26
it II It = 17K

K II li

28 (1 II it = 18% II II II

30
tt (1 it = 20 II II II

32
it <l tt = 21}^

1 1 II II

34
li II tt = 22% 11 <l II

36
(< II tt = 24

II II II

38
a II l< = 25>^

\ ( 1 1 II

40
it It II = 26% II II II

42
n It II = 28

II 1 1 II

44
it n (1 = 29>^

11 it II

46
it <( II = 30% l< ti tt

48
ti (( II = 32

II 1' it

50
(( (1 II = 33^

tt II tt

52
(1 It II = 34%

tt II tt

54
(( tt << = 36

l< II it

56
(( << 11 = 37%

II ll ti

58
(( (1 1

1

= 38% II ll ti

60 a II II ^= 40
l< ll ti

62 It <l II = 41% II II II

64
i( II tt = 42% II |l I<

66
(( 11 tt = 44

II II II

68 i( <( ti = 45%
II 1 t {(

70
u II ti = 46% II ti l<

72
<( II tt = 48

II ti II

74
(( << it = 49%

11 tt ll

76
(( (( it = 50% II tt II

78
tt <l it = 52

II it tt

80 It II ft = 53%
II tt tt

82
tt ti 1

1

= 54%
II tt II

84
tt II II = 56 II • ( II

86 tt II II = 57%
<l ll l<

88
(( II II = 58% II II II

90
(( (1 II = 60 l< ll l<

92
II II it = 61% I| ll l<

94
II l< tt = 62% ll l< ll

96
u l< ti = 64

11 <l l(

98
IC II tt = 65% ll u IC

100 II It it = 66% ll « l<

no II ti ti == 73%
II II «

120 II it it
80 II 11 «

130
(1 <( It = 86% <l « ((
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TABLE OF RELATIVE LENGTHS
Of Worsted Yarn by Numbers and "Woolen Yarn by Runs.

Taking the Number as a Basis.

560 yards Single Worsted Yarn = i Number.
1600 " " Woolen " = I Run.

No. I Single Worsted Yarn 2V Run Single Woolen.
2 = tV

<< <( a

4 — ii%
It (( u

6 = 2tV
f ( (( u

8 =
2io-

CI l( ((

10 = 3ttt
II II i(

12 = 4A-
II II ((

14 = 41^0
II II i<

16 = 5^ <i II It

18 = 6^ II II (<

20 —
7

(1 <i l(

22 = 7fo
If (1 (1

24 = 8r*j
II II i<

26 = 9rV
(I II II

28 = 9iV
11 II (1

30 = lOiV
11 II, «

32 = "to
II II |(

34 — "A (1 II i<

36 = 12/ff
<< II ((

38 = iJto
II (I <(

40 = 14
II II <(

42 = MiV
<( II (<

44 = I5A <i <i <(

46 = 161V
<i II i(

48 — 161V
II II <(

50 ^ I7t'o
II II i(

TABLE OF RELATIVE LENGTHS
Of Worsted Yarn by Numbers and Woolen Yarn by Cuts.

Taking the Number as a Basis.

560 Yards Single Worsted Yarn = i Number.

300 " " Woolen Yarn = i Cut.

No. I Single Worsted Yarn = i|-f Cut Single Woolen.

2 <* (( IC = ,11
3i-o

(f

4
<( (f « = 7tV

t(

6 IC <( (1 = "A <c

8 l( <( cc = Hll
((

10 (( « It = i81-f
<(

12 <( << C( = 22A it

14
St St SI = 26rl

it

16 l( it SI = 29B
ii

18 <( « SI = 33 rJ
f.

20 « (( SI == 37t5
t<

22 i( (f Si = 4ItV «

24 It « a
44i!

<(

26 « « It = 48A ((

28 « <( tt = 52A <(

30 « (f It = 56 «

,32
11 (( It = 59H «

34
« f IS = 63tV

«

36
<l SI SI = 67A «

38
« SI It = 70II

(<

40 <t « (i = 74ff
(i
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YARN CALCULATIONS.

Asccrt-iining the Counts of Twisted Yarns Composed of Two or more minor Threads of which the

Counts are Known.

I. If the compound thread is composed of two minor threads of equal counts and material,

the compound thread is one-hali the count of the minor.

Example: 2.60s cotton = single 30s cotton yarn.

2.40s worsted = " 20s worsted.

Double and twist 4-run woolen yarn = 2-run single woolen yarn.

Double and twist 30-cut woolen yarn = 15-cut single woolen yarn.

II. If the yarn be more than two-ply, divide the given counts by the number of ply.

Example : 3.90s cotton = 90 ^ 3 = single 30s cotton yarn.

3.60s worsted = 60 h- 3 := single 20s worsted, etc.

III. If the compound thread is composed of two minor threads of unequal counts but the

same material, the rule for finding the equal in a single thread as compared with the compound

thread, is as follows :

Divide the product of the counts of the minor tJireads by their sum.

Example A.—Find the equal in single cotton yarn to a two-fold cotton thread composed of

single 40s and 60s.

40 X 60 =2400 -f- 100 (40 + 60) = 24.

Answer: A two-fold cotton thread composed of single 40s and 60s equals a single 24s

cotton yarn.

Example B.—Find the equal in a single worsted thread to a two-fold worsted thread

composed of single 20s and 30s.

20 X 30 = 600 ~- 50 (20 + 30) = 12.

Ansiver : A two-fold worsted thread composed of single 20s and 30s equals single 12s worsted.

Example C.—Find the equal counts in single woolen yarn (run basis) for a double and twist

thread composed of single 3-run and 6-run woolen yarn.

3X6= 18^9(3 + 6)= 2.

Answer : A 3-run and 6-run woolen thread being twisted equals a single 2-run woolen thread.

Example D.—Find the equal counts in single woolen yarn (cut basis) for a double and

twist thread composed of single 20-cut and 30-cut yarn.

20 X 30 = 600 H- 50 (20 + 30) = 12.

Answer: A 20-cut and 30-cut woolen yarn twisted equals single i2-cut woolen yarn.

IV. If the compound thread is composed of two minor threads of different materials, one

must be reduced to the relative basis of the other thread, and the resulting count found in this

system. (See tables of relative lengths given on page 276 to 282.)

Example A.—Find the equal counts in a single worsted thread to a 2-ply thread composed

of single 30s worsted and single 40s cotton yarn.

40s cotton =^ 60s worsted. Thus 30 X 60 = 1800 h- 90 (30 + 60) = 20.

Ansiver: Compound thread given in example equals a single 20s worsted thread.

Example B.—Find the equal counts in single cotton yarn to a 2-ply thread composed of

single 30s worsted and 40s cotton yarn.

30s worsted = 20s cotton. Thus 40 X 20 ^ 800 -=- 60 (40 + 20) =133^.
Answer: Compound thread given in example equals a single cotton thread of number 13)^.

Example C.—Find the equal counts in single woolen yarn (run basis) to a 2-ply thread com-

posed of single 20s cotton yarn and 6-run woolen yarn.

20s cotton = lo^^-run woolen yarn. Thus lo^^ X 6 = 63 -- l6i^ (lO/^ -f 6) = 3it.

Answer: Compound thread given in example equals a single woolen thread of 3A runs.
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Example D.—Find the equal counts in single woolen yarn (cut basis) to a 2-ply thread com-
posed of single 40s cotton yarn and 28-cut woolen yarn.

40s cotton =112 cuts. Thus 28 X 1 12 r= 3136 -=- 140 (28 + 112) — 221%.

Answer: Compound thread given in example equals a single woolen yarn of 22x5 cuts.

V. If the compound thread is composed of three minor threads of unequal counts, but of

the same material, compound any two of the mmor threads into one and apply previously given

Rule III to this so compounded thread and the third (minor) thread not previously used.

Example : A 3-run, 6-run and 8-run thread being twisted together, what are the equal

counts in one thread of the compound thread?

3X6= 18-4-9(3+6) = 2. (A 3-run and a 6-run thread compounded equal a 2-run

single thread.)

Thus : 2 X 8 == 16 -^ 10 (2 + 8) = It"? = if.

Answer : Compound thread given in example equals if run.

Example; A 20s, 30s and 40s worsted being twisted together, what is the size of the

three-fold yarn ?

20 X 30 = 600 -f- 50 (20 -I- 30) = 12. (20s and 30s worsted compounded into one thread

equal single 12 worsted.)

Thus: 12 X 40 = 480 -4- 52 (12 + 40) = 9rV.

VI. If the compound thread is composed of three minor threads of two or three different

materials, they must by means of their relative length (see tables of relative length given on pages

276 to 282) be transferred into equal counts in one basis, and afterwards find the size of the com-

pound thread by Rule V.

Example : Find equal counts in single woolen yarn, "run" basis, for the following compound
thread : A 3-run, a 6-run woolen thread, and a single 20s cotton twisted together.

20's cotton equals lo^-run. 3X6=18-^-9 (3 + 6):= 2.

(3-run and 6-run threads compounded equal a single 2-run thread.)

Thus, 2 X 10^ = 21 -^ 123^ (2 + io}4) = ill.

Answer. The three-fold thread given in example equals in counts a single woolen yarn of i\l

(nearly i ^) run.

By means of the rules and explanations given it will be easy to ascertain the equal counts

in a single thread for a two or three-ply thread, composed of yarns of the same basis, as well as

compound threads constructed of different materials.

VII. Rule for ascertaining the counts of a thread required to produce with a given single

thread a two-fold thread of which the compound size is known.

Multiply the counts of the given single thread by the counts of the compound thread and

divide the product by the remainder, obtained by substracting the counts of the compound threads

from the counts of the given single thread.

Example A.

—

Question: Find size of single yarn required (run basis) to produce with a

4-run woolen yarn a compound thread of 3-run.

4 X 3 = 12 - I (4 — 3) = 12.

Answer: The minor thread required in the present example is a 1 2-run thread, or a 4-run

and a 1 2-run woolen thread compounded into a 2-fold yarn, equal in counts to a 3-run single

woolen.

Example B.—Question: Find size of single yarn required (worsted numbers) to produce

with a 48's worsted thread a compound thread the equal of i6s worsted yarn.

48 X 16 = 768 -f- 32 (48 — 16) == 24.

Answer: The minor thread requu-ed in the present example is a 24s worsted thread, or a

48s worsted thread and a 24s worsted thread compounded mto a 2-fold yarn the equal in counts

to 16s worsted yarn.
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Example C.— Question: Find size of single yarn required (cotton numbers) to produce with

a 80s cotton thread a 2-fold yarn of a compound size of equal 30s cotton yarn.

80 X 30 = 2400 -^ 50 (80 — 30) = 48.

Answer : The minor thread required in the present example is a 48s cotton thread, or 80s

and 48s cotton threads compounded into a 2-fold yarn equal in this compound size to a single

30s cotton thread.

VIII. If one of the minor threads is to be found for a 3-ply thread, of which two minor

threads are known, use the following

Rule: Compound the two minor threads into their equal in a single thread, and solve the

question by Rule VII.

Example.—Find minor thread required to produce with single 30s and single 60s worsted a

3-pIy yarn to equal single I2s worsted counts.

60s and 30s worsted compound = (60 X 30 == 180 -^ 90 [60 + 30] = 20) single 20s worsted.

Thus 20
Compound two

"

minor threads
of which size

IS known.

X

X

12

Known size

of ply

yarn,

240 8 (20 12)

Compound two"
minor threads
of which size

is known.

f Known size
- — \ of 3 ply

(. yarn.

30

1

Answer : The size of the third minor thread required to be ascertained in the given example

is single 30s worsted yarn or a 3-ply thread composed of a single 30s, 60s and 30s worsted yarn

equals single 12s worsted counts.

TABLE OF RELATIVE LENGTHS

Between Metric Measure of Length and the Denominations in use in the United States.

Metric Denominations and Values. Equivalent in Denominations in Use in the U. S.

I Millimetre = .ooith of a metre. 0.03937 inches.

I Centimetre = .oith " 0.39370 "

I Decimetre = . (( ((
3-93708

I Metre = Unit of Length. 39.3708 " or 3.2809 feet.

I Decametre = 10 metres. 393.708 " " io.9:i63 yds.

I Hectometre = 100 328 feet I inch, or 109.3633 "

I Kilometre = 1,000 " 0.62138 miles.

I Myriametre = 10,000 " 6.2138

The Metre, the Unit of the Metric Measure {in use in Austria, France, Germany, etc), is tiie

Ten-Millionth part of a Line drawn from the Pole to the Equator.

U. S. Measures. Metric Measures.

I Inch =
I Yard =
I Foot =
I Mile =

2.5399 Centimetres.

0,9143 Metre.

3.0479 Decimetres.

1609.32 Metres.
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TABLE OF RELATIVE V^EIGHTS

Between Metric Denominations and the Denominations in Use in the United States.

Metric Denominations and Values.

I Milligram = .ooith of a gram,

I Centigram = .01 "

I Decigram = .1 "

I Gram == UnitofWeit^lit.

I Decagram = 10 grams.

I Hectogram = 100 ''

I Kilogram, or i Kilo,= 1,000 "

I Myriagram = 10,000 "

Equivalent in Denominations in Use in the U. S.

0.0154 t-'oy grains.

01543 "

1.5432 "

15.4323 "

154.3235 "

3.5291 oz. avoirdupois.

2.2046 lbs. "

22.0462 "

TAe Gram, the Unit of the Metric Weights, is the Weight of a Cubic Centimetre of Distilled

Water at /f Centigrade.

U. S. Measures. Metric Measures.

I ounce avoirdupois = 28.34 grams.

I pound " = 453-59

I grain troy = .0648 gram.

I ounce " = 31.104 grams.

I pound " = .3732 kilo.

TABLE OF RELATIVE MEASURES OF CAPACITY, DRY AND LIQUID,

Between Metric Denominations and the Denominations in use in the United States.

I Millilitre = .ooith of a litre, or i cubic Centimetre = 15.432 grain measures, or 0.061 cubic inches.

I Centilitre = .oith of a litre, or 10 cubic Centimetres = 0.61027 cubic inches.

I Decilitre = .ith of a litre, or o.i cubic Decimetre = 6.1027 cubic inches.

I Litre = unit of the measures = i cubic Decimetre = 1.7608 pints.

I Decalitre = 10 litres = 10 cubic Decimetres = 2.2009 gallons.

I Hectolitre = 100 litres == .1 cubic Metre = 22.0097 gallons.

I Kilolitre = 1000 litres = i cubic Metre = 220.0967 gallons.

The Litre, the Unit of the Metric Measures of Capacity, Dry and Liquid, is the Volume of a

Cubic Decimetres
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PAGE.

Alpaca is the name of a thin kind of cloth produced from the wool of the Alpaca, an animal of Peru.

Amoimt offilling requiredfor oneyard ofcloth, d&z&[X.2\vi\XiZ, 266

Amount of warp requiredfor one yard ofcloth, ascertaining, 265

Analysis, is the art of resolving a machine, fabric, material, etc., into its constituents parts.

Analysis of the various Textile fabrics , 257

Arrano-ement of threads in a sample, ascertaining, 264

Arranging thefabric to be tested and inethodsfor ascertaining the variouspercentage ofeach fibre compos-

ing the thread or woven cloth. . 262

Arras are hangings of tapestry, 256

Astrakhan is a warp pile fabric, used for ladies' cloakings—trimmings, eic 173

Avoirdupois Weight. One pound avoirdupois is the weight of 27.7015 cubic inches of distilled water

at 39.83°/^, the barometer being 30 inches.

Relative Weights of '^ Avoirdupois^^ Weights in " Troy" Denomination.

Avoirdupois^ Lbs. oz. Dwt. Grains. t

I Ton = 2922 2 13 8 ?
I cwt. = 146 I 6 16 ><

I Qt. = 34 o 6 16 !- ^
I Lb. = 12 II 16 2.

lOz. = 18 1% ^
I Dr. = I i\\ J

Relative Weights of " Avoirdupois" Weights iti ^'Apothecaries" Weight.

Avoirdupois = Lbs. oz. Dr. Scr. Gr.

I Lb. = I 2 4 2 \<>
I Oz. = 7 . 17^ f|:|
I Dr. ^_

^

I 7H J
^

Backing, the filling which produces by interlacing with warp-threads the lower or back structure in a fabric.

Basket-weaves are subdivisions of the plani weave,

plain, 42

fancy, 45

Batten is a part of the Jacquard machine; the frame which carries the cyhnder in its motion to and from

the needle board 251

Binder-warp, the warp threads producing the foundation of a fabric ; interior warp ; this warp is generally

not visible in the finished fabric. Used in Astrakhans, velvets, Brussels carpets, upholstery fabrics, etc.

Broken Draws, 32

Broken Twills are twill weaves in which the direction of the characteristic twill line is arranged to run

partways of the repeat in the weave from left to right, and partways from right to left.

Broken Twills are a subdivision of the regular twills, 52

Brussels Catpet, 188

Calculations necessary for the manufacture of the various textile fabrics, 257

Camel Hair is the hair of certain camels, and is used either combed or carded.

Cam Loom, a loom in which the harnesses are actuated on by cams.

Card Stamping. 253
Cashmere, or Kashmere wool, is the fine hair of the Cashmere goat, which thrives upon the Himalaya

mountains and surrounding country, in Asia. Cashmere is also used to indicate certain fabrics made
of wool or silk warp and goat hair, or fine Merino wool filling.

Checkerboard effects in fabrics, produced by the color arrangement, are the combination of Hair line and
Tricot effects. See fig. 20.

Chenille is a fringed thread used either for filling in the manufacture of rugs, curtains ; or in its first woven
state in Trimming"?, Fringes, etc. 153

Chenille Cutting Machine. 158

(287)
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PAGE.

Chenille Fabrics, as produced by cross weaving , , . 244

Chinchillas are pile fabrics produced by an extra filling ; used for overcoatings, 152

Colors.

Primary : Blue, Red, Yellow.

Secondary : Purple, Orange, Green.

Teriiary a : Russet, Olive, Citron.

, Tertiary b : Brown, Maroon, Slate.

Color-Harmony. Every color has its perfect harmony, (contrast,) and also other colors which harmonise

with it in different degrees. When two colors are to be used in a textile fabric which do not accord,

the proper selection of a third may make a harmonious combination.

Comber-board 2l part in the Jacquard loom
;

placed in the latter for holding harness cords and heddles in

the proper position 254

Co})ibinalio7i of different systems of IVeaves ior one "Dtsign 90

Combiftation of the Swivel effect in fabiics interlaced with two systems of warp and one or two systems of

regular filling lii

Combination of Weaves for fabrics constructed with one system of warp and two systems of filling, . . 105

for fabrics constructed with two systems of warp and one system of filling 114

Combination Steep- Twills are a. svib-d\vis\on oi the rGgulaxt-wiVLS. Their method of construction, . . 67

Combining two systems of filling with one kind of warp, for increasing the bulk of a fabric, . . . 105

two systems of filling with one kind of warp, for figuring with extra filling upon the face of the

fabric loS

two systems of warp and 07te system offilling for producing double-faced fabrics, . . . 114

two systems of ivarp and one system offilling for producing the bulk in fabrics, . . . . 115

Corduroys are pile fabrics produced by an extra filling, 149

tbr/^.fcr^zfc' Tze'zV/.y are a sub-division of the regular twills. Their method of construction, ... 68

(Tc^'^f;/ is the white, downy, fibrous substance which envelopes the seed of variouj species of the cotton

plant, gossypium, belonging to the natural order malvacece.

Cotton or other vegetable fibre, how to detect, in woolen or silk fabrics, 261

Cotton Yarns, grading of, 269

Cotton Yam, woolen yarn (cut basis), table of relative lengths, 276

woolen yarn (run basis\ table of relative lengths, . . 276

worsted yarn, table of relative lengths, 276

Cross-weaving as used for producing fast centre selvages, 247

as used for the manufacture of Filtering-bags, 246

or Gause weaving.

0«'J'i?a^/?OT7/.y are the combinations of regular twills and steep-twills. Their method of construction . . 62

Cutting Double Pilefabrics after leaving the loom, mvich'wviicix, , . . . 205

Q//i«(/^r, a part of the Jacquard machine, 251

Delaine, a light worsted cloth of specially selected long, fine and strong staple in the material when pro-

ducing the yarn.

Derivative Weaves from the Plain weave, 41

from Twills, 52

from Satins, 84

Designing Paper. Selection of, 12

Divisions of Textile Fabrics 2.QcoxAm^\.o tXxitw {:ons\x\}iC'\\ox\, . 9

Z?<?z/(^/i? <r/o//i a fabric produced by combining two single cloths into one structure, 129

Doublefaced Pile carpets, 193

Z^cwA/^ P//^ /7Z<5r?V.s- made witii a proportionally higher pile, 210

principles of construction, 194

methods of operation in use for producing double pile fabrics and the different systems of cut-

ting the pile threads, 197

Double Plush 194

/>>w;(!i/^ .S"«//«i- are a subdivision of the regular Satin weaves. Their method of construction, ... <S4

Doup or doup heddle, recjuired in gauze weaving to produce the c'.ouping or tuistmg of the whip threads

around the ground-threads, 228

Drafting of Dra7ving-in Draftsfrom Weaves, .
'

, 36

/^razf^r-Zw, the operative performing the drawing-in of the warp in its harness, 31

Drawing-in Drafts. Specimen of a complete c'rawing-in order-sheet, 35

Their different divisions, 32

«— Their principle, ...... 1 , < . 31
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Drawing-in the Warp in its Harness; description of the operation, 31

Entwining Twills are a subdivision of the regular twills. Their method of construction, ... 75
Fancy Cassiiiiere, a fancy woolen fabric, used for suitings, trouserings, etc.,

Fancy Effects as produced by the arrangement of two or more colors in fabrics interlaced with broken

twills, 55

as produced by the arrangement of two or more colors in fabrics interlaced with rib and
basket-weaves, 48

as produced by the arrangement of two or more colors in fabrics interlaced with twill-weaves, . 22

in Fabrics produced with the plain-weave, 14

Fancy Gauze, combination of piain and gauze weaving, 231

Fancy Twill IVeaves, being a sub-division of the regular twills, ......... 80

Figured Double Pile Fabrics, 210

Figured Double Plush produced upon a Jacquard machine containing a stationary and a rising "Griffe,"

and also a falling "Grate," 214

Figured Effects as produced by the arrangement of two or more colors in fabrics interlaced with Deriva-

tive weaves, 93
Figured Imitation Gauze weaves. Their method of construction, 104

Figured Pique, 141

Figured Velvet, 171

Figuring zuith an extra Warp upon the face of a fabric otherwise interlaced with its regular warp and
filling, 117

Finished Texture, ends per inch in warp and filling in the finished fabric ; description of the procedure for

ascertaining, 258

Five ply Cloth, a fabric produced by combining five single-cloth fabrics into one structure, .... 147

Foundation Weaves, the divisions for grading the different weaves textile fabrics are constructed by, . 13

/v9«r-//j' Cyo//^, a fabric produced by combining four single-cloth fabrics into one structure, . . . 147

Frame, technical grading of Brussels carpets, 188

Fringes, 160

Fulling. The process of felting cloth.

Fustiatis, pile fabrics produced by an extra filling, 149

Gauze are fabrics characterized by not having their warp-threads resting parallel near each other as ob-

served in ordinary weaving, - . . 22S

Gauze weaving Mechanistnfor Open-shed Looms, . . 237

Gigging. The process of producing a nap on cloths.

Gingham, a fancy cotton fabric.

Gobelin Tapestry, 256

Grading of the various Yarns used in the Manufacture of Textile Fabrics according to Size or Counts, . 269

G>a«zV(?- fr^azr^ are weaves producing in the fabrics they are used for small broken-up effects. Their

method of construction, 85

Cr/^^, a part of the Jacquard machine, 251

Griffe-bars, the constituents of the Griffe 251

Ground-warp, the warp around which the whip-threads are twisted in Gauze weaving.

Ground zvarp or Body ruarp, the warp which forms by interlacing with the filling the body structure in pile

fabrics.

Hair-line, fine line effects (running warp ways) in a fabric. See Figs. 18, 87, 88, 214, 215, 219, 220, 221.

//(7;/a'£'r-/;/, the operative assisting the " Drawer-in " in threading the warp in its harness 31

Harness, or harness-shaft, or shaft, the frame holding the heddles in position 31

Heavy Square in Dcsignhig paper, practical use of the, 10

Heddles, the same are adjusted to the harness-shaft and have the warp-threads drawn through their eye . 31

Heddles ; Rules for estimating the number of heddles required on each harness. 38

Heddle-eye, the opening in the centre of the heddle through which the warp-threads are threaded, . . 31

Honeycomb Bedspread, a fabric interlaced with peculiar weaves known as honeycomb weaves.

Honeycomb Weaves, their method of construction, 98

Ingrahi Carpet, 225

Imitation Gauze Weaves, their method of construction, 102

Imitation Tricot, fine line effects (running filling waysj in a fabric, see figs. 19, 213 and 216.

Jack, a part of the harness-motion in a loom.

Jacquard Gauze, ' 240

Jacquard Harness, 253

Jacquard Machine, .... ..,.,, , , 250
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Jersey Cloth, the name of a fabric characterized by its great amount of elasticity. This fabric is mostly

produced by knitting machines. For imitation of Jersey cloth produced upon the regular loom see

weave fig. 628.

Jute is a native plant of China and the East Indies ; its long fibre, which is of a brown to silver-gray color,

is used largely in the manufacture of Brussels and Tapestry carpets, rugs, etc., for the body-ground

structure of the fabric. It is distinguished from flax by being colored yellow under the influence of

sulphuric acid and ioditte solution. The grading of the yarn when spun is done similar to woolen yarn

cut basis (300).

Lantern, the iron extension put on the cylinder of a Jacquard machine. The cylinder is turned by means
of the catches working on the lantern, 251

Lappet Weaving, 123

Lay, Lathe or Batten, a part of the loom. To it are secured the shuttle-boxes and the reed.

Leash, two or more harness cords combined and adjusted to one neck-cord.

Let off Mechanismfor the Pile warp in Weaving Double Pile Fabrics 209

Machines for curling warp threads for Astrakhans. ..." 180

Mail, made of metal, forms the centre part of a twine heddle ; in the eye of the mail the warp-thread is

drawn.

Matelasses, a fabric chiefly used for ladies' jackets or mantle cloth. 140

Metric Denominations and those used in the United States, Tables of relative Length, Weight and Capacity

between, 285

Mixed or Cross Draws 35

iVt'i^/^<:a//f;w of the single-lift Jacquard Machine 252

vM7Aaz>, the fleece of the Angora goat. It is largely used in the manufacture of light-weight dress goods,

which are characterized by their lustre. In pile fabrics, as plushes, velvets. Astrakhans, etc. , of a

plain or figured denomination, mohair is frequently used for the "Pile warp," while the ground or

body of the fabric is made of cotton.

Open shed Loom, the name of a loom which by means of its harness motion changes the position of the

harness only when so required by the weave, consequently acts as easy as possible on the yarn ; and

this with an additional allowance for high speed.

Open shed Looms adopted for Gauze-weaving. ...» . 237

Peculiar Character of Gauze Fabrics. . . . ' 231

Picking out or ascertaining the weave 259

Pile Fabrics are woven articles characterized by a soft covering overspreading the ground-structure of the

fabric. 149

produced by an extra filling. 149

produced by an extra warp. 166

Plain-weave, is also known as cotton weave; in this weave, warp and filling cross each other at right

angles, and interweave alternately 13

Plahi Pique Fabrics 140

Plush Fabrics (single plush) , 168

Point Draws 33

Point-harness, the technical name for the first and last harness in a point draw.

/bi«/(fa? 7'z£'///.y are a sub-division of the regular twills. Their method of construction 80

Process of Finishing 9iecessary a7id amount of Shrinkage of the Fabric, 3.?,cer\dii\\mg, 268

Quilts are fabrics used for bedspreads, toilet-covers, etc., made in white, with cotton for material. The

design in these fabrics is produced by a visible stitching in double cloth, 140

Raisers, or warp up, or the warp to be visible on the face of the fabric, 12

Ratine^ a filling pile fabric used for overcoatings, 152

Raw Materials used in the Construction of a Fabric, ascertaining, 261

Raw Silks, 273

Reclining- Twills or flat-twill weaves, are a sub-division of the regular twills. Their method of construc-

tion, 60

Reed, a series of narrow strips of metal, between which the warp-threads pass in the loom, • • •> 39

Reed Calculations 39

Repp, a fabric showing rib lines in the direction of the warp or filling, or in both systems of threads in the

same fabric, 14

Rib Fabrics, ^42

Rib weaves are sub-divisions of the plain weave.

Ril> weaves, plain, •
4i

fancy • • • 43
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Rib Weaves, figured, 46

oblique, 5°

combining plain and oblique rib-weaves, 51

Roller Loom, a loom in which the harnesses are actuated on by means of straps passing over rollers.

Rules for designing double cloth, 130

Rulesfor finding the equivalent Counts of a given Thread in another System, 274

Satin Weaves, their method of construction, 25

influence of the twi^t of the yarn upon the fabric produced with the latter, 29

arrangement for commencing the same for special fabrics, 29

.S<?a;«/^jj -5a^^, double-cloth weaving without stitching both cloths, 137

Section Arrangement Draws, 34

Selvedge, selvage, the edge of the cloth, woven in such a manner to prevent ravelling ; alsj called list 01

listing.

Shot about, the alternate exchange (filling ways) of figure-up and ground-up in two-ply ingrain carpet.

Shrinkage ofa Fabric in width from loom to case, . 263

5;^;7V//C*a^^ or 7a/^(?«/> of warp during weaving, 263

Shuttle-race way, the part of the lay on which the shuttle travels to and fro.

Silk consists of the pale yellow, buff colored, or white fibre, which the silk worm spins around about itself

when entering the pupa or chrysalis state.

Silk, to detect from wool or the vegetable fibres, 262

^////^^r^, or filling up, or the filling to be visible on the face of the fabric, . 12

Size of the Yarnsfound in Sample, ascertaining, 264

Skeleton Harness, the harness frame to which is fastened the doup, 228

Skip Draws 35

Skip Tzuills are a subdivision of the regular twills. Their method of construction, 63

Slackencr or Easer, an attachment on the loom necessary in gauze weaving to ease up the whip-threads when

douping,

Smyrna Carpets and Rugs are pile fabrics of a special method of construction, made upon the " Hautelisse"

loom 221

Spun Silks. 273

Squared DesigJiing Paper, as used for the different textile fabrics, 9
Standard Harness, the harness frame carrying the standard heddle ; through the latter the doup is

threaded 228

Steep Twills, or Diagonals, are a sub division of the regular twills. Their method of construction. . 56

Stitching, technical for the procedure of combining two single-cloth fabrics into double-cloth.

Substitutes for Regular Doups in Gauze weaving 242

Swivel Loom, a loom capable of two different movements ; namely, the swivel and the plain weaving
movements in

Swivel Weaving, a method of weaving for producing figures upon fabrics otherwise interlaced with a reg-

ular warp and filling ; used in the manufacture of figured dress goods, ribbons, etc 109

Tablefor ascertaining the tmmber ofsquare inches in any Fabric, with a width of 18 inches to 54 inches. . 258

Tableforfinditig the Satin Weaves mostfrequently used. 29

Tablefor Letigths of Cotton Yartis, from No. i to 240s 269

Tablefor Lengths of Woolen Yarns (cut basis), from i cut to 50 cut yarn. . 271

Tablefor Lengths of Woolen Yarns (run basis), from % to 15 run 271

Tablefor Relative Lengths of inches dressed and one yard woven 266

Table showing the Length of Cum Silk Yarn, per pound and ounce, from i dram to 30 dram silk . . 274

Table showing the number ofyards of Worsted Yarn (single or two-ply) from number i to 200. . . . 272

Tapestry Carpet. 185

Terry Pile, the pile in a fabric in which the loop is left intact 166

7>rry Pz7^ 7^«3r/f5 in which the pile is produced during weaving without the aid of wires, .... 216

Texture, number of warp and filling ends to one inch in a fabric. There are two textures : a, for the fabric

from the loom, b_ for the finished fabric.

Texture of Fabrics required in loom 263

Three-ply Cloth, a fabric produced by combining three single-cloth fabrics into one structure, ... 146

7>^z'^//^or cutting knife used for cutting (by hand) the pile in warp pile fabrics, 167

Tricot fabrics more or less elastic as compared to other woven articles.

Tricot Weaves. Their method of construction 126

TTvills, weaves forming fine diagonally running lines in the fabric. 16

Twills having Double Twill Effects, are a sub-division of the regular twills. Their method of construction. 77
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Tivill Weaves producing Checkerboard Effects are a sub division of the regular twills. Their method of

construction, '

. 78
Twisted Yarns composed of Tzvo or more minor Threaas of juhich the Counts are Known, ascertaining their

compound counts, 283

Two ply Ingrain Carpet, 225
Velveteens are filling pile fabrics, 149
Velvet Fabrics, 168

Velvet Pile, the pile in a fabric in which the loop is cut, 166

^/adding, or interior filling. Used in the manufacture of Chinchillas, Matelasses, Piques, and similar fab-

rics. In the first-mentioned class of fabrics it is solely used for increasing the bulk, while in the

latter fabrics it is used to give, in addition, a rich, embossed effect to the design.

Weave, ascertaining the, 259
Weight of Cloth peryard from Loofn, asceriammg 265

Weight per yard of the Finished Fabric, method in nse for ascertaining, 257

Whip thread, or douping warp in gauze.

Whip roll. A part of the loom. The warp passes from the warp-beam around the whip-roll towards the

harness.

?^25:V«^j(/'.y Filling Pile Fabrics, used for overcoatings, . \ 152

Wool. By the term wool we comprehend the hairy covering of several species of mammalia, more especi-

ally that of the sheep. It is more flexible, elastic and curly than hair. Wool, as used for warp and
filling, is either combcdox carded, technically known as zvorsted ox wool-spun yarn.

Woolen Yarn, "cut system," 271

cut basis,—cotton yarn, table of relative lengths, 279

cut basis,—woolen yarn, run basis, table of relative lengths, 279

cut basis,—worsted yarn, table of relative lengths, 280
'^ run system," • 270

run basis.—cotton yarn, table of relative lengths, 277

run basis,—woolen yarn, cut basis, table of relative lengths 278

run basis,—worsted yarn, table of relative lengths, 278

Worsted Yarns, 272

Worsted Yarn, cotton yarn, table of relative lengths, 281

woolen yarn,—cut basis, table of relative lengths, 282

woolen yarn,—run basis, table of relative lengths, . . 282

Worsted Coatings, a double cloth in which the stitching is arranged to form designs, 138

Yai-n Calculations, 283



Silk Plush Looms, -^i

Mohair Plush Looms,

Worsted Plush Looms,

/^HESE Looms are a great success. The Fabric may be cut in Loom or out of

Loom as desired. I am building a Loom that is especially adapted for

SILK ; also a MOHAIR and WORSTED LOOM.

^ALSO BUILDERS OF^

PATENT RAW STOCK DYEIM MACHINES,

mmn, pickers, reeis, Etc.,

SHAFTINd HANGERS AND PULLEYS.

Call on or Address for Full Particulars,

H H
yi 1

R. H. PATTON, Proprietor,

Office :

226 Chestnut St., Philadelphia. Manayunk, Pa.
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PATENTS.
HQWSQN & HQWSON.

TTOWSON c^ HOWSON, ATTORNEYS-
AT-LAW AND SOLICITORS OF

FA TENTS with offices in the cities of FHILA-
DELPHIA, NEW yORK and WASHINGTON,
D: C, attend to FatefitLaw business, in the Courts,

and before the Fatent Office.

They solicit Fatents and register trademarks

and labels in the United States and in foreign

countries ; prosecute and defend infringement and

other suits relating to patents, trademarks or copy-

rights in the Courts ; examine into, and give re-

ports and opinions upon, questions as to the nov-

elty of invejitions, the validity of patents, etc.

,

and attend to Fatent Law business in all its

branches.
CHARLES HOWSON,

HENRY HOWSON,
HUBERT HOWSON.

Jig S. Fourth Street, FHILADELFHIA, FA.

38 Fark Row, NEW YORK.

giS F Street, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Washing, Drying and Burring Machinery.
BURR CYLINDERS, LICKER-INS, METALLIC FEED
ROLLS, DOFFER COMBS, METALLIC BREASTS,
GARNETT MACHINERY, GARNb-TT PICKERS,
EXHAUST FANS, WOOL DRYERS, Etc., Etc.

CO

-»—

>

-4—1

P-

o

biO
5=1

OS

All kinds of Shafting Appliances, Millwrighting, etc.

WORKS AND OFFICE:
Hancock Street, above Lehigh Avenue,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

DESIGN PAPER
IX AI^Iv SI«ES,

FOR-

Woolen,

Cotton,

Carpet a„d

Upholstery

MILLS

E. -A.. IPOSSEXjI',

2152 K. Twenty-first Street, Philadelphia*

JAMES HUGHES. JOHN RUSSUM.

HUGHES & RUSSUM,
PROPRIETORS

Mutual Machine W^^ks,
BUILDERS OF

LOOMS,
BEAMING MACHINES, ETC.

With all the latest Innprovements,

Oxford «.^^ Hedge Streets,

FRINKFORD, PHILIDELPHII.
'

Special attention given to Repair Work, which

we will furnish promptly and at

reasonable prices.

ORDERS BY MAIL WILL RECEIVE PROMPT
ATTENTION.
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ESTABLISHED 1848.

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION FOR

<f

Cotton, Woolen, Silk and Worsted Machinery.
OAK
LEATHER

BELTING.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF

Bobbins, Spools,

Shuttles and Skewers.

Machine Cards

and

Specialties.

GENERAL MILL FURNISHERS.
No. 113 Cliestnut Street, PtiiladelpLiia

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

Q

<
O

Q

<

a
o

•-1

JOHN ROYLE & SONS,
Straight Street, Essex Street,

and Ramapo Ave.

PAXERSON, N. J.

K
o

<

DOBBIES,

QUILLERS,

WARPERS,

DOUBLERS.
TWISTERS,

REEL SPINNERS,

COVERING MACHINES.
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THOMAS HALTON
2627 Mutter Street, Philadelpliia,

MANUFACTURER OF

RISE and DROP SHED
JACQUARD

For 'Worsteds.
Of the most approved
construction, working
with a double cam on
crank-shaft of the
loom, consequently a
saving of power. Can
be applied to any loom
of any make. (The
most perfect machine
in the market.)

Also, builder of Im-
proved DOUBLE-
LIFT, DOUBLE-
CYLINDER J A C-
QUARD for weaving
Turkey-red goods and
table covers of all de-
scriptions. No wear on
cards, as the cylinders

run only half speed.
(Speed—145 picks per
minute for 70-inch wide
fabrics. Production

—

25 yards per 10 hours

ISEP'.^II^IISTO- IlbT -A.31iXj ITS BI2-^3>TCSES
Promptly attended to and satisfaction guaranteed. Send for Circular.

IMPROVED

Jacquard Machine
FOB

Figured Double Velvet

and Plush Fabrics,

Being the only perfect

Jacquard for these popu-
lar fabrics in the market.
(See pages 213 to 215 of
this book.)

IMPROVED PATENT
DOUBLE-LIFT, SINGLE-

CYLINDER JACQUARD.
Can be applied to any

loom. This machine has
come into general use
amongst upholstery and
tapestry goods manufac-
turers, being the best
machine for both fine and
heavy goods. These ma-
chines operate easier on
the yarn and thus permit
the use of an inferior

grade of yarn, with the
best results.

Maker of Brussels Jac-
quard Carpet Machines,
Piano and Witch Ma-
chines, Comber - boards,
Lingos, Etc.

Address all communications to the works,

SeS'Z IL/^TjLtter Street, :E=^]n.ila.d.elpl:Lia,-
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Established i860. Telephone Call 495A.

I. A. HALL & CO.

Reeds, Harnesses

AND

deneral Weavers' Supplies,

Nos. 30 and 32 Division Street,

PATERSON, N. J.

Reeds and Harnesses for Ribbons and Dress

Goods of all kinds, for Silk Manufacturers,

a specialty.

Improved Cop Winding Machines— Winds Direct fron\ Skein

io Shuttle—No Bobbins Used.

Successor to A. J. GULP & CO.,

MANUFACTURER OF

doto, Woolen and Wor^teii
MACHINERY,

No. 2427 Mascher Street,
PHILADELPHIA.

IMPROVED BOBBIN WINDING — DIRECT FROM
SKEIN TO SHUTTLE BOBBIN— SAVES SPOOLING.

Upright Spindle Patent Bandless Machine for Hosiery.

UPRIGHT AND SECTION WARPING MILLS,
YARN BUNDLING PRESS,

BEAMING MACHINES, CARPET ROLLING
MACHINES,

WARP SPLITTING MACHINES,
BOBBIN W^INDERS, SPOOLERS, ROLLERS,

WRINGING ARMS, DYE STICKS,
LOOM JACKS, LOOM TREADLES, LOOM

RODS, CRANK ARMS,
PICKING STICKS, BOBBIN WHEELS, Etc.

U ACOB WALDER
188 RIVER STREET,

Paterson, - N. J.,

Mnfr. of all kitids of

Reeds,

Harnesses,

Lingoes,

Mails,

Shuttles

and Quills.

—DEALER IN—

Weavers' Materials in General.

Plusli and Velvet Reeds a Specialty.

EXCEL^IOi^ LOOH 1(EED WORl^^,

PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

ADAMSONS'

Flexible Bevel Dent Reeds.
REINFORCED WITH SOLDER.

ESPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR WEAVING

FINE WORSTEDS. WOOLENS

AND FANCY COTTON GOODS.

You will save expense in your Weaving Depart-

ment by using Our Patent Flexible Dent Reeds, in

preference to any other make. They cause no

"Streaky" Goods, cause no friction on Warp
Threads, less broken Yarn, no Reed-Rowy Goods.

These Reeds are more durable, and are in every way
an improvement on the ordinary kind. Prices as low
as the best work of Makers of the Common Reed.

Please place with us a trial order, and you will adopt

them.

Excelsior Loom Reed Works,

EDWARD ADAMSON, Prop., PAWTUCKET, R. I.
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GILBERT LOOM CO.,
BUILDERS OF

Looivirs
For Woolens, Cotton, Carpets, Wire, Cane,

Velvet V Plush

Also, Patented Special Kinisliing IMachiin.er3^ for Pvleasuring,
Doubling and Folding, Perching and Btj.rling.

works: 1 86 UNION STREET and 36 N. FOSTER STREET,
WORCESTER, MASS.

=^=NOYELTIES.^^
MASON-BUTLER DROP-BOX LOOM.

S™pk - Dura^LIc - ConvenienI - Quict-I^unnin$.

GUARANTEED UNSURPASSED.

CARDS

NEW

MULE.

«/f«crwM^ SPINNINGMASON^<^ FRAMES
iillACHINE WORKS,

COTTON MACHINERY

MULES
TAUNTON

MASS.

NEW

FRAME

LOOMS

MASON HIGH-SPEED SHEETING LOOM.
New, Improved, Heavy, Convenient, with Great Range.

Silk Loom. Duck Loom. Seamless Bag Loom.
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L. S. WATSON & CO., Leicester, Mass.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

WATSON'S PATENT MACHINE

WIRE HEDDLES.
Guaranteed to be perfectly adapted to Weaving all kinds of Cotton, Woolen

and Worsted Fabrics, Fancy Cotton, etc., etc. Superior Harness Frames furnished

promptly. Also manufacturers of Hand Stripper Cards of every description.

K:iiL,BXJH.nsr, LiisrcoLnsr

Fall River,

Mass.

& CO.
MAKERS OF

xOxOxlv£xS

For Collon ai 81Mm
The Seaconnet

Mills, of Fall

River, wove in

301 days of lo

hours 14,329,219

yards of 64 x 64

goods on 928 of

our "High-Speed

Looms," a daily

average of 51X

^y yards per loom

per day.

-ics^s^;
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THE CAMBRIA SHAFTING AND MACHINE WORKS,
MANUFACTURERS OF-

e above Cut represents our Improved Cop 'Wlncling Machine. Much Saving in Stock, Better Results in
Woven Cloth, Etc. AVrite for Particulars.

CHARLES C. KLEIN, - - Marshall & Cambria Streets, - - PHILADELPHIA, PA.

CHAS. M. McCLOUD & CO.,

216 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia,

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS

SILK NOILS YARNS, white and fast colors.

FOR

Cloths, Upholstery and Dress Goods.

Spun Silks, Tinsels and Fine Cotton Yarns and Warps.

Selling Agents for MALCOLM: M:ILLS CO.

Chenilles, Tinsel Twists and Threads,

Sewing Cotton, Polished Threads and Cords, Fancy Twists

in Worsted Silk and Cotton.
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CROMPTON LOOM WORKS,
WORCESTER, MASS.

THE ORIGINAL AND MOST EXTENSIVE WORKS FOR THE BUILDING OF CARPET, FANCY
WOOLEN, COTTON AND SILK LOOMS IN THIS COUNTRY,

The Crompton Cam
Loom

With " 1886 " box motion is

superior for Flannels and
Blankets, and is built of any
desired width and Shuttle-

Box capacity, and with two,

three, four and five -leaf

cam.

The Crompton Silk

Loom

Is excellent in design and
operation, and has patent

special devices particularly

adapted for the wants of

Silk Manufacturers.

The Crompton Gingham

Loom

Is the STANDARD foT Ging-

hams and Similar goods. It

is made with four or six

boxes at one end, or four

boxes at each end, and with

two, three and four -leaf

cam. It has many patent

improvements.

The Crompton Jean

Loom
Has a fixed reputation for

Kentucky Jeans, etc., etc.

ft-j)^, -rnip: ~W^S^'

The Crompton Improved

Close-Shed "1886"
Fancy Loom.

The BEST for Worsted and
Fancy Cassimeres. It is of

twenty - seven harness ca-

pacity, four boxes at each

end, and patent automatic

let-off and safety filling

stop-motions. The " 1886 "

Box motion is a positive

crank and differential lever

movement ; any of the com-
partments of either series

of Shuttle Boxes are com-
manded at any pick. Single

or Double Beam arrange-

ments as desired.

Crompton's Improved

Comb on the Noble

Principle

Is freely admitted by ex-

perts to be, in many re-

spects, the BEST Comb yet

produced. In workman-
ship, character and produc-

tion, it competes with any

Noble Comb made.

In price it cannot be

underbid.

Is adapted for either coarse

or fine wool, and is fur-

nished with a bailer, or a

can coiler, or spout for a

stationary can, as may be

desired. The main driving

and smaller shafts are steel.

The circles are of choicest

construction and guaran-

teed in every respect.

Crompton's New Ingrain Carpet Loom.

Crompton's New Ingrain Carpet Looms.

THE attention of manufacturers of Ingrain Carpets is called to the consideration of a new Carpet Loom just put
on the market. It carries four (4) shuttles boxes at each end of the lathe ; any one of the series at each end
can be brought into line with the shuttle race at any pick. The Jacquard is of the most approved con-
struction and moves the warps kindly. The let off and take-up motions bring out perfectly matched goods.

On two-ply work, it makes sixty (60) yards per day. The apparatus for moving the boxes cannot be surpassed for

its simplicity and efficiency. This loom has no equal in speed and simplicity from four (4) to seven (7) colors.

CROMPTON'S UPHOLSTERY LOOM,
"With Improved. 1886" Box Motion, is Capable of High Speed and Nice Adjustment

for its Special Line of Goods.

Philadelphia Exhibition Rooms. Echo Mills, Hancock Street, above Lehigh Avenue,

WHERE THE CROMPTON LOOMS MAY BE INSPECTED.

(Ocrrespond-ence Solicited..

)
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QUAKER CITT

DYE-WORKS CO.

Oxford, Howard & Front Streets,

PHILADELPHIA.

New York Dice, 99 Franklin Street,Watson Bailding, Room 10.

DYERS AND FINISHERS
OK

WORSTED COATINGS,

Woolen and Cotton Dress Goods,

Jersey Cloths, Stockinettes, &c.

DYERS OK

WORSTED,mm AND COTTON SKEIN YABNS,

SLUBBING AND WOOL.
802



Dyeing, Drying and Finishing Macliinery.
-FOR-

COTTON, WOOLEN ^^^ WORSTED GOODS.

TENTERING MACHINES, Clamp and Pin Chain.

SINGEING MACHINES, (Gas and Plate.) JIGGERS.

WASHING MACHINES, Dolly and Open. PADDING MACHINES.

CRABBING MACHINES, Single, Double and Treble. DYE KETTLES, with Small Engines attached.

CALENDERS AND MANGLES, with Paper, Cotton and Husk Rolls.

HANK YARN DRYING MACHINES, (Hartman's Patent.)

DRYING MACHINES, with Horizontal and Vertical Frames, and with Copper and Tinned Iron Cylinders.

H. W. BUTTERWORTH & SoNS,
York and Cedar Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

LOOM PICKER COMPANY,

BIDDEFORD, MAINE,
Manufacturers of-

RAW HIDE AND LEATHER LOOM PICKERS,
Including many styles of raw hide pickers of which we are the only manufacturers, such as the Parker
Patent Drop Box Picker which has no plug in the shuttle strike, can not break off at the head nor

work loose around the rod hole, and is guaranteed to be more durable than any other drop box picker

made. Also Scoops, Centre Scoops, Pressed Centres, Feathered Feet Bows, and all other

English styles which have heretofore been imported.

loom: harnesses.
Both single and double knotted, made of the best twine and stock, and finished in the most thorough

manner, making them of guaranteed superior quality.

ENOLISH PICKER LEATHER.
This leather is better adapted for picking purposes than any other. We have the same kind and

quality which is used almost exclusively in England for this purpose, and will send sample on application.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND SAMPLES OF OUR WORK MAILED ON APPLICATION.
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THE TEXTILE RECORD
Contains more Original Practical Matter than any other Textile Journal.

Papers on practical Processes for the Woolen Manufacturer, the
Cotton Manufacturer, the Dyer and Bleacher, the Calico

Printer, the Knitter, Etc., Etc., Etc.

RICHLY ILLUSTRATED ARTICLES ON NEW TEXTILE MACHINERY.

It Is the only periodical in the World that fully represents the Knitting Industry.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE. $3.00 PER YEAR.

The Best European

Correspondence.

Able Editorials

on Industrial Questions.

New Processes

Translated from French

and German

Technical Presses.

The

TEXTILE RECORD

Confessedly

Ranks First Among'

American Journals

as the Representative

of the G-reat

Textile Industries.

The Textile Record Hand-Books.

No. 1. Practice in Wool Carding

"
2. Practice in Finishing, -

50 cts.

80 cts.

Any two for $|.00; the four, $1,75.

The best practical Hand-Books

ever published, and the cheapest,

" 3. Practice in Weaving and Loom Fixing, 75 cts, Uent postpaid on receipt of price

" 4. Practice in Cotton Carding. - - 75 cts ) ^' '"' °®"-

The volumes are small enough to go in the pocket. The prices of technical textile books are

usually very high. These have been issued for the uses of workingmen, and the prices put at very

low figures.

THE TEXTILE RECORD,
425 Walnut Street, Pliiladelphia.
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UNIFORM IN SIZE WITH THIS BOOK AND BY THE SAME AUTHOR

THE JACQUARD MACHINE
ANALYZED AND EXPLAINED:

With an Appendix on the Preparation of Jacquard Cards & Practical Hints to Learners of Jacqnard Designing

WITH 230 ILLUSTRATIONS AND NUMEROUS DIAGRAMS.

By E. A. rOSSEliT, Bead Master, Textile Department, Pennsylvania Museum and School of Industrial Art.

This book, quarto, handsomely bound in cloth, will be mailed, postage prepaid, to any
address, upon receipt of Price $3.00.

ABSTRACT OK THE CONTKNTS.
History of the Jacquard Machine.
The Jacquard Machine—General Arrangement and Appli-

cation,
Illustration of the different parts of the Jacquard Machine

—Method of Operation, etc.

The Jacquard Harness—The Comber-boards.
Tying-up of Jacquard Harness.

I.—Straight-through Tie-up.
II.—Straight-through Tie-up for Repeated Effects, in one

Repeat of the Design.
III.—Straight-through Tie-up of Jacquard Loom, having

Front Harness attached.
IV.—Centre Tie-up.
V.—Straight-through and Point Tie-ups Combined.
VI.—Straight-through Tie-up in Two Sections.
VII.—Tying-up a Jacquard Harness for Figuring Part of

the Design with an Extra Warp.

Vni.— Straight-through Tie-up in Three Sections.
IX.—Point Tie-up in Three Sections.
X.—Combination Tie-up in Two Sections.
XI.—Straight-through Tie-up in Four Sections.
XII.—Tying-up of Jacquard Looms with Compound Har-

ness attached.
XIII.—Tying-up Jacquard Looms for Gauze Fabrics.

Modifications of the Single Lift Jacquard Machine.
I.—Double Lift Single Cylinder Jacquard Machine.

II.—Double Lift Double Cylinder Jacquard Machine.
III.—Substitution of Tail-cords for Hooks.

Tying-up of Jacquard Harness for Two-ply Ingrain Carpet.
General Description of the Construction of the Fabric.
Straight-through Tie-up.
Point Tie-up.

APPENDIX,
Preparing and Stamping of Jacquard Cards.

Dobby Caid-Punching Machines.

Piano Card-Stamping Machines,

Stamping of Cards,

Repeating Jacquard Cards by the Positive Action
Repealer.

Lacing of Jacquard Cards.
Lacing of Jacquard Cards by Hand.
Lacing of Jacquard Cards by Machine,

PRACTICAL HINTS TO LEARNERS OF JACQUARD DESIGNING,
Squared Designing Paper for the different Textile Fabrics

executed on the Jacquard Machine.
Selection of the Proper Brush for the different n De-

signing Papers.
Colors used for Painting Textile Designs,
Preservation of Textile Designs

Sketching of Designs for Textile Fabrics to be executed on
the Jacquard Machine,

Methods of Setting the Figures,
Size of Sketch Required.
Enlarging and Reducing Figures for Sketches.
Transferring of the Sketch to the Squared Designing

Paper,
Glossary,

Outlining in Squares,
Rules for Outlining in Squares Inside or Outside the

Drawing Outline.
Illustration of a Sketch—Outling on El Paper—Finished

Design—Fabric Sample (Single Cloth),
Designs for Damask Fabrics to be executed on a Jac-

quard Loom, with Compound Harness attached.
Designs for Two-ply Ingrain Carpet.
Designs for Dressgoods Figured with Extra Warp,
Designs for Figured Pile Fabrics.
The Shading of Textile Fabrics by the Weave.

ABSTRACT OF COMMENTS OF THE LEADING TEXTILE PRESS ON THIS WORK.

It is a thoroughly practical work, written by one who is master of the business in all its various branches.

Boston, Mass., November 19th, 1887. Wade's Fibre and Fabric, Boston.

The work is well gotten up, and with its explanatory illustrations, cannot fail to be of great service both to
the student and the advanced weaver.

New York, N. Y,, November, 1887, The Manufacturers' Review and Industrial Record, New York.

This work has long been a serious need in textile mills, and amongst designers and card stampers, and we
predict for it a wide circulation. Tributes to its value have reached us from most prominent manufacturers in

the country,

Philadelphia, Pa,, November, 1887. The Philadelphia Carpet Trade.

The most important addition ever made on this side of the Atlantic to the literature of the textile industry, etc.

Philadelphia, Pa., September 15th, 1887, Textile Record of America, Philadelphia.

It is a great work, and is a credit to the author, etc, etc.

The Bulletin of the Philadelphia Textile Association, now the Manufacturer.
Philadelphia, Pa., October ist, 1887.

It is the only work in the English language that treats exclusively on the Jacquard Machine. No designer
who wishes to be up in his vocation should be without it.

Boston, Mass,, November 5th, 1887. Boston Journal of Commerce,

This work may be obtained from the Author, E, A. POSSELT, 2152 North Twenty-first Street, or HENRY CAREY BAIRD & CO,,
Industrial Publishers, Booksellers and Importers, 810 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, or SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON, SEARLE & RIV-
INGTON, Limited, St, Dunstan's House, Fetter Lane, Fleet Street, London.
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Patented Aug. 21, i Patented Aug. 21, i

'ti^

STAFFORD'S
Patent Equalizing Spring Jack

Is constructed so that the weight on harnesses
is reduced in lifting, making great saving in
power. Can be applied to any Loom or
motion.

WK LEAD

them:

ALL. •1^ >'*'^r''Sn^'

Horizontal Lever. Double-action
Dobbie.

12 to 25 harness capacity.

GEO. W. STAFFORD MFG. CO.,

PROYIDENCE, R. L

To THE Textile Manufacturers, Greeting:—
Your attention is called to the superior advantages of our special machinery

for fancy weaving, for producing any class of goods that can be woven upon a loom.

Upward of eight thousand looms fitted up by us in the United States is a

sufficient guarantee of our ability to fulfill all we promise.

DOBBIES OF ANY CAPACITY.

JAGQUARD MACHINES UP TO 1200 HOOKS,
Single or Double Action, also Rise and Drop Shed for Worsteds.

Patents—June 7, 1887, and Aug. 21, 1888.

A FULL LINE OF SUPPLIES FOR
FANCY WEAVING CONSTANTLY

ON HAND.
Patented January 4, 1881.

Correspondence

Solicited.

See Next Page. "^^H
Vertical Lever, Double-action Dobbie.

12 to 25 harness capacity. Compact, easy
working, reliable.

Single-action iiilieddiug; Engine.
12 to 30 harness capacity.
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Patents—June 7, 1887, and Aug. 21, 18

Rise and Drop Shed Jacquard.

Specially adapted for Heavy Worsteds and Cloakings. 400 to 600 hooks capacity.

Sateen Dobbie. 3 to 12 Shades.

More goods can be produced than with cams
(1200 in use).

Instruction Given in Weaving Any Class of Goods,

AND SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

GEO. W. STAFFORD MFG. CO.,
5 POINT STRKKT,

IPKyOVIXDEIsrOiH], Z^. I.

Patented September 6, 1887.

Stafford Comber-Board,
COMPOSED OF WIRE.

Will Not Wear Out, Does Not

Cut Harness.

A LAEGE NUMBER IN USE.



Schaum 8l Uhlinger,
1030-1038 New Market Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

MANUFACTURERS OF

RIBBON, TAPE AND WEBBING LOOMS,
LATEST IMPROVEMENTS. NEW PATTERNS.

CIRCULAR BATTONS,
For Ribbons, Fringes, Tapes, Gimps, Suspender and Goring Web, etc. STRAIGHT
BATTONS with one, two, three or four Banks of Shuttles, Our Battons are made
on a system which insures accuracy in all details of construction ; we use only the best

materials and produce the best Batton in the market. Write us for estimates, it

will pay you.

JACQUARD MACHINES,
With any desired number of hooks. Applied to any manufacture of loom.

Harness Tied up for all Figured Weaving,

A FULL LINE OF WEAVERS' SUPPLIES :

Mails, Lingoes, Heddles, Harness Twine, Compart-Boards, Glass Rings, Shnttle Eyes, &c.

If you contemplate manufacturing figured goods, write to us for information, or

send us samples of the goods you desire to make and we will furnish you estimates

for a complete equipment, including Jacquard Machines, with harness tied-up,

designs made, cards cut, etc.

Sixteen years practical experience in this line of business enables us to give our

customers the best results with the least expense.

Schaum & Uhlinger,
1030-1038 New Market Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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/ STERLING & FRANCINE CLARK ART INSTITUTE

NK8804 .P67 1889 stack

Posselt, E. A./Technology of textile des

3 1962 00074 1250

^
p, UHLINGER Wo;?^

MACHINISTS, ^
lA to 3e E. Oansa St., I=liUa..

5

Dobbx card-PiincliIns: Blaclilne.

This machine is built for punching
Jacquard or Dobby Cards of the
strongest pasteboard, punching the
whole card at one revolution or stroke.

After the keys are set, any number of
duplicates can be punched. It is well
constructed, simple, and a most effec-

tive machine.

^

JACQUARD MACHIPiB.

Made for weaving figured goods of all kinds, from the lightest to the heaviest,
either for Silk, Cotton or Wool. Single lift, double lift or raise and drop machines.
Harness tied up and made ready to set on looms of any make. Our raise and
drop are especially adapted to weaving the finest silk and worsted goods.

UHI,I9{GER'S imPROVEID RIBBOBI 1,0091.




